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Rethinking Extractive Industry: 
Regulation, Dispossession, and Emerging Claims 

Eduardo Canel, Uwa:fiokun Idemudia, and Liisa L. North 

This double issue of the Canadian Journal of Development Studies responds to grow
ing academic discussion and public concern about the environmental, social, political, 
and economic impacts of the rapid globe-spanning growth of mining and petroleum 
industries over the past twenty years. The recent boom in mineral and petroleum ex
ports has renewed debate about the potential developmental contribution of extractive 
industries. It has also opened new discussions about international, and home and host 
country responsibilities for ensuring both a fairer distribution of the benefits that might 
be derived from their operations and compensation for the damages they often cause. 

In these debates, mining and petroleum corporations argue that they are agents of 
progressive change, and that modern technology and new corporate social responsi
bility programs can make extractive activities sustainabl,e and beneficial to all stake
holders.' Meanwhile, national and provincial governments of all political tendencies, 
including the much heralded "new left" in Latin America, almost invariably argue 
that the expansion of extractive industry is necessary for sponsoring development and 
overcoming poverty by generating foreign exchange, tax revenue, and employment 
(Hogenboom and Jilberto 2009).2 

Critics respond that extractive industries have too often failed to address the devel
opment needs of communities, which have variously demanded the right to be con
sulted (including the right to say no), a share_in the profits, compensation for damage 
and lost livelihoods, and greater government regulation of the industry. Critics also 
argue that in countries with weak institutions, including "low-intensity democracies," 
extractive activity cannot. contribute to sustainable human development. Such a goal, 
they suggest, can be achieved only in countries with robust civil societies and strong 
regulatory frameworks, and where governments have the political will and institutional 

i. For example, the Mining Association of Canada initiated a Towards Sustainable Mining ini
tiative and points to the billions of dollars the industry has paid in taxes in Canada as evidence of its 
contributions to ·development. . 

2. To avoid unnecessary repetition, we have refrai~ed from citing sources that are available in the 
bibliographies provided by the contributors to this special issue. 

Canadian Journal of Development Studies 30, nos.1-2 (2010): 5-25 
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6 CANEL, IDEMUDIA, AND NORTH 

capacity to enforce regulations, conditions often absent in countries of the global South 
where extractive industries operate. 

Some of these arguments are not new. Indeed, extractive industries have been the 
subject of controversy and a source of c<;mflict among states, transnational corpora
,tions, communities, and labour unions since the early decades of the twentieth century. 
However, the unprecedented and unregulated geographical expansion and intensifi
cation of extractive exploitation that characterizes the latest phase of the industry's 
growth raises new issues. Likewise, the resulting widespread protest. and the emerging 
corporate strategies to obtain community support at the sites of extraction (and even 
of exploration) raise new challenges for communities, r'esearchers, policy-makers, and 
corporations alike. 

In general, both advocacy networks and industry actors have become more sophisti
cated in their handling of the issues and their relations with one another. Their capac
ity to resist and destabilize each other's efforts has also increased. On the one hand, 
as noted, conflict has intensified and expanded across the globe. On the other hand, 
further opportunities for dialogue and institution building have also opened.3 New 
accountability instruments are now being elaborated:__ for example, in relation to the 
financing of resource extraction. NGOs have assumed new roles as they attempt to 
find common ground between mining companies and communities.4 Some mining 
and petroleum companies, for thei! part, have adopted corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) codes, and have entered into various forms of partnership and legal agreement 
with communities. 

Many activists and researchers concerned with the environmental and social con
sequences of extractive industries have suggested that opposition to extractive activity 
should be accompanied by more proactive form~ of e1i.gagement and proposal making. 
Indeed, debate has moved beyond simply arguing for or against extractive industries 
toward addressing the complex host of issues that has arisen from more than a decade 
of conflict and experimentation with various· forms of regulation. Much of the debate 

. focuses on the conditions required to ensure democratic, transparent, and effective 
forms of industry regulation. While industry actors and national governments advocate 
private or voluntary forms of regulation, others propose public regulation through leg
islation or direct state ownership, as in the cases of Bolivia and Venezuela. Advocates 
of public regulation suggest that regulatory frameworks must be developed simultane
ously in host countries (where extractive activity takes place), in home countries (where 
corporations are based), and at the international level. In Canada, representatives from 
industry and civil society negotiated a set of recommendations to transcend the private 
versus public deadlock, proposing instead an intermediary regulatory framework com~ 
bining private and public oversight (see Coumans in this issue). 

3. See for example the recommendations of the Canadian National Roundtable discussed by 
Coumans in this issue. 

4. The initiatives of the Tata Energy Research Institute in India and OXFAM-UK in Africa are 
good examples of these efforts. 
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The new issues in these debates are echoed in parallel discussions taking place within 
the field of development. Acknowledging the dismal failure of unrestrained capitalism 
as promoted by neo-liberal policies, most international development institutions now 
advocate limited forms of state regulation to guard against the "excesses" of uncon
strained market regime. In fact, the traditional "state versus market" debate has been 
largely displaced by a new "post-Washington Consensus" perspective that posits the 
need for a mixture of state intervention and market.competition to promote devel
opment. This emerging mainstream approach advocates a form of "socially respon
sible capitalism" in which markets and states work together with civil society to ensure 
sustainable human development (Howell and Pearce 2001). However, defining ethical 
corporate behaviour, determining the appropriate balance between free markets and 
state intervention, and identifying the conditions that aHow meaningful civil society 
participation remain the subject of intense examination and political struggle, as shown 
in many of the articles in this issue. 

The currency of the post-Washington Consensus outlook may provide new oppor
tunities to communities concerned about extr,active activities, and to the supporters of 
these communities. As discussions about the role of the state have shifted from whether 
it should intervene to how (or how much) it should do so,5 the space for policy debate 
has opened somewhat, in sharp contrast to the conditions that prevailed during the era 
of neo-liberal structural adjustment policies. The growing emphasis on socially respon
sible capitalism, coupled with changing societal expectations· aboutthe· ethical obliga
tions of corporate actors, provide a more favourable context within which to negotiate 
with industry actors the terms on which they might operate. As well, .the increasing 
focus on democratic governance and civil society participation bolsters demands for 
the establishmentof appropriate mechanisms to ensure genuine community consulta
tion, whether this consultation leads to informed consent for, or the rejection of, ex
tractive activity. However, the ability of comm uni hes to seize upon these opportunities 
is conditioned by the significant power inequalities between them and the corporations 
with which they must contend, a point made by many of the contributors to this issue. 

A New Phase of Extractive Activity and Conflict 

The new forms that extractive industry operations have taken on since the 1990s hav~ 
been derived from three sources: (1) from the dismantling of public regulation pro
moted by the neo-liberalpolicy f.r;amework, (1) from the exhaustion of easily accessible 
and rich deposits in the context (until 2008) of rapidly rising demand and prices, and 
(3) from the emergence of various national and international voluntary codes of cor
porate conduct, CSR initiatives, and corporate-community contracts. 

5. See Howell and Pearce (2001, 65). However, important differences remain, especially in rela
tion to what should be the primary aim of good government: Should it be to create the conditions to 
make markets more efficient or to expand democracy and empower citizens? 
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First, with respect to the policy context, the i99os Washington Consensus about the 
desirability of market-led economic growth prompted governments across the globe
under pressure from the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the US 
Treasury-to dismantle much of the regulatory legislation and public institutional ca
pacity that, following World War II, was created during the decades of state-sponsored 
development in many third world countries. In some developing countries, the result
ing new legislation inspired by'the Washington Consensus was designed to attract 
foreign investment into the mining and petroleum sectors, and led to the rewriting 
of what were considered antiquated mining codes in order to make them attractive to 
foreign investors and compatible with the dictates of the neo-liberal prescriptions (see 
Campbell's discussion of changes to mining regimes in Africa). Subsequen~ly, the new 
private-sector-friendly legislation and·codes regarding the rights of foreign investors 
were incorporated into free trade agreements signed by Canada with various Latin 
American countries, thereby providing additional legal protection to Canadian mining 
corporations for suing governments t~at rescind permit for operations (see Van Harten 
2007 regarding the legal implications of the free trade agreements on the relative power 
of states and corporations).6 

· Second, with respect to the location and quality of deposits, extractive industries 
moved into ever more remote r,egions, often, occupied by indigenous peoples, from 
the tar sands of northern Alberta to the open-pit gold and copper mines of Andean 
South America, where even glaciers are considered disposable, and into countries 
with little history of extractive 'industry operations, as in parts of Central America. 
In their exploitation oflower grade ores, extractive industries became more intensive 
in their use ofland, water, and energy, r~ising difficult questions about their impacts 
on the environment and the people whose lives are dependent on its health . .As the 
damaging impacts of the new mining activities became increasingly visible, local 
communities, civil society organizations, and social movements mobilized to protest 
extractive industry operations and the new laws that encouraged them. Some, such 
as the Ogoni people of the Niger Delta and Amazonian farming communities in Ec
uador, launched suits against the corporations that had polluted their territories. (In 
the two cases mentioned, the corporations were the petroleum giants Shell Oil and 
Texaco/Chevron, respectively.) In early 2009, an Ecuadorian community launched a 
suit against a Canadian mining company and the Toronto Stock Exchange for alleged 
human rights violations.7 

· Third, in response to the increasingly heated debate, activism, and protest regarding 
the social and environmental costs of the new extractive industry boom, the parallel 
decrease of state regulation resulting from Washington Consensus policies, and the 
new emphasis of socially responsible capitalism arising from the post-Washington 

6. The Canadian mining company Pacific Rim, for example, is suing the government of El Sal
vador under the terms of the Central America Free Trade Agreement. Meanwhile, a coalition of 
Salvadorian mining opponents is supporting legislation to ban precious-metal mining altogether, 
spurred by the violence at the Pacific Rim operations site. 

7. See Brett Popplewell, "Copper Mesa sued for alleged assault," Toronto Star, 22 November 
2009. 
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Consensus, corporations began to formulate their own regulation strategies, like CSR 
codes, and to promote corporate-community agreements and impact-benefit agree
ments (a review of these trends in the Canadian context is provided by Dashwood and 
Puplampu in this issue). This was done in an effort to secure a "social license to operate" 
from communities in the regions of extraction and to hold back possible re-regulation 
by the state. These corporations argued that the new CSR programs and industry-com
munity partnerships would allow the sector to regulate itself in a manner that would be 
beneficial to all stakeholders. They also suggested that mining and petroleum extraction 
could be "sustainabl_e" because new and advanced technologies minimized environ
mental damage, and that they could play a leading role in promoting local and national 
development through the employment, export income, and tax revenue they generated. 
In some countries, corporations orchestrated aggressive publicity campaigns equating 
mining and oil extraction with progress and development, marketing themselves as 
good corporate citizens and agents of progressive change. 

As the home of a number oflarge transnational mining and petroleum enterprises, 
the world's most important exporter of junior companies engaged in exploration activi
ties, and as a country of mineral-rich territories located in indigenous communities, 
Canada is at the centre of all these debates. Canada is in fact one of the world's leading 
producers ofminerals8 and has ranked as the top destination of global exploration 
investment since 2004, capturing close to 20% of all global investment. The country is 
also a major player in international markets and offshore investments. For instance, 
nearly 60% of all min~ng companies around the world are registered with the Toronto 
Stock Exchange, which is the most important hub for global mining finance; account
ing for an astounding 80% of all international mining equity transactions since 2003.9 

Canadian worldwide investment in mining rose by 55% between 2002 and 2008, reach
ing $13.2 billion. In 2008, Canadian mining companies operated 350 mines worldwide 
in various countries of Africa, Latin America, and Asia, as well as in the United States 
and Australia. 

Not surprisingly, Canadian companies have fo·und themselves at the centre of inter
national controversy, often tarnishing the country's reputation as a relatively "benevo
lent" power and peacemaker. Although controversy regarding Canada-based mining 
company operations abroad is not new, it has intensified and became more visible over 

·the past decade.I Concerns about the modus operandi of Canadian corporate actors and 
their alleged disregard for human rights, both in Canada and abroad, have increasingly 
been reported-in Canadian and international media (they are also·dis_cussed by Cath
erine Coumans.in her contribution to this issue and reflected in the documentary filni, 
Under Rich Earth, reviewed here). A recent front page article in the Toronto Star (22 

November 2009), for.example, reported that multiple charges of human rights abuses 

8. Canada is the top world producer of uranium and potash, producing 22% and 33%, respec
tively, of global output. It is als_o the second largest producer of nickel and cobalt, the third largest 
producer of titanium concentrate, platinum group metals, and aluminum, and the fourth largest 
producer of zinc. This section draws from a recent report by the Mining Association of Canada. See 
"A Report on the State of the Canadian Mining Industry. Facts and Figures, 2009." 

9. In contrast, the Australian and London exchanges handled only around 9% each. 
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have been raised against Canadian companies in "at least thirty of the world's poorest 
countries," and highlighted the difficulty of passing legislation to regulate and monitor 
Canadian companies due to their excessive power. The lead story of a major Mexican 
daily in July 2009 claimed that Canadian companies hold 70% of mining concessions 
in that country and that their operations have had "devastating effects" on health and 
environmental conditions at the sites of extraction.10 A few months later, in October, 
a Mexican superior court ordered Canadian owned New Gold-Minera San Xavier to 
cease operations at its very conflictive mine site in northern Mexico.11 The byline of a 
recent Canadian Report on Business front page article on the environmental impacts 
of mining at home and abroad referred to "A Big Mess" (Globe and Mail, i2 October 
2009). . ' 

Meanwhile, civil society based organizations or NGOs in Canada and abroad-Min
ing Watch and the Halifax Initiative in Canada, various national branches of OXF AM 
internationally, and the South-South network Oilwatch among them-questioned the 
corporate s~ctor's capacity to self-regulate in a fashion that could ensure environmen
tal sustainability and respect for the human rights of affected communities. They also 
remained highly skeptical about developmental and social implications of extractive 
activities, as did various religious organizations and human rights agencies,12 aiid ad
vocated re-regulation, both at home and abroad. 

Community responses to the expansion of extractive industries have significantly 
varied across regions and contexts. Overall, communities have become more resource
ful and sophisticated in their handling of their interactions with corporations and 
governments. They have developed multifaceted strategies that include national and 
transnational legal suits, community referendums, demonstrations and road block
ades, boycotts, and negotiations of corporate-community agreements. They have also 
established alliances and partnerships with concerned NGOs, university researchers, 
and social movements, both at home and abroad. 

If the mobilization strategies have varied, so have the stances adopted by communi
ties toward extractive industries. Some communities and their supporters, especially in 
Latin America, have rejected extractive industries outright and asserted their right to 
say no to extraction (see the contribution of Walter and Martinez-Alier in this issue). 
In many of these cases, corporations accused their opponents of naivety and exaggera
tion, of being "anti-mining," and even of eco-tertorism, and governments criminalized 

10. See La Jornada, 17 July 2009. For a discussion of such past conflicts, stretching back to the 
1970s in Guatemala and Indonesia, see Jamie Swift's The Big Nickel, Inca at Home and Abroad (Kitch
ener: Between the Lines, 1977). In the 1960s, Inca's subsidiary in Guatemala pretty much wrote the 
legal code under which it was to operate there, and its executives expressed their support for the 
repressive military regime that ruled the country at the time (Swift 1977, 68-70). 

11. The court is the Mexican Federal Tribunal of Administrative and Fiscal Justice. The ruling 
was circulated and translated into English by the NGO Mining Awareness Coalition Toronto (30 
October 2009). 

12. In Tanzania, for example, Christian and Muslim religious leaders organized a joint fact
finding mission and critiqued the operations of Canadian mining giant Barrick Gold (CCT, TEC,.and 
BAKW ATA, 2·007-08 [http://cct-tz.org/]. In turn, the Christian and Muslim leaders were partners of 
the Canadian ecumenical human rights agency, KAIROS. 
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and repressed their protests. In contrast, other communities accepted mining or oil 
extraction as an activity that could, under certain conditions, bring about direct ben
efits to them, even if only in the short term. In these cases, they chose to engage with 
corporations" through their CSR programs and/or to negotiate benefits through legal 
agreements with individual companies (see O'Faircheallaigh in this issue). Frequently, 
differences of opinion within communities over how. to respond to corporate projects 
generated soeial divisions and produced internal conflicts that weakened their bargain
ing power or blunted opposition. The divisions hampered the formulation of poten
tially coherent, and perhaps more environmentally and socially sustainable, alternative 
approaches to the management of the extractive sector. 

In the multifaceted conflicts and negotiations between collaborating states and cor
porations on the one hand, and communities and a broad range of national and inter
national civil society organizations on the other, the asymmetries of power have been · 
notable, as observed by various authors in this issue. Such power differentials have 
undermined the capacity of communities and their allies to seize the possible opportu
nities arising from the new politics of the post-Washington Consensus, and explain the 
relatively few benefits extraction has brought to many communities, especially those in 
countries of the South. 

It is the complex and interrelated issues briefly identified above that are analyzed in 
the collection of papers brought together in this publication, which results from a con
ference called "Rethinking Extractive Industry: Regulation, Dispossession, and Emerg
ing Claims."13 The many facets of extractive industry expansion demand analysis from 
various disciplinary perspectives, and thus the authors whose works are presented here· 
include anthropologists, political scientists, lawyers, environmental specialists, and 
sociologists. They work at universities, non-governmental monitoring and advocacy 
organizations, and research centres. Each examines a discrete set of issues or focuses 
on a single case, but together they provide a reasonably broad.introduction to the criti
cal questions and conflicts arising from the new context, with examples of the ways in 
which communities, corporations, arid governments have responded. They focus on 
emerging claims around natural resource extraction, and on questions of obligation 
and responsibility in the pursuit of extraction for development. 

13. The conference was jointly organized by the Centre for Research on Latin America and the 
Caribbean and the Extractive Industries Research Group at York University, 5-7 March 2009. For 
more information see the conference website at http://www.yorku.ca/cerlac/ei-conf.htm. Many 
thanks are due for the generous financial support provided by CIDA, IDRC, SSHRC, and the United 
Steel Workers of America (USWA). The York University U50 Office and the Office of the Vice Presi
dent, Research and Innovation (VPRI), as well as many other faculties, departments, and programs, 
also generously supported the conference. 
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Conceptualizing Extractive Industry Regimes through 
Canadian Lenses, 

The first section of this special issue presents two articles that examine the legal regimes 
under which mining corporatio.ns function in Canada, and the regulation-or lack 
thereof-by the Canadian state of their activities at home and abroad. In the context of 
the debates summarized above, criticism of Canadian mining and petroleum industry 
operations abroad-by developmental NGOs, human rights agencies, churches, and 
academic groups-led Parliament to set up the "National Roundtable on Corporate 
Social Responsibility and the Canadian Extractive. Industry in Developing Countries" 
in 2006. The roundtable's report was issued in 2007, an-d it called for the creation of an 
independent Oinbudsperson and Compliance Review Committee that, as Catherine 
Coumans explains, would have provided a mechanism through which community 
complaints against Canadian extractive companies operating in countrie~ with weak 
governance regimes could be credibly investigated and their violations sanctioned. This 
recommendation was rejected by the federal government, which instead favours the 
self-monitoring and self-regulation of the sector under various CSR schemes and via 
negotiated agreements between corporations and communities. Some of the recom
mendations-except, significantly, the recommendation to create an independent Om
budsperson-were reintroduced in Parliament through a private member's bill and are 
currently under discussion in the legislature. I 

In her analysis of the limitations of voluntary codes of conduct, Coumans argues 
that they "do not address the need for sanction and remedy, do not ensure respect for 
human rights, and do not support and promote community agency in protecting social, 
economic, and environmental values." Since there are few provisions for the sanction
ing of corporations that violate the voluntary codes and none for providing "remedy" to 
communities whose rights have been violated, corporations enjoy "effective impunity." 
Coumans, who was a participant in the 2006-07 roundtable process, makes the case 
for legally binding state regulation, both national and international, that would allow 
communities to hold corporations accountable and obtain remedy for violations. 

In the second article, Myriam Laforce analyzes the origins, nature, and consequences 
of the "free mining" or "free entry" regime that was established in the United States and 
Canada during the second half of the nineteenth century and that has remained largely 
intact to the present. TI1e regime was set up at a time when state power did not reach 
the remote frontier areas where mining booms were taking off in these two countries, 
California during the "gold rush" being the prime example. Consequently, mining en
trepreneurs stepped in to fill the norm~tive field that the state could not establish. Thus, 
the miners defined the rules of the game, which the state eventually adopted, thereby 
establishing a legal order in which mining came to trump all other economic and land 
use alternatives. Ever since, communities at the sites of exploration and exploitation 
have had no legal basis for opposing mining once a "claim" has been properly made 
and duly registered. 
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After examining the social and political power relations that created and sustained 
this historic free mining/free entry regime, Laforce l~oks at recent mining code reforms ' 
that encourage corporations and indigenous communities to negotiate impact benefit 
agreements (IBAs). Do such agreements in any way alter the asymmetries of power 
that have characterized the sector and create more favourable cqnditions within which· 
indigenous communities can elaborate and decide on a development path for their own 
territories? Do the reforms actually provide the comnrnnities whose territories have 
.become the sites of mining activity the opportunity to make decisions about the ways 
in which exploitation should take place or whether it should take place at all? Laforce 
views the benefits gained from IBAs in Canada as limited if not meagre, despite the fact 
that Canadian indigenous peoples tend to enjoy greater possibilities-legal rights, ac
cess to information, a democratic political system, and the like-for having their views 
taken into consideration in comparison to their counterparts in many other parts of 
~~M . I 

Both Coumans's and Laforce's articles make it clear that what happens in Canada 
directly influences the expectations of Canada-based corporations operating abroad 
regarding the legal regimes of host states and the rights oflocal communities. In brief, 
the weaknesses of Canadian laws and regulatory regimes, as analyzed by Coumans and 
Laforce; can limit the developmental choices of the communities where our extractive 
corporations establish operations. 

·Corporate-Community Agreements and Informed 
Consent: Ensuring Developmental Benefits at the Sites 
of Extraction? · 

In the second section of this special issue, Ciaran O'Faircheallaigh looks at the ways 
in which negotiations between mining corporations and indigenous communities are 
taking place in Canada and Australia; Viviane Weitzner addresses multi-party policy 
dialogues among states, corporations, (indigenous) communities, and others in Can
ada, South Africa, and several Latin American countries; an~ David Szablowski probes 
the conditions under which informed community consent may or may not be given. 

O'Faircheallaigh argues that the now standard Australian and Canadian practice of 
negotiating contractual agreements between mining corporations and indigenous or 
aboriginal communities is becoming increasingly common because the agreements ap
pear to offer "significant economic and social opportunities." Indeed, O'Faircheallaigh 
shows that several communities in Canada and Australia have successfully obtained 
important benefits from these agreements. Nevertheless, he also argues that as pri
vate contracts, such agreements, or{ce signed, can limit the ways in which indigenous 
peoples access government and the judicial system, and significantly restrict their re
lations with environmental and community groups. The agreements, he argues, also 
limit the capacity of communities to engage in political action to address problems 
they may encounter with the company after the agreement has been signed. Thus, for 
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indigenous and other communities, bargaining capacity and a thorough understand
ing of the terms of the contractual agreements offered by extractive corporations are 
critical for ensuring local developmental benefits. The building of such capacities re
quires time and dedication, but is of vital importance in light of the history of multiple 
outrages suffered by such communities at the hands of extractive companies across the 
globe, as recorded by the contributors to O'Faircheallaigh's edited volum_e, Earth Mat
ters: Indigenous Peoples, the Extractive Industries and Corporate Social Responsibility 
(reviewed in this issue). - . 

As a step toward identifying "key lessons" for indigenous participation in multi-party 
dialogues among states, corporations, indigenous communities, and other social actors, 
Viviane Weitzner assesses the "lessons" of 14 such experiences (eight in Canada, one 
in S<mth Africa, two in Brazil, and three in Peru). They stretch from the White Horse 
Mining Initiative (WHMI) (1992-94) to the National Roundtable on Corporate Social 
Responsibility (2006-07). The participation of industry, government, environmental 
groups, labour unions, and aboriginal organizations in dialogue to "seek consensus on 
how best to make mining in Canada contribute to sustainable development," a pro
cess first established by the WHMI, has already been replicated in some third world 
countries with the encouragement and support of CIDA. Further, such dialogues are 
potentially on the agenda in still other countries where the Ottawa-based North-South 
Institute, where Weitzner works, provides technical assistance to mining communities 
such as Guyana, Surinam, and Colombia. 

However, the history of the dialogues in Canada and elsewhere is not promising. 
Among other things, Weitzner found that they seldom resolve the "deeply controver- · 
sial or systemic issues" (such as the ones embedded in the "free entry" regime discussed 
by Laforce); that their recommendations have not been implemented by governments 
(as Coumans also makes clear with regard to the National Roundtable of 2006-07); 

and that since the processes themselves are costly; mining affected communities may 
lack the resources to effectively participate, or they have to divert resources from other 
essential activities (also often the case in drawing up contracts with corporations, as 
analyzed by O'Faircheallaigh). Nonetheless, some communities may occupy relatively 
strong bargaining positions and derive benefits, as argued by Gabrielle Slowey in her 
Navigating Neoliberalism: Self Determination and the Mikisew Cree First Nation (re
viewed here). 

David Szablowski evaluates the extent to which the principle of free, prior, and in- . 
formed consent by indigenous communities is being adopted by governments having 
to decide whether or not to license oil and mineral extraction on indigenous territories. 
The variability in government positions and local capacities that he finds is echoed in 
the African and Latin American case studies presented in the final section of this issue 
and discussed below. Depending on their organizational coherence and capacity, their 
access to information, and the resources they are able to mobilize, communities may be 
able to stop mining activity even when governments refuse to recognize prior consent, 
as in the case ofEsquel in Argentina in 2003 (as _discussed by Walter and Martinez
Alier). However, in general, the possibility of saying no to mining or petroleum extrac
tion, and of obtaining support for alternatives to extraction in resource rich areas, is 
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minimal when tremendous power asymmetries exist between local communities on the 
one hand, and corporations and national governments on the other, an issue to which 
all the contributors to this publication draw attention. Nevertheless, lack of consulta
tion may have tragic consequences, as evidenced in the deaths of at least 33 police and 
fodigenous people that resulted from the June 2009 confrontation between the Peru
vian government and Amazonian indigenous organizations.that felt that their rights 
had been ignored (Federaci6n Internacional de Derechos Humanos October 2009).14 

Corporate Voluntary Initiatives: Can They Ensure 
Accountability and Development? 

The three articles on this question included here provide African case studies-on 
Nigeria, Cameroon, and Ghana-that evaluate the extent to which various corporate 
voluntary approaches to regulate the industry have altered corporate behaviour and 
yielded benefits for communities at the sites of extraction. 

Can CSR yield positive results, like corporate social development, in the absence of 
a strong and coherent state apparatus able to provide an "enabling environment" for 
such programs? This is the question posed by Uwafiokun Idemudia with reference to 
Nigeria. His review of the CSR and corporate social development programs of petro
leum corporations in the Niger Delta leads him to the conclusion that their benefits 
are negligible, if they exist at all, when the state does not have the capacity and political 
will to regulate the corporations and enforce norms. Although the Nigerian state has 
created a number of regulatory institutions at various levels of government to deal with 
the distributional issues and envhonmental costs associated with booming petroleum 
exports, it suffers from corruption and lacks capacity. Thus, rather than. promoting 
development, the spectacular expansion of petroleum production in the Niger Delta 
has undermined livelihoods and the social peace the region's inhabitants once enjoyed, 
generating the cycle of escalating violence and conflict analyzed by Cyril Obi in this 
issue. 

In a neighbouring West African region, petroleum corporations and local commu
r,iities, the disenfranchised Bakola Pygmies among them, negotiated an agreement to 
allow for the construction and operation of the Chad-Cameroon pipeline. However, 
the. agreement offered minimal compensation packages for communities who were 
going to be evicted from their lands or whose traditional land use patterns would be 
seriously disrupted by the construction of the pipeline. According to Marieme Lo, this · 
outcome resulted from the significant power asymmetries among the negotiating par
ties. She argues that communities were cognizant of their lack of power vis-a-vis a 
giant oil corporation like Exxon Oil and of their lack of political efficacy. As a result, 

14. The report was prepared by Rodolfo Stavenhagen, former United Nations rapporteur for 
indigenous peoples, and Elsie Monge, the head of Ecuador's Ecumenical Commission for Human 
Rights. 
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they entered the negotiations with a "minimalist approach," hoping to gain only minor 
concessions from a project that, they assumed, would go ahead regardless of their pref
erences and opinions. Further illustrating these power differentials between disenfran
chised communities and corporate actors, Lo shows that Exxon Oil did not even pay 
affected communities the minimal compensation stipulated in the agreement. In effect, 
the communities and thc;ir allies in national and international NGO and human rights 
agencies lacked the power to force the comp~ny to live up to the spirit of the agree
ment. Further exacerbating these problems, the Cameroonian state abstained from in
tervening on behalf of local communities. Its lack of action arose in part from its own 
weakness vis-a-vis large corporate actors, but it also derived from lack of political will 
to demand better corporate behaviour: the pipeline promised substantial revenue and 
passed through territories inhabited by underprivileged minorities who do not enjoy 
effective citizen rights. In this context, the petroleum corporations and their foreign 
backers were under little or no pressure to deliver on the terms of the agreements that 
were signed. · 

While the biggest and most visible players among the large mining and petroleum 
corporations have led the movement toward CSR (however problema~ic their perfor
mance may be), what has happened among the juniors? This is the question addressed 
by Hevina S. Dashwood and Bill B. Puplampu, with specific reference to a Canadian 
gold mining enterprise in Ghana: Their study provides an interesting and promising 
contrast to the cases presented by Idemudia and Lo, and to the questioning of the ef
ficacy of voluntary initiatives advanced by others in this journal issue. Dashwood and 
Puplampu show that some junior corporations are both willing to learn from critiques 
of their operations, and to implement CSR programs in ways that respect communi
ties and contribute to local development. They argue that the existence of a committed 
senior leadership that is willing to introduce "major organizational innovations" is the 
central organizational condition that encourages a junior mining company to commit 
meaningfully to CSR. They add that their incentive to innovate comes "from the direct 
correlation between the need for a social license from the local communities and the 
company's ability to operate its mines" and from the fact that, from a business stand
point, the benefits of CSR programs far outweigh their costs. As a result, the Canadian 
company, under the authors' evaluation, has improved relations with the communities 
where it operates and established a number of programs in community consultation, 
and job creation and training. However, Hevina and Puplampu caution that given the 
relative newness of these initiatives, it is too early to assess their contributions to lqcal 
development. Indeed, contributors to Corporate Citizenship in Africa: Lessons from the 
Past Paths to the Future (reviewed in this issue) acknowledged both the opportunities 
and the challenges confronting CSR as a vehicle for development in Africa. 
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States, Conflicts, and Community Resistance: 
Developmental Alternatives to the Reigning Regime? 

In this section, six case studies from Africa and Latin America deal with a broad range 
of i.ssues, ranging from the impact of the neo-liberal reform of mining codes in Africa 
(Bonnie Campbell) to the violence generated by petroleum productioq on the Niger 
Delta ·(Cyril Obi); the performance of a South-South NGO network' in West Africa 
(Asume Osuoka and Anna Zalik); the territorial and social inequalities and inequities 
generated by mineral extraction in Bolivia (Anthony Bebbington and Denise Hum
phreys Bebbington); effective community resistance to mining in Argentina (Mariana 
Walter and Joan Martinez-Alier); and the generalization of conflict among communi
ties, corporations, and the state in the course of Peru's spectacular mining boom (Jose 
de Echave). 

Bonnie Campbell discusses and. critiques the neo-liberal rewriting of mining codes 
in sub-Saharan Africa, taking place under pressure from the World Bank, the IMF, and 
the major donor countries. The multiple negative impacts of the new reformed codes,: 
which bear a strong family resemblance to the free mining/free entry regime critiqued 
by Laforce, arise in good part from the fact that they were not designed as an integral 
part of a national development project but, rather, as an isolated, sectorial approach 
favouring mining corporate interests. Campbell argues that the retrenchment of state 
authority contributed to the institutionalization of "asymmetrical relations of power 
and influence," and she highlights consequences of mining code reform, including the 
weakening of state sovereignty, the diminishment of policy options, and the reduction 
of state capacityfor institutional reform. Moreover, C.ampbell argues that building state 
capacity (or rebuilding it, in cases where neo-liberal reforms disarticulated previously 
existing institutional capacities), is not so much a technical but a political issue that 
requires fundamental change in social power relations. 

Disillusionment with Washington Consensus reforms in sub-Saharan Africa, re
corded by Campbell, applies as well in Latin America and other parts of the world. 
However, this disillusionment has yet to yield alternative policy frameworks, even 
within the context of the post-Washington Consensus, given national and interna
tional power structures that favour corporations and the national (often rentier) elites 
aligned with them. 

Cyril Obi's examination of the multi-faceted and tragic conflicts between communi
ties a·nd corporations that have been raging for-the past 20 .years in the oil-industry
dominated Niger Delta demonstrates how the rapid, unregulated expansion of an export 
industry can produce violence and undercut the livelihoods of people at the sites of pro
duction, rather than increasing well-being and generating development. Like Idemudia, 
in his analysis of the ineffectiveness of CSR in the absence of an "enabling" state, Obi 
emphasizes the incapacity of the Nigerian st~te, controlled by rentier elites, to address 
the inequitable distribution of oil export income, and to bring a peaceful resolution to 
the conflicts raging among various types of armed groups, criminal gangs, and ethnic 
minority militias. These groups arose from the failure of peaceful protest to redress the 
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distributional conflicts and environmental degradation of the Delta. The political volatil
ity generated by the powerlessness of ethnic minorities vis-a-vis the state, and the impor
tance of an effective and democratic political system are illustrated once again in Obi's 
account of the descent into violence in the most resource rich region of Nigeria. 

Asume Osuoka and Anna Zalik look at the origins, conduct, and impacts of a south
ern NGQ network, Oil watch, on the operations of petroleum corporations and .the 
functioning of states. in Africa. Oilwatch is an independent southern NGO network, 
first headquartered i11 Ecuador and now in Nigeria, that broke off from its northern 
partners. The questions Osuoka and Zalik pose are: How does this southern NGO net
work differ in philosophy and strategy from its northern counterparts and how effective 
has it been in representing communities affected by petroleum production? Not unex
pectedly, it turns out that the power differentials between civil society organizations, 
on the one hand, and multinational corporations, their international backers (like the 
World Bank), and both home and host states, on the other, preclude most effective 
action on behalf of communities whose livelihoods have been damaged and whose 
developmental alternatives have been limited. 

Osuoka and Zalik conclude that while token issues have been addressed by the states 
and corporations lobbied by Oilwatch, fundamental questions regarding such issues 

· as the distribution of inco~e and compensation for environmental damage remain 
unaddressed. Moreover, similar to the situation observed by Lo in Cameroon, local 
communities are often willing to settle for palliatives instead of risking the potentially 
repressive consequences of challenging corporations and states on systemic or funda-

' mental issues. Thus, Oilwatch-to link Osouka and Zalik's analysis with Coumans's 
preoccupations-has not been able to improve corporate accountability or provide 
"sanction and remedy" while its t:fforts to promote effective community "agency" have 
been limited. 

The Latin American cases of conflict brought under scrutiny here include Bolivia 
(analyzed by Anthony Bebbington and Denise Humphries Bebbington), a country 
in which the government has recently taken controversial measures to reform ear
lier neo-liberal codes and legislation in an attempt to ensure greater benefits from its 
mining, petroleum, and gas sectors for national and regional development. However, 
nationalization of natural resources and greater political will on the part of state lead
ers do not necessarily produce positive outcomes for communities when the state lacks 
the administrative and political capacity to deal with the multiple issues of histori
cally structured social inequality, inequity, and injustice. Moreover, Bebbington and 
Humphries Bebbington point out that "spatial justice" issues-that is, territorial in
equalities and inequities "among regions where extraction occurs and those where it 
does not occur" -also prompt thorny conflicts that become all the more complex and 
difficult to resolve when they overlap with ethnic differences. 

The experience of community mobilization and referendum in the city of Esquel 
in Southern Argentina, presented by Mariana Walter and Joan Martinez-Alier, is one 
of very few in which a mining project was stopped from advancing to production by 
community intervention. The project in Esquel was rejected in a community referen
dum in 2003. The elements of social-political organization and access to information 
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that allowed Esquel's citizens to successfully assert their right to say no to mining may 
be used as the point of comparison to the other cases presented in this issue. Several 
characteristics of the city's culture, economy, and socio-politieal organization stand out 
in Walter and Martinez-Alier's presentation. Although Esquel was far from prosperous 
(in fact, it was in the midst of economic crisis and suffering high levels of unemploy
ment at the time the possibility of gold mining in the area arose), it was a uniquely 

. ·\ 

endowed city. It had a university and university-based research capacity that could be 
turned to the systematic examination of the mining company's claims about cyanide 
use and open-pit mining. It was also a city With local newspapers and social organiza
tions-like a strong teachers' association-that could disseminate information among 
citizens about the potentialenvii-onmental and social impacts of mining. Moreover, as 
a provincial capital, Esquel was home to a relatively high number of educated profes
sionals who were working in the public sector. In the political economic realm, the city 
also had formulated a development "vision" through a broad process of consultation 
with the citizenry, and that vision was based on the expansion of existing capacities 
in agriculture, forestry, tourism, and "knowledge industries." Thus, the level of com- · 
munlty consensus was such that even the local, rural M~puche indigenous minorities 
joined the movement against mining, alongside ranchers with whom they had bat
tled on other issues. Esquel's successful organization against mining became a model 
for oth~r communities in Argentina, as analyzed in Maristella Svampa and Mirta A. 
Antonelli's edited volume, Mineria Transnacional, Narrativas del Desarrollo yResisten
cias Sociales (reviewed in this issue), but the success was not easily replicable in other. 
regions of the country. 

In his discussion of Peru, where the very .rapid expansion of the mining.industry, 
both in traditional and new mining regions, has provoked widespread conflict, Jose de 
Echave refers to the other successful example of mobilization against mining in South 
America: the 2001 anti-mining referendum in the city of Tambogrande and its sur
rounding region. In fact, the social, economic, political, organizational, and knowledge 
dimensions ofTambogrande's opposition to mining bear a resemblance to those found 
in Esquel. Like Esquel, Tambogrande includes an established urban centre populated 
by citizens (not disenfranchised ethnic minorities), and it is situated in a region with 
an established agricultural economy that produced fruit for both national and interna-

. tional markets. De Echave draws particular attention to the breadth of the alliance that' 
opposed mining, one that included progressive sectors of the Catholic Church in addi
tion to national and international NGOs. Among other things, members of the alliance 
had the capacity to establish and maintain a technical committee (mesa tecnica) that 
could provide credible information to the local population concerning the implications 
of mining for the area. 

Other Peruvian communities have not been able to replicate Tambogrande's suc
cess in keeping mining out,· despite the fact that the country is home to one of the 
most broadly based national organizations opposed to the expansion of the mining 
economy-the National Coordinator of Communities Affected by Mining,15 founded 

15. In Spanish, Coordinado'ra Nacional de Comunidades Afectadas por la Mineria. 
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in 1999 with the participation of about 400 delegates from almost every region of the 
country. Since then, another network, the Red Maqui, was established in 2004, and in 
addition a large number of local and national NGOs provide support to communi
ties. However, to date, this dense network of organization has not been able to funda
mentally change the pro-mining policies of successive governments. Meanwhile, the 
corporate response has ranged from enlightened CSR programs and negotiations with 
communities to retrenchment and rejection of all proposals for reforni that might ad
dress the multiple social and environmental problems that the most recent of Peru's 
historic mining booms has generated. · 

In Peru, too, there is a prominent Canadian presence. Given the high stakes of 
Canadian mining companies in the Peruvian extractive sector, CIDA is promoting 
multi-party dialogues among the state, corporations, and communities (as noted by 
Weitzner) at the same time that the Canadian government has rejected the setting up of 
institutional arrangements to ensure the legal accountability of its mining corporations 
abroad (as recommended by the national roundtables and discussed by Coumans). 

Rethinking Extractive Industry: Dispossession and 
Emerging Claims 

The relatively recent recognition of local communities as "stakeholders" in extractive 
projects, allowing them a place at the table alongside states and corporations, changed 
the contours of conflict and debate over the distribution of potential benefits from 
resource extraction. These communities, which are often rural and indigenous and 
typically disenfranchised, have emerged as the new principal social actors at sites of 
extraction, attracting the attention of researchers, activists, and the media; while the 
study of related labour conditions and trade union mobilization has been largely set 
aside in academic work and civil society activism. As large-scale extractive industry. 
has acquired greater significance for states, communities, and environments, concep
tions of corporate obligations and responsibilities are changing, adding legitimacy to 
community demands for more socially responsible corporate behaviour.16 Thus, when 
an extractive industry receives a community "social license to operate" it often does 
so in exchange for promising to deliver tangible local benefits of different kinds (as 
discussed by O'Faircheallaigh and Weitzner). The quantity and quality of the benefits 
won depend on the knowledge, capacities, and resources that communities can bring 
to the negotiating table, as well as their capacity for political mobilization during and 
after the negotiations take place. 

The articles published in this issue of the Canadian Journal of Development 
Studies, instead of falling into a simplistic pro- or anti-mining dichotomy, provide 

i6. Although analyses of smal!cscale extractive industry show characteristics and problems that 
differ dramatically from those of large-scale mining or the petroleum industry (see Hilson 2009 for 
detailed discussion), attention to the sector is beyond the scope of this volume. 
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- nuanced interpretations of the complex relationships and possibilities that form 
at the sites of extractive activity. To what extent do patterns emerge from these ar
ticles?. What factors permit communities to negotiate agreements that provide better 
chances oflocal, socio-economicdevelopment or that mitigate potential environmental 
harm? What factors enable them to resist extractive activities they consider harmful 
to the livelihoods of their members? How might community negotiating capacities be 
strengthened? 

The successful case of Esque! can be used as our point of comparison with regard 
to community power and agency vis-a-vis states and corporations. To begin with the 
realm of political organization and rights, it has to be emphasize_d that Esque! was an 
urban centre with active citizens exercising political rights· in a democratic context. 
Despite its history of periodic military dictatorship, Argentip.a has also lived through 
periods oflively dem'ocracy, structured by well-organized and established political par
ties. The country's last and particularly brutal military dictatorship was brought down 

\ 

in i982, more than a quarter of a century ago. It is also perhaps the democratic context, 
alongside access to information and professional support, that provide much of the 
explanation for the extent to which Australian and Canadian indigenous communi
ties have been able to engage mining corporations in dialogue (however imperfect the 
results) and eventually drive relatively good bargains with them (see O'Faircheallaigh's, 
Weitzner's, and Szablowski's contributions to this issue). 

By contrast, most :rural communities in Latin America and Africa lack the insti
tutional and technical capacities to effectively engage with the state or transnational 
mining companies. Not only are these communities far from the centres of power, but 
often the state has historically been absent in these localities. Indeed, the situation is 
even more dramatic in sub-Saharart Africa where the history of slavery, differences in 
colonial experiences, and colonial-imposed borders not only shaped the nature of the 
state but continue to define state-society relationships. For example, not on_ly did colo
nization "create" ethnic differences in Africa, but also th~ colonial-imposed borders 
reinforced the minority status of, for example, the people of the Niger Delta and of the 
communities on the path of the Chad-Cameroon pipeline. Therefore, these minor
ity peoples do not enjoy full citizen rights or are otherwise politically disadvantaged 
(see Idemudia's, Obi's, and Lo's articles). They did not enjoy access to education, n_or 
had they experience forming political alliances, working within political parties in, a 
democratic context, or negotiating with government authorities prior to the veritabl_e 
blitz that the initiation of petroleum exploration and exploitation represented for their 
societies. In short, the legacy of dictatorship and the weakness of democratic institu~ 
tions are notable in both cases. ; 

In addition, we learned from the articles in this collection that-in terms of stance, 
strategy, and condition-there is as much variation among communities and their sup
porters, as among corporations ~nd their allies. For example, by exploring the contra
dictions of resistance movements, Osuoka and Zalik avoid the frequent tendency to 
homogenize civil society, and instead reveal not only north-south ten"sions but also the 
south-south conflicts that have significant ramifications on the capacity of social move
ments to effectively defend the interests ~f local communities. From another vantage 
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point, the contribution ofDashwood and Puplampu makes clear that corporations are 
not homogenous either; in some cases, whether for instrumental or normative reasons, 
they can reform themselves and conduct their operations in ways that are more respect
ful of local communities, even in the rather unfavourable context of weak states like 
Ghana. The contribution by de Echave also highlights differences among corporations 
in the level of commitment to CSR programs and in their readiness to negotiate with 
communities. 

Nonetheless, it would appear that, overall, it is a democratically organized and active 
citizenry operating within a framework of civil and political liberti~s, with access to 
information and influential allies, that can effectively halt harmful extractive industry 
projects and/or obtain the best local outcomes if such projects do go ahead. In addition, 
successful mobilization requires the availability of resources, including leadership, or
ganizational networks, and stocks of social capital; allies from other civil society organi
zations and/or from local states; and the capacity to imagine development alternatives 
to extraction and/or to negotiate agreements that effectively bring tangible benefits to 
the community. 

However, the collection of papers presented here suggests that the conditions re
quired to enable effective negotiation or community resistance are still lacking in many 
regions affected by resource extraction. Therefore, beyond activism and building com
munity capacity, work is needed to create the conditions that will enable communities 
to become real "stakeholders," an issue addressed by Weitzner. A key challenge in this 
respect is to build more robust states with greater capacity to set institutional frame
works, not only to regulate industry but also to allow democratic dialogue and negotia
tion (including protest) to take place. 

Rethinking Extractive Industry: Regulation, States, and 
Development 

Has the developmental performance of national economies dominated by mineral ex
ports surpassed that of other countries in Africa and Latin America? Although the 
articles included here do not engage in such comparative evaluations of overall national 
economic performance, nearly all of them point to the negative social and/or environ
mental effects of mineral and petroleum extraction. They do so in line with the types of 
argument advanced by Richard Auty (1993) in his "resource curse thesis" (as discussed 
by Bebbington and Humphries Bebbington in this issue). 

Here, it is worth recalling the classic statement on the developmental impacts 
of mineral exports formulated already 40 years ago by the late Celso Furtado, the dis
tinguished Brazilian historian of Latin American economic development (Furtado 
1976, first published in 1970). Furtado pointed out that for the most part, the twentieth
century history of mining in Latin America had been associated with developmental 
failures; in his analysis, mining had not contributed to broader national development 
for many of the same reasons that were later identified by Auty. Furtado argued that 
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positive effects of mineral export growth on national economic development and diver
sification were realized only when states intervened with measures that ensured local 
benefits by, for example,_ "obliging mining companies to acquire part of their inputs lo~ 
cally and collecting, in the form of tax revenue, a significant share of the flow of income 
traditionally remitted abroad" (1976, 49; see also Thorp 1998, 69-77). Chile, a country 
often singled out as exemplifying successful development based on mineral exports, 
started to enact these types of policy in the 1930s, if not earlier. Moreover, the Chilean 
state developed planning and administrative capacities at_ the same time. Meanwhile, 
the step-by-step growth of a powerful unio·n movement within a democratic polifa:al 
system (until 1973 and then again after 1989) ensured improved living·conditions for 
workers (e.g., Vergara 2008).17 

Chile's combination of state capacity and democratic participation was the exception 
in Latin America and contrasts sharply with other mineral-export-dependent coun
tries-such as Bolivia, Peru, and Venezuela-that remained among the poorer coun
tries of the region. Chile's developmental trajectory also contrasts very sharply with 
the African cases analyzed here, where states have remained weak and democratic par
ticipation has been suppressed. Moreover, as Bonnie Campbell points out, the already 
deficient state regulatory and administrati".e capacities of sub.:Saharan countries were 
further weakened by neo~liberal Washington Consensus inspired policies in the 1990s; 
those policies had highly deleterious effects on the potential for converting the wealth 
derived from mineral and petroleum exports into broadly based social and economic 
development through public policy. 

Indeed, among the resource-rich mineral exporters analyzed here, just about all 
facets of the resource curse appear to be at play-that is (in addition to the problems 
already mentioned above), high levels of social conflict, pervasive corruption, lack of 
economic diversification away from extractive industry, and relatively low levels of in
vestment in human resources, especially education (see Idemudia's contribution in this 
issue). Such historical legacies, as Bebbington and Humphries Bebbington make clear 
in their analysis of Bolivia, cannot be easily overcome by reformist governments that 

"attempt to reverse course and sponsor more equitable fo;ms of national development. 
. What about the impacts of mining on local economies? There is no doubt that, 

around the globe, the environmental impacts of both old and new mining operations 
have often been devastating. In Chile, however, where the old copper mines were lo
cated in high altitude desert and companies had to construct towns for workers, no 
displacement of agricultural and pastoral activities took place, a fact that contributed 
to the attractions of mining for the state, the public in general, and workers in Chile. 
Elsewhere, the recent wave of mineral exploitation is turning once viable farming areas 
into "deserts," as soils and water sources are contaminated. These are the accusations 
of peasants against many of Peru's mining operations (as discussed by de Echave), 
both in the past and today, and of Chilean farmers against the new mining operations 

17. The analysis of!abour conditions and labour organization has been left aside in most recent 
scholarship on mining. This is an unfortunate oversight, considering the importance of labour orga
nizations for advancing democracy and improving income distribution patterns .. 
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of Barrick Gold. Meanwhile, the new mining also employs fewer and fewer workyrs, 
especially the un~killed, thereby providing less and less compensation for its environ
mentally destructive effects on farming communities (see Idemudia 2009). 

As already suggested above, because states cut back sever~ly on social and educa
tional programs during the decades of neo-liberal hegemony starting in the 198os, those 
now weakened states are incapable of delivering, except perhaps in the principal urban 

. centres, the social and educational services that citizens increasingly expect from public 
authorities. Thus, for example, in Mining and Development in Peru (reviewed in this 
issue), Bebbington et al. found that the state was completely absent at the local level in 
the conflict-ridden rural mining site they studied. 

It is in this context that the various types of CSR programs have been established 
to persuade local community members to provide extractive industry with a "social 
license to operate." However, it is difficult to visualize how such local programs, even 
when well execut_ed with the best of intentions, can provide the bases for sustainable 
development without the strengthening of public institutions and public programs to 
~ddress fundamental economic planning, distributional, and social justice issues and 
to encourage political participation within a democratic framework (see Idemudia's 
contribution to this issue). It is doubtful that the largely technocratic and sector-specific 
policies proposed by the contributors to Escaping the Resource Curse (reviewed in this 
issue) will deliver their intended.benefits if fundamental issues of power and structural 
inequality are not addressed, and if state social polic~es are not made effective inside 
and across national territories. 
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Alternative Accountability Mechanisms· 
and Mining: The Problems of Effective 
Impunity, Human Rights, and Agency 

Catherine Coumans 

ABSTRACT· In the absence of a global regulatory system or international legal system to 
hold multinational corporations to account for their operations in weak-governance zones, 
a range of internationally applicable alternative accountability mechanisms have emerged 
under the broad rubric of corporate social responsibility. In Canada a parliamentary report 
initiated high-level efforts to design CSR accountability mechanisms with respect to the 
operations of Canadian extractive industries overseas. This paper examines whether these 
international and national CSR efforts provide for sanction and remedy and assure respect 
for human rights, and whether they support the agency of affected communities to protect 
values of importance to them. 

RESUME En !'absence d'un systeme de reglementation global OU d'un systeme de droit 
international qui exigerait des societes multinationales qu'elles rendent compte de leurs 
activites dans !es regions a gouvernance precaire, une multitude de mecanismes altern~tifs 
d'imputabilite, applicables internationalement, ont vu le jour sous !'appellation genfrale de 
responsabilite sociale des entreprises. Au Canada, un rapport parlementaire a ete a l'origine 
d' efforts de la part des hautes instances, afin decreer des mecanismes d'imputabilite quant aux 
activites outre-mer des industries extractives canadiennes. Cet article tente de determiner si 
ces efforts nationaux et internationaux prevoient des sanctions et des correctifs, s'ils assurent 
le respect des droits de la personne et s'ils soutienn~nt ]es organismes des communautes con-
cernees afin de proteger !es valeurs d'importance pour ces dernieres. ' 

Introduction 

In March of 2005, an indigenous Subanon man and a Filipino from the same munici
pality in the Philippines_ were on route to Canada to testify before the Parliamentary 
Sub-committee on Human Rights and International Development. They had been in
vited by the sub-committee to present their concerns regarding the operations of a 
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junior Canadian mining company, TVI Pacific, in the mountains of their municipality.' 
Just days before the two witnesses were .to testify, the Parliamentary Sub-committee re
ceived a letter from TVIPacific's lawyers, warning of repercussions should the Filipinos 
make statements that TVI Pacific would consider damaging to its interests.2 Although 
witnesses before a parliamentary committee enjoy immunity, allowing them to speak 
freely, the chair of the sub-committee was sufficiently concerned about potential re
percussions for the Philippine witnesses, once they returned to the Philippines, that he 
offered the witnesses the option of testifying in camera, which they accepted.3 

The concerns they put forward had been previously documented (Forests Peoples 
Programme, Philippine Indigenous Peoples Link, and World Rainforest Movement 
2000; Christian Aid and Philippine Indigenous Peoples.Links 2004) and presented 
in Geneva before the United Nations Working Group on Indigenous Populations in 
2001, 2002, 2004, and 2005.4 Their allegations against TVI Pacific comprise human 
rights abuses related to the activities of paramilitary security guards, including vi
olence, denial of access to their homes, and forced evictions. Alleged indigenous 
rights abuses include operating without the prior consent of the Canatuan Subanon, 
desecrating a sacred mountain, and subverting traditional leadership and decision
making structures. Environmental allegations include contamination of a main river 
system through acid mine drainage and metal leaching that affects drinking water, 
agriculture, and harvesting of food from the river by downstream communities in 

. the municipalit,Y of Siocon. 
This brief account highlights a number of themes central to this paper. Mining 

has the potential to cause serious, long-lasting, and wide-scale social and environ-· 
mental harm. Communities affected by mining, particularly those in remote areas, 

L 'I11e two witnesses to the Sub-committee on Human Rights and International Development are 
from the municipality ofSiocon in the province ofZamboanga de! Norte on the Island of Mindanao. 

2. As MiningWatch Canada was also slated to testify, it too received a letter from TVI Pacific's 
lawyers. For more on the legal exchange between MiningWatch Canada and TVI Pacific's lawyers, 
see: http://www.miningwatch.ca/en/search/node/Canatuan+project?page=i. Catherine Coumans of 
MiningWatch Canada and Diana Bronson of Rights and Democracy did testify. Their testimony 
can be read at http://www.miningwatch.ca/en/38th-parliament-1st-session-subcommittee-huinan
rights-and-international-development-standing-committ. In addition to testimonies, submissions in 
support of the witnesses from the Philippines were made to the sub-committee oy Victoria Tauli Cor
puz; Catherine Coumans; Ofelia "Inday" Davi; Godofredo C. Galas; Bishop Jose Manguiran; Siocon 
Peace and Development Advocates Alliance League; Timuay Jose "Boy" Anoy; Diopim Committee 
on Mining Issues; Kairos, Canadian Ecumenical Justice Initiatives; Alan Laird; Mennonite Central 
Committee Canada; and the National Council of Churches in the Philippines. Submissions were also 
made by Foreign Affairs Canada, International Trade Canada, the OECD National Contact Point, 
and the National Commission on Indigenous Peoples of the Philippines.· 

3. The chair of the sub-committee also wrote to the Canadian Embassy in Manila and requested 
a letter of protection for the witnesses allowing them to call on the support of the embassy in case of 
need related to TVI Pacific. The embassy refused to supply the protection letter. 

4. Since 2005, the issues faced by the people ofSiocon as a result of the operations ofTVI Pacific 
ha".e been further documented in a human rights impact assessment (Rights and Democracy 2007), 
in the report of a high-level fact-finding mission (Doyle, Wicks, and Nally 2007), and in a submission 
by the Canatuan Subanon and supporting organizations to the United Nations Committee on the 
Elimination of Racial Discrimination in 2007. 
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in conflict zones; and in countries with weak governance-all of which pertain to the 
Canatuan Subanon-often find themselves with little or no recourse through legal or 
regulatory means to address harmful mining practices. The fact that the Canatuan 
Subanon.had already made several trips t~ the United Nations in Geneva before 
testifying before Canadian Members of Parliameµt is a fair indication of the level of 
desperation that fuelled their efforts to find a body outsid~ of the Philippines that 
could exert influence over the activities of TVI Pacific.5 The legal threats issued by 
TVI Pacific's lawyers serve to highlight the power differential between (even junior) 
Canadian mining companies and, the people whose lives.they affect, making even the 
act of speaking out about alleged abuses at the invitation of Canadian Members of 
Parliament potentially hazardous.6 · 

The concerns raised by the witnesses from the Philippines were not unique: It was 
also not the first time community members affected by Canadian extractive companies 
operating overseas had travelled to Canada to seek the assistance of Canadian Members 
of Parliament. The sub-committee recognized these facts in its report to government 

. officials: "Over the past several years, the Sub-committee on Human Rights and Inter
national Development has heard evidence related to activities of Canadian mining and 
other resource companies in developing countries, inc!uding Colombia, Sudan and 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo" (Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and 
International Trade [SCP AIT] 2005). 

The sub~committee's report further recognized the root problem as the effective im
punity of Canadian mining companies operating overseas in weak-governance zones, 
and understood the need for recourse in Canada. The report calls on the Government 
of Canada to "establish dear legal norms in Canada to ensure that Canadian compa
nies and residents are held accountable when there is evidence of environmental and/ 
or human rights violations associated with activities of Canadian.mining companies" 
(SCFAIT 2005). 

Finally, the sub-committee's report recognized the need for government ac
countability and conditioning of government support with respect to the activi
ties of Canadian companies operating overseas by recommending" measures"-that 
include "making Canadian government support-such as export and project 
financing and services offered by Can~dian-missions abroad-conditional on com
panies meeting clearly defined.corporate social responsibility and human rights 
standards, particularly through the ~echanism of human rights impact assess
ments." (SCFAIT 2005) 

5. The Canadian government's link to TVI Pacific was substantial, since CIDA funds had been 
channeled through TVI Pacific and the Canadian Embassy in Manila had provided the company 
substantial political support. · 

6. One of the two witnesses had already borne the brunt of legal challenges by TVI Pacific in 
the Philippines, and was also named and accused of unsubstantiated serious transgressions on TVI 
Pacific's website. 
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The sub-committee's report, which was subsequently unanimously endorsed by 
SCFAIT,7 may rightfully be called groundbreaking, since its recommendations call for 
legal and regulatory measures to be taken by the Government of Canada to assure Ca
nadian mining companies respect human rights and environments in their operations 
overseas. 

The now widespread acceptance of the need for voluntary, corporate, social respon
sibility (CSR) measures by the global extractive sector and by many governments may 
be interpreted as an implicit acknowledgement of the potential for social and environ
mental harm caused by irresponsible extraction. H_owever, while there is strong and 
growing support among corporations, industry associations, chambers of commerce, 
and governments for voluntary and "self-regulatory" CSR measures, there is equally 
strong resistance by these actors to increased regulation and better access to legal re
course for those affected by extractive projects, particularly with respect to home coun
try regulatory measures or legal reform that would pertain to the activities of corporate 
nationals overseas. 

The resistance to regulatory and legal reform has supported the rise of a vigorous 
and rapidly growing CSR industry characterized by the evolution of an ever-increasing 
array of voluntary codes, standards, and alternative accountability mechanisms (esti
mated at over 300 by 2005 [Goel 2005, 2] ), as well as by the exponential growth of CSR 
experts, auditors, and consultancies to help corporations carry out the obligations they 
have volunteered to take on (Welker 2009; Coumans 2009; Conley and Williams 2005). 

This paper reviews CSR standards and accountability mechanisms pertaining to ex
tractive industries with respect to three criteria: a) the extent to which they are able to 
address the need for sanction and remedy, b) the degree to which they reflect and as
sure respect for international human rights norms and prillciples, and c) whether they 
support agency by communities struggling to protect social and environmental values 
of importance to them. Key international CSR instruments that pertain to mining are 
reviewed here, as well as the outcomes of a number of high-level efforts initiated by the 
legislative and executive branches of government in Canada between 2005 and 2009. 

This paper concludes with a discussion of alternatives to voluntary CSR measures that 
may better address the three criteria outlined above.. · 

7. The Standing Committee of Foreign Affairs and International Trade of the 381h Parliament, first 
session, was chaired by Bernard Patry (Liberal); vice-chairs were Francine Lalonde (Bloc Quebecois) 
and Kevin Sorenson (Conservative). Members were, from the Liberal party, Maurizio Bevilacqua, 
Laurence MacAulay, Dan McTeague, and Beth Phinney; from the Conservative party, Ted Menzies, 
Stockwell Day, and Helena Guergis; from the New Democratic Party, Alexa McDonough; and from 
the Bloc Quebecois, Pierre Paquette. 
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CSR Accountability Measures: Effective Impunity, Human 
Rights, and Agency 

Corporate Social Responsibility standards, codes, and accountability mechanisms that 
pertain to mining originate with individual companies, industry associations (such as 
the Mining Association of Canada8 or the International Council on Mining and Met
als9), governments (like the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights10

), 

standard setting and certification bodies (like the International Organization for Stan
dardization's Guidelines for Social Responsibility 2600011

), non-governmental organi
zations (like the Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance12

), financial institutions 
(such as the Equator Principles13 and the International Finance Corporation's Perfor
mance Standards14

), and with the United Nations (such as the Kimberley Process,15 the 
United Nations Norms on the responsibilities of transnational corporations and other 
business enterprises with regard to human rights [UN Norms],16 and the United Na
tions Global Compact17). 

8. The Mining Association of Canada is developing guidelines for its members called Towards 
Sustainable Mining; see http://www.mining.ca/www/Towards_Sustaining_Mining/index.php. Other 
examples of industry association initiated codes include the ~anadian Prospectors and Developers 
Association's Environmental Excellence in Exploration and the Australian Minerals Industry frame
work for sustainable development, called Enduring Value. 

9. The International Council on Mining and Metals has developed a broad framework called 
Sustainable Development Framework: 10 Principles; see http://www.icmm.com/our-work/sustainabie-
development-framework/10-principles. -

10. See http://www.voluntaryprinciples.org/principles/index:php. Other examples of govern
ment leadership and involvement in CSR codes are the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative 
(http://eitransparency.org/) and the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (http://www. 
oecd.org/ department/o,3355,en_264934889_1_1_1_1_1,oo.html). The Government of Canada (2006) 
has issued a guidance document on CSR for Canadian companies and government officials who work 
with these companies. 

11. The International Organization for Standardization's Guidelines for Social Responsibility 
· 26000 are forthcoming in 2010. See http://isotc.iso.org/livelink/livelink/fetch/2000/2122/830949/39 
34883/3935096/home.html?nodeid=4451259&vernum=o.-

12. For more· information on the Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance, see http://www. 
r.esponsiblemining.net/. Another example of a civil society-led certification framework is the Alli
ance for Responsjble Mining's certification project for the products of small-scale mining.' Oxfam 
Australia's Mining Ombudsman Project has developed and adopted standards on which to base 
investigations of complaints against mining projects' belonging to companies that are Australian 
based or listed on Australian stock exchanges. 

13. For information on the Equator Principles, see www.equator-principles.com/. 
14. For the International Finance Corporation's Performance Standards, see www.ifc.org/ifcext/ 

enviro.nsf/Content/GuidanceNotes. 
15. For information on the Kimberley Process, see http://www.kimberleyprocess.com/. 
16. For more information on the UN Norms, see http://www.unhchr.ch/huridocda/huridoca. 

nsf/%28Symbol%29/E.CN.4.Sub.2.2003.12.Rev.2.En. 
17. For information on the United Nations Global Compact, see http://www.unglobalcompact. 

org/. 
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Some codes cover a wide range of social and environmental issues, while others 
. are focused on specific areas such as the environment, labour, corporate governance, 

money laundering, bribery and corruption, the conduct of public officials, human 
rights, the conduct of security forces, and compliance reporting. While sometimes ini
tiated, led, or sponsored by one stakeholder group;many codes are now developed and 
informed through multi-stakeholder engagement and many also involve participation 
by members of more than one stakeholder group, typically industry, civil society, and 
government.18 All CSR codes are strictly voluntary, but they vary in the extent to which 
they entail accountability mechanisms that may be compelling on corporations. For ex
ample, certification systems such as the Kimberley process for conflict-free rough dia
monds and the Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance for all mines give rewards 
for {;Ompliance in the form of a certification of approval or sanctions for non-compli
ance as companies or individual mine projects fail to achieve certification, or lose their 
certification, and become ineligible to market their products to certain consumers. 19 

Compliance with the International Finance Corporation's Performance Standards is a 
condition for receiving IFC funding and non-compliance may result in loss of funding. 

Effective Impunity 

The SCFAIT report (2005) discussed above importantly recognizes that there are juris
dictions in which Canadian mining companies operate where "regulations governing 
the mining sector and its impact on the economic and social wellbeing of employees 
and local residents, as well as on the environment, are weak or non-existent, or where 
they are not enforced." An Oxford University study of "obstacles to justice and re
dress for victims of corporate human rights abuse" concludes a review of Canadian 
law by stating: "The law of Canada regarding corporate social responsibility for acts 

· committed by Canadian corporations extraterritorially is currently insufficient ... The 
parliamentary Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Trade of the 
House of Commons was correct in its conclusions that more needs to be done to allow 
non-nationals to sue in Canada for acts committed by Canadian corporations abroad" 
(Oxford 2008, 46). 

Circumstances in which host governments do not hold multinationals to account for 
their human rights and environmental transgressions and in which home governments 
lack the political will to regulate or provide the conditions for legal red~ess at home for 
transgressions perpetrated by their companies overseas, perpetuate an ·operating en
vironment characterized by effective impunity. This is particularly because there is no 

18. I do not mean to imply here that participation by various stakeholders necessarily means 
that all views are incorporated in an equal manner. There are clear power differences among these 
stakeholder groups and it is not uncommon to hear civil society organizations note that their inputs 
are not reflected in final products. 

19. The Responsible Jewellery Council, the industry association for downstream consumers of 
the products of gold and diamond mining, is also developing a code of practices on which to base a 
certification scheme. 
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international regulatory system that can fill the void and no international legal system 
to which aggrieved parties can turn for recourse. 

UN Special Representative John Ruggie recognizes effective impunity as a conse
quence of "governance gaps" and importantly defines this as a lack of sanctioning and 
reparation: "The root cause of the business and human rights predicament today lies 
in the governance gaps created by globalization-between the scope and impact of 
economic forces and actors, and the capacity of societies to manage their adverse con
sequences. These governance gaps provide the permissive environment for wrongful 
acts by companies of all kinds without adequate sanctioning or reparation. How to 
narrow and ultimately bridge the gaps in relation to human rights is our fundamental, 
challenge" (2008, 3; emphasis added). 

The last ten years have seen an increasing academic focu~ on the issue of human 
rights, the obligations of corporations, whether or not there is a basis in international 
law for extending international human rights obligations to corporations, and whether 
home states may regulate the behaviour of their corporations operating overseas (Inter
national .Council on Human Rights Policy 2002; Gagnon, Macklin, arid Simons 2003; 

Deva 2004; Seek 2008). Various studies (Macdonald 2009) have also detailed existing 
barriers tb effecting legal remedies against corporations operating internationally-in
cluding resistance by corporations and governments-and have explored options to 
improve legal avenues to assure corporate accountability for environmental and human 
rights abuses (Gregor and Ellis 2008). 

As each of these studies notes the predilection of governments and corporations for 
voluntary self-regulation over binding regulatory or legal obligations, it is important 
to assess whether any of the existing voluntary codes to. which mining companies may 
decide to commit themselves provide for effective sanctioning and remedy. 

Human Rights 

UN Special Representative John Ruggie (2007, 5) states, "Many claims about business 
and human rights are deeply contested." This is also true for some of Ruggie's own 
findings to date on this topic.States have the primary tesp.onsibility to promote, fulfill, 
respect, ensure respect for, and protect human rights. This obligation "requires states 
to play a key role in regulating and adjudicating abuse by business enterprises or risk 
breaching their international obligations" (1). It is a~so argued, but disputed, that the 
preamble of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights' (adopted in i948) indicates 
that transnational corporafams and other business enterprises, as "organs of society," 
are also responsible for respecting, promoting, fulfilling and protecting human rights 
and freedoms in their "spheres of influence,'"0 and that there is urgent need for inter
national accountability mechanisms to enforce these human rights obligations (see for 
example Oldenziel 2005; UN Norms 2003). 

20. This term was first used in the Global Compact to indicate a spatial zone of corporate influ
ence. 
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There is no dispute about whether states have the right and ability, under their duty 
to protect human rights, to impose legal obligations on corporations operating within 
their territory in accordance with their own international human rights obligations, 
thereby imposing "indirect" human rights obligations on corporations (alth_ough it 
is unclear whether any stat~s have actually done so). There is, however, disagreement 
about whether international human rights norms and instruments already dir~ctly 
apply to corporations. Ruggie (2007, i4) has come down on the side of the debate that 
argues that these obligations on corporations do not currently exist: "It does not seem 
that the international human rights instruments discussed her~ currently impose direct 

.legal responsibilities on corporations." 
. ·Mining companies and their associations forcefully argue that they are under no legal 
obligation to respect, promote, fulfill, and protect human rights and freedoms. How
ever, some do agree that human rights need to be taken up in voluntary CSR standards 
and codes.Voluntary standards and codes can only address respect for human rights if 
they provide effective guidance to corporations regarding the human rights companies 
should voluntarily respect. The questions that must be asked here are whether any of 
the existing voluntary codes to which mining companies may decide to commit them
selves provide sufficient guidance with respect to all human rights, and whether they 
provide mechanisms to assure that companies respect human rights. 

Agency 

With respect to the mining industry, CSR is in essence a set of voluntary practices to 
be carried out according to guidelines, or e_nvironmental and social standards, by min
ing companies, most commonly on behalf of environments and communities (local, 
national, international) affected by their operations. As mentioned above, the increas
ing pressure on mining companies to embrace CSR, in the face of regulatory or legal 
alternatives, has spawned an entire industry of CSR theoreticians and practitioners to 
assist corporations in areas of CSR that are outside of their traditional competencies. 

The fact that both mining companies and the CSR practitioners that engage and con
tract with them may be motivated by interests that do not coincide with those of com~ 
munity members affected by prospective or operating mines remains under-examined. 
Corporations are the prime decision makers with respect to CSR. Corporations decide· 
first whether it is in the interest ?f the company to adopt and implement a given set · 
of standards. They then engage CSR consultants or experts to assist them in carrying 
out CSR activities, and determine the terms of engagement of these experts. And a 
corporation can decide to abandon a CSR course of action if it is no longer deemed to 
be in their interest. 

While CSR is voluntary for corporations, it becomes "mandatory" for the communities 
who must host CSR initiatives and practitioners. In situations of conflict-for example, in 
which a community is resisting a mine project it perceives as detrimental to its interests or 
m:iking claims on a company for perceived damages-CSR consultants may be employed 
specifically to help the company deal with community opposition. There are a growing 
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number of experts willing to occupy these "spaces of conflict," presenting themselves to · 
mining companies as CSR "problem solvers" (Coumans 2009). The field includes aca
demics (like anthropologists) contracting out specialized. knowledge and skills, socially 
responsible investment companies that manage shares in problematic corporations, a 
growing number of specialists in various forms of impact assessment (Human Rights 
Impact Assessment, Gender Impact Assessment, Peace and Conflict Impact Assessment, 
etc.), a veritable explosion of professional CSR consulting companies offering a range of 

_services, social auditors, and conservation and development NGOs. 
The literature on CSR generally assumes that it will benefit and respond to the needs 

of comm~nities, and improve the environmental and social behaviour of corporations 
that voluntarily practice CSR. Consequently, CSR literature is generally not attentive 
to the ways in which CSR pi:actices that are· voluntarily adopted by corporations, and 
carried out under the .direction of corporations, may be strategically employed to un
dermine community agency, particularly in situations where community interests are 
in opposition to mining cpmpany interests.21 CSR literature also insufficieqtly focuses 
on the agency of communities themselves in defending social, ec·onomic, and environ
mental values of importance to them, sometimes in ways that conflict with industry 
goals and interests. Closer attention to the agency of community members, as "related 
to ideas of intention, to peoples' (culturally constituted) projects in the world and their 
ability to engage and enact them" (Ortner 2006, i43), in the context of conflicting in
terests with a mine project, may provide a more nuanced analysis of the actual impact 
of CSR projects in particular situations Of conflict. 

CSR codes, standards, and practices are clearly not designed with the intention of 
subverting community ~gency. The extent to which they may be strategically used to 
further corporate goals requires assessment on a case-by-case basis. However, it is pos
sible to review codes and recommended CSR practices through the lens of community 
agency to determine to what extent codes and practices explicitly or implicitly consider 
and promote community decision making in their adoption, adaptation to cite specific 
circumstances, or rejection. 

An Evaluation of CSR Mechanisms 

A number of compendiums assess and compare existing CSR codes and standards 
(Cragg 2002; Abrahams 2004; Goel 2005; Brodeur and Herman 2006). These provide 
an overview of the main CSR tools and their provisions. A review of these compendi
ums and literature that comments on particular codes (for example, Oldenziel 2005), as 
well as key codes themselves that pertain to mining, leads to the.following conclusions 
with regard to the issues of impunity, human rights, and agency. 

Only a few codes include grievance mechanisms. These grievance mechanisms are 
limited to complaints about implementation and compliance with the provisions of 
the code. For example, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) has a complaints 

21. Important exceptions are the work of Welker (2009) and Conley and Williams (2005). 
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mechanism through a compliance advisor ombudsperson (established in 1999) that 
allows complaints to be brought against corporations for non-compliance with the 
provisions of the standards.22 The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises re
quire countries to create a National Contact Point (NCP). The NCP is a government 
office "responsible for encouraging observance of the Guidelines" and "resolving" is
sues that may arise "concerning implementation of the Guidelines in relation to specific 
instances of business conduct."23 

Most codes do not provide for any form of sanction for non-compliance. This is true 
even for the few codes that have grievance mechanisms (like the OECb Guidelines). 
In the case of financial institutions, such as banks that adhere to the Equator Principles 
(launched in 2003), or the IFC, a potential sanction for lack of compliance is loss of 
financing. I have not been able to identify an example in which a mining company has 
lost funding from the IFC or an Equator Principles bank as a result of a community 
complaint. 24 

Few codes, like the Global Compact, may de-list companies that are not in com
pliance. In the case of the Global Compact, compliance is with the requirement to 
communicate progress in implementing the code, rather than compliance in imple
mentation itself. The Global Compact (launched in 2000) has been joined by some 
5000 companies from 130 countries (Global Compact Annual Review 2008). In 2006 

the Global Compact began to de-list companies that have not reported on their prog
ress in implementing the standards for more than two years.25 

Because participation in CSR codes is voluntary, no codes contain provisions that 
could compel reparations for harm that has been done by a company as a result of non
compliance with the code. In sum, CSR codes currently do not provide the necessary 
accountability mechanisms to .fill the "governance gap" identified by Ruggie, or the 
means to respond to the need for sanction and reparation for social or environmental 
damages. 

With respect to human rights; all voluntary codes fall well short in reflecting the 
totality of international human rights no·rms and standards that may be impacted by a 
mining company. Additionally, no CSR codes provide for accountability mechanisms 
to assure that companies respect human rights. The two codes that most explicitly ref
erence a range of human rights, the Global Compact and the UN Norms, are rooted in 
the United Nations. There are significant differences in these two codes with respect to 
their content, the degree to which they provide an accountability mechanism, and the 
degree to which they have found acceptance. 

22. The compliance advisor ombudsperson (CAO) is the independent recourse mechanism for 
the IFC and Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency. The CAO responds to complaints from proj
ect-affected communities. See http://www.cao-ombudsman.org/. 

23. For more information on the OECD Guidelines and the NCP, see www.oecd.org. 
24. Requests for examples of such cases to the IFC and the Equator Principles contact persons 

went unanswered in the case of the IFC. The Equator Principles Financial Institutions Secretariat 
responded that it does not hold information about specific bank funding or deals. 

25. For a list of de-listed companies as of 2008, see http://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/news_ 
eventsi'9.1_news_archives/2008_06_25/0VERVIEW _OF _DELISTED _COMP ANIES.pdf. 
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The UN Norms include the broadest range of human rights, and environmental and 
labour standards by explicitly referencing existing internationally agreed conventions 
and treaties. They directly reference the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the 
.UN Charter and all UN conventions, and include economic, social, and cultural rights, 
as well as civil and political rights. The UN Norms also provide the most detailed op
erational directives for corporations with regard to implementation and reporting. The 
UN Norms reference the need for internal and external monitoring, and verification 
procedures. They go further than any other codes in suggesting that monitoring mecha
nisms that would need to be established should not only assure that "states enforce 
the norms, but also directly monitor company actions" (Oldenziel 2005, 19). The UN 
Norms propose an internal complaints mechanism and also require that companies 
conduct regular evaluations arid provide for reparation in cases of inadequate compli
ance with the UN Norms.26 

The UN Norms have been critiqued by corporations, governments, industry asso
ciations, and more recently by UN Special Representative John Ruggie, forextending 
to corporations "essentially the entire range of duties that States have, separated only 
by the undefined concepts of 'primary' versus 'secondary' obligations and 'corporate 

. sphere of influence"' (Ruggie 2008, 15). The Global Compact, on the other hand, en
joys considerable_ support from corporations and governments. However, civil society 
groups are highly critical of the Global Compact for its insufficient coverage of human 
rights: For example, the only reference to ILO standards is.with respect to the child 
labour convention. There is no reference to standards regarding a living wage, health 
and safety, hours of work, and right to security of t:;mployment (Oldenziel 2005, 11). 
The Global Compact is further critiqued for its lack of accountability mechanisms to 
sanction companies that do not comply w~th the code or show progress in compliance, 
and for its acceptance of companies as members whose human rights records have been 
called into question.27 

Whether it is possible to devise an accountability mechanism that would assure cor- 1 

porate respect for human rights in a voluntary CSR code remains a key question. The 
inadequate reflection of human rights that may be affected by mining in existing CSR 
codes should be amenable to remedy now as human rights impact assessment tools 
have reached a greater level of detail and "operationalizability.'"8 The updated Human 
Rights Impact Assessment model developed by Rights and Democracy (2009) in Can
ada is particularly important because it provides a participatory approach that allows 

26. Member companies of the Business Leaders Initiative on Human Rights have-been running 
a trial in implementing the UN Norms for several years. 

27. See in particular critiques of the Global CompaE:t from a network of organizations called 
·Global Compact Critics who are concerned about the "bluewash" of the UN Global Compact (www. 
globalcompactcritics.net}. 

28. See, for example, the Human Rights Compliance Assessment (HRCA) model developed by 
the Danish Institute for Human Rights in 2005. The HRCA is an online, self-assessment tool to be 
used by corporations and developed by corporations and human rights experts. It was developed on 
the basis of all major human rights treaties and conventions. For more information, see http://www. 
dd-rd.ca/ site/ _PDF /publi~a tions/Getting-it- right_HRIA. pdf. 
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"communities affected by investment projects not only to assess impacts, but also to 
participatt; in the decisions that affect them." 

Existing CSR codes that pertain to mining do not reflect sufficient awareness of the 
role of community agency in corporate accountability and in protecting values of con
cern to communities. Nor do these codes adequately create provisions that may support 
or strengthen a community's ability to ensure that corporate practices are protective of 
social and environmental values. Such provisions would include, for example, require
ments for meaningful consultation and community consent ahead of mining and at 
each new phase of mining; greater transparency regardi_ng social and environmental 
risks; and provisions for independent scientific review of social and environmental 
impact assessments or community monitoring programs. 

More specifically with respect to the introduction of CSR programs, CSR codes do 
not reflect an awareness of the ways in which CSR programs may be strategically use<:l 
to undermine community agency. They do not require that communities be consulted 
or-that they provide consent for the implementation of CSR projects decided upon by 
corporations, socially responsible investment companies, or others. Nor do CSR codes 
mandate that community members have a voice in deciding who will carry out a CSR 
project. In partic~lar, communities do not have a say in the cancellation of CSR projects 
they may deem harmful to the interests and goals they have identified. 

It is not entirely surprising that CSR codes do not adequately reflect community 
needs, since community actors are typically under-represented in multi-stakeholder 
processes that develop codes. Lack of participation by community actors in CSR code 
development can be explained only in part by the fact that they are typically not invited 
to the table (or are presumed to be represented by NGOs), and in part by the fact that 
community actors with the skills and insight to provide critical inputs to multi-stake
holder proces$es are frequently too heavily engaged in their own arenas of struggle to 
participate in overseas or national processes. More significant may be that many key 
community leaders involved in mining struggles in weak-governance zones simply do 
not s_ee voluntary CSR codes and practices as a goal worth their time to pursue. They 
more typically advocate for regulation and improved legal access. 

In this light, it is worth remembering that pressure on corporations to adopt CSR 
codes and practices does not typically come from mining-affected communities. Such 
pressure comes from government agencies, the socially responsibly investment com
munity, and from other civil society actors. 

Deconstructing the Canadian Advantage: Parliament 
Resumes Leadership Following the Government's 
Response to the CSR Roundtables Report 

Thus far I have argued that international CSR instruments that pertain to mining do 
not address the need for sanction and remedy, do not assure respect for human rights, 
and do not support and promote community agency in protecting social, economic, 
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and environmental values. Existing voluntary CSR instruments do not; then, fill the 
"governance gap" left by the lack of international legal or regulatory mechanisms. It is 
time to assess the role of national governments, particuiarly the home governments of 
multinational mining companies. 

As pointed out above, there is no dispute about whether states have the right and 
ability to impose legal obligations on corporations operating within their territory in 
accordance with their own international human rights obligations, imposing "indirect" 
human rights obligations on corporations. However, it is r~cognized that weak govern
ments are not living up to their "duty to protect" with respect to the activities of trans
national mining companies operating in their countries.' That leaves an obligation to 
ensure respect for human rights and environments with the home states of these com
panies, as was clearly understood by the Canadian parliamentary committee in 2005. 

Building Consensus Regarding Accountability in the CSR 
Roundtables 
In response to the groundbreaking SCFAIT report (2005), the Canadian government 
decided to implement a series of roundtables called the National Roundtables on 
Corporate Social Responsibility and the, Canadian Extractive, Industry in Developing 
Countries. In 2006 a government steerif'.ig committee was formed, chaired by DF AIT, 
in which eight government departments participated. An advisory group was created, 
made up of persons drawn· from academia, labour, civil society, the socially respon
sible investment community, and industry. I participated.in the CSR roundtables as a 
member of the advisory group.29 The advisory group participated in designing the CSR 
roundtable process, took part in each CSR roundtable session and drafting of interim 
reports, listened to presentations by the public, contributed to the selection of invited 
experts for each CSR roundtable, and authored the final advisory group report (see 
Canadian Network on Corporate Accountability [CNCA] Advisory Group 2007). 

Between June and November of 2006, four national CSR roundtable sessions were 
held in Vancouver, Toronto, Calgary, and Montreal. The themes and subthemes for the 
CSR roundtables were drawn from the recommendations of the 2005 SCFAIT report. 
These included standards, reporting and compliance, tools and incentives (which in
cluded a discussion about legal incentives), and resource governance (which included 
a discussion about corporate access to government financial and political services). 

Members of the public presented in open sessions at each CSR roundtable. Thirty
one h9urs were dedicated to oral presentations by 156 members of the public represent
ing a range of stakeholder groups. One hundred and four written submissions were 
received and posted to the CSR roundtables website, which was hosted by DFAIT. 

29. Members of the advisory group sat as individual experts, not as representatives of their 
organizations or institutions. The members were Tony Andrews, Andrea Botto, Diana Bronson, 
Jim Cobney, Craig Forcese, Dennis Jones, David MacKenzie, Reg Manhas, Robert Walker, Gerry 
Barr, Henry Brehaut, Bonnie Campbell, Catherine Coumans, Pierre Gratton, Karyn Keenan, Audrey 
Macklin, and Gordon Peeling. 
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(These written submissions are no longer available on the government website.) The 
roundtables also invited the participation of 15 international experts. The purpose of 
the process was to finalize a set of recommendations for the Government of Canada. 

At the end of the formal GSR roundtable process, the government steering com
mittee decided that the multi-stakeholder advisory group would write the final report 
on the roundtables and prepare the recommendations that would go forward to the 
government. The steering committee also strongly advised that the final report be a 
consensus report with consensus recommendations; this would greatly increase the 
likelihood of a positive response from the government. 

The drafting process was predictably difficult. The advisory group decided to ~etail 
discussion and areas of disagreement in the background sections of the report and only 

, include as recommendations those areas where consensus proved possible. Ultimately, 
both industry and civil society members of the advisory group made concessions to 
arrive at 27 consensus recommendations. While a full discussion of the process and 
deliberations that went into arriving at the final report, including the suite of recom
mendations put forward, lies beyond the scope of this paper, a number of key areas of 
debate are relevant. 

During the roundtable process, a number of key fault lines that bear on the issues 
central to this paper became apparent. Whereas civil society members of the advisory 
group had a strong mandate fro~ the Canadian Network on Corporate Accountability 
(CNCA)30 to push for mandatory standards and accountability measures, government 
steering committee members and industry members of the advisory group were ada
mant that only non-regulatory outcomes would be acceptable. The steering committee 
argued that the likelihood of speedy implementation of the recommendations by the 
Governi;nent of Canada· would be greater if the recommendations did not require new 
regulation. Industry argued that regulation does not guarantee better performance and 
may limit social and environmental measures taken by individual companies to what is 
required by law. Civil society participants forcefully argued that civil society members 
of the process would not support a round table result that did not go beyond advising 
companies to employ voluntary CSR measures and did not contain a credible account
ability mechanism. The argument civil society groups put forward· through advisory 
group members was that CSR codes have existed and been available to extractive com
panies to employ for over a decade and have not resolved the human rights and envi
ronmental abuses that had necessitated the CSR roundtable process in the first place. 

Civil society members of the advisory group were also convinced of the need for 
legal reform in Canada to better facilitate access to sanction and remedy through the 
courts in Canada for people from overseas who alleged damages as a result of Canadian 
companies' operations. Government steering commit.tee members and industry par-

30. The member organizations of CNCA came together quite organically in the wake of the 
SCFAIT report (1005) to advocate for a strong government response to this report When the CSR 
roundtables were announced, CNCA became the "focal point" for civil society organizations involved 
in the process in various capacities. CNCA has some 20 member organizations involved in faith
based, development, labour, and environmental and human rights work in Canada and abroad. For 
information on CNCA, see www.halifaxinitiative.org. 
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ticipants in the process strongly opposed legal reform measures. The arguments against 
legal reform also hinged on the opposition to recommendations that would require 
regulation, as well as perceived legal and constitutional impediments. In particular, the 1 
steering committee and industry participants expressed concern that new regulations 
would "violate rules against extraterritorial legislation, interfere with C~nada's foreign 
policy objectives~ and would damage international trade and investment" ( CNCA Ad
visory Group 2007, 42), and questioned whether constitutional divisions of powers 
would constrain the federal government in creating a cause of action.31 

These impasses on regulation and legal reform forced the quest for an accountability 
mechanism to ensure compliance with human rights and environmental standards that 
could straddle the middle ground between pure voluntarism on the one hand and regu
lation on the other. And they forcedJhe creation of a credible complaint mechanism 
that would allow for investigation of complaints, reporting on fin.dings, and sanction
ing of companies not in compliance with agreed upon standards. The creation of an 
independent Ombudsperson and Compliance Review Committee became the middle 
ground that allowed for consensus.32 

The provisions of this complaint mechanism created an· accountability mechanism 
that would be compelling on all Canadian extractive companies. It would also support 
agency by affected communities who could file complaints in Canada. This account
ability mechanism also provided for the possibility of sanction since, "in cases of seri
ous non-compliance" with recommended human rights and environmental standards, 
the Compliance Review Committee could "make recommendations with regard to the 
withdrawal of financial and/or non-financial services by the Government of Canada" 
( CNCA Advisory Group 2007, vii). 

The possibility of sanction in the form ofloss of taxpayer-funded govermnent sup
.port for companies breaching human rights and environmental standards assured not 
only corporate accountability but also accountability of the Canadian government io 
Canadians. However, the advisory group report recommendations did not provide for 
any form of remedy, as would have been possible through legal action. 

Another hotly debated issue entailed the standards to which Canadian extractive 
companies would be i:xpected to adhere when operating in developing countries. Froin 
the first roundtable in Vancouver, which focused on standards, civil society members 
of the advisory group insisted that international human rights norms and principles 
be incorporated into any standards set that migh(ultimately be proposed. Industry 
participants of the advisory group decided early on in the roundtable process that only 
the International Finance Corporations Performance Standards (IFC PS) and related 
guidance documents would be acceptable as standards: Civil society members of the 
advisory group argued that the IFC PS are risk-based instruments that fall short with 
respect to reflecting international human rights norms. Risk~based instruments take 

3i. For a more in-depth discussion of the differences between civil society and industry partici
pants in the advisory group, see CNCA Advisory Group (2007, 41-45). 

32. Fo'r additional detail on the proposed working of the Ombudsperson and the Compliance 
Review Committee see CNCA Advisory Group (2007). 
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into consideration those issues that may pose a financial risk to either the company 
or its lenders or insurers. Since not all abuses of human rights will necessarily pose a 
financial risk to the company or its lenders or insurers, risk-based instruments do not 
consider all possible impacts the company may have on human rights. Civil.society 
members oft~e advisory group sought a standard set that would be rights-based as 
opposed to risk-based. When the IFC PS are reviewed with respect.to human rights 
using the HRCA tool developed by the Danish Institute for Human Rights, it becomes 
clear that of 335 points considered by the HRCA, the IFC PS are only in full compli
ance with two, in partial compliance with four, and in complete failure to comply with 
the remaining 329 issues considered by the HRCA (Herz et al. 2008, w; Durbin 2006). 

The debate about whether human rights norms were adequately represented in the 
standards pe~sisted throughout the roundtable process. Ultimately, there was con
sensus that the IFC PS, even with addition of the Voluntary Principles on Security 
and Human Rights, did not adequately reflect international human rights norms and 
principles. Additional language was agreed upon that noted that "the application and 
interpretation of these standards shall observe and enhance respect for principles of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other related instruments that are within 
the sphere of control of companies. Specific guidelines related to the application and 
interpretation of human rights principles will be developed" (CNCA Advisory Group 
2007, v). 

Although the core consensus recommendations for the Government of Canada that 
came out Of the CSR roundtables process do not have legal status and are not encoded 
in regulation, they do include core international human rights norms in the proposed 
standards, offer a potentially credible complaints/accountability mechanism that is ac
cessible to communities affected by Canadian extractive companies operating in devel
oping countries, and provide for potential sanction in the form of withdrawal of public 
financial and political support. 

The Government's Response: "Voluntarism as Usual" 

In the two years it took the government to respond to the advisory group report that 
emerged out of the round table process, extractive companies opposed to the consensus 
recommendations of the report, as well as the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, went 
to work convincing the Government of Canada to abandon the key human rights and 
accountability provisions in the report, effectively turning back the clock to "volun
tarism as usual" (Berthiaume 2009). 

The government's response of March 2009, titled "Building the Canadian Advan
tage,"33 proposes to promote voluntary CSR "guidelines" with Canadian extractive 
companies operating abroad. In addition to the OECD Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises, which Canada already supports, the guidelines that willbe promoted by the 

33. The full title of the report is Building the Canadian advantage: A corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) strategy for the Canadian international extractive sector; s~e Government of Canada (2009). 
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government are the IFC PS, the Voluntary Principles, and the Global Reporting Initia
tive. The language in the advisory· group report that assured that Canadian standards 
for extractive companies operating.abroad reflected international human rights norms 
and practices was not adopted. Collectively, the voluntary guidelines proposed by the 
Government of Canada do not reflect or assure respect for all international human 
rights norms and practices that may be affected by Canadian extractive companies 
operating abroad. 

The government's response replaces the proposed Ombudsperson and Compli
ance Review Committee of the advisory group report with the Extractive Sector CSR 
Counsellor who is to "assist stakeholders in the resolution qf CSR issues" (Government of 
Canada 2009, 5) related to the activities of Canadian extractive sector companies oper
ating abroad. The CSR counsellor's role is to "resolve CSR disputes (11)." The counsellor 

. will only "review" the CSR practices of particular companies with the explicit con
sent of the company. Regardless of the findings, the counsellor will not "make binding 
recommendations or policy or legislative- recommendation, create new performance 
standards, or formally mediate between parties" (ibid.). The counsellor will prepar~ an 
annual report to be tabled in Parliament by the minister of international trade. Since 
the CSR counsellor is not in a position to recommend sanctions, a key element of the 
advisory group report has been eliminated-that which provided for government ac
countability to Canadians in the form of restriction of financial and/or political sup
port by the government of Canada to companies found not to be in compliance with 
the standards. Conditioning government support to companies on compliance with 
human rights and environmental best practices was also a key recommendation in the 
2qo5 parliamentary report. 

During the CSR roundtables, considerable time was spent on the question of whether 
Canada's existing NCP, as a dispute resolution mechanism associated with the OECD 
Guidelines (see footnote 25 of this paper), provided an adequate. complaints mecha
nism and source of accountability. Numerous examples provided in closed-door.ses
sions by Canadians and international guests demonstrated that this mechanism is not 
effective since it has no express investigative authority, is insufficiently transparent 
r'egarding its findings, and cannot provide any form of sanction. The advisory group 
further discussed whether or not it might be possible to create a recommendation that 
would strengthen the role of the NCP. In the end, the consensus opinion of the indus
try and civil society members of the advisory group was that given the strictures of the 
OECD Guideline_s and the history of failure of the NCP function to provide account
ability, it would be better to create a new accountability mechanism in the form of the 
Ombudsperson and Compliance Review Committee. 

In spite of the critiques of the NCP as an effective accountability mechanism, the 
Government of Canada has, with the new CSR counsellor function, created a mecha
nism that closely mirrors the NCP function and its sh~rtcomings, in effect creating a . 
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duplicate office; the main distinction is that the CSR counsellor will be involved only 
with extractive industry cases.34 

In sum, the government's response to the roU:ndtable process and its consensus rec
ommendations falls short with respect to providing sanction and remedy for human 
rights and environmental transgressions by Canadian extractive companies operating 
overseas, ensuring respect for human rights by Canadian extractive corporations oper
ating overseas, and providing an affective accountability mechanism. The government's 
response assures that control over CSR remains firmly anchored with corporations that 
can choose, as they could before the CSR roundtables, to employ or not employ CSR 
tools at will and continue to remain free from scrutiny of their practices. The gove.rn
inent's response ensures no. loss of agency on behalf of extractive companies but does 
not provide any support for the agency of communities struggling to protect social, 
economic, and environmental values in the face of irresponsible mining. 

The civil society members ofCNCA, labour delegates, and members from academia 
who took part in the CSR roundtables as members of the advisory group made carefully 
considered compromises in order to reach meaningful consensus recommendations 
with their industry counterparts. They were well aware of the fact that some of these 
compromises took them away from core recommendations of the 2005 parliamentary 
report that had given rise to the CSR roundtable process. The government's response to 
the advisory group report removed the very conditions and accountability mechanisms 
that allowed civil society actors to endorse the report. Support from these civil society 
groups has now turned to a private member's bill that seeks to encode the key recom
mendations of the advisory group report in regulation. 

/ 

Bill C-300: Parliament St~ps Back Up to the Plate 

On 9 February 2009, a month before the Canadian government released its response 
to the advisory group report of 2007, Liberal Member of Parliament John McKay in
troduced a private member's bill to the House of Commons. Bill C-300 (titled "An 
Act Respecting Corporate Accountability for the Activities of Mining, Oil or Gas in 
Developing Counties")35 encodes some of the key recommendations from the advisory 
group report into regulation. The bill represents a critical step forward in Canada's 
evolving engagement with the issues discussed in this paper and is an internationally 

34. Distinctions that do exist between the NCP and the CSR counsellor do not substantially 
alter my analysis. These are that the CSR counsellor will be housed outside of government (although 
he or she will be appointed by the Governor in Council and will report to the minister of interna
tional trade); the CSR counsellor can engage in fact-finding but only with the explicit consent of the 

. "involved parties"; the CSR counsellor will subinit annual reports that will be tabled in Parliament; 
the CSR counselior may review complaints brought by a Canadian extractive sector company "that 
believes it is the subject of unfounded allegations concerning its corporate conduct outside Canada in 
relation to the endorsed CSR performance guidelines." See Government of Canada (2009). 

35. For a copy of Bill C-300, see http://www2.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx? 
Docid=3658424&file=4. 

I 
I 
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groundbreaking attempt to address the core problem of the "governance gap" identi
fied by Ruggie (2008) by providing for home state regulation of the activities of Cana
dian extractive companies in developing countries. 

Bill C-300 adequately reflects international human rights riorrns in its proposed 
"corporate accountability standards," provides an accountability/complaints mecha
nism to assure Canadian extractive companies respect human rights in their operations 
in developing countries, offers a complaints mechanism that can be accessed by affected 
community members, and provides the possibility of sanction for non-compliance with. 
the· standards in the form of loss of government financial and political support. 

Bill C-300 narrowly passed a vote in the House of Commons o~ 22 April 2009 and 
is now being debated by the Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International 
Development. 

Conclusion 

In this paper I have reviewed international CSR instruments as well as a number of 
high-level Canadian efforts initiated by the legislative and executive branches of gov
ernment in Canada between 2005 and 2009 in order to assess the degree to which they 
reflect and assure respect for human rights, provide access to sanction and remedy, 
and offer support for community agency in protecting social, economic, and environ
mental values in the face of mining projects by Canadian corporations operating in 
weak-governance zones. · 

In the absence of international legal or regulatory regimes that can assert influence 
over the activities of multinational corporations operating in weak-governance zones, 
two alternatives remain: voluntary CSR measures taken by corporations and/or bind~ 
ing measures by home states of multinational corporations like Canada. My review of 
key voluntary CSR instrqments has found these inadequate with respect to inclusion 
of human rights norms, accountabilify mechanisms to assure respect for human rights, 
mechanisms for sanction and remedy, and in_ their support for community agency. The 
latter is perhaps least well understood in CSR literature. 

Corporate social responsibility has been described as a "movement" (Conley and 
Williams 2008). As such, it is increasingly a movement firmly controlled by the cor,
porations whose abuses it was meant to restrain. And it is a movement that is enthu
siastically and largely uncritically engaged in by a growing legion of CSR practitioners 
interested in partnering with corporations in implementing CSR at the project level. 
CSR is most commonly critiqued for the fact that its voluntary nature leads to uneven 
application of CSR practices. In mining, it is clear that this uneven application of CSR 
prevails across the sector but also within particular corporations across their global 
operations, depending on local circumstances, and even at the project level. A mine 
manager may be applying best practice with regard .to environmental practices while 
human rights abuses by security guards go unaddressed: CSR is known to be vulnerable 
to economic pressures and to the personalities of any given CEO or project manager, 
so that it may be adopted and dropped again at any given project sit.e. These criticisms 
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are all valid. However, as pressures to adopt CSR have increased and corporations have 
turned to CSR as an alternative to regulation or legal reform, corporations have also 
found ways to strategically use CSR to meet their own ends, particularly in the face of 
community opposition. Corporate power has been successful in maintaining critical 
limits on the scope of CSR accountability mechanisms, and corporate agency allows 
companies to pick and choose between CSR offerings, and adapt CSR into a flexible tool 
that meets their own goals and interests while sometimes undermining or restricting 
the agency of community opposition. ' 

In the absence of more effective CSR instruments and accountability mechanisms, 
we must look to national governments of home states to play a more active role with re
gard to the activities of their corporations in weak-governance zones. Ruggie notes that , 

experts disagree on whether international law requires home States to help 
prevent human rights abuses abroad by corporations based within their ter
ritory. There is greater consensus that those States are not prohibited from 
doing so where a recognized basis of jurisdiction exists, and the actions of 
the home State meet an overall reasonableness test, which includes non-in
tervention in the internal affairs of other States. Indeed, there is increasing 
encouragement at the international level, including from the treaty bodies, 
for home States to take regulatory action to prevent abuse by their companies 
overseas." (2008, 7) 

It is clear that quite a few Canadian parliamentarians understand the urgent need 
for action in Canada to address potential human rights and environmental abuses by 
Canadian extractive companies operating in zones of weak governance. The Mem
bers of Parliament of the 2005 Parliamentary Sub-c,ommittee on Human Rights and 
International Development and the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Foreign 
Affairs and International Trade, both of which voted unanim_ously to endorse the 2005 
SCP AIT report, certainly did under~tand this, as did the i37 Members of Parliament 
who voted in favour cifBill C-300.36 
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Introduction 

Phenomene plutot inedit au debut des annees 1990, la negociation d'ententes surles re
percussions et avantages (ERA)• entre entreprises minieres et populations autochtones 
dans le Nord canadien a souvent ete presentee comme une occasion unique et nouvelle 
d'inclusion de ces dernieres dans les processus de prise de decision concernant le de
veloppement economique de leur region (Herz, La Vina et Sohn, 2007, 7-8). De fait, il 
s'agit d'un mecanisme auquel on a de plus en plus recours, d'abord comme mode de re
gulation de l'investissement minier, par-dela Jes legislations formelles, mais egalement 
comme moyen de legitiipation de la presence des entreprises minieres sur des terres 
faisant souvent l'objet d'une occupation ancestrale par ces groupes. Ainsi, entre 1990 et 
2000, 18 communautes autochtones de differentes provinces et territoires participaient 
deja au processus de negociation d'une ERA au pays (Wolfe 2001, 2). 

Alors que les motivations a l'origine de la conclusion croissante de telles ententes 
ont fait l'objet de nombreuses discussions et analyses (Galbraith 2005; Prno 2007, 5, 89; 

Gibson 2008, 124), nous souhaitons attirer ici I' attention sur I' evolution connue par les 
regimes miniers canadiens a la fin des annees 1980 et au debut des annees 1990, qui a 
fait en sorte decreer un climat favorable a la signature d'ERA. Cette evolution a princ 
cipalement ete marquee par !'integration progressive de nouvelles valeurs socio-envi
ronnementales dans les cadres reglementaires miniers du pays. Nous demontrerons 
ici que !'integration de telles valeurs a participe a I' adoption de regles et de procedures 
nouvelles dans les regimes miniers canadiens, lesquelles ont en~ourage la conclusion 
croissante d'ERA comme nouveaux modes davantage informels de regulation de l'in,
vestissement minier au pays. Or, nous verrons que cette mutation a ete conduite sans 
remise en cause des normes et des principes fondateurs des regimes miniers canadiens, 
toujours centres sur le systeme de libre acces a la propriete et a I' exploitation de la res
source lfree mining ou free entry system). Dans ce contexte, l'inten~t presente par lane
gociation d'ERA pour valoriser la contribution des populations locales, principalement 
autochtones, aux processus decisionnels miniers canadiens, ainsi que leur participation 
rpeme au developpement des regions concernees, pourra etre interroge. 

Apres une breve incursion theorique visant a faire la lumiere sur les concepts de 
regimes et de rapports de pouvoir, nous presenterons tout d'abord, dans la premiere 

· section de cet article, un aperc;:u du contexte historique des relations de pouvoir, ainsi 
que des valeurs et principes ayant preside a la definition des premieres legislations mi

'nieres au Canad~ dans la seconde moitie du XIXe s.iecle. Nous nous pencherons en suite 
. Sur I' evolution plus recente des regimes, avant de nous interesser, en troisieme lieu, 
aux consequences de cette evolution, d'abord Sur le role de l'Etat dans la regulation de 
l'investissement minier, puis en ce qui concerne !'apparition de nouveaux espaces de 
negociation. Finalement, nous analyserons plus en profondeur la structure de po.uvoir 
asymetrique qui en decoule. 

i. Souvent designees par leur appellation anglaise d'Impact and Benefit Agreements (IBAs). 
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Regimes et rapports de pouvoir 

Tout en reconnaissant !'importance des debats entourant la definition de la notion de 
regimes en sciences politiques (Martimort-Asso 2002), nous abordons ceux-ci comme 
des mecanismes de regulation formels qui depassent le simple ensemble de dispositions 
legales regissant un objet particulier (soit, pour le cas qui nous occupe, le secteur mi
nier). Les regimes sont en effet envisages ici comme des« sets of governi1Jg arrangements 
[that include] networks of rules, norms, and procedures that regularize behavior and 
control its effects» (Keohane et Nye i997, i9). 

Les regimes miniers canadiens institutioimaliseraient ainsi d'abord un ensemble 
de normes (standards de comportement definis en termes de droits et d'obligations 
(Krasner i983)) et de.reglements (prescriptions plus specifiques), prevoiraient ensuite 
des procedures de prise de decision politique, et officialiseraient e'nfin des principes, 
particulierement celui de free mining, qui guideraient .la definition des categories pre
cedentes. Emilie Revil (2001, 104), se referant au regime commercial de !'Organisation 
mondiale du commerce (OMC), souligne que: « [ ... ] la theorie des regimes revele 
comment les principes sont une composante centrale des regimes. Les principes de 
croissance economique, de coinpetitivite et de liberalisation des echanges sont impor
tants pour l'identite meme du regime commercial; ils definissent, avec les noimes, sa 
nature». 

L'analyse ici conduite privilegie, au point de vue theorique, une approche d'econo
mie politique internationale (EPI) heterodoxe, principalement inspir~e des travaux de 
Susan Strange2. Plac;:ant en son centre la question des rapports de pouvoir entre ac
teurs concernes, cette approche nous amene a considerer les regimes miniers canadiens 
comme des composantes des d'une structure de pouvoir plus large a laquelle partici
pent differents acteurs qui negocient entre eux en vue de determiner, a un moment 
precis, la nature propre des regimes3• Ces regimes, en constante evolution, auraient a 
leur tour des effets sur les rapports de pouvoir et sur la capacite respective des differents 
acteurs a faire valoir leurs interets. 

2. Voir notamment Strange i994; i996; i998; Chavagneux i998. 
3. Selon Strange, Jes Etats ne representent pas Jes seules entites du systeme international qui dis

posent d'autorite et leurs strategies ne sont pas independantes de celles d'autres acteurs, tels que 
Jes entreprises transnationales, egalement capables de produire des normes qui orientent la struc
ture. L'auteure definit la notion de structure comme le cadre precis de pouvoir dans lequel s'operent 
Jes negociations des autorites en confrontation dans le systeme economique contemporain en vue 
d'imposer leurs preferences (Chavagneux i998, 25). Une structure etablirait par la, a un moment 
donne et a l'interieur d'un domaine particulier de l'EPI, Jes modalites de l'exercice de leui pouvoir par 
ces differentes autorites (Chavagneux i998, 49). Strange pose done le probleme de la re.gulation au
dela de l'Etat (et des regimes qu'il definit), a un niveau qui pourrait englober !es differents rapports de 
force observes a l'interieur des structures. Ainsi, ii apparait tout a fait pertinent de se pencher sur Jes 
rapports de pouvoir (ces negociations) qui existent entre Jes acteurs participant aux dynamiques pro
pres a la structure de l'industrie miniere de maniere plus globale, la nature et !'influence des regimes 
miniers sur ces rapports de pouvoir devenant done un element d'analyse parmi d'autres. 
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De tels rapports de pouvoir sont abordes sous leur forme structurelle, tel que propose 
par la branche heterodoxe de l'EPI. Le pouvoir structure! fait reference au pouvoir d'un 
acteur de fayonner les structures et de definir les regles du jeu dans lesquelles s'ins
criront ensuite les comportements des autres acteurs. Ce pouvoir structure! peut etre 
intentionnel ou non et ne releve pas necessairement de strategies sciemment definies. 
Ainsi, l'approche heterodoxe ne prevoit pas une hierarchie preetablie entre les acteurs, 
qui se~ait basee sur leurs capacites respectives, mais. observe plutot !'expression de re
lations de pouvoir multiples et changeantes entre eux (Chavagneux 1998, 45). 

Par ailleurs, notre approche nous conduit a considerer que les principes presents dans 
les regimes s'appuieraient a leur tour sur des valeurs prioritaires dont !'identification 
serait, selon !'analyse developpee par Susan Strange, essentielle a la comprehension de 
la distribution des pouvoirs conferes par les regimes aux acteurs. De telles valeurs, en 
etant privilegiees par les acteurs detenteurs de pouvoir, contribueraient dans les f:,lits 
elles-memes a favoriser davantage certaines positions. Cette distribution des pouvoirs 
n'est d'ailleurs pas etrangere au processus par lequel les regimes tendent a projeter, chez 
les acteurs. qui sont concernes par leur operationnalisation, des identites politiques par
ticulieres, que David Szablowski (2007, 303) definit comme «[. .. ]the kind and degree 
of political recognition that is conferred by a legal order on those who are subject to it». 
Ainsi, ces identites pourraient correspondre par exemple a la fois a cell es d' acteurs poli
tiques autonomes comme, a !'oppose, a celles de sujets passifs, renvoyant a des degres 
de reconnaissance politique bien distincts pour les acteurs et alirrientant des rapports 
de pouvoir particuliers entre eux (Szablowski 2007, 304). 

Nous suggerons a cet effet que les dynamiques structurelles observees dans le do
maine minier au Canada a la fin des annees 1980 et au debut des annees 1990, influ
encees par des valeurs socio-environnementales en emergence, ont suscite le besoin de 
nouveaux espaces de negociation, plus informels, qui prennent notamment la forme 
des ERA. Ceci <lit, en nous interessant aux rapports de pouvoir qui ont fa<;:onne les 
regimes miniers canadiens, ainsi qu' aux valeurs et principes qui ont guide le developpe
ment des activites minieres au Canada, notre analyse nous conduira a conclure que 

. l'asymetrie des relations de pouvoir d'abord creee par la mise en place historique des 
regimes miniers, puis perpetuee par leur evolution dans les annees 1980-1990, rend a 
prime abord difficile une integration reelle des positions des peuples autochtones con
cernes par un projet minier dans les processus decisionnels lies aces activites au pays, 
et ce, en depit de l'ouverture de nouveaux espaces de negociation. 

Les fondements des regimes miniers canadiens4 

Bien que cette experience ait pris place a des centaines de kilometres des gisements 
miniers exploites au Canada, il n'est pas anodin de relater !'influence importante de 

4. Cette section, inspiree de !'analyse d'Ugo Lapointe (2008), ne represente qu'un bref survol de 
certains des fondements historiques des regimes miniers can.adiens. Pour plus de details sur ces ques-
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la ruee vers l'or californienne de 1849 sur les differents regimes miniers institues clans 
la plupart des provinces et des territoires du pays5 au cours de la seconde moitie du 
XIX• siecle. Suite a la conquete du Mexique en 1846,-la Californie s'etait trouvee clans 
un etat de faible gouvernance pendant pres de cinq ans (Alford 1906). En l'absence de 
cadres legislatifs et d'autorite gouvernementale en mesure d'encadrer leurs pratiques, 
les mineurs affluant clans la r~gion auraient alors mis sur pied leurs propres lois et 
leurs propres instances juridiques, clans une forme d'a,utoregulation de leurs activites. 
Le systeme se serait par la suite etendu au .point OU, au moment de definir sa premiere 
legislation miniere, le gouvernement des Etats-Unis n'aurait fait qu'enteriner les proce
dures mises en place par les mineurs et deja largement reco~nues (Lacasse 1976, 41). 

Les legislateurs americains creerent ainsi a cette epoque un ensemble de regles et 
de procedures peu contraignantes pour les promoteurs miniers, instituerent un mode 
d'accession et d'alienation des ressources minieres fonde sur le principe du free mining 

(Barton 1993, 149) et consacrerent l'appropriation unilaterale de la ressource (sans le 
concours de l'Etat) via le systeme du claim minier. Quoique le principe de free mining 
ait ete applique de fa<;:ons variees selon les epoques et les regions, on peut essentielle
ment le definir comme un ensemble de mesures qui permet, voire privilegie, le libre 
acces a la propriete et a l'exploitation des ressources minerales. Dans la plupart des 
societes contemporaines influencees par le droit occidental, le free mining se traduit 
non seulement par la possibilite d'acquerir librement un droit de propriete sur les res
sciurces minerales du territoire, mais egalement par des garanties de pouvoir les ex
plorer et, en cas de decouverte, les exploiter : « The free entry system consists of three 
interlinked rights :. the right of entry onto lands containing minerals, the right to acquire 
a claim on those lands, and the right to go to a lease and produce minerals » (Taggart 
1998, resume). 

Ce principe sera egalement fondamental clans la definition, quelques annees plus 
tard, des premieres legislations canad_iennes clans le domaine (Campbell 2004; Barton 
1993; 1998; Paquette 1982). Alors que la multiplication des activites minieres au milieu 
du XIX< siecle amenait les gouvernements des provinces et territoires a se doter de dis
positions legislatives visant a encadrer une industrie en emergence, le systeme du claim 
comme mode d' appropriation des ressources de la Couronne fut introduit pour la pre
miere fois clans le Goldfields Act de la Colombie-Britannique en 1859. L'Acte concernant 
les mines d'or du Canada-Uni (1864), l'Acte general des mines de Quebec (1880), et les 
Quartz Mining Regulations (1898) de la Loi sur les terres territoriales du Yukon et des 
Territoires du Nord-Ouest instituerent par la suite une serie de mesures qui faciliterent 
l'acces aux ressources a faible cout et a faible risque pour les entrepreneurs miniers. 

Sans pour autant sous-estimer l'importance des mutations qu'a connues l'industrie 
miniere depuis le XIX< siecle6

, mutations qui ont eu leur influence propre sur la defini-

tions voir Paquette 2000; 1984; 1982 et Vallieres 1989. 
5, L'Acte de l'Amerique du Nord Britannique de 1867 (ou la Loi constitutionnelle de 1867, CH. ' 

3 (R-U.)) consacra aux provinces la propriete des mines et des mineraux (a.109), de meme que la 
competence de legiferer en la matiere. 

6. Ces mutations incluent !'apparition de nouvelles technologies d'exploitation et !'acceleration 
de !'industrialisation nord-americaine, qui auront entre autres pour consequence de favoriser une 
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tion des politiques minieres canadiennes au cours du xxe siecle et ont rendu neces
saire une certaine adaptation des legislations au contexte economique en evolution, 
notamment au Quebec (Paquette 1984), nous reconnaissons que le mode d'accession 
et d'alienation des ressources minieres fonde sur le principe de free mining est somme 
toute demeure inchange au fil des decennies. Marc Vallieres (1989, 235) evoque ainsi 
I' evolution, dans les annees 1960 au Quebec, de ce domaine de la politique miniere qui 
nous interesse : « Tout le systeme d'alienation progressive du sous-sol subit certaines 
transformations qui visent de plus en plus a en faciliter l'acces aux exploitants even
tuels, les plus serieux et les plus importants. La configuration generale du systeme reste 
la meme, mais la nouvelle loi de 1965 introduit une simplification substantielle des 
activites de prospection». 

Ainsi, si le systeme quebecois d' alienation des droits miniers par vente de concession 
fut rem place, en 1965, par un mode de cession des droits par baiF, il semble bien, selon 
Pierre Paquette (1984, 596), que « [c]ette substitution [serait survenue] apres que les 
zones mineralogiques les plus prometteuses [notamment les principaux gites locali
ses dans la fosse du Labrador au Nouveau-Quebec] eussent ete cedees aux anciennes 
conditions, beaucoup plus favorables». L'auteur avance meme que « [q]uoique le mode 
d'alienation devint, vers la fin de la periode, la location par bail, les locataires trouvaient 
toujours en la personne du proprietaire de ce domaine, c'est-a-dire l'Etat, I' agent le plus 
dispose a promouvoir leurs propres fins» (152). Le libre acces a la propriete et a I' ex
ploitation des ressources minerales represente done un principe qui est demeure inscrit 
dans la politique miniere quebecoise, largement incitatrice et essentiellement placee, 
tout au cours du xxe siecle, sous le signe de la continuite (Paquette 1984, 596-597; 
Vallieres 1989, 52). Nous reviendrons plus loin sur les implications de !'inscription du 
principe de free mining dans les legislations, ainsi que de la philosophie qu'il represente 
pour le fonctionnement des regimes miniers canadiens, notamment en ce qui a trait a 
la predominance de certaines valeurs bien precises, qui participent a une distribution 
particuliere du pouvoir structure! entre les ac_teurs interesses par le deploiement d'ac
tivites minieres au pays. 

L' evolution recente des regimes 

Alors que l'industrie miniere etait visee, des les annees 1960 et 1970, par le mouve
ment pour la protection de l'environnement en Amerique du Nord, notamment sur 

restructuration majeure ainsi qu'un processus d'internationalisation de l'industrie (Paquette 1984). 
7. Mention_nons egalement, comme modifications significatives apportees ace systeme, Jes mesu

res progressivement integrees a la legislation mini ere quebecoise et visant la (( recuperation graduelle 
des concessions improductives [ou sur lesquelles !es travaux miniers statutaires imposes en vue du 
maintien du droit a J'acces aux mineraux ne sont pas OU n'ont pas ete realises], pourtant reputees 
inalienablcs » (Vallieres i989, 233). Ces concessions inactives etaient vues, a partir des annees 1950 
comme des« entraves a !'exploration», activite que la politique miniere de la province visait precise
ment a promouvoir (Vallieres 1989, 235). 
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la que_stion des pluies acides (Lapalme 2003, 12), c'est vers la fin des annees i980 et 
le debut des annees 1990 que les problematiques environnementales et les questions 
de developpement durable ont pris une importance reelle clans les debat.s portant sur 
l'exploitatio_n miniere au pays. A l'echelle nationale comme internationale', la montee 
des preoccupations environnementales (Simard et Lepage 2004, 352), ainsi que la re
connaissance croissante des droits des populations autochtones sur leurs territoires 

_(Boisselle 2006; Barsh i994), allaient en effet alors attirer l'attention sur la necessaire 
harmonisation des activites minieres avec le milieu social et environnemental clans 
lequel elles s'implantent. 

La montee de telles preoccupations temoigne egalement, a la lumiere des considera
tions theoriques enoncees en debut d'analyse, de l'emergence, clans la structure de 
l'industrie miniere canadienne, de nouvelles valeurs potentiellement concurrentes a 
celles privilegiees jusqu'alors clans les regimes miniers et illustrees par le principe du 
free mining. Alors que le developpement de l'industrie miniere a historiquement ete 
encourage sur la base des principes de croissance, de prosperite et de liberte d'acces 
au territoire, la montee des preoccupations environnementales risquait de fragiliser 
les bases mef!1eS de la legitimite dont jouissait cette industrie. En septembre i992, 

l'Association miniere du Canada (AMC, citee clans lriitiative miniere de Whitehorse 
i994, iii) reconnaissait la necessite, pour elle, «de gagner la confiance. des Canadiens et 
de prouver qu'elle peut fonctionner clans une perspective de developpement durable et 
clans un milieu ecologiquement sensible». De meme, il semble qu'au debut des annees 
i990, bien que « [t]he mining industry has served as a traditional pillar of the Canadian 
economy, yet it no longer engenders the same level of support front the general public 
and the government that it once commanded » (McAllister et Alexander i997, x). Cette 
tendance allait rendre en ce sens necessaire une certaine adaptation des regimes miniers 
aux preoccupations de l'heure. 

L'institutionnalisation, clans les regimes miniers, des valeurs socio-environnemen
tales centrees autour du respect de l'environnement et de l'equite sociale allait done 
s'operer progressivement au cours de cette periode au Canada. D'abord, on a assiste, 
depuis le debut des annees i980, a uncertain resserrement du controle environnemen
tal sur l'activite industrielle de maniere generaie, notamment a travers la promulgation 
de nouvelles lois environnementales et les modifi_cations apportees aux lois existantes8

• 

De meme, la mise en reuvre et le renforcement des legislations federales et provinciales 
en matiere d'evaluation environnementale9 allaient permettre d'inclure les preoccupa-

8. II faut reconnaitre que le processus de reforme des legislations environnementales canadienne · 
et quebeco

0

ise a fait l'objet de nombreuses critiques qui ont attir_e d'une part !'attention sur !'impact 
de la« dereglementation » dans le domaine. Voir Halley i998, 19-49; Lepage 1998, 5_1-54. D'autres ont 
egalement attire !'attention sur l'effet des pressions politiques sur la qualite des normes environne
mentales qui en a resulte. Voir Revil 2001; Adkin 1998. Cette <lereglementation ne serait d'ailleurs 
pas etrangere, selon Simard et Lepage (2004, 357), a «!'option de la responsabilisation des acteurs 
locaux au regard de la gestion environnementale »qui allait etre de plus en plus privilegiee a partir 
des annees i980, notamment au Quebec. 

9. II s'agit, d'abord, de la modification apportee au Quebec en 1978 a la Loi sur la qua/ite de l'en
vironnement (LQE), en vue d'integrer l'objectif « d'accorder aux citoyens le droit de participer au 
processus d'evaluation environnementale des projets importants » (Simard et Lepage 2004, 354) et, 
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tions sociales et de creer des droits de participation citoyenne aux processus decision
nels entourant l'etablissement de projets d'envergure sur le territoire10

• 

Ensuite, pour ce qui concerne plus specifiquement le secteur minier, le gouver
nement du Canada a ete amene, au milieu des annees 1990, d'un~ part, a revoir un 
certain nombre de normes environnementales affectant le secteur minier dans le but 
d'ameliorer l'efficacite de la reglementation applicable et de l'harmoniser avec les dis
positions provinciales (Ressources naturelles Canada 1998, 18), mais egalement, d'autre 
part, a rendre publique, <!!Il 1996, sa nouvelle politique miniere intitulee Des partenariats 
pour un developpement durable (Ressources naturelles Canada 1996; Hilson 2000, 205). 

De la meme maniere, au Quebec par exemple, divers projets de loi ont vise, dans les an
nees 1990, a apporter des modifications a la Loi sur les mines de 1988, en vue de garantir 
une meilleure protection environnementale des territoires concernes (Assemblee na
tionale du Quebec 1991, 7559). Pour ce qui concerne les Territoires du Nord-Ouest, une 
loi federale, la Loi sur la gestion des ressources de la vallee du Mackenzie (LGRVM) etait 
promulguee en 1998, et creait une « structure integree pi;rnr la cogestion des terres » 

dans la region (Gouvernement du Canada, ministere des Affaires indiennes et du Nord 
canadien 2001, 5). . 

Les legislateurs canadiens ont done developpe, a cette periode, un ensemble de 
normes et de structures institutionnelles et politiques porteur de valeurs inedites, qui 
allait chercher a mieux encadrer les pratiques des entreprises minieres au pays. Tout en 
reconnaissant qu'il s'agit la d'avancees importantes qui ont eu un impact certain sur le 
mode d'insertion des projets miniers dans leurmilieu social et environnemental (Hil
son 2000, 210), nous souhaitons attirer l'attentiori sur les processus de negociation qui 
sous-tendent l'evolution de ces regimes et dans lesquels reside leur veritable potentiel 
de transformation (Strange 1998, 10). · 

Le role de l'Etat et I' apparition de nouvelles 
formes de regulation 

Nous reconnaissons tout d'abord a cet effet que la montee des nouvelles preoccupa
tions socio-environnementales n'allait pas etre sans consequence pourl'Etat canadien, 
agent privilegie de la regulation du secteur, qui s'est trouve ni plus ni moins devant 

en second lieu, de l'entree en vigueur, au Canada, en 1984, du Decret sur /es lignes directrices visant le 
Processus d'evaluation et d'examen en matiere d'environnement (PEEE) ayant pour objectif d' « etudier 
!es impacts environnementaux - et.les incidences sociales - des grands amenagements et projets sur 
!es terres de la Couronne ou cautionnes par le gouvernement federal » (Reed 1990, 11). En 1995, le 
PEEE etait remplace par la Loi canadienne sur /'evaluation environnementale (LCEE), par le biais de 
laquelle le droit du public a participer aux processus d'evaluation etait officiellement renforce. Voir 
Commission de cooperation environnementale 1999, 8, 18-20. 

10. II est interessant de noter que le regime environnemental de la Convention de la Baie-James 
et du Nord quebecois (CBJNQ, Ch. 23) prevoyait deja, en 1975, la participation formelle des Cris et 
des Inuits aux processus d'evaluation environnementale pour des projets d'exploitation miniere a la 
Baie-James et au Nunavik. 
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uncertain dilemme. Celui-ci, toujours dependant a l'egard de l'entreprenariat minier 
prive (notamment pour ce qui concerne l'acces au capital et a la technologie), et done 
en quelque sorte « associe » de l'industrie clans le developpement du potentiel minier 
du pays, etait en effet desormais egalement tenu de veiller a !'application des normes 
environnementales et au respect des droits des Autochtones decoulant entre autres de 
la Loi constitutionnelle de 1982 et de decisions judiciaires de plus en plus favorables a 
leurs revendications (Boisselle 2006). Si ce dernier mandat implique dairement une 
intervention discretionnaire de l'Etat clans la regulation des activites minieres au pays, 
le systeme institue sous I' influence du principe de free mining, un systeme qui, malgre 
!'evolution qu'il a connue surplus d'un siecle, s'harmonise d'ailleurs toujours difficile
ment avec le titre autochtone et ies droits des Autochtones sur leurs terres (Campbell 
2004, 4; Bankes et Sharvit 1998), tend precisement a circonscrire son pouvoir discre-

- tionnaire d'intervenir clans le secteur, notamment en faveur de leurs positions ou de 
l'interet public (Barton 1998, 46). Comme I' observe Taggart (1998, resume),« [n]on-free 
entry systems (e.g. a leasing or a concession system) give the state far more discretionary 
power in the process of deciding who will develop mineral resources and where». Ence 
sens,Tinstitutionnalisation des nouvelles valeurs clans les regimes miniers a pose un 
reel defi a l'Etat et a sa legitimite meme comme regulateur. 

Pour resoudre un tel dilemme, l'Etat tendrait aujourd'hui a developper une strategie 
complexe de regufation, de l'ordre de celle observee par David Szablowski (2007, 28) au 
Perou a la fin des annees 1990 et qu'il qualifie « d'absence selective». Dans son arialyse, 
l'auteur demontre que les Etats riches en metaux et mineraux font face, et ce, de maniere 
particuliere depuis le debut des annees 1990, a des pressions contradictoires qui visent a 
la fois, d'une part, l'ouverture aux investissements etrangers (pression externe, liee aux 
valeurs dominantes clans la structure de l'industrie et a la competitivite qui accompagne 
!'acceleration de la liberalisation) ·et, d'autre part, la satisfaction des demandes sociales 
locales (pression interne) (Szablowski 2007, 27). Devant les contra~ntes posees par ces 
pressions contradictoires, ces Etats tendn~ient non pas tant a se retirer, mais plutot a 
developper une strategie complexe de regulation qui leur permettrait de preserver leur 
legitimiten. 11 s' agirait en effet (1) d'accorder de maniere formelle des droits aux investis
seurs miniers, via les regimes qu'ils mettent en place et (2) de proceder ensuite a une 
delegation informelle ou a une redistribution de parts d'autorite et de responsabilites 
aux entreprises, entre autres en matiere de regulation locale (notamment pour ce qui 

11. Pour David Szablowski, regulation et legitimation representent « the key products of law » 

(Szablowski 2007, 11) La regulation renverrait a deux phenomenes socio-legaux differents mais com
plementaires: « (1) institutionalised processes of norm generation and associated enforcement, and (2) 
informal processes in which norm generation and norm compliance are closely bound together through 
social interaction» (Szablowski 2007, 12). Elle prendrait ainsi la forme de regimes qui, pour fonction
ner, doivent «project a sense of [their] own legitimacy into particular audiences » (Szablowski 2007, 

15). Le processus de legitimation representerait done« a continuous-and often imperfect conversation 
between /aw-makers and /aw-takers in which ideology, attention and influence play important roles. 
Crucially, the process relies upon the existence of legitimating ideas among /aw-taking populations» 
(Szablowski 2007, 20)". · 
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a trait a la mediation sociale des impacts des activites minieres face aux interets des 
populations voisines) (Szablowski 2007, 27). 

Suivant cette analyse, nous reconnaissons que l'Etat canadien tend, en vue de recon
cilier les imperatifs internes et externes auxquels il fait face depuis le debut des annees 
1990, a privilegier une approche souple en matiere de regulation, basee sur les me
canismes de marche et autres initiatives volontaires mises de I' avant par les entreprises. 
L'etablissement de relations directes entre entreprises et populations autochtones en est 
ainsi venu a representer un nouveau pole de regulation-legitimation pour l'industrie, 
duquel-les agences gouvernementales se trouvent parfois volontairement marginali
sees, voire, dans certains cas, exclues. Ces relations se sont dernierement generalement 
formalisees dans des mecanismes qui vont du protocole d'entente (memorandum of 
understanding), non contraignant, a I' entente sur les repercussions et avantages (ERA) 
evoquee precedemment (Lapalme 2003, 31), dont la signature est, comme on l'a vu en 
introduction, de plus en plus encouragee. Les ERA « are signed between mining compa
nies and First Nation communities in Canada in order to establish formal relationships 
between them, to reduce the predicted impact of a mine and secure economic benefit for 
affected communities » (Sosa et Keenan 2001, 1). Ces mecariismes representent, selon 
notre comprehension, de nouveaux modes de regulation des activites minieres au pays, 
davantage informels, et dont la multiplication, loin d'etre circonstancielle, repond a un 
contexte structure! bien particulier, comme nous vef).ons de le suggerer. · 

Plusieurs auteurs se sont deja penches sur les implications des ERA aujourd'hui ne
gociees entre entreprises minier~s et populations autochtones pour ce qui concerne 
la participation effective de ces dernieres dans la gestion de l'investissement minier 
(Prno 2007; Hitch 2006; O'Faircheallaigh 2006; Public Policy Forum 2005; Galbraith 
2005). Nous proposons, dans la foulee de ces etudes, de nous interesser, au-dela des 
resultats apportes par les ERA, aux conditions structurelles dans lesquelles celles-ci 
emergent, en amont. Alors que les regimes miniers canadiens et quebecois, historique
ment fondes sur le principe du free mining, p'accordaient qu'une place subsidiaire aux 
positions des Autochtones dans les processus decisionnels, notre analyse nous invite 
maintenant a nous demander si I' integration de dispositions issues de nouvelles valeurs 
dans les annees 1990 et !'apparition de formes davantage informelles de regulation a 
pu offrir aces populations le levier necessaire pour que leur soit confere un pouvoir 
structure! significatif, susceptible de valoriser leur contribution a la definition ulte
rieure et a l'operationnalisation meme de ces regimes12

• Car, en accord avec les ele
ments theoriques apportes par Strange, les ERA presentent le potent.iel de marquer 
un changement dans l'operationnalisation des regimes, lequel, s'il s'averait reel, serait 

12. Au-dela de !'heritage legue par le principe du free mining, nous observons que l'identite poli
tique de ces populations autochtones se trouve egalement conditionnee par le rapport historique qui 
s'est developpe entre l'Etat canadien et !es Premieres nations sur la base d'une relation fiduciaire. 
Encore dans !es annees 1990, ii semble bien que ce rapport soumet en general la participation des 
Autochtones a I' elaboration des priorites du developpement a un arbitrage entre la determination de 
leurs interets et ceux de !'ensemble de la societe, ce qui a entre autres pour effet de limiter leur capacite 
a exercer un role d'acteurs politiques autonomes. Voir O'Doherty 1999. 
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susceptible de mener a un nouvel equilibre dans la distribution du pouvoir structurel. 
confie aux acteurs. 

La structure de pouvoir asymetrique 

Si l'equilibre des pouvoirs entre acteurs engages dans la regulation du secteur minier 
demeure en constante evolution, il n'en demeu~e pas moins que l'institutionnalisation 
des principes de base du free mining dans les regimes miniers canadiens, en contribuant 
a creer un ensemble de regles et de procedures somme toute peu contraignantes pour 
les promoteurs miniers, laissera un lourd heritage pour les pratiques de regulation 
qui seront mises en U!uvre dans les decennies suivantes. Selon notre analyse, la defini
tion des premieres legislations minieres au xrxe siecle a donne lieu a la predominance 
de certaines valeurs precises ( une philosophie de developpement economique qui 
s'oppose a une philosophie de conservation, par exemple) qui participent a une distri
bution particuliere du pouvoir structure! entre les acteurs interesses par le deploiement 
d'activites minieres au pays. Alors que !'adoption d'un tel systeme auXIX<siecle decou
lait certes d'une volonte politique de generer de la richesse « dans le cadre de l'ideologie 
du liberalisme economique », elle temoignait egalement de la dependance relative de 
l'Etat vis-a-vis du capital, des technologies et de !'expertise issus del'entreprenariat 
minier prive (Paquette 1982, no, 546-547). Devant leur souci de developper le potentiel 
minier du pays, les decideurs publics se seraient montres tres sensibles aux plaidoiries 
des entrepreneurs miniers (P;i.quette 1982, no\ et leur auraient confere, a travers la 
definition des regimes alors mis en place, une autonomie, une autorite, ainsi qu'une 
liberte d'action importantes, voire uniques par rapport a d'autres secteurs economiques 
(Lacasse.1976; Barton 1998 ). 11 apparait aujourd'hui que ces prerogatives semblent avoir 
ete maintenues, et ce, malgre les reformes adoptees au cours des annees 1980-1990. 

En depit des diverses adaptations dont ils ont fait l'objet au fil des decennies, les 
droits crees par les regimes miniers canadiens pour les entrepreneurs, tels que 
!'appropriation unilaterale de la ressource via le systeme du claim, conferent en effet 
toujours aujourd'hui a ces derniers un pouvoir structure! important, en premier lieu, 
,en ce qui a trait a l'operationnalisation des regimes. Par exemple, si les normes en 
matiere d'evaluation environnementale ont permis la creation de nouveaux droits 
de participation citoyenne dans la plupart des juridictions canadiennes, ces proces, 
SUS sont generalement renvoyes a une etape avancee des projets miniers, au COurS des 
travaux d'exploration avancee ou peu avant l'etape de production. Les nouvelles lois 
ne prevoient en effet ni participation, ni consultation aupres des communautes con
cernees au moment de !'emission des droits miniers (claims et autres), droits qui con
ferent toujours a leurs detenteurs d'autres droits, dont ceux d'acceder au territoire, d'y 
executer tout travail d'explorati6n et, en cas de decouverte, et sous certaines conditions, 
d'exploiter la ressource. 

En second lieu, ces droits conferent par ailleurs encore aujourd'hui aux entrepre
neurs, miniers un pouvoir structure! important sur la reforme et la redefinition me_me 
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des regimes. Les pouvoirs discretionnaires de l'Etat clans les processus decisionnels 
relatifs au developpement minier demeurent en effet limites pour ce qui concerne, par 
exemple, l'adaptation de la reglementation de maniere a favoriser la mise en ceuvre de 
plans prospectifs en matiere de developpement du territoire a plus long terme. En se 
referant au cas des Territoires du Nord-Ouest durant les annees i990, Barton souligne 
ainsi que: 

The leading feature of the free entry system is that government agencies do not 
have any discretionary power at all over the occurrence of mineral exploration, 
the location of claims, or the procurement- of mining leases for production . . 
Discretionary power over these matters does exist; but it is in the hands of 

- . the private sector explorationists and mining company who decide where to 
locate claims and apply for leases. This affects the work of the Crown land ad
ministrators very significantly, in their efforts to accommodate different land 
uses such as forestry, new parks, recreation, outfitting, wilderness or habitat 
protection. It affects the third parties who have interests in Crown land use 

(Barton i998, 39)13
• 

La part de pouvoir structurel qui incombe ainsi aux entrepreneurs miniers, en com
paraison aveccelle des autres parties prenantes au processus de regulation des activites 
minieres au Canada, est revelatrice d'une structure de pouvoir essentiellement asy
metrique, telle que leguee par l'inscription du principe de free mining clans les legisla
tions provinciales et territoriales. Cette structure a notamment pour effet de restreindre 
l'espace de negociation des acteurs locaux quant aux choix de developpement du ter
ritoire qui sont a faire. 

Le processus de regulation ayant mene a I' approbation du projet diamantifere Ekati 
de BHP Diamonds Inc. clans les Territoires du Nord-Ouest au debut des annees i990 

temoigne de cette structure de pouvoir asymetrique qui semble prevaloir au Canada en 
ce qui a trait aux negociations proptes a la structure de l'industrie miniere. C'est clans le 
contexte donne par le Reglement sur I' exploitation miniere au Canada (Canada Mining 
Regulations) que la negociation d'ERA avec quatre groupes autochtones de la region, 
de meme que les consultations publiques tenues clans le cadre de !'evaluation envi
ronnementale, sont intervenues. Ce reglement garantissant aux detenteurs de claims le 
droit d'exploiter les ressources decouvertes ne prevoyait aucun droit a l'information, a 
la consultation ou au consentement pour les Autochtones potentiellement affectes par 
un futur projet, au stade· de" I' acquisition des titres miniers et de l'exploration14• Le free 

i3. Des pouvoirs discretionriaires bien precis de !'administration sont toutefois prevus a l'inte
rieur de certains autres reginies miniers regionaux au Canada, notamment au Quebec, OU le ministre 
des Ressource~ naturelles et de la Faune (anciennement de l'Energie et des Ressources) peut par 
exemple proceder a !'expropriation d'un claim « a des fins d'utilite publique » (Loi sur les mines, 
L.R.Q. Ch. M-1p, a.82). Cependant, a notre connaissance, aucun ministre n'a exerce ce droit au cours 
des dernieres decennies. 

i4. La consultation n'intervient g~neralement que lorsqu'un promoteur procede a Ia demande de 
perm_is en vue de I' exploitation et que le projet est juge susceptible de causer des impacts significatifs 
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mining sur lequel est egalement fonde ce reglement signifie en effet que les Autoch
tones ne p.euvent interdire l'acces au territoire qu'ils occupent (independamment des 
droits qu'ils detiennent sur celui-ci et a moins seulement que ce territoire f~sse l'objet 
d'une declaration d'inalienabilite dans le cadre de negociations sur la resolution des 
revendications territoriales)'5 a aucun prospecteur minier (Gibson 2008, 57; Qureshy 
2006, 1). Comme Findiquaient des representants de la nation Lutsel K.'e dans le cadre 
de !'evaluation environnementale du projet Ekati, « [a]lthough prospecting and mineral 
exploration has been taking place on our lands at Lac de Gras for several years, we were 
never consulted or informed about these events on our land. It was not until BHP/Di
amet had decided to build a mine that they began to consult with us» (cites par Bankes 
et Sharvit 1998, 9). Il s'agit pourtant la d'une etape du cycle minier qui apparait cru
ciale pour le pouvoir structure! des peuples autochtones concernes, tel que le souligne 
Shauna Qµreshy (2006, 2, 86): « The earlier that a First Nation can establish protocols 

and negotiate agreements with exploration companies, the better chance it will have of 
asserting some control over the pace and scale of mineral development ».-A cet' effet, 
Bankes et Sharvit (1998, 54-55) soulignent que les procedures novatrices d'evaluation 
environnementale preyues dans le cadre de la nouvelle LGRVM de 1998 n'ont modifie 
en rien les regles d'entree des promoteurs miniers sur les terres concernees. -

Par ailleurs, le caractere strategique d'Ekati dans le contexte economique regional 
de l'epoque (Couch 2002, 266; Prno 2007, 35) a egalement contribue a l'expr-ession 
d'une forme d'asymetrie dans les negociations propres au processus de regulation 
du projet. Sur la base des avantages projetes, les agences gouvernemen_tales territo
riales et federales auraient en effet temoigne d'un inten~t clair a voir le projet se re
aliser et se seraient done montree~, dans !'ensemble, nettement favorables a son egard 
(O'Faircheallaigh 2006, 12). Ainsi, tout en profitant d'un nouvel espace pour exprimer 
leurs preoccupations en vertu des avancees reglementaires issues de !'emergence des 
valeurs socio-envfronnementales dans les regimes, notamment en ce qui a trait aux con-

, sultations publiques tenues dans le cadre de !'evaluation environnementale, les popu
lations locales ont reconnu que les decisions fondamentales concernant !'approbation 
du projet semblaient avoir deja ete prises, avant meme leur intervention dans les nego-

sur le milieu d'accueil et/ou fait l'objet de preoccupations particulieres du public, tel que fut le cas 
pour Ekati (Gibson 2008, 127). Le droit au consentement, bien que desormais au cceur des debats 
nationa·ux et internationaux portant sur ['insertion des projets miniers dans leur environnement a 
travers le concept de Free, Prior and Informed Consent, n'apparait pas dans la legislation canadienne 
(Herz, La Vina et Sohn 2007, 7-11). 

15. II faut souligner que !es territoires sur lesquels des concessions minieres ont deja ete accordees 
sont automatiquement exclus des zones susceptibles d'etre dassees inalienables. Selon Virginia Gib
son (2008, 161-162), le free mining aurait ainsi pour effet de favoriser encore aujourd'hui le concept de 
terra nullius, lequel cont.mint les demarches de reconnaissance de l'inalienabilite des terres, telles que 
mises de ['avant par les groupes autochtones dans les Territoires du Nord-Ouest: «The onus is never 
on the federal government to prove that there are no relevant land claims in the region before mineral 
rights are granted. Rather, mineral rights are granted and sizeable chunks of land are then extracted 
from possible /arid withdrdwals ». En 1996, au moment fort des negociations menees par BHP Dia
monds Inc. avec les communautes de la region du Lac de Gras, on estimait que seulement 1,5 a 2 % des 
terres etaient soustraites a !'exploration miniere au Canada, dont 66 % pour cause de revendications 
territoriales autochtones resolues OU en voie de resolution (Ker 1996, 11). 
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ciations (Weitzner 2006, 11). L'exemple d'Ekati nous invite a observer a cet egard, dans 
la structure decisionnelle menant a !'approbation des projets, une certaine hierarchisa
tion des valeurs en presence. 

Selon Susan Strange, les valeurs presentes au sein d'une structure peuvent effective
ment entrer en conflit et faire l'objet d'une hierarchisation temoignant d'un equilibre 

. atteint dans les negociations a l'reuvre dans cette structure. Au debut des annees 1990, 

au moment de l'institutionnalisation des nouvelles valeurs dans les regimes llliniers 
canadiens, on faisait face a deux tendances marquees: d'abord un contexte de recession 
economique, et ensuite un processus de transnationalisation croissante de l'industrie 
miniere et d'emergence de nouveaux pays producteurs, notamment au Sud (Shinya 
1998, 95). La premiere tendance contribuera a faire en sorte que les preoccupations de 
rationalisation et de performance economique prennent une importance notable dans 
les processus de revision reglementaire operes a l'epoque et pourtant menes en vue 
d'assurer une meilleure protection environnementale des territoires concernes par le 
deploiement de projets miniers (Revil 2001, 83-105; O'Reilly 1998). La seconde aura mis 
a jour les imperatifs de competitivite qui ont egalement eu une influence importante 
sur la portee de ces nouvelles reglementations et joue un role certain dans le type de 
«transformation» que pouvait connaitre le regime. Recemment, Denis-Claude Lamon
tagne et Jean Brisset des Nos (2005, 14, 20) notaient par exemple que les changements 
ap-portes a la Loi sur les mines du Quebec au cours des annees 1990 ne modifiaient en 
rien la volonte de l'Etat de« favoriser au maximum l'exploitation miniere [et visaient 
au contraire] a simplifier les regles d'acquisition [des droits miniers et] a accroitre la 
securite du mode de tenure». . 

Tel que l'indique Gerard Kebabdjian (1999, 137) sur la question de. la transforma
tion des regimes, (( si les regles [ou reglements] et procedures [de prise de decision 
propres a un regime] se modifient alors que les principes et les normes restent les 
memes, on est fonde de soutenir que le regime n'a pas change car sa philosophie fon
damentale demeure identique ». Cette comprehension-propre a la theorie des regimes 
internationaux nous permet ici de suggerer que, malgr~ une adaptation des regles et 
procedures aux preoccupations de l'heure - en ce qui concerne, notamment, les proce
dures d'evaluation environnerilentale menant a l'approbation des projets miniers -, 
les normes inscrites au creur des regimes miniers canadiens, et surtout, les principes 
qui guident leur fonctionnement, a commencer par celui de free mining, n'ont pas ete 

. remis en cause a l'issue des reformes evoquees plus haut. Nous avons en effet observe, 
dans Jes rapports entre Jes acteurs evoluant au sein de la structure de l'industrie miniere 
canadienne, une certaine persistance des relations de pouvoir a tendance asymetrique 
telles que leguees par le principe du free mining. 

A travers !es valeurs prioritaires qu'il porte et vehicule, ainsi que par les conditions 
structurelles favorables aux interets des entrepreneurs miniers qu'il met en place, et 
en privilegiant souvent l'activite miniere devant des n:iodes alternatifs d'utilisation du 
territoire, ce principe tend a exclure, comme on l'a vu, l'expression reelle de valeurs 
concurrentes. L'integration dans les regimes des valeurs associees aux besoins de pro
tection de l'environnement et d'integration des positions autochtones pourrait par ex
emple impliquer de ne pas aller de !'avant avec. un projet, une decision qui demeure 
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difficilement concevable d'un point de vue economique et inadmissible clans le cadre 
du free mining, en- vertu duquel les gouvernements ne peuvent generalement refuser · 
a un entrepreneur le droit d'exploiter la ressource decouverte lorsque celui-ci satisfait 
aux principales exigences prealables. Barton (1998, 39) reconnait ace titre qu'en vertu 
du systeme d'alienation des droits miniers base sur ce principe, « [t]here is no oppor
tunity to impose conditions upon the grant of a mining claim to modify the manner in 
which it is used, for example to take special measures to protect wildlife values in the . 
area where it is located, or to ensure compliance with land claims policies or training and 
employment policies». 

L'Etat, tout en s'appuyant sur des cadres davantage ouverts aux nouvelles preoccu-. 
pations, apparaitrait done aujourd'hui, jusqu'a uncertain point,« absent» de certains 
aspects des de la regulation de l'investissement. 11 jouerait ainsi, comme le suggere Sz
ablowski (2007, 28), un role claii en matiere de regulation clans certains domaines, mais 
fonctionnerait a travers une delegation indirecte d'autorite clans d'autres dom~ines. 
Ceci a entre autres pour resultat que la responsabilite des questions sociales au niveau 
local, notamment la mediation des inten~ts parfois contradictoires entre entreprises 
miniere.s et peuples autochtones, est souvent relayee vers des formes privees de regula
tion essentiellement gerees par ces entreprises, lesquelles heritent une fois de plus d'un 
degre important d'autonomie, d'autorite pour definir les regles d'operationnalisation 
de ces nouveaux modes de regulation et, par consequent, de pouvoir structure! (Sz
ablowski 2007, 291). Ainsi, les populations.locales sont clans bien des cas contraintes 
d' evoluer clans les cadres definis selon les valeurs de l'industrie, a une echelle qui sou
vent les depasse et clans un espace qui s'inscrit en dehors des institutions deinocratiques 
·conventionnelles. 

L'experience de plusieurs communautes autochtones ayant participe, au cours des 
annees 1990, a la negociation de diverses ERA avec des entreprises minieres tend en 
effet a reveler que ces ententes novatrices ont souvent ete conclues selon les principes et 
clans les cadres prevus soit par les structures de gestion du territoire et des ressources en 
place clans les regions visees par le developpement minier - lesquelles, comme on l'a vu, 
permettent difficilement !'expression anticipee des preoccupations locales-, sciit par 
l'entreprise elle-meme, avec peu de place pour une implication des populations clans la 
determination des conditions de negociation. 

Dans le cas precite du projet minier Ekati, il semble que les communautes autoch
tones impliquees clans la conclusion des quatre ERA soient entrees clans les negocia
tions avec le promoteur en etant avant tout reconnues comme des partenaires d'affaires 
et non comme des titulaires de droits sur les territoires envisages pour le projet. Ainsi, 
bien que !'affirmation des droits et des titres autochtones ait represente l'une des m_o
tivations Jes plus importantes pour les populations locales pour conclure les ententes, 
et un objectif clair, voire le premier objectif des ERA a leurs yeux (Prno 2007, 124), la 
portee des negociations a gerieralement ete limitee aux questions economiques. Cette 
tendance serait largement associee, selon Qureshy (2006, 46), aux valeurs mises de 
l'avant de maniere generale par les entreprises minieres, lesquelles, en vertu du pouvoir 
structure! que leur offre le cadre legal en place, definissent l.es regles selon lesquelles ces 
negociations vont etre conduites: «I infer from .companies' desire to establish a "recipro-
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cal" business-like relationship with First Nations and their desire for more predictability 
that they believe a relationship premised on negotiating economic objectives would bring 
greater certainty than a relationship premised on negotiating political rights to land». 

Les valeurs d'autonomie et de contr6le du territoire que portent ces groupes auraient 
done ete plus OU moins prises en compte clans la structure decisionnelle entourant le 
projet Ekati. Les nations autochtones signataires auraient ete integrees clans les proces
sus de regulation informels davantage comme des parties prenantes (stakeholders) plus 
OU moins actives, porteuses d'interets - avant tout economiques - a defendre, mais non 
comme des acteurs porteurs de droits (rightholders) (Szablowski 2007, 118). Ainsi, les 
preoccupations legitimes des Autochtones quant a la clarification prealable des titres 
et des droits sur le territoire vise pour le projet minier, grace a une resolution rapide 
de leurs revendications territoriales, preoccupations d'ailleurs maintes fois formulees 
au cours du processus d'approbation du projet (Stiff :i.001, 79), n'ont pas ete prises en 
compte clans la decision du gouvernement d'accorder sans plus de delais son approba
tion conditionnelle au projet (Winds and Voices Environmental Services Inc. 2000, 

34). Leur capacite a transformer, par leur participation a des negociations directes avec 
les entrepreneurs miniers, la structure de pouvoir asymetrique leguee par les regimes en 
place, ne semble done pas clans ce cas renforcee par la creation de ces nouveaux espaces 
informels de regulation. 

Ultimement, cette analyse nous permet de suggerer qu'en depit de l'integration de 
nouvelles regles et procedures, les contraintes posees par la hierarchisation des valeurs 
presentes clans les regimes ont clairement conditionne les negociations a l'reuvre clans 
la structure.miniere canadienne et alimente des dynamiques de pouvoir qui risquent 
bien de ne pas etre a l'avantage des populat_ions locales concernees. Nous pouvons· 
egalement remettre en question la possibilite que de telles dynamiques donnent lieu 
a une veritable convergence entre les interets des investisseurs miniers prives et ceux 
des regions et des communautes affectees (Hipwell et al. 2002, 10). De fait, les nou
veaux espaces de negociation qui semblent s'ouvrir clans les annees 1990, en tant que 
composantes des du processus de regulation de l'investissement minier au Canada, 
apparaissent circonscrits clans une large mesure par ces dynamiques structurelles fon
damentales. 

Conclusion 

Au terme de ces constats, nous reconnaissons que !'insertion des projets miniers clans 
leur milieu social et environnemental, de meme que la question de leur contribution 
au developpement des regions concernees, en ~ont venus a representer, au Canada 
comme ailleurs, des defis politiques importants, tant en matiere de regulation que de 
legitimation. 

En derniere analyse, nous avons constate que ces nouvelles formes de regulation 
qui emergent depuis les annees 1990 clans le contexte d'un :Etat « selectivement ab
sent» s'inscrivent clans le cadre d'une st_ructure qui apparait encore fortement marquee 
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par les valeurs liees au principe de free mining. L'adaptation des regimes herites de 
ces tendances historiques a l'egard des preoccupations sociales et environnementales 
contemporaines a ainsi ete operee d'une maniere ·qui permettait, tel que suggere par 
Strange, tine certaine hierarchisation des valeurs en presence. Bien que !'apparition de 
telles preoccupations aurait pu iaisser croire a de nouvelles e".olutions en matiere de 
redistribution de pouvoir structure! clans le domaine minier au Canada, cette hierar
chisation aura ultimement permis de creer les conditions faisant en sorte que·certains 
acteurs demeurent toujours en mesure de prendre des positions dominantes clans les 
negociations propres a la structure de l'industrie miniere, au detriment d'autres acteurs, 
a commencer par les populations autochtones affectees. Ces populations ne semblent 
pas pouvoir heriter, clans ce contexte, d'un pouvoir nouveau d'influencer les normes 
propres aux regimes miniers, ni avoir tire des nouvelles evolutions des regimes un 
pouvoir qui puisse s'exercer ulterieurement clans la structure, de maniere a promouvoir 
de. nouvelles positions face au developpement minier. Au contraire, il apparalt qu'en 
vertu de l'asymetrie de pouvoir qui semble encore marquer la structure de l'industrie 
miniere canadienne, leurs revendications doivent s'exprimer a l'interieur de processus 
qui conditionnent de maniere claire les demandes qui sont recevables et celles qui ne 
le sont pas. 
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Aboriginal~Mining Company Contractual 
Agreements in Australia and Canada: 
Implications for Political Autonomy 
and Community n·evelopment 

Ciaran O'Faircheallaigh 

ABSTRACT The negotiation of contractu;tl agreements between Aboriginal communities and 
mining companies is now standard practice in Australia and Canada and increasingly common 
in developing countries. The widespread use of such agreements indicates that they offer sig
nificant economic and social opportunities. However, such agreements als0 raise major issues 
for Aboriginal relations \'{ith other political actors and institutions, including government, 
environmental groups, and the judicial system. The paper considers these implications and 
identifies strategies to address them and so maximize the contribution of contractual agree
ments to community development. 

RESUME la negociation d'accords contractuels entre !es communau't~s autochtones et !es 
compagnies minieres est devenue une pratique courante en Australie et au Canada, et elle 
est de plus en plus repandue dans !es pays en developpement. L'utilisation generalisee de 
telles. ententes indique qu'elles permettent des percees econoiniques et so.dales considerables. 
Toutefois, de telles ententes soulevent egalement des questions majeures en ce qui concerne 
!es relations des Autochtones avec !es autres acteurs et institutions politiques, incluant le 
gouvernement, !es groupes environnementaux et le systeme judiciaire. Ce texte examine ces 
repercussions et formule des strategies visant a !es attenuer et ainsi a optimiser la contribution 
des accords contractuels au developpement d~.~ communautes. 

Introduction 

Legally binding agreements between mining companies and Aboriginal groups are ne
gotiated in relation to nearly all new major mining projects in Canada and Australia 
and, increasingly, in the United States; New Zealand, and developing countries (Adler, 
Brewer, and McGee 2007; Banks and Ballard i997, Appendix i; ICMM i999; IIED 2002; 

Langton et al. 2004; Public Policy Forum 2005). Negotiated agreements have obvious 
and potentially substantial benefits for Aboriginal communities that are often seriously 
disadvantaged in access to economic opportunities, social services, and infrastructure, 
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and face serious social problems such as family violence, child abuse, and youth sui
cide (Findlay and Wuttunee 2007; Mihesuah 2003, xi, xiv; United Nations Permanent 
Forum on Indigenous Issues 2004). In particular, agreements can allow Aboriginal 
people to share in the wealth generated by mining on Aboriginal lands, and give them 
a say in the manner in which mines are developed and operated (Environmental Law 
Institute 2004, 11, 13-14; ICMM 1999; Miranda, Chambers, and Coumans 2005, 69-70; 
O'Faircheallaigh 2006b). But agreements with mining companies can result in signifi
cant changes to the relationships of Aboriginal communities with the state, including 
its legal, judicial, and regulatory frameworks; with other political actors; and with civil 
society. These changes can have significant implications for other strategies available to 
Aboriginal peoples in seeking to maximize their control over mining on their ancestral 
lands and mining's contribution to community development 

This paper begins by illustrating, using examples from Australia and Canada, how 
contractual agreements with mining companies can contribute to Aboriginal commu
nity development. It then explores the wider legal, political, and economic ramifica
tions of agreement making for Aboriginal groups. It identifies strategies that Aboriginal 
people can utilize to ensu,re that they recognize and address the broader consequences 
associated with agreement making, while at the same time maximizing the specific 
benefits that agreements can bring. Critical in both regards is the need to address as
pects of contracts that rarely attract attei1tion when Aboriginal communities and their 
advisers discuss proposed agreements, including confidentiality, Aboriginal support 
for projects, and Aboriginal access to judicial and regulatory systems. Also vital is the 
need to break down the barriers that often exist between processes for negotiating proj
ect agreements and broader processes for COIIJ.munity planning and decision making. 

1he article draws on an extensive review of scores of contractual agreements in Aus
tralia and Canada, undertaken as part of a large-scale study of commercial negotiations 
between Aboriginal communities and mining .companies in both countries conducted 
over the period 2001-2008 (for details, see O'Faircheallaigh 2004b, 2006a, 2066b, 
2008a). Many of these_ agreements are confidential, and access to them was achieved 
either as a result of the author's role as a negotiator or through research agreements 
negotiated with Aboriginal organizations. The confidentiality of agreements has im
portant implications for Aboriginal groups, discussed later in the paper. It means that, 
while specific agreements used as illustration are identified wherever possible, the need 
to respect confidentiality has ruled this out in some cases. 

Benefits from Agreement Making 

Binding agreements between mining companies and Aboriginal communities offer 
opportunities to share in the economic benefits generated by resource extraction. For 
instance, they can offer Aboriginal groups access to an income stream in the form of 
royalty or other payments. This can assist in meeting a community's·short-term and 
often urgent need to fund services such as housing, health and education, and to aug
ment Aboriginal incomes that are usually well below the national average. The Aborigi-
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nal traditional owners of the Argyle diamond mine in Western Australia, for instance, 
have utilized revenues from an agreement signed in 2005 with Argyle Diamonds Ltd. to 
help establish and expand Aboriginal businesses; to enhance services in areas including 
health, secondary and university education, adult literacy, and sport and other initia
tives for youth; and to support cultural initiatives such as the recording of oral history 

. (Gelganyem andKilkayi Trusts 2008). 
There is a risk that government will cut its expenditure on communities in receipt 

of royalties under agreements, negating some of this positive impact, but on the other 
hand, if used judiciously, mining revenues can be used to leverage additional public 
expenditure. For example the .Gagudju traditional owners of the Ranger uranium mine 
in Australia's Northern Territory used their royalties to start new education and health 
initiatives that government had refused to fund but, once these were operational, nego
tiated for government to take over their funding (O'Faircheallaigh 2002, chap. 9). The 
Argyle traditional owners fund most service delivery initiatives from a "Partnership 
Fund," which receives a proportion of royalty payments, but which can fund initiatives 
only where a contribution of at least an equal amount is available from government 
or the private sector. Thus, for instance·, in 2008 a business development initiative in
volved a commitment of AUS$i.50 by the Australian and Western Australian govern
ments for each dollar committed by the traditional owners, while more than $5 was 
contributed by government and private groups for each $1 committed by traditional 
owners for a development program for teenage girls (Gelganyem Trust 2009). 

At a broader level, access to mining income can provide Aboriginal groups a degree 
of autonomy from the state, allowing them to establish their own priorities rather than 
having to accept the state's priorities as a condition for access to public funding; and 
adding to their negotiating power in dealing with the state in relation, for instance, to 
service delivery, land title and management, and governance. For example, the Gagudju 
Asso~iation used par:t of its royalty income to employ an environmental officer, who . 
helped its members have substantial input into federal decision making in management 
ofKakadu National Park, which occupies a large part of their traditional lands. Access 
to this expertise, which could not have been obtained through standard government 
funding programs, helped Gagudju challenge government decisions and, for example, 
retain the ability to hunt game that were important in their diet ( O'Faircheallaigh 2002, 
148-49). 

Jn the longer term, income streams from mining create the potential for Aboriginal 
groups to establish capital funds that will generate income into the future and indeed 
long after mining has ceased. For instance, the Aboriginal signatories of a 2001 agree
men,t in Cape York, in the far north of the state of Queensland, decided to invest in 
excess of 50% of their revenues in a long-term investment fund. Income is reinvested 
for 20 years, after which the capital base is preserved and interest is available to fund 
current spending. The capital fund already sit~ at some US$40 million and by 2021 will 
have the capacity to generate ongoing and substantial income. Inuit communities that 
are signatories to an Impact and Benefit Agreement (IBA) for the Voisey's Bay nickel 
project in Labrador have similarly allocated a share of revenues to a sustainability trust, 
designed to ensure an ongoing source of income after the end of project life. Fixed 
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guaranteed annual payments under the IBA ensure that some money will always flow to 
the trust throughout project life, while additional payments occur when the nickel price 
is above a certain level. The rapid rise in prices in the years after the mine commenced 
production in 2005 meant that revenue flowing into the trusts was significantly higher 
than originally anticipated. 

Agreements can also offer preferential access to employment and training and busi
ness-development opportunities for members of Aboriginal groups or for Aboriginal 
corporations. Income levels tend to be considerably lower, and unemployment levels 
considerably higher, in Aboriginal than in mainstream communities, and access to 
such opportuniti~s can be critical in helping to overco~e Aboriginal economic disad
vantage. To take one example, while Aboriginal people accounted for less than 5% of 
the workforce of Argyle Diamonds Ltd. when negotiations for an agreement with Ab
original traditional owners commenced in 2001, today they account for over 20% of the 
workforce, generating employment for some 100 additional Aboriginal employees. At 
average annual 2007 mining industry earnings ofUS$70,ooo, this represents additional 
income of some US$7 million annually for Aboriginal workers, families, and commu
nities. Similarly, agreements in relation to the Voisey's Bay project, where Aboriginal 
people currently account for 54% of the total workforce, and Northwest Territory dia
mond mines operated by BHPBilliton and Rio Tinto have generated substantial em
ployment opportunities. These can benefit not only the individuals concerned and their 
families, as income from mine employment helps to support traditional land-based 
activities and stimulates business activity in Aboriginal communities where minework
ers live (Barker 2008, 149, 151). 

The skills and experience gained by Aboriginal workers in mining projects can also 
enhance their employment prospects more generally, and at the same time can add 
to the supply of skilled labour available to their home communities. For instance, a 
survey of former Aboriginal employees and trainees of Argyle Diamonds Ltd. found 
that the vast majority (91 %) were working at the time of the survey-a strongly positive 
outcome, given the high levels of Aboriginal unemployment in the Kimberley region 
where the mine is located (Taylor 2006). The survey also found that Argyle's training 
programs had helped Aboriginal people find new jobs both in other mining projects 
and in other economic sectors. For insta.nce, while 29% of trainees and apprentices were 
not in the workforce before being recruited by Argyle, only 14 % of those who had left 
the company were unemployed at the time of the survey (CSRM 2007, 14-1;7; see also 
Barker 2008, 152-56; Barker and Brereton 2005). 

Economic opportunities are also created by agreement provisions that give Aborigi
nal signatory communities preferential access to contracts to provide goods and ser
vices to mining projects.· This has been a major factor in Canada, where Aboriginal 
groups have in many cases been very successful in winning major contracts, initially 
in joint ventures with non-Aboriginal businesses and, as their business skills develop, 
as "sole operators." For instance, during the first six years after its construction started 
in 2000, the Diavik diamond mine in the Northwest Territories spent in excess of 
C$1 billion with Aboriginal businesses. At Vciisey's Bay, contracts won by Inuu and 
Inuit ?usinesses include provision of site services, catering; housekeeping, security, 

·I 
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explosives, and air transport. A substantial number of Aboriginal businesses have been 
established in Australia's Pilbara iron ore region, with one, Ngarda Construction and 
Civil Mining (Ngarda), recently winning a five-year mining contract with BHP Billiton 
estimated to be worth more than $300 million. The success of Aboriginal businesses 
is also important in generating jobs for Aboriginal people, as they tend to have higher 
rates of Aboriginal employment than either mining companies or non-Aboriginal con
tractors. For example, Ngarda's Aboriginal employment levels have reportedly been 
above 80% (Barker 2008, i54-55). 

Contractual agreements can contribute to cultural and social as well as economic 
development by providing opportunities for Aboriginal landowners and communi
ties to be involved proactively, and continuously, in managing the cultural, social, and 
environmental impacts of resource extraction. These opportunities can include a key 
and possibly leading role in defining, identifying, and protecting Aboriginal cultural. 
heritage; participation in joint company-Aboriginal environmental management re-

. gimes; and involvement in decisions regarding project expansions and project closure. 
For instance, under the Cape York agreement mentioned earlier, Aboriginal traditional 
owners are funded to operate a cultural heritage-protection system to avoid damage 
to sites of significance; receive annual.payments to help support a ranger program 
designed to control impacts associated with the activities ~f mining town residents 
and tourists; have an opportunity to comment on all applications for environmental 
permits; and must be consulted by the mine operator regarding implementation of its 
environmental management system and any major project changes that may have a 
significant impact on the environment. 

In Canada, contractually binding environmental agreements negotiated between 
Aboriginal groups and provincial/territorial and federal governments, and in some 
cases project operators, allow for Aboriginal involvement in consideration of envi
ronrnental permits; in design and conduct of environmental monitoring systems; in 
development of remediation measures; and in mine Closure planning. One example is·
the creation of the Environmental Management Advisory Board (EMAB), established 
pursuant to an environmental agreement between Diavik Diamond Mines Incorpo
rated (DDMI), a subsidiary of Rio Tinto and operator of the Diavik diamond mine, five 
Aboriginal groups, and the governments of Canada and of the Northwest Territories. 
Among the agr<;!ement's purposes are to ensure that environmental mitigation mea
sures are appropriately implemented; to undertake additional monitoring to verify the 
accuracy of environmental assessment and the effectiveness of mitigation measures; 
and to facilitate effective participation of the Aboriginal peoples in the achievement 
of these purposes. The Board consists of one representative nominated individually 
by each of the five Aboriginal groups, the governments of Canada and the Northwest 
Territories, and DDMI. 

Since its establishment in 2002 the Board has, for instance, been involved in improv
ing DDMI's wildlife monitoring and aquatic-effects monitoring programs, its contri
bution to cumulative-effects monitoring, and the participation of Aboriginal elders in 
environmental monitoring and remediation. The Board has also pressed government 
regulators to maintain adequate inspection of Diavik's operations and to provide suf-
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ficient opportunity for the Aboriginal communities to comment on licence applica
tions. Thus the Board plays an important role in seeking to ensure that the negative 
environmental impacts are minimized and that Aboriginal people will have q real say 
in environmental management (EMAB 2004, 2007). 

Negotiated agreements can also provide for direct, "hands on" Aboriginal participa-, 
tion in site-based environmental management and planning. The IBAs for Voisey's 
Bay, for example, provide for the creation of monitoring partnerships between the 
mine's operator, the Voisey's Bay Nickel Company (VBNC), and the Inuit and Innu. 
These require that the Aboriginal groups be involved in all phases of the development 
of a comprehensive monitoring program for the project; the integration of traditional 
knowledge into the monitoring program; Inuit/Innu participation in all biophysi
cal monitoring activities of interest to them; and an annual review of the company's 
management plans for the monitoring program and its emergency response and con
tingency plans. The company undertakes to fund full-time Aboriginal environmental 
monitors for six years. One monitor from each group is present on site at all times. 
Upon permanent closure of the project, VBNC undertakes to prepare a reclamation 
plan in consultation with the Innu/Inuit (O'Faircheallaigh 2006a, 56-57). 

In the absence of specific contractual arrangements, opportunities for pursuing on
going Aboriginal involve~ent in managing environmental and cultural impacts are 
likely to be limited. Statutory environmental impact assessment processes do not gen
erally provide such opportunities, because they allow indigenous input only into one
off decisions regarding project approvals and conditions, rather than into the ongoing 
management of environmental and cultural impacts (Galbraith, Bradshaw, and Ruth
erford 2007; Joyce and Macfarlane 2001, 3, u; O'Faircheallaigh 2006a, 1-3). 

Wider Implications of Agreement Making 

Thus contractual agreements offer clear and substantial benefits for participating in
digenous communities or groups. They also have implications b.eyond the contractual 
relationship they create between a developer and a community that must be addressed 
if their contribution to community development is to be maximized. These implica
tions are generally ignored in what is now a large literature on negotiated agreements. 
In a rare and recent exception, O'Faircheallaigh (2oo8b) sought to identify some of the 
wider implications of agreement making by comparing a "counterfactual" - a situation 
in which there is no contractual arrangements between affected Aboriginal groups.and 
mining companies wishing to d·evelop resources on Aboriginal land-with a situation 
in which there is an agreement. This approach highlighted how negotiation of project
based agreements between Abor_iginal groups and mining companies (and in certain 
cases government also) affects the legal and political status of Aboriginal groups and the 
nature of their relationship with other elements of the political system ( O'Faircheallaigh 
2008b, 72-76). These implications can be highlighted further by considering the effects 
of contractual· agreements in four specific areas: the access of Aboriginal people to the 
judicial and regulatory systems, their capacity to pursue wider political strategies in 
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relation to mineral development, theit interact!on with the state, and the nature of their 
overall relationship with mining companies. 

Access to the Judicial and Regulatory Systems 
In the absence of an agreement, Aboriginal access to components of the judicial and 
regulatory system that are relevant to project approval and management remain un
constrained by any contractual obligations to a mining company. In this case, Aborigi
nal people can exercise rights available to citizens generally or rights arising from any 
specific property or other Aboriginal interests they hold. Those rights may allow them, 
for instance; to challenge the level of environmental assessment proposed for a project, 
to take legal action to prevent damage to Aboriginal cultural heritage or the environ
ment, or to sue foi: compensation if such damage occurs. Using legal and procedural 

·rights and political strategies, Aboriginal groups may be able to influence the terms of 
contractual and regulatory instruments negotiated between the state and the developer, 
such as by helping to shape the conditions attached to environmental approvals and 
mining leases. 

In contrast, situations where a negotiated agreement is in place may create a funda
mental shift in the ability of Aboriginal groups to exercise legal rights they would oth
erwise have available and more generally to access legal and regulatory regimes relevant 
to resource extraction. For instance, at least three features of negotiated agreements 
can constrain Aborigin'al access to the judicial and regulatory systems. First, recent 
agreements in Australia and Canada almost always require Aboriginal support for the 
project concerned, and/or for the grant of specific titles or approvals required for the 
project to proceed. For example, Kennett (1999, 45-46) notes that many agreements in 
Canada contain specific provisions that commit the Aboriginal party either to support 
the project involved or to refrain from opposing it in environmental assessment or 
regulatory proceedings. A number of agreements commit the Aboriginal parties not to, 
oppose projects in the event that they become subject to an environmental assessment 
as a result of actions taken by non-signatories to the agreements. 

It follows that Aboriginal groups may be contractually constrained in their ability, 
for instance, to object to government approval of a project either in. principle or in its 
current form. Thus the operator of one project in Canada utilized the existence of such 
clauses to argue that an Aboriginal signatory to the agreement was prohibited from 
objecting to the grant of a water licence required to allow expansion of the project. 

Some agreements contain provisions preventing Aboriginal groups from utilizing 
specific legal or regulatory avenues that would otherwise be available to them. For 
example, under one recent Australian agreement the Aboriginal parties undertake not 
to "lodge any objections, claims or appeals to any Government authority ... under any 
[state] or Commonwealth legislation, including any Environmental Legislation." Third, 
agreements may contain dispute-resolution processes that preclude the parties from 
initiating legal proceedings to resolve disputes or require all other potential avenues 
for resolving disputes to be exhausted before they do so. 

J 
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Freedom to Pursue Political Strategies 

Demographically, indigenous peoples generally constitute minorities, and often small 
minorities, with limited capacity to exert electoral power and political influence in their 
own right. Thus, their capacity to form broader political alliances is critical in allowing. 
them to achieve political leverage (Blaser, Feit, and McRae 2004; Evans, Goodman, and 
Lansbury 2002). Against this background, any limitations on their political freedom 
created by contractual agreements are particularly serious, and their ramifications de
serve careful consideration. 

In the absence of an agreement, Aboriginal people are unconstrained in pursuing 
political strategies designed to halt project development or change the nature or timing 
of development that does occur. They can, for instance, seek publiC support through the 
media, build political alliances with NGOs such as environmental and church groups, 
lobby government, and mobilize pressure on corporations and their shareholders. For 
example, _Innu and Inuit landowners in Labrador used a number of these strategies to 
delay the development of the proposed Voisey's Bay nickel projectin the late 1990s 
and prior to the conclusion of IBAs in 2002 (Gibson 2006). The Mirrar-Aborigi
nal traditional owners of the land on which the proposed J abiluka uranium project in 
Australia's Northern Territory is located-used a combination of all of them to oppose 
development of the deposit. They were ultimately successful, with Rio Tinto agreeing 
to refill a portal that had been constructed to start mine development and committing 
not to re-commence development without the consent of the Mirrar (Katona 2002). 

In cont,rast,_the common requirement for Aboriginal groups to support a project 
immediately limits their capacity to manoeuvre politically, particularly in relation 
to environmental and other groups that might otherwise be valuable political al
lies. Furthermore, agreements very commonly (indeed almost universally) include 
confidentiality provisions that prevent Aboriginal groups from making public any 
information about negotiations and agreements. Confidentiality clauses may be in
.eluded not only 'in final agreements but also in negotiation protocols under which 
companies provide funds to support negotiation processes, and th~y may continue 
to be legally binding even where the parties agree to terminate a negotiation protocol 
or an agreement as a whole. 

Confideritiality provisions can severely constrain the capacity of Aboriginal groups 
to communicate with the media and with other political groups. The requirement to 
support a project combined with confidentiality provisions can also significantly con
strain an Aboriginal group's ability to lobby or otherwise place political pressure on 
a government in relation to a project. In dealing with government, most Aboriginal 
groups have two powerful weapons, often used in tandem. The first involves any ca
pacity they have to delay or halt a project, either by accessing the legal and regulatory 
systems and, for example, obtaining injunctions on project construction or delays in 
project approvals; or through direct action aimed at halting or delaying development 
on the ground. The second involves the ability to embarrass government politically by 
using the media to appeal to its constituents (Gibson 2006; Trebeck 2008). If contrac-
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tual agreements preclude or inhibit the use of both weapons, this may substantially 
reduce Aboriginal capacity to influeµce governmerit decision makers. 

Relations with the State 
This last point raises the broader issue of the relationship between Aboriginal groups 
and the state. The legal and constitutional basis for this relationship var.ies considerably 
between settler states such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States, 
and in some cases also varies within individual countries, depending on the legal sta
tus of particular Aboriginal groups. However, it is clear that in general negotiation of 
agreements between Aboriginal group~ and mining companies have the potential to 
influence Aboriginal relations with the state in a number of ways. First, as mentioned 
earlier, states m~y seek to reduce their budgetary allocations to Aboriginal communi
ties on the basis that the latter now obtain revenues from commercial sources as a result 
of their agreements with mining companies. This has certainly occurred in Australia 
(O'Faircheallaigh 2004a), and the prevalence of confidentiality provisions in agree
ments may reflect, in part, a desire by Aboriginal groups to withhold information on 
their revenues from government and so reduce the likelihood of a cut in government 

· funding (Public Policy Forum 2005, 9 ). 
Another area in which significant impacts can occur involves atteinpts by Aborigi

nal peoples to win legal recognition from the state of their inherent rights to their 
ancestral states. Both Australia and Canada, for instance, have been and continue to be 
extensively involved in negotiations and/or litigation with Aboriginal groups regard
ing either recognition of their "native title" for the first time through negotiation of 
comprehensive land claim settlements (Canada) or determinations of native title (Aus
tralia); or regarding implementation of treaty obligations that the state has historically 
ignored. The discovery of a major mineral deposit on an Aboriginal group's land often 
focuses state attention on land tenure issues, in many cases in response to corporate 
pressure on state agencies and on political leaders to have these issues resolved as a 
precondition for undertaking major capital investments. The implications of a stron
ger state focus on resolving land tenure issues as a result of major mineral discoveries 
are unclear and require further research (see O'Faircheallaigh 2008b for a preliminary 
discussion). 

Relations with Developers 
Agreement provisions regarding Aboriginal support and confidentiality can also re
sult in fundamental changes in the way in which.Aboriginal groups relate to mining 
companies. As Trebeck (2008) highlights, the willingness of corporations to undertake 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives in relation to any social group depends, 
in large measure, on the capacity of that group to inflict damage on the corporation 
by threatening its social licence to operate. Groups must apply "an ever-present threat 
of the loss of social licence to operate to ensure that companies recognise and address 
[their] demands ... civil society organisations need to maintain surveillance and pres
sure to ensure it is aiways in the corporate interest to respond to community demands" 
(Trebeck 2008, 20). She notes in particular that the capacity of groups fo threaten the 
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reputation of corporations is a "crucial lever." Where agreements ·bind Aboriginal 
groups to support corporate activities and silence them through confidentiality provi
sions, they have substantially surrendered their ability to threaten a company's licence 
to operate. 

It may of course be the case that this threat is no longer needei:l., because agreements 
contain legally enforceable provisions that ensure the ongoing performance by a com
pany of certain CSR obligations. Two points remain. First, the nature of the relation
ship between Aboriginal groups, and companies has profoundly changed. Second, the 
question of whether obligations taken on by corporations through agreements with 
Aboriginal groups are both substantial and enforceable and so represent a "fair trade," 
for the forbearance promised by those groups cannot be resolved a priori, but only 
through examination of the provisions of individual agreements. Another important 
issue her.e involves the length of time over which agreements apply, which is t}rpically 
for the whole of project life and for major projects is often measured in decades rather 
than years. If Aboriginal groups discover after the event that the trade-off they have 
made is not to their advantage, it may be a very long time before they have an oppor
tunity to change the situation. 

Strategies for Dealing with the Wider Implications 
of Mining Agreements 

A number of strategies are available to Aboriginal groups seeking to deal with these 
wider and potentially negative effects of agreements with mining companies, while at 
the same time gaining the bent:fits that such agreements have to offer. 

Map Wider Relationships 
One obvious but important approach is for Aboriginal groups to undertake, at an early 
stage in project development, ·a "mapping" exercise to identify the ways in which a 
contractual relationship with a mining company may affect their engagement with the 
political and judicial/regulatory system as a whole, including their existing interaction 
with government in areas such as service provision and land claim negotiatio'ns (see 
O'Faircheallaigh 2008b, figure i, p. 70, and figure 2, p. 73, for a graphic representation 

. of such an exercise). In my experience of negotiations in Australia and Canada, this is 
in fact rarely done. Such an exercise can both reveal threats (such as a group's inability 
to maintain valued political alliances, a decline in government service provision), op
portunities (for example, an increased capacity to engage with government decision 
makers), and challenges (such as the need to develop a capacity to enforce contractual 
obligations and ensure effective implementation). In the absence of such an exercise 
and of preparatory work following from it, Aboriginal groups may be poorly prepared 
to deal with threats, ai~d poorly placed to grasp opportunities and meet challenges. 
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Focus Attention on Key Agreement Provisions 
. , 

As is obvious from the earlier discussion, agreement provisions, such as in confidential-
ity and project suppprt, can be critical in deciding the broader implications of agree
ments for Aboriginal groups. Yet these provisions, in my experience, rarely receive 
attention during preparations for negotiations. Community members; community 
leaders, and negotiators tend to focus their attention almost exclusively on what are .re
garded as "substantive" issues, on the scale and nature of the project, the economic ben
efits it is expected to generate, and the environmental and cultural risks it is expected 
to pose. Over the i5 years I have worked for Aboriginal communities as a negotiator, 
I have been involved in scores of discussions ab.out employment and training, and fi
nancial and environmental management provisions, but do not recall one occasion on 
which confidentiality provisions were discussed as a strategic issue rather than a pro
cedural one. The usual approach is to use st\lndard confidentiality clauses, often drawn 
from other agreements, and-as long as they apply equally to both parties and exclude 
material already in the public domain, not a great deal of attention is paid to them. 

For reasons discussed above, confidentiality provisions deser\re much more careful 
attention. One critical issue involves the point in negotiations at which they take effect, 
and how long they stay in place. It may be inadvisable, for instance, for Aboriginal 
groups to accept confidentiality provisions in a negotiation protocol, as this may pre
vent mobilization of the media and of political allies during negotiations. Similarly, it 
may be inadvisable to accept that they stay in place after an agreement is terminated, 
because this may prevent Aboriginal groups from getting out their side of the story on 
reasons for termination, or reduce their capacity to take legal action to address issues 
arising from termination. 

Another key issue involves the question of who is constrained.from receiving in
formation classified as confidential. Some negotiation protocols and IBAs in Canada 
place restrictions on provision of information to commu.nity members (Hitch 2006). 

This is a very onerous and possibly dangerous constraint, for two reasons. First, it 
is likely to cause suspicion, friction, and disunity in communities, which themselves 
constitute negative social impacts from development, are likely to undermine the com
munity's negotiation effort, and may in the longer term undermine its social capital 
and its capacity to foster community development. Recent events in the Fort Good 
Hope community's consideration of a proposed agreement in relation to the Mack
enzie Valley natural gas pipeline in Canada's Northwest Territories highlight these 
points. The community's chief, Frank T'Seleie, ·reportedly refused to accept the results 
of the vote because fewer than 25% of band members voted-an outcome the chief at
tributed largely to the fact that community members were not allowed to see details of 
the proposed agreement. As T'Seile commented, "Some of us were sworn to secrecy or 
confidentiality, 'and that makes it very, very difficult to talk about it objectively." Com
munity members were uncertain regarding the project's environmental impacts and 
what 'jcibs and economic opportunities it might offer, adding to divisions within Fort 
Good Hope about the project (CBC 2009). 
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Second, preventing community access to information runs contrary to democratic 
principles, and specifically to the norm of indigenous, free, prior informed consent. 
The latter suggests that mining projects should proceed only if they have the informed 
consent of indigenous owners. Adherence to this principle would place indigenous 
communities in a very strong position in negotiating con tr.actual agreements, because 
projects could not proceed unless companies offer them benefits and mitigation mea
sures sufficiently attractive to win their consent.National or provincial legislation rarely 
places indigenous people in such a strong position, except in those rare cases where 
land claim settlements include ownership of minerals. Reflecting this fact, indigenous 
people have long mounted national and international campaigns to win acceptance 
of the principle of indigenous, free, prior informed consent by companies, govern
ments, and international organizations (Environmental Law Institute 2004; UNDESA 
2004). Acceptance by indigenous groups of confidentiality provisions that constitute 
a fundamental departure from the principle can only undermine their efforts to win 
recognition of it by others. 

In Australia, restrictions on community access to information on negotiations and 
proposed agreements restrictions are rare. Confidentiality provisions usually relate to 
third parties such as the media, and negotiators are commonly permitted to reveal all 
matters involved in agreements, other than commercially sensitive information (see 
next point), to members of relevant Aboriginal communities or groups. Given 'that 
many of the same multinational mining companies are involved in negotiations in both 
countries, this strongly suggests that there is no valid reason for restricting information 
flows to communities. 

A th~rd issue involves the categories of information regarded as confidential. In some 
cases even the fact of negotiation qr of an agreement may be declared confidential, as 
well as all communication between negotiation parties and all documentation gener
ated by the negotiations. In others, confidentiality is restricted to a narrow class of 
information, typically involving commercially sensitive material relating to project 
economics. In some negotiations in Australia, Aboriginal leaders have chosen to re
strict access to such material to their commercial advisers, who are free to offer advice 
to community leaders and members on the basis of confidential information but not 
to disclose it. This means that the leaders are unconstrained in communicating with 
community members and cannot be accused of withholding information from them. 

Provisions for consent and support are also critical. It may not be commercially 
realistic to take the position that an Aboriginal community should obtain the benefits 
available under an agreement without consenting to the grant oflicences or approvals 
without which a project cannot proceed. But even accepting this point, a wide range 
of approaches is possible in this area, with each having quite different implications for 
Aboriginal signatories. This is illustrated by the fact that, in developing criteria for eval
uating agreements, O'Faircheallaigh (2004b) identified seven separate points on a scale 
for assessing provisions dealing with indigenous consent and support for a developer's 
activities (see table i). These range from recognition of specific mining tenures, which 
may have few ramifications for Aboriginal access to regulatory processes and do little to 

I 
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constrain the political freedom of Aboriginal groups, to open-ended commitments that 
may severely constrain the legal and political options available to Aboriginal groups. 

Table 1. Criteria.for assessing agreement provisions related to indigenous consent and support 

1. The indigenous parties recognize the validity of, and undertake not to challenge, identified 
mining or other related tenements already granted to the developer. · 

2. The indigenous parties consent to and undertake to facilitate the issue of identified mining 
or other related tenements. 

3. The indigenous parties undertake not to impede or prevent the developer from the 
enjoyment of existing or newly granted mining tenements or related interests. However, 
such a commitment is qualified, such as by not precluding the application of cultural 
heritage or environmental protection legislation. 

4. The indigenous parties have a positive obligation to support development once mining 
tenements or interests.are granted. However, such a commitment is qualified, such as by 
not precluding the application of cultural heritage or environmental protection legislation. 

5. Indigenous people make an unqualified commitment that they will do nothing to hinder 
the efficient development or operation of a particular project. This could prevent them,.for 
instance, from taking action under relevant cultural heritage protection legislation. 

6. Indigenous people consent to the grant of unspecified interests to the developer beyond 
those identified in an agreement. For example, they may be asked to approve the grant of 
future mining interests in an area the developer is currently exploring. 

7. Indigenous parties make an open-ended and general commitment to support the 
developer's activities. · 

Source: O'Faircheallaigh 2004b 

Negotiators and communities should think carefully about exactly what level and 
type of consent and support they need to offer a company to secure the benefits they 
desire, and about what they are prepared to offer. In some circumstances, the price 
required in terms of indigenous support may be too high, in that it places excessive 
restrictions on the political freedom of communities, and on their access to judicial 
and regulatory systems. If this is the case, a "no agreement" option may be preferable. 

Avoid the "Negotiation Bubble" 
At a broader level, it is important for communities to avoid isolating agreement nego
tiations from wider community planning and decision making. 

This point is critical, both to ensure that the wider implications of contractual agree
ments are considered, and that negotiators attach appropriate weight to a community's 
key central goals and values, increasing the likelihood that agreements can make a 
major and positive contribution to community·development. It is particularly impor
tant to stress these points because there is an inherent tendency for negotiation of 
mining agreements to develop as an isolated "bubble," for a number of reasons. First, 
confidentiality provisions can hamper the flow of information between leaders and 
negotiators and the wider community. Second, negotiatfons with mining companies 
call for significant technical skills. These are seldom avallable in Aboriginal communi
ties, and so substantial components ·of negotiations are undertaken by outsiders who· 
have infrequent contact with community members. Third, funding for negotiations is 
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usually provided by the coll)pany involved or by government grants tied specifically to 
the negotiations. This limits the extent to which negotiations can be used as a platform 
to address wider community issues. Finally, agreement negotiations are often driven by 
project time frames, with the result that it is difficult to integrate them into community 

' 
planning and decision making. For instance, decisions on negotiations may have to be 
taken before a community planning exercise is completed or before scheduled meetings 
of community groups are held. 

The development of "negotiation bubbles" has a number of unfortunate effects in 
the wider implications of negotiations. They may mean that negotiators are driven 
solely or largely by the desire to reach an agreement, with the result that a "no agree
ment'' option is not even contemplated. Yet as illustrated in the previous section, this 
option may need to be seriously considered if, for instance, the consent and support 
required by a mining company is deemed too onerous. In addition, when negotiators 
are isolated, it is much less likely that the wider political ramifications of negotiations, 
and the implications of agreements for relations with other political actors and with 
state institutions, will be taken into account. It is also less likely that opportunities for 
enhancing the community's negotiating position available within the wider political, 
legal, and regulatory environment will be identified. 

Isolation of agreement negotiations may also mean that negotiators .may expend 
considerable negotiating capital in pursuing agreement provisions that are not closely 
aligned with community objectives or whose implementation will be problematic, 
given prevailing economic, social, and cultural conditions. For instance, in a number of 
cases negotiators have pushedfor inclusion of employment and training opportunities 
when community members were either disinterested in pursuing these opportunities 
or lacked the education and training to pursue them (O'Fafrcheallaigh 2002, chap. 4). 
Negotiators may also neglect to negotiate provisions and so undermine community 
goals, such as where the absence of restrictions on alcohol use by mineworkers under
mines community initiatives to counter alcohol abuse. 

A number of (complementary) strategies are available to help ensure that negotia
tions do not occur in isolation but rather are conducted with an awareness of, and 
are linked to, wider legal and political considerations and strategies, and pursuit of 
community goals. One involves the formation of community-based steering groups 
that oversee negotiations, and act as a sounding board for company proposals and 
responses proposed by negotiators. These have been used extensively in Cape York, 
where they typically consist of representatives of affected land-owning groups, eleeted 
community counCils, and Aboriginal service-delivery and land-management organi
zations. Another approach involves provision in negotiation budgets of funding for 
regular community meetings and for ongoing communication of information on ne
gotiations. This is critical, both to ensure that negotiators are aware of community 
concerns and priorities, which may change as negotiation proceeds and additional 
information about a proposed project becomes available, and so that provisions that 
negotiators intend to pursue can be subject to regular reality checks by exposing them 
to the intended beneficiaries. A third strategy involves secondment of permanent staff 
from community organizations or Aboriginal governments to negotiation teams. This 
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helps ensure that negotiators are informed of existing sources of information on com
munity goals and priorities, such as planning studies; are aware of prevailing economic, 
social, and organizational realities; and that the implications of agreements for the on
going political relations of Aboriginal governments are taken into account. It can also 
be critical in providing a basis for successful implementation of agreement provisions, 
because permanent staff, unlike many negotiators, do not depart when an agreement is 

. signed. The-availability of people with an understanding of agreement provisions and 
the rationale for them canoe critical in ensuring that both companies and communities 
perform the tasks critical to successful implementation. 

At a more strategic level, community-controlled economic and social impact as
sessments (ESIAs) can be used to ensure that negotiating positions are responsive to 
broader community goals and concerns, and take wider political considerations into ' 
account. ESIAs involve both extensive consultation to identify and prioritize commu
nity goals and; where necessary, strategies for reconciling conflicting goals; communi
cation of information regarding potential opportunities and impacts associated with 
proposed projects; and on this basis development of negotiating positions designed to 
reflect community goals, and maximize the contributions of a project and a negotiated 
agreement toward them (for a detailed discussion of the process involved and the way 
it links to project negotiations, see O'Faircheallaigh i999). 

These strategies demand substantial resources and are unlikely to be ma'intained 
without strong commitment from Aboriginal political leaders. But they are essential 
if the wider implications of agreement making are to be identified and addressed, and 
are indispensable if the benefits created by agreements are to align with community 
aspirations and priorities. 

Conclusion 

Agreements with mining companies can offer substantial benefits for Aboriginal com
munities and enhance the prospects for community development. But entering into 
contracts with corporate interests has wider and important implications for relation
ships between Aboriginal groups, the state, and civil society. These implications need 
to be carefully considered both in shaping negotiation strategies and, ultimately, in 
determining whether contractual relationships represent the best way of pursuing Ab
original interests in relation to mineral develppment. 

In particular, careful attention must be paid to agreement provisions that can be 
critical in shaping the wider political ramifications of contractual arrangements, such 
as those dealing with confidentiality, with Aboriginal support for the projects involved, 
and with ongoing Aboriginal access to judicial and regulatory systems. More broadly, 
care needs to be taken to ensure that negotiations do not occur in isolation from com
munity planning and decision making, not only to ensure that the wider implications 
of contractual agreements are considered, but also that the potential contribution of 
contractual agreements to community development is realized. Failure_ to do so may 

· mean that the wider ramifications of contractual arrangements are not identified; that 
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opportunities to harness legal and political opportunities outside the negotiation proc
ess are not exploited; that a "no agreement" option is not seriously considered, to the 
community's detriment; and that there is a failure to align agreement benefits with 
community priorities. 

How applicable is this discussion to the developing countries where, as noted in the 
introduction, negotiated agreements are becoming more common? Some obvious dif
ferences between Australia and Canada, and developing countries might suggest that 
its applicability is limited. For example, access to the regulatory and judicial systems 
of Australia and Canada can offer indigenous groups significant leverage in dealing 
with mining companies, and any loss of this access represents a commensurate loss.in 
leverage. If developing countries lack robust and independent judicial and regulatory 
systems, then limitations on the access of indigenous groups to them as a result of con
tractual agreements may not be a significant disadvantage. Similarly, limitations on the 
freedom of indigenous groups to engage in formation of political alliances may be of 
limited significance in non-democratic political systems where political freedom is in 
any case constrained. The possibility tha.t the state may withdraw funding from indig
enous people in the belief that mining companies are providing indigenous people with 
adequate resources may not even be relevant if the state is failing to provide resources 
in the first place-a situation that is common in developing countries (Filer, Burton, 
and Banks 2008; May 2006; Mazalto 2009). 

On the other hand, it can be argued that effective regulatory and judicial systems 
evolve in developing countries, in part, in response to attempts by indigenous people 
and other marginalized groups to mobilize politically and generate a demand for such 
structures (see, for example, Walsh 2008). Constraints on the freedom of indigenous 
groups resulting from contractual agreements may mean that such mobilization is 
made more difficult, reducing the likelihood that more robust regulatory systems will 
emerge. It is certainly the case that the ability to form political alliances with. interna
tional, non-government organizations is often critical to the capacity of indigenous 
people to apply leverage to multinational mining companies and so achieve recognition · 
of inherent indigenous rights and benefits from development on their ancestral lands 
(McAteer, Cerretti, and Ali 2008). Against this background, limitations on the politi
cal freedom and flexibility of indigenous groups arising from contractual agreements 
with these same companies is likely to significantly reduce the capacity of indigenous 
peoples to achieve equitable outcomes from resource development on their traditional 
lands. Thus, despite significant differences in context, the issues discussed here, and 
the experience of Aboriginal groups in Australia and Canada are certainly relevant to 
indigenous peoples in developing countries. Exactly how those issues will emerge, and 
what specific strategies indigenous people in developing countries can pursue to ad
dress them, deserves systematic study. 
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Indigenous Participation in Multipartite 
Dialogues on Extractives: What Lessons 
Can Canada and Others Share?* 

Viviane Weitzner· 

ABSTRACT This paper analyzes literature on. the Whitehorse Mining Initiative (WMI) and 
subsequent multipartite dialogue processes in the extractive sector in Canada and overseas to 
critically assess Indigenous participation. It synthesizes design elements for more meaningful 
Indigenous participation and identifies implications for Indigenous-led, national, multipartitie 
policy dialogue. While the WMI did bring about more inclusive and democratic decision
making, there are serious weaknesses in Indigenous participation, lack of concrete outcomes, 
and little evidence of institutional learning about strengthening Indigenous participation in 
subsequent processes. Adapting the WMI model without addressing these issues will perpetu
'ate power asymmetries and marginalizatio.n oflndigenous and Tribal peoples .. 

RESUME , Cet article analyse la documentation relative a !'Initiative miniere de Whitehorse 
(IMW) et aux process us subsequents de dialogue multipartite touchant le domaine de 
!'exploitation ~iniere au Canada et a l'etranger afin d'evaluer d'un reil critique la participa
tion des peuples autochtones. II synthetise Jes elements de conception favorisant une meilleure 
participation autochtone et ii cerne Jes impacts d'un dialogue multipartite national sur Jes poli
tiques pilote par Jes Autochtones. Alors que l'IMW a contribue a des prises de decisions plus 
inclusives et democratiques, on observe toutefois des faiblesses importantes dans la participa
tion des Autochtones, une absence de resultats concrets et peu d'indices d'un apprentissage 
organisationnel en vue de renforcer la participation autochtone dans Jes processus subse
quents. Une adaptation du modele de l'IMW qui ne tiendrait pas compte de ces questions 
risque de perpetuer Jes asym_etries de pouvoir ainsi que la marginalisation des populations 
autochtones et tribales. 

* This paper draws on a working paper co-authored by Viviane Weitzner and Emily Wilson. I 
would like to acknowledge valuable comments .received on the substance of this work from John 
Sinclair (University of Manitoba), Louise McAllister (University of Waterloo), and Lois Hooge (inde
pendent consultant, South Africa), as well as from the anonymous peer reviewers of the Canadian 
Journal of Development Studies. Several individuals were contacted to clarify background informa
tion feeding into this paper, and I thank you for your participation. This research was made possible 
with a grant from Canada's International Development Research Centre. · 
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Introduction: Learning from Multipartite Dialogues 
in the Mining Sector 

Seventeen years ago, representatives from Canadian industry, government, environ
mental groups, labour unions, and Aboriginal' organizations came together in a prec
edent-setting, 18-month, national dialogue to seek consensus on how best to make 
mining in Canada contribute to sustainable development. Known as the Whitehorse 
Mining Initiative (WMI), the process-and its outcomes-have been hailed by advo
cates like the Environment Law Institute (ELI) as extremely far-reaching, both for its 
recognition of "the legitimacy of community consultation in national mining policy 
and decisions" and for providing "persuasive justification for recognizing the right to 
prior informed consent" (ELI 2004, 9-1C?).2 

· 

Indeed, the WMI is often hailed as a governance blueprint for others to follow. Gary 
Nash, former assistant deputy minister of Natural Resources Canada, stated that the 
inHiative can be "replicated anywhere in the world" and is continuing "to bear fruit."3 

Since its conclusion, the WMI multipartite4 approach has not only influenced subse
quent national dialogues in the mining sector in Canada, but it reportedly ha·s been 
adapted and considered in other countries, such as South Africa and Brazil. Several 
international efforts to bring together community, non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs), government, and mining industry representatives have also taken piace in the 
wake of the WMI, such as the Mining Minerals and Sustainable Development (MMSD) 
initiative5 and the World Bank-commissioned Extractive Industries Review.6 It is likely 
that these processes drew at least in part on the WMI's lessons and legacy. 

But while Canadian government officials and others promote the WMI model in
ternationally, there is need for a critical assessment of the process and its adaptations, 
particularly the participation of Indigenous people.7 Such a critical assessment could 
inform the design and potential outcomes of current and future multipartite processes 
in the minerals sector in Canada, as well as Canadian efforts to encourage-and under
take-multipartite dialogue in the minerals sector abroad. 

L Throughout this paper, the terms Indigenous and Aboriginal are used interchangeably, with 
Aboriginal used mostly in the Canadian context. In Canada, Aboriginal peoples include First Nations, 
Inuit, and Metis. · 

2. The case for FPIC, ELI argues, arises from the fact that the WMI recommendations were "nego
tiated and adopted through a national, well-recognized, multi-stakeholder initiative" (1004, 9-10). 

3._ Gary Nash to Emil Salim, Eminent Person, ExtractiVes Industries Review, n.d. On file at 
the NSI. 

4. While it is more common to refer to this as a "multi-stakeholder" process, the term multipar
tite is used throughout this paper to acknowledge the position oflndigenous peoples who argue they 
are rights holders ratl1er than stakeholders. 

5. Spearheaded by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development. See IIED 2009. 

6. See http://www.ifc.org/eir. 
7. Research conducted by The North-South Institute (Hipwell et al. 2002) has revealed that while 

the~e has been.a comprehensive evaluation of the WMI (McAllister and Alexander 1997), there is 
need for a more targeted evaluation of the challenges and opportunities of Aboriginal participation. 
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However, my primary audience for this analysis-and indeed the catalysts behind 
it-are the Ipdigenous and Tribal organizations that have partnered with the North
South Institute (NSI) on collaborative research into Indigenous and Afro-descendent 
perspectives to participation and decision making in the mining sector in Latin Amer
ica, the Caribbean, and Canada. NSI partners in Colombia, Suriname, and Guyana are 
considering spearheading Indigenous-led tripartite dialogue at the national level as a 
means to scale up research results with a vfow to developing and implementing poli
cies and practices more aligned with Indigenous and Tribal peoples' decision-making 
processes, rights, and aspirations.8 

Each partner has proposed a different approach, in keeping with contextual reali
ties. For example, in Guyana, where recent gains have been made in the 2006 Am
erindian Act to guarantee Indigenous ·rights to free, prior, and informed consent, at 
least in certain instances, with regards to small- and medium~scale mining, there is 
still much work to be done to enforce these rights and ensure they cover large-scale 
mining as well. In this context, the Amerindian Peoples Association has considered 
several strategies, including a series of national workshops-both Indigenous-only and 
multi-actor-leading to the adoption of a legally binding protocol on free, prior, and 
informed consent. In Colombia, which has some of the most progressive Indigenous 
and Tribal rights legislation in the world (Jimeno Santoyo 2002; OACNUDH 2009); 

but which is rarely implemented in practice, initial considerations included national 
workshops, among other strategies, with a view to bringing back into public and policy 
debate issues around prior consultation arid free, prior, and informed consent. And in 
Suriname, where Indigenous peoples have no rights recognized constitutionally or oth
erwise, and where there is no legislation on environmental impact assessment to ensure 
Indigenous participation, the Association of Indigenous Village Leaders in Suriname 
(VIDS) is working· l~cally to support communities affected by proposed large-scale 
bauxite mining and related activities in West Suriname. However, VIDS ensures that 
research and capacity-strengthening results are presented nationally through work
shops with industry, government,_and other actors to raise awareness, and push for 
change in policy and practice .. 

For these and other Indigenous and Tribal organizations embarking on, or consider
ing undertaking, national policy dialogue, what are the lessons of the WMI, subsequent 
national dialogues in Canada, and adaptations abroad to enable diaklgue that builds 
in strong Indigenous participation? How feasible is the proposition oflndigenous and 
Tribal organizations that they lead tripartite national dialogue, and how useful is the 
WMI model in this respect? 

This paper takes a first step toward identifying key lessons on Indigenous partici
pation in the WMI and subsequent processes, paving the way for in-depth, primary 
research to be undertaken on select initiatives. Following a brief description of method
ologies used for gathering information ahd a sketch of concepts grounding the analysis, 
_the paper presents key findings on Indigenous participation in the WMI, subsequent 

· 8. For more information on our partners and collaborative research, please see Indigenous Per- · 
spectives project at http://www.nsi-ins.ca. 
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initiatives in Canada, and sdect WMI adaptations overseas. It concludes by synthe
sizing critical considerations and enabling conditions for Indigenous-led tripartite 
national dialogue in the minerals sector, and reflecting on how the preliminary results 
from such analysis-among other factors-have influenced the thinking and· strate
gizing of Indigenous and Tribal partners engaged in collaborative research with The 
North-South Institute. 

Methodologies, Concepts, and Initiatives Reviewed 

The analysis in this paper draws on an extensive literature review, as well as select 
preliminary information-clarifying interviews (Weitzner and Wilson 2009). The con
ceptual framework grounding the preliminary research was based very loosely on the 
literature of public participation, social learning, Indigenous rights, and gender analy
sis. 

Indeed, one of the purposes of the review was to determine from the literature an ap
propriate conceptual framework for follow-up research, as well as initiatives on which 
future primary research should focus. 

Very briefly, from a conceptual perspective, evidence was sought on the type of par
ticipation that took place in each initiative: whether it was simply tokenistic and ma
nipulative (Arnstein 1969), or whether participation was meaningful, with Indigenous 
participants having a say in the design of the initiative right from the start and through
out, and whether or not their input was reflected in the outcomes (Sinclair, Diduck, 
and Fitzpatrick 2007). The analysis also focused on identifying evidence ofinstitutional 
learning between initiatives, and particularly double-loop learning about Indigenous 
participation. In double-loop learning, problems are solved by re-examining premises 
and goals of organized co-operation, with some learning requiring conflict or threat
ening loss of managerial control: "When suscessful, real learning occurs~institutional 
theories of reality are improved, and the cybernetic disconnection of goals can be re
vised into a more accurate reflection of overall priorities" (Lee i993, 157). In short, 
double-loop learning leads to organizational and systems change, a~d a key question is 
to what extent the initiatives examined led to this type of change, with learning inform
ing subsequent processes. The preliminary analysis was informed also by conceptions 
oflndigenous rights; examining the extent to which the right to participation and free, 
prior, and informed consent-which are minimum standards according to the UN Dec
laration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and other international instruments-were 
respected. And finally, the research sought to identify issues of inclusion-in particular 
the participation of Indigenous women and the representation of their concerns. 

The Canadian initiatives examined included: 
• 'I!1e Whitehorse Mining Initiative'(WMI) (1992-1994); 

• The government of Canada's Minerals and Metals Policy (1996) and the Minerals.and 
Metals Indicators Initiative (1999-2004/ 5); 
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• The National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy (NRTEE) Task 
Force on Aboriginal Communities and Non-Renewable Resource Development 
(1998-2001); 

• The National Orphaned/Abandoned Mines Initiative (NOAMI) (2002-present);. 
• The Mining Sector Sustainability Table (MSST) (2005-2007/8); 
• The National Round Tables on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and the Cana

dian Extractive Sector in Developing Countries (2006-2007); and 
• The Mining Association of Canada's Community of Interest (Col) Panel (2004-

present). 

International initiatives reviewed included in South Africa, the KW AGGA Pro
gramme (1996-1999); in Brazil, the Ouro Preto Process (1998) and the Brazilian Com
ponent of the Mining, Minerals and Sustainable Development (MSSD) South America 
Initiative (2000); and in Peru, the Mesa Nacional de Dialogo (1999-present), MMSD 
Peru (2000), and the Tintaya Dialogue Table (2002-2004). 

For each initiative, available information was collected about who spearheaded the 
initiative; the initiative's objective; funding for the process (and its availability for In
digenous participants); operational structure and facilitation of the process; criteria for 
selection of Indigenous participants, including Indigenous women; Indigenous con
cerns, and opportunities and challenges in Indigenous participation; gender consider
ations; links to the WMI; and relevant outcomes .. 

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to describe each of the initiatives reviewed 
and present individual ~nalysis of each, the following section provides a snapshot of 
the WMI and Indigenous participants' concerns regarding the process in light of its 
importance as the "founding initiative" or baseline against which to examine other 
initiatives. Subsequent sections of this pap_er highlight a synthesis of findings flowing 
from a comparative analysis of the initiatives at the national and international levels. 

A Snapshot of the WMI and Indigenous Participants' 
Concerns 

The WMI was a landmark, industry-led initiative that sought to ·involve key players 
in dialogue on how to revitalize the competitiveness of Canada's mining sector. First 
propo~ed by the Mining Association of Canada (MAC) at a mines ministers' meet
ing in 1992, the WMI was to produce a plan of action, "underpinned by political and 
community consensus," to help Canada "move toward a socially, environmentally and 
economically sustainable and prosperous mining industry'.' (WMI Leadership Accord 
1995) .. 

Main issues on the industry's agenda included regulatory· and political consider
ations, such as harmonizing environmental impact assessment requirements, and 
uncertain access to minerals in the context of unsettled Aboriginal land claims and 
protected areas. However, each party also brought different perspectives to the table 
on what the. key concerns were and how they should be addressed. Some Aboriginal 
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groups, for instance, saw the WMI as a forum to mutually share information, seek 
widespread consultation, and present the aspirations, issues, and concerns of their 
people (McAllister and Alexander 1997, 80). 

The WMI process ultimately resulted in over 150 recommendations, which were 
compiled into the WMI Leadership Council Accord and presented to mines ministers 
at their annual meeting in 1994· Many of the principles and goals contained in the ac
cord recognized the importance of Aboriginal participation in decision making about 
mining. 

The costs for national and regional consultation and support were shared evenly by 
the federal government, the 10 provincial and two territorial governments (according 
to the ratio of their mineral production), and the Mining Association of Canada. An 
estimated $750,000-800,000 supported national efforts, with the provinces and terri
tories supporting their own regional activities (McAllister and Alexander 1997, 81-82). 
Approximately $450,000 was provided to support participant expenses related to meet
ing preparation, staffing, travel costs, etc. (ELI 2004, 10 ), but no figures are readily avail
able on the amounts of funding that flowed to Indigenous participants. 

The work of the WMI was coordinated by a two-person Secretariat, a WMI Leader
ship Council (some 40 people, including Aboriginal representatives), a working group 
and four issue groups, which addressed finance and taxation, land access, workplace/ 
workforce, and the environment. Issues relevant to Aboriginal peoples were considered 
in all four of these self-organized groups. 

· Indigenous Concerns 
Aboriginal participants expressed serious concerns with the WMI process and out
comes. 

Two of these concerns were addressed at the outset. First, the Assembly of First 
Nations (AFN), the only organization that was approached to participate in the WMI, 
argued for the inclusion of all four national Aboriginal groups then recognized: the 
AFN, Metis National Council, Inuit Tapirisat of Canada (now Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami), 
and the Congress of Aboriginal Peoples. Eventually, this was accomplished, although 
these groups participated only to varying degrees (and there was still concern that 
certain jurisdictions were not represented at the table; for example, Aboriginal repre
s~ntatives from Alberta and Newfoundland/Labrador were absent, despite pressure for 
large-scale nickel mining in Labrador's Voisey's Bay). Second, Aboriginal participants 
wanted their concerns to be highlighted in each of the four Issue Groups, rather than 
isolating Aboriginal issues within a separate group. This too was accommodated. 

However, certain procedural and also fundamental process issues were not addressed 
at all. The outcome, moreover, was less than satisfactory. 

On procedural questions, the process was characterized by rushed timeframes, 
overly·generalized discussion, and inadequate resources. There was a sense that the 
WMI was trying to address a 100-year legacy of doing business in less than two years, 
and limited time and resources meant that minimal substantive research was qrried 
out to inform the discussion and outcomes of the WMI. A more focused discussion
for example, on a specific geographical area or particular issue-backed up by good 
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research could have b.een more productive (Indigenous organization representative, 
personal communication, 2006).9 As well, a lack of access to adequate technical and 
other resources-including staff-inhibited effective pqrticipation. According to one 
Aboriginal participant, "The resources were not available to do preparatory work, 
research, analysis of options, examination of existing case studies and finally, devel
opment of recommendations" (Keith Conn in McAllister and Alexander 1997, 82). In
stead, NGOs and Aboriginal organizations had to commit much of their limited time . 
and resources to the WMI process (Indigenous organization representative, personal 
communication, 2006). 

On fundamental issues, the process did not allow for appropriate consultation with 
Aboriginal communities on the substance of recommendations and outcomes. Par
ticipants noted a fundamental difference in decision-making structures and processes 
between Aboriginal and industry/government representatives. While the latter were 
able to make decisions with autho~ity at the table, Aboriginal leaders wanted to consult 
extensively with their constituents before decisions were taken, in order to ensure that 
the product would reflect the vision of whole communities, not just the negotiating 
individual. In the words of Hans Matthews of the Canadian Aboriginal Minerals As
sociation, 

The Chief or community leader is not the key decision-maker, unlike the 
company or government where the leaders are decision-makers. A Chief is 
a "vehicle" by which community messages or decisions are voiced. How can 
we establish a WMI Leadership or Working Group comprised of Aborigi
nal leaders, business and government leaders and make decisions when one 
participant group can't make decisions at the table? ... "National," especially 
politically driven, initiatives are out of touch with the "grassroots community 
level." (McAllister and Alexander 1997, 77) 

Indeed, the AFN ~id not sign the final Leadership Accord because it argued there were 
no grassroots "reality checks" on the substance of the document. Engaging in a pro
cess with in-depth grassroots consultation would have required significant additional 
financial resources. 

Another fundamental problem with the process was its failure to acknowledge that 
Aboriginal peoples are not just stakeholders or interest groups at the table; they are 
nations, and as such their authority to deal with the appropriate government levels 
on a government-to-government basis should have been recognized. Indigenous rep
resentatives on the issue groups "saw themselves as government leaders and queried 
why they were dealing with ADMs and technical people sent by provincial govern
ments" (McAllister and Alexander 1997,. u2). As Keith Conn, representative of the 

9. In order to ensure confidentiality, the identity of interviewees for this paper has not been 
revealed, and instead they. are referred to as representative of sectors or parties. All other quotes 
attributed to individuals are taken from publications that have published names, or when the citation 
involved a public discussion. 
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AFN, summed up, "We're not 'stakeholders'. That term has been used and abused" (in 
McAllister and Alexander i997, 77). 

A third fundamental :problem was that recommendations in the WMI Leadership 
. Accord were too vague on land rights. For example, it was recommended that land 

claims should be settled, but rro specifics were outlined on how this could or should be 
achieved, or on what actors would be responsible for ensuring that settlements were · 
reached (Indigenous organization representative, personal communication, 2006). 

As for unsatisfactory outcomes, the Leadership Accord was the main result of the 
WMI, but the process did not yield sufficient, concrete outcomes, and no implementa
tion plan was developed or carried out. Specific commitments need to come out of such 
discussions to make them legitimate (Indigenous organization representative, personal 
communication, 2006). In addition, the WMI conferred false legitimacy without ex
tracting real promises. The inclusion of other "stakeholders" in a multipartite process 
allowed industry and government to legitimize their activities and policies without 
having to commit to specific or groundbreaking actions (Indigenous organization rep.
resentative, personal communication, 2006). 

The concerns outlined above highlight the point that from Indigenous perspectives 
the WMI was far from adequate as a stand-alone initiative, procedurally and substan
tively. But was the WMI a critical first step, a launching pad, enabling more meaningful 
Indigenous participation in subsequent qational dialogues? Were the lessons learned 
from the WMI woven into the design of subsequent initiatives? 

Preliminary Conclusions from Subsequent 
Canadian Initiatives 

A review of the literature on the WMI and subsequent Canadian initiatives leads to one 
key conclusion: the WMI opened the door to a new type of dialogue within the miner
als sector of Canada. Whether government, industry, or community initiated, it is now 
difficult to imagine policy discussions about mining that are not based on a rp.ultipartite 
approach. However, there is very little evidence to suggest that institutional learning 
has taken place or progress has been made in Indigenous participation. Indeed, issues 
that emerged in the WMI process continue to plague follow-up initiatives. 

For example, limited representation of Aboriginal peoples and communities in na
tional dialogues continues to be problematic. Instead, most national dialogues-such as 
the National Orphaned/Abandoned Mines Initiative (NOAMI)-rely on participation 
from national Aboriginal organizations with little time and no funding available to con
sult with their constituents. This limitation makes grassroots accountability difficult, and 
it runs counter to Aboriginal decision making and authority structures. The diversity of 
Aboriginal experiences and perspectives has been ignored by the tendency of multipartite 
processes, like the National Round Tables on CSR and the Canadian Extractive Sector in 
Developing Countries, to reserve limited seats for Aboriginal organizations, despite the 
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fact that there are five such representative bodies in this country.10 When only one or two 
seats are allotted to Indigenous representatives-as in the case of the National Round 
Tables on CSR-it is understandable that these seats remain unfilled.11 

The one initiative that begins to address some of the shortcomings in representation 
is the Mining Association of Canada's Community oflnterest Panel, which may indi
cate that lessons from the WMI were built into its design. This panel includes national 
and regional representation oflnuit, Metis, and First Nations, ,and it is ongoing, there
fore avoiding some of the timeframe issues of other multipartite forums. However, 
while the design and process may be on the right track, the influence of Indigenous 
participants' interventions on the outcomes of discussion, and the influence of the 
panel's work on the actions of MAC members, has yet to be analyzed. 

In addition to issues in representation of diverse Aboriginal perspectives, national 
dialogue processes in the extractive sector following the WMI continue to pay in
adequate attention to gender and participation by Indigenous women. None of.the 
initiatives reviewed here promoted Indigenous women's participa~ion in multipar
tite dialogues in the minerals sector. Key questions in representation of Indigenous 
women include whether and how their concerns are reflected by participating national 
organizations,12 and whether national Aboriginal women's groups have been asked to 
participate directly or, in the absence of such an invitation, were consulted by the na
tional organizations that did.13 

Moreover, enduring power asymmetries between Indigenous participants and other. 
actors in tripartite dialogue in the minerals sector continue to be perpetuated through 
lack of appropriate funding, resources, and opportunities to enable meaningful partici
pation. Meaningful participation entails involvement that is early, inclusive, delibera
tive, transparent, and empowering (Sinclair, Diduck, and Fitzpatrick 2007 ). All national 
multipartite processes reviewed were driven by government and/or industry (with the 
exception of the National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy, which, 
although government-funded, bills itself as an independent advisory body). Indigenous 
people were rarely involved in conceptualizing or designing how these processes should 
take place. These power asymmetries are heightened by a lack of human, technical, and 
financial resources for meaningful and effective Aboriginal participation. 

10. These include the Native Women's Association of Canada, the Metis National Council, the 
Assembly of First Nations, the Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, and the Congress of Aboriginal Peoples, 

11. _Note that in the National Round Tables· on CSR, Canada invited a member of the Canadian 
Aboriginal Minerals Association to be a member of the advisory group. One seat was therefore left for 
individuals from national Indigenous organizations, and this remained unfilled. Besides the difficulty 
in choosing which person should sit on such an advisory group, given the range of national Indig- · 
enous organizations, there are likely other issues underpinning Indigenous organizations' decisions 
not to participate in these initiatives, which will be uncovered in follow-up research. 

12. In the case of the participation of the Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami involvement in the Mining 
Association of Canaaa's CoI Panel, discussions in minutes indicate that ITK purports to explicitly 
represent Inuit women's concerns (Stratos 2004). 

13. One NGO member interviewed noted, "Where decisions are made in the mining sector, 
Aboriginal women tend not to be at the Table unless they are chiefs-and there aren't many female 
chiefs." 
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The absence of concrete outcomes continues to be an issue in subsequent national 
multipartite dialogue following the WMI. There appears to be relatively scant "fruit"~ 
to borrow Gary Nash's metaphor above-aside from process innovations, borne from 
multipartite dialogues at the national level, particularly with.regards to recommen
dations concerning-or put forward by-Aboriginal participants. Lack of concrete 
outcomes has been brought. up time and again in evaluations of the WMI. Most re
cently, a government present'ation on the WMI noted: "The WMI has been lauded 
more for its establishment of stakeholder trust and partnerships than its substantive 
implementation."14 Several analysts link the positive outcomes of the WMI mostly to 
the process itself. 

These analysts note that over the 18 months of the WMI, the process made possible 
a previously unprecedented level of networking and dialogue among diverse partici
pants, which in turn created a qualitative shift in relationships marked by increased 
understanding of "language, concepts, ideas, values, objectives and personalities" 
(McAllister and Alexander 1997, 113). This knowledge offers an important foundation 
for future interactions among the sectors (ibid.). 

Positive commentators also commend the WMI process for contributing to in
creased social and political capacity among the parties involved; providing a forum for 
the synthesis of different types of knowledge and perspectives on mining (McAllister _ 
and Milioli 2000, 12), and setting an "an important precedent of public consultation, 
particularly in the setting of national po1icies toward sustainable development" (gov
ernment official, personal communication, 2006). These include government legisla
tion on environmental assessments, which requires consultation with local peoples 
on issues related to all stages of the mining life cycle until a company-community 
agreement is reached; more progressive engagement by mi!ling ·companies with local 
communities; increased international attention for Canada: from South Africa, Brazil, 
Peru, Chile, Bolivia, Australia, and the United States, as well as from the United Na
tions Sustainable Developmeni Committee (Hooge 2000). 

Returning, however, to concerns over the lack of concrete outcomes, it appears sub
sequent dialogues have tried to solve this problem by narrowing the scope and goals of 
the process, with varying degrees of success. For example, the National Round Table 
on the Environment and the Economy (1998-2001) focused ori the minerals sector and 
Aboriginal communities in a specific region-the NWT-and yet apparently none of · 
the well-researched and concrete recommendations in the report have been imple
mented, causing frustration (Indigenous co-chair, personal communication, 2001). 

The National Orphaned/Abandoned Mines Initiative (2002-present) is focused on 
a key issue within the minerals sector-abandoned and orphaned mines-and it is still 

. too early to tell whether it will have positive results. The fact that it is a long-standing 
initiative with ministerial endorsement gives this initiative a leg up with potential trans
lation of policy dialogue into concrete results. 

i4. NRCan (2006, 4-5). Feiler (2002) has argued that the WMI may have in fact increased frustra
tion and mistrust among the parties precisely because it led to no concrete results. 
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The Mining Sector Sustainability Table (2005-2007/8) may indeed have been a good 
· forum for ongoing, multipartite discussion, but its lack of political buy-in has ham
pered its potential influence and viability (government official, personal communica- -
tion, 2009). In addition, there are questions about the .reach and voice of Aboriginal 
participants in the process: although an Aboriginal participant initially presented Ab
original rights and consultation requirements as a priority, this theme was first watered 
down to "community involvemene' and theii discarded from the final list of priorities 
(Lloyd 2006). 

The Mining Association of Canada's Community of Interest Panel (2004-present) 
guides a specific technical program and provides input into the design· and implemen
tation of MAC pcili~ies, but whether these will be translated into practice remains to 
be seen. Despite its advisory nature, the Community of Interest panel has pos.itively 
influenced MAC's policy direction, particularly for Indigenous peoples. A preliminary 
Col-driven outcome was the creation of a draft Aboriginal Framework to guide MAC 
members. If implemented by all of MAC's 25 members at home and abroad, MAC's 
TSM guiding principles and Aboriginal framework could be very far-reaching. How
ever, currently MAC requires its members to implement these policies only in Canada 
and is still considering making the TSM mandatory for overseas operations (Peeling 
2009). 

Overall, the constraints on multipartite dialogue to resolve deeply controversial or 
systemic issues surfaced in the review of Canadian initiatives, as did the lack of politi
cal will to implement the voluntary agreements that result. For example, the National 
Round Table on the Environment and the Economy initiative failed to achieve consen
sus on the controversial free entry system, highlighting that while consensus might be 
possible on some key issues, others may be more appropriately resolved through legal 
interventions. And lack o{political will to implement the voluntary agreements that 
do result have led many Canadians to regard rriultipartite processes as a tactic through 
which the government pretends to resolve issues through dialogue, when essentially 
these processes help maintain business as usual (Gibson 2002, io ). This is certainly the 
case with the outcomes of the National Round Tables on CSR, where the official gov
ernment response in 2009 tb the March 2007 multipartite advisory group consensus re
port ignored most of the far-reaching recommendations, leading to the conclusion that 
very little will change and business will continue as usual with Canadian companies 
operating overseas (see Coumans in this issue). This lack of political will may also be 
exacerbated by the global economic crisis and pressure from industry to stay the course. 
In the face of lack of political will and poor implementation. records of multipartite 
dialogue results, some authors are of the view that committing from the outset to l~gally 
binding outcomes might lead to stronger outcomes (Feiler 2002; Gibson 2002). 

In short, the above analysis of the WMI model and subsequent Canadian adaptations 
questions this model's success in implementing recommendations and substantial out
comes. Indeed, to a large extent the model's success depends on the perspective of the 
observer (McAllister and Milioli 2000, 12). And the Canadian Indigenous perspectives 
highlighted here underscore deep issues in process and outcomes. There is also' little 
evidence of institutional learning or of political will to enable meaningful participation 
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by Indigenous participants. In light of this seeming lack of learning and strengthening 
of processes .at home, it is. somewhat ironic that the WMI model for dialogue is con
tinuously highlighted and promoted by the Canadian government and industry as one 
that should be considered and adapted overseas. 

Preliminary Conclusions from International Initiatives 

At the international level, several WMI-inspired processes have taken place. The ini
tiatives reviewed for this paper included a number backed by Canadian technical as
sistance and, funding, with the CID A-funded KW AGGA initiative of South Africa 
described directly as an adaptation of the WMI, while others clearly drew from the 
WMI legacy. In light of the fact that some internatioi1al adaptations focused also on 
the regional level-such as the KW AGGA initiative-we chose also to briefly examine 
the local dialogue table at the Tintaya mine site in Peru, to gain a better sense of salient 
differences and potential synergies or tensions between local/regional and national dia
logue.15 It is also important to highlight that there is very little information available on 
international adaptations, making it difficult to identify Indigenous-or in the case of 
South Africa, Black-perspectives. 

The available literature on the international experiences reviewed highlights that 
none of the processes took the WMI as a blueprint. Instead, each initiative appears to 
have adapted the approach. Indeed, McAllister and Milioli offer a key insight-and 
caution-on the cross-country "replicability" of processes such as the WMI, underscor
ing the need to adapt and tailor these processes to local contexts. 

While the idea for developing consensus am·ongst competing entities and 
public consultation is an important one for a more equitable and sustainable 
approach to mineral developm,ent ... one must always be cautious ... when 
attempting to apply one policy approach (designed to fit the social-economic, 
political and cultural needs of one country) to that of another. The coopera
tive approach of the Whitehorse Mining Initiative follows a policy history in 
Canada that includes public consultation and some familiarity with round
table approaches. As a mature liberal-democracy, various non-government 
organizations, Aboriginal governments, and unions, etc., have developed in 
well-established, recognized pressure groups that have a place at the nego
tiating table. Brazil has a very different political culture [and] will need to 
!fevelop approaches tailored to its own specific needs. (McAllister and Milioli 
2000, 12) 

i5. At a more programmatic level, we were also interested in the fact that this dialogue initially 
invo!'(ed BHPBilliton, a company proposing large-scale bauxite mining in West Suriname; where The· 
NSI was requested to assist affected Indigenous communities. Lessons from Tintaya could therefore 
also potentially feed into the discussions in West Suriname. 
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·Gibson (2002, 6) makes a similar point in her review of Canadian multipartite pro
cesses, noting that she does not assume that lessons from conflicts in Canada can be 
transferred directly to the Peruvian context. Instead she notes that a key lesson from the 
Canadian experience is that each process and its achievements are unique. 

Moreover, the literature on the select international adaptations reviewed makes clear 
that national multipartite dialogues are not yet part of the culture of policy-making in 
countries where these types of dialogues were initiated. Where tripartite dialogue is not 
the norm, questions arise about how to grow this potential. Ideally, local multipartite 
dialogues that begin building relationship~ and encourage a more inclusive approach . 
to decision making could lead to government and industry buy-in, and to scaling up 
the approach to influence national policy-making. 

However, two issues arise: First, there is tension between local and national ini
tiatives, including a concern that national initiatives may constrain what could be 
achieved locally. For example, in Peru, the relative success of the Tintaya Dialogue 
Table has been attributed in part to the two key actors-industry and communities--'
being able to put aside government policies in an effort to arrive at mutually acceptable 
resolution of conflicts (Palacio in Mego 2005).16 Could national policy agreed to by 
all actors through a formal, national multipartite dialogue curb tfos type of creative 
approach? But the second issue is that there may be a disconnect between the objec
tives of local and national dialogue-especially if local dialogue is focused on conflict 
resolution around a specific development-questioning whether sc.aling up local dia
logue tables could lead to meeting objectives for national policy forums. On the other 
hand, while it is true that local dialogue tables like Tiritaya are primarily venues for 
conflict resolution rather than for policy dialogue per se, they emerge precisely because 
of conflicts engendered by inadequate national regulation and policy. Consequently, 
feedback loops and constraints between these two types and levels of dialogue would 
be interesting to examine. · 

A key finding from examining int.ernational multipartite initiatives is that outsiders 
have largely encouraged this approach, with Canada playing a key role in driving or 
financing the reviewed cases. Through.various agencies, the government of Canada was 
involved in finariciµg and providing technical support to the KW AGGA initiative in 
South Africa (funded by CIDA), to the Peruvian national dialogue, and to workshops 
in Brazil, including the MMSD process that took place in several South American coun
tries (funded by. IDRC). Discussion with CIDA officials has revealed that encouraging 
and undertaking multipartite processes will continue to inform Canada's CSR strategy 
abroad (government official, personal communication, 2009).17 While there is clearly 

16. De Echave et al. (2006) discuss other factors that contribute to the success of local level 
processes such as the Tintaya Dialogue Table, including internatiorial opportunities such as the 
involvement of Oxfam America and Oxfam's ombudsperson in accompanying the process, adequate 
preparation before entering the dialogue, having. a consensus-based agenda rooted in the commu
nities' real interests, strong communication strategies, appropriate community representation, and 
using the dialogue to channel and address conflicts. 

17. In light of this assertion that Canada will continue to encourage multi-stakeholder dialogue 
in the extractive sector overseas, it is ironic that the government of Canada decided ·not to allow any 
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much to be said for encouraging inclusiveness and democratic values, it is unclear 
to what extent officials involved in these strategies are learning from-and building 
on-the lessons from the Canadian experience, especially in Indigenous participation. 
Without targeted attention to increasing the voice of marginalized peoples in these 
forums-and ensuring appropriate representation, funding, and capacity-building on 
their rights and the issues at stake to enable strong, effective, and meaningful par
ticipation~the processes that Canada is encouraging could be seen as "greenwashes" 
that enable Canadian industry to continue to operate overseas, under the pretext that 
something i~ being done to resolve conflict, while in fad business continues as usual. 
As well, for all of these mostly project-based, donor-funded, multipartite initiatives, 
there are lasting uncertainties about the long term, especially with regards to financial 
and technical sustainability and government and industry buy-in. 

Finally, a surprising finding from the cases reviewed was that in at least one case
the South African KW AGGA initiative-gender appears to have been given greater 
consideration than in the WMI or subsequent Canadian processes. This may be at
tributed to reflection on-and learning from-the lack of gender consideration in the 
WMI, or it may be simply a strategic response to CIDA's funding requirements. Yet 
this finding raises questions about poten.tially higher standards for gender in overseas 
programming than those applied to policy processes in Canada. Key questions are t.o · 

·what extent gender-based analysis and frameworks now in place for several Canadian 
government departments-and in several Indigenous organizations-might change 
how multipartite processes in the minerals sector take place in Canada (Wolski 2007). 

Synthesis: Enabling Conditions for Indigenous-Led 
Tripartite National Dialogue in the Minerals Sector 

This review of Indigenous participation in the Whitehorse Mining Initiative and sub
sequent multipartite processes in the minerals sectors of Canada and overseas, under
scores the fact that while the trend toward inclusive dialogue marks an important step 
toward more democratic and representative political processes, there are many short
comings to the WMI model and others-particularly in the involvement oflndigenous 
and Tribal peoples. 

Below; some of the core enabling conditions for more balanced and effective multi
partite dialogue are highlighted. They flow from the literature and analysis, and reflect 
on the implications of such dialogue for Indigenous or Afro-descendent organizations 

of its representatives to present at or indeed participate in a 3 November 2009 workshop geared to 
engage in such national dialogue in Canada, organized jointly by the Canadian Network on Corpo
rate Accountability, a coalition of Canadian civil society organizations, and t11e Mining Association 
of Canada. The government's decision to withdraw participation from this national workshop on 
the corporate accountability of Canada's extractive industries operating abroad came as a surprise to 
many, particularly in light of tile many discussions prior to this event with government officials, and 
the fact that industry was co-hosting. 
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that may be considering spearheading their own multipartite processes in the minerals 
sector, as is the case with NSl's partners in Guyana, Colombia, and Suriname. 

Government/Industry Buy-In Is Essential 
For an Indigenous-led dialogue process to be successful, the literature strongly suggests 
that government and industry need to buy into the process and its implementation. Not 
one of the national multipartite initiatives reviewed was spearheaded by an Indigenous 
or Tribal organization. The closest was the NRTEE's program that examined issues at 
the crossroads oflndigenous communities and the minerals sector in Canada's North
west Territories, and that examination was catalyzed by the request of an Indigenous 
member of the NRTEE. This initiative included participation by government and in
dustry, was coordinated by a well-respected, independent advisory body that provides 
government decision makers with advice and recommendations for promoting sus
tainable development, and was supported through government funding. Nonetheless, 
the program has so far failed to have any impact on mining-affected communities in 
that none of Its recommendations have yet been hnplemented. 

National multipartite dialogues spearheaded by Indigenous/Tribal organizations will 
raise expectations in mining-affected communities that the situation will change. It is 
critical from the outset to ensure that government and industry have the political will 
to engage in such a dialogue, and to include discussions with high-level representatives 
in the planning and design of the dialogues. The literature suggests that willingness, 
particularly by governments, to engage in ways that facilitate Indigenous participation 
cannot be taken for granted (O'Faircheallaigh 2005). Moreover, commitment to engage 
in a process does not necessarily translate into a commitment to implement the result
ing recommendations. As Lee (1993, 14) has pointed out, "A process is not a result, nor 
is the existence of a process the same as the will to use it." There are clearly risks that 
an Indigenous-led process that does not lead to any positive changes could undermine 
the spearheading organization's credibility. 

· Narrow the Focus of the Dialogue and Negotiate 
a Legally Binding Outcome 
All of the multipartite processes reviewed have resulted in voluntary agreements and 
recommendations that have failed to be fully implemented. Negotiating a legally bind
ing agreement may in part remedy this situation (Feiler 2002; Gibson 2002), although, 
according to one industry consultant, industry and governmeqt will likely not support 
the process if they know that the goal is for a legally binding outcome (personal com
munication, 2008). Even if Indigenous-led multipartite dialogue leads to the negotia
tion of a legally binding outcome, enforcement and implementation is clearly critical. 
This goal may not be a realistic expectation in many developing countries where there 
are weak governance structures and judicial systems.18 Aside from the matter of en
forceability, the review of Canadian and international initiatives highlighted that the 

18. For example, NSI's Guyanese partner, the Amerindian Peoples Association, initialy as.pired to 
dialogues with legally binding outcomes. However, putting aside issues of political will to engage in 
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more narrow the focus of the dialogue, the greater the potential for achieving agree
ments that can be translated into action . 

. Ensure Sufficient Funding, Human Resources, 
and Time to Undertake an In-Depth Process 
Multipartite dialogue at the national level is extremely costly. Indigenous or Tribal 
organizations that coordinate a national multipartite dialogue involving the minerals 
sector will need to secure sufficient funds to hire additional staff to form a secretariat 
and to cover all associated costs, such as travel to and from remote Indigenous/Tribal 
villages, and research to inform the dialogues. Building the foundations for a unified 
Indigenous vision prior to the dialogues is also important. In addition, it will be im
p'erative to identify funding sources for implementation, follow-up, and monitoring of 
outcomes. Funding constraints that do not allow for an "iterative" process that includes 
good, two-way communication between the national and local levels could severely 
compromise the dialogue and the organization coordinating it. 

Ensure Appropriate Indigenous Representation, 
Particularly from Indigenous Women 
As highlighted in comments made by Canadian Indigenous participants in the WMI, 
Indigenous representation in national multipartite policy dialogues poses distinct de
sign challenges. First, Indigenous leaders must return proposals to their constituents 
in order to get feedback and approval. An appropriate number of seats to represent the 
diversity of Indigenous peoples across a country is also needed. Finally, particularly 
because of the disproportionate impact of mining on women (Colchester, La Rose, and 
James 2002; Weitzner 2002), it is critical that Indigenous women be represented, and 
their concerns be heard and incorporated in outcomes. Inclusion of youth and elders· 
is simllarly crucial to ensuring intergenerational diversity and perspectives. 

Engage an Independent Facilitator 
How cultural differences are acknowledged and power imbalances addressed is clearly 
critical for enabling equitable outcomes. An independent facilitator offers one possible 
way to help level the playing field (Robinson 1993 in McAllister and Alexander 1997, 71), 

and it was cited as an important element in the perceived success of the WMI. 

Educate All Parties Regarding Transforming Conflict, 
Indigenous Rights, and International Leading Practice 
Lessons from the Tintaya Table in Peru highlight the importance of building capacities 
among all parties on a variety of issues, including conflict resolution, to facilitate dia
logue and ensure implementation of agreements that the dialogue produces. However, 
for obvious reasons, Indigenous and Tribal organizations often focus inward upon· 
strengthening capacity and raising awareness. NSI's Indige1:ous and Tribal partners, 

such a dialogue, a key issue in the context of Guyana is the strength of the judicial system to address' 
possible violators of any nationally negotiated, legally binding agreement with Indigenous peoples. 
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for example, focus much of their attention on building the capacities of Indigenous. 
communities and leaders in Indigenous rights artd internation~l leading-edge practice 
in the minerals sector to prepare for negotiation and dialogue. Nonetheless, for Indig
enous-led multipartite dialogue to be more productive, it would be beneficial to raise 
the awareness of other actors about these same issues(Weitzner 2000). This clearly has 
financial and human resources implications. 

Be Willing to Compromise . 
The term national dialogue is a misn?mer, as orie NGO representative interviewed for 
this paper pointed out. Dialogues are in effect negotiations, and while parties at the 
table need to be well prepared, and ideally have a unified vision prior to multipartite 
discussions, there also needs to be a willingness to compromise. 

Establish an Implementation and Monitoring Mechanism 
With the possible exception of MAC's Col Panel, indicators of success and established 
mechanisms for implementation, mcin!toring, and verification appear to be non-ex
istent in the initiatives reviewed. This is a critical element for effective dialogues, as 
underscored byFeiier (2002) and Gibson (2002), among others. . 

Other Critical Elements 
Other critical elements and lessons emerge from the literature for consideration, in

. eluding those identified by Penrose, Day and Roseland (1998), and Feiler (2002), along 
with the NRTEE's (1993) "10 Guiding Principles" for achieving consensus. In addi
tion, Phase I of the "Indigenous Perspectives" project identified several contextual cri
teria that, if in place, could help balance the power asymmetry between Indigenous 
peoples, government, and companies toward more equitable interactions (Weitzner 
2002). Aside from considering these and the lessons learned through this analysis, any 
Indigenous-led dialogue should begin by assessing what has worked-and what has not 
worked-in Indigenous participation and multipartite dialogue in their own country: 

Conclusion 

To Dialogue at the National Level, or Not to Dialogue? 
Previous experience with national multipartite dialogue has bred much skepticism 
among Indigenous and non-Indigenous actors alike regarding whether these forums 
can lead to positive change for mining-affected communities. Multipartite initiatives
usually driven by industry or government-are commonly seen as public relations 
exercises and attempts to greenwash industry/government policy and practice; they 
distract and appease opposition from NGOs and Indigenous peoples, while business 
in the minerals sector continues as usual. 

According to one Indige!-lous organization representative who participated in the 
WMI, Indigenous peoples do not need to initiate multipartite dialogue because they 
do not have to prove their legitimacy in the same way that industry and government 
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do (personal communication, 2006). Others (e.g., Gibson 2002) express concerns that 
dialogue can be a dangerous strategy for Indigenous peoples who become drawn into 
participating, while putting aside critical issues for resolution, such as obtaining rec
ognition for their traditional territories. In these scenarios, multipartite dialogue in 
the minerals sector may actually compromise future negotiations over Indigenous ter
ritories. Indeed, in the context of limited human and financial resources, there are 
many pitfalls to engaging in multipartite dialogue, making priority setting and "reality
checking" imperative. 

But can national multipartite dialogue be a tool for Indigenous peoples to effect 
change? By all accounts, proposals by NSI's Indigenous and Tribal partners to spear
head and coordinate multipartite qialogues in the minerals sector toward concrete 0t.ft

comes are cutting edge and charting new territory.Yet it will take careful planning, and 
appropriate levels of funding and human resources to ensure that these initiatives do 
not perpetuate the weaknesses and problems of previous experiences-levels of fund
ing and resources that are beyond the reach of most Indigenous and Tribal organiza
tions. And while Indigenous drivers may be able to establish better operating contexts 
for Indigenous participants, in terms of balancing power asymmetries and remaining 
in control of the pr.ocess and agenda, uptake of process and outcomes is clearly subject 
to government and industry buy-in. 

Finally, a key issue that emerges from the literature is whether launching into na
tional dialogue is the best step to take in countries where multipartite dialogue in 
policy-making is not the norm. A more incremental approach that supports local ne
gotiations and dialogue among affected communities, companies, and government (as 
appropriate), and then considers bringing these local forums and negotiations to na
tional attention and national dialogue, may lead to more effective results, building up 
a culture of interaction in the minerals sector. 

Sowing a Culture of Inclusion 
Indeed, this incremental approach has been adopted by NSI's Indigenous and Tribal 
partners in part as a result of sharing the preliminary findings of the analysis on which 
this article is based~ 

In Guyana, the Amerindian Peoples Association has reassessed its initial proposal to 
engage in national multipartite dialogue toward a legally binding protocol on consent, 
arid reoriented its work program and scarce resources instead to directly supporting 
mining-affected communities in their dealings at the community level.19 This reorien
tation was fuelled in part by the outcomes of analysis of multipartite dialogue in the 
extractives sector, and the realization that there simply were not enough resources 
(financial or human) for an in,depth iterative process with follow-up, and monitoring 
of implementation of any negotiated q.greements. However, this reorientation also re-

i9. This work program is being adapted even further in light of the increased pressure Indigenous 
communities in Guyana are experiencing with regards to the Low Carbon Development Strategy 
(LCDS) and Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD), and related consulta
tions. 
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sponded to the urgencies and requests of AP A's constituents seeking support for select, 
local negotiations, together with an assessment and reality check of the possibilities of 
s·uccessful, Indigenous-led multipartite dialogue in Guyana's current political climate. 

Mining-affected communities in West Suriname drive the work program, and re
search has supported community-based research, capacity strengthening, and interac
tions on proposed large-scale bauxite mine and related developments. Nonetheless, 
several Indigenous-organized events have taken place at the national level to bring to 
the attention of government, industry, NGOs, and members of the media the issues at 
stake. Most recently, for example, the Association oflndigenous Village Leaders in Su
riname spearheaded an independent review of company-commissioned environmental 
and social impact assessments,. and in October 2009 it organized a national workshop 
to share results (Goodland 2009; Kambel 2009; Weitzner 2008) with government and 
industry as a critical stepping stone to help ensure lessons are learned for future as
sessments. 

And in Colombia, the idea of national multipartite dialogues has also been reori
ented toward a program of capacity-strengthening and community research involv
ing Indigenous and Afro-descendent communities, which includes national events 
organized by Indigenous and Afro-descendent people, as well as some events with 
local government officials. Where there is armed conflict, the issues at stake ar:e dif
ferent, and while dialogue is still considered an important element and strategy, this 
will take place once community organizations have increased knowledge about their 
rights, have worked on their own policies and protocols, and have sufficient informa
tion and resources to enter into dialogue on terms they feel are equitable. Even so, 
the organizations leading the Colombian work program-Proceso de Comunidades 
Negras (PCN, Process of Black Communities, a national organization) and Resguardo 
Indigena Caiiamomo Lomaprieta (RICL, an Indigenous reserve representing 32 Em
bera Chami Indigenous communities in the Caldas area)-are planning to organize up 
to three national modular workshops on key issues (environmental, social, and human 
rights impact assessment; Indigenous and Tribal rights; and conflict resolution), where 
industry and government representatives among other actors will be invited.2° 

20. Clearly, these modular workshops will not have the same sustained engagement that follow
ing a WMI model might enable, and there is always a risk that industry or government will choose 
not to participate. This has been the case in Australia, where a workshop organized to help establish 
principles around a human rights-based approach to CSR and designed to maximize Indigenous 
participation, with industry invited to participate on the third day to comment and provide feed
back, resulted in very poor participation by resource companies. This lack of participation by industry 
was likely a result of the event being organized by traditional landowners (O'Fairchealleaigh, per
sonal communication 2009). In.Canada, the Canadian Aboriginal Minerals Association (CAMA) has 
organized annual conventions including industry and government for several years. While· this event 

·has drawn industry and government representatives, these annual events cannot be characterized as 
multipartite policy dialogue per se, but rather as a showcase for Canadian Aboriginal industry, where 
policy issues are touched on from time to time. It is likely far more comfoz;table for government and 
industry representatives to participate in such industry-oriented events than in policy dialogue tack
ling difficult questions about the role of minerals activities in the first instance (see note 15). 
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These efforts can be seen as small steps toward a culture of inclusion-steps more 
in line with priorities expressed at the community level, program resources available, 
and political realities. However, it is important to highlight that, following assessments 
and internal consultations, partners and communities may choose strategies other than 
dialogue-whether local or national-to further their (policy-oriented) goals. 

Deepening the Research, Providing Opportunity for Reflection 
This broad preliminary analysis of available materials on the WMI and subsequent 
multipartite dialogue processes in Canada and overseas underscores the need for ad
ditional research to rigorously assess the potential for multipartite dialogue in the mine 
erals sector to lead to social and transformative learning about the pa~ticipation of 
Indigenous peoples and other ethnic minorities. In particular, resear~h needs to be 
undertaken on the type of individual and institutional learning that these dialogues en
genderabout Indigenous participation, and how this learning is woven into subsequent 
dialogue in Canada and overseas. ' 

To this end, the NSI proposes to undertake follow-up, primary research on four 
Canadian initiatives21 in addition to the WMI, using criteria for assessment draw
ing on the literature of transformative and social learning (following Sinclair and 
Diduck's 2001 adaptation for environmental assessment of Mezirow's 1995; 2000, 

ideal criteria for adult learning, and considering also current debate around triple
loop learning); deliberative democracy (in particular, Habermas's 1990 condit~ons for 
ideal discourse and especially the principle of power neutrality); public participation 
(Arnstein's 1969 ladder of citizenship participation and Diduck's 2004 characteriza
tion of.public participation); and gender analysis (drawing on the work ofMeentzen 
2000 and gender analysis frameworks developed by the AFN, NWAC, and other 
Indigenous organizations). NSI will also be examining Canada's role in the Peruvian 
initiatives, particularly given that this country is the subject of increased program 
attention by CIDA and other government departments primarily on account of Ca
nadian interest in Peru's minerals sector. 

Ultimately, NSl will share the results of its assessment oflndigenous participation in 
multipartite processes in Canada and Peru with industry, government, and Indigenous 
organizations, with the hope that this leads to further reflection, institutional learning, 
and change to maximize meaningful participation of Indigenous peoples in current 
and future dialogues. -

21. These include NOAMI, MAC's CoI Panel, the National Round Tables on Corporate Account
ability (CSR) and the Canadian Extractive Sector in Developing Countries, and the NTREE initiative 
for the Northwest Territories. 
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Operationalizing Free, Prior, and Informed Consent 
in the Extractive Industry Sector? Examining the 
Challenges of a Negotiated Model of Justice* 

David. Szablowski 

/ 

ABSTRACT Free, prior, and informed consenr(FPIC) is a key principle being promoted in 
an attempt to reshape a broad family of governance regimes designed to address the local 
consequences of extractive industry development in indigenous territory. This article explores 
the development of the principle of FPIC and the challenges that it presents to convention<)l 
forms of governance. FPIC is examined as a form of negotiated justice that aims to produce 
regulatory decisions through horizontal and decentralized forms of engagement. The article 
seeks to develop and clarify issues in building a critical research agenda on the operationaliza
tion. ofFPIC. 

RESUME Le consentement prealable libre et informe (CPL!) est un principe de mis de !'avant 
dans le but de restructurer un large eventail de regimes de gouvernance con~us pour remedier 
aux consequences locales du developpement de l'inClustrie extractive en territoire autochtone. 
Cet article explore le developpement du principe de CPL! et les defis qu'il represente pour les 
formes classiques de gouvernance. Le CPL! yest examine comme un type de justice negociee 
visant a generer des decisions de reglementation a travers des modeles d' engagement horizon
taux et decentralises. L'article vise a developper.et a clarifier certaines questions a considerer 
!ors de !'elaboration d'un programme de recherche critique sur l'operationnalisation du CPL!. 

Introduction 

Free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC) refers to engagement and decision making 
in which the free and informed consent of an indigenous people is obtained in advance 
for a course of action. FPIC is invoked in decisions that affect indigenous land, liveli
hoods, culture, or resources. It is a key principle promoted globally by the indigenous 
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rights movement and ha~ been used to inform many aspects of the UN De~laration on 
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP). The Declaration calls for informed consent 
in relation to development within indigenous territories, resettlement, the acquisition 
of cultural artifacts, and legal or administrative decisions affecting indigenous peoples. 

In this article I propose to explore the principle of FPIC and its development as a 
globalizing regime of negotiated justice. The latter part of the article is divided into two 
parts. 'fl:e first provides examples to explore how the concept of consent is operation
alized in contemporary regimes. The second part examines the requirement to inform 
affected communities and its dimensions and implications. Together, this discussion 
aims to develop and clarify issues in building a critical research agenda on the opera
tionalization of FPIC. 

FPIC and the Contest to Regulate EI Development 

FPIC has become an increasingly prominent principle in global policy circles in rela
tion to resource extraction and other activities that affect indigenous lands and terri
tories (such as infrastructure development and national parks). It is gaining increasing 
attention as a result of the support it has received in expert global policy-making (EIR 
2003; WCD 2001), by its discussion in multi-stakeholder forums (IUCN/ICMM 2008), 

and from its increasing profile in international law.1 The assertion ofFPIC represents an 
attempt to reform governance on a global scale. Globally, the regulation of extractive 
industries (EI) is a field of considerable innovation (particularly in social and com
munity issues) where overlapping regimes and competing regulatory models are being 
produced by states, lenders, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and extractive 
firms and associations (see Szablowski 2007). Against this background of competing 
regulatory models, the principle ofFPIC is asserted as a standard against which regimes 
may be measured. 

The prom.otion of FPIC is an attempt to reshape a broad family of governance re
gimes that have become prevalent in sites facing EI-related natural resource and en
vironmental conflicts. While these regimes may differ substantially in some respects, 
broadly speaking each seeks to promote forms of direct "horizontal" engagement be
tween EI firms (or states) and affected communities in order to influence decision 
making on EI development. By horizontal I mean that, to varying degrees, these re
gimes structure engagement as an interaction between nominally equal parties. The 
proliferation of direct erigagement has arisen in part out of recognition of the failure of 
many states to protect the interests of marginalized peoples, and especially indigenous 

L Recent support for the principle of FPIC in international law includes its adoption by the fol
lowing bodies and instruments: the 2007 decision by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in 
The Saramaka People v. Suriname (2007); the 2007 Declaration. of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples by 
the UN General Assembly; the Akwe: Kon Voluntary Guidelines for the Conduct of Cultural, Envi
ronmental and Social Impact Assessment issued by the Secretariat of the Convention on Biological 
Diversity in 2004; and the interpretation given by Conference of the Parties to s. S(j) of the i992 

Convention on Biological Diversity (see UN Economic and Social Council 2005, 9). 
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peoples, from the negative consequences of extractive industry development. Many of 
these regimes also reflect a concern for the risks involved in unregulated negotiations 

·involving extractive firms and local communities. Accordingly these regimes aim to 
check corporate power by promoting a sphere of structured engagement between firms 
and community actors that is backed by certain principles and processes. Proponents of 
FPIC argue that appropriate, procedural protections need to meet rigorous standards 
and that these direct engagement regimes 11hould be refined into regimes of negotiated 
justice-regimes in which decision making is to a material extent the result of nego
tiations rather than the product of adjudication, administrative decision making, or 
purely private, individual decision making (Dezalay i994). 

The global emergence of this loose family of regimes reflects a move away from 
conventional forms of regulatory governance involving "top-down con.trol using fixed 
statutes, detailed rules, and judicial enforcement" (Trubek and Trubek 2006, 5), an<f 
toward new governance models in which normative authority is pluralized and mul
tiple actors are engaged in horizontal relationships (Lobel 2004, 293-326). This shift 
toward direct engagement and negotiated justice regimes in the field of extractives can 
be traced to changes in the global political economy of extractive industry investment 
and to ideological shifts in thinking about governance. Widespread liberalization of 
investment rules since the i99os and subsequent mineral booms have propelled extrac
tive firms into new and more remote areas, often with limited state presence, and often 
inhabited by marginalized groups and indigenous peoples. These populations face the 
potential massive remaking of their physical, social, and economic environments. The 
result has been incre_asing conflict and calls for the social mediation of mining invest
ment at a time when states have made legal and ideological commitments to limit the 
formal regulatory burden placed on extractive firms. Thus many states.have responded 
to conflicting economic and political pressun;:s arising from disaffected communities 
by developing regimes to promote and constrain engagement between extractive firms 
and affected communities in order to delegate (often informally) the responsibility of 
social mediation onto extractive projects themselves (Szablowski 2007, 43-45). 

However, direct engagement regimes are not only encouraged by states. While these 
regimes may release pressures on governments arising from contentious development 
projects, they also have the potential to accomplish goals for other actors. For extractive 
firms, direct engagement regimes provide opportunities to avoid or solve local problems 
that might disrupt operations. They may also help firms to project positive messages to 
important audiences abroad (such as lenders, shareholders, and the business media). 
Civil society actors such as members of the transnational indigenous movement and 
their allies tend to seek direct engagement to promote indigenous self-determination 
and local control over resources and livelihoods. Needless to say, although these three 
broad groups of. actors may appear to agree on the desirability of engagement, they 
are motivated by very different visions of direct engagement regimes. The indigenous 
.i:novement has .articulated the most rigorous and demanding of the proposed or actual 
direct engagement regimes: FPIC. 
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FPIC and the Politics of the Transnational Indigenous 
Movement 

FPIC is contentious because of its implications for state sovereignty and control over 
natural resource development. Many perceive FPIC as a potential indigenous veto over 
development projects that serve the national interest.2 Even where a veto is not threat
ened, FPIC proposes to allow indigenous peoples to negotiate conditions under which 
development can take place. This appears to run counter to state claims of exclusive 

. and "permanent sovereignty" over natural resources.3 For example, speaking before the 
UN General Assembly, Canada's representative explained that country's opposition 
to the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples as due in part to concerns 
over "free, prior and informed consent when used as. a veto" (United Nations General 
Assembly 2007, 12). 

For the transnational indigenous movement, FPIC forms part of an attempt to re
define notions of national sovereignty, citizenship, and the nation-state in order to 
make room for the meaningful recognition of indigenous political institutions, indig
enous sovereignty, and indigenous citizenship. This is a political project that speaks to 
similarly situated populations around the globe, including many located in regions not 
commonly thought of as home to indigenous peoples (see Kingsbury i998; Marschke, 
Szablowski, and Vandergeest 2008 ). It proposes to counter the multifaceted and endur
ing forms of marginalization and oppression experienced by these groups in national 
societies by asserting the primacy of a sphere of traditional (although possibly renewed 
or retooled) self-governance. 

Activism at the UN has provided the transnational, Indigenous movement with the 
conceptual lexicon for this struggle based on international law (Muehlebach 2003). 

Indigenous peoples claim the right to self-determination: the right to freely determine 
their own political, economic, and social future-a right .owed to all "peoples" under 
.international law.4 Many Indigenous movements claim rights to land and territory that 
are prior to those of the colonial and post-colonial states that have grown up around 
them. They argue that they remain colonized peoples, left out of the decolonization 
of the postwar period (Muehlebach 2003). Yet contemporary indigenous movements 
tend not to seek secession. from established states. The goals of different national and 
sub-national indigenous movements may vary significantly; however, in general what 
is sought is a new constitutional order in which states recognize their overarching ob
ligations to indigenous peoples. FPIC .is an important part of this order. It expresses 
part of what is meant by indigenous self-determination: the recognition by states and 

2. In Peru, for example, senior government officials including the president have bitterly criti
ci~ed Amazonian indigenous groups opposed to hydrocarbon development as "dogs in the manger" 
(perros del hortelano) (see Garcia Perez 2007). 

3. See, for example, General Assembly Resolution i803 (XVII), i962, "Declaration on Permanent 
Sovereignty over Natural Resources." 

4. Both the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the International 
Covenant on Civil.and Political Rights state, "All peoples have the right of self-determination." 
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other actors of an effective sphere of indigenous governance that must be engaged 
meaningfully. 5 

Indigenous peoples' organizations and their allies have argued in favour ofFPIC by 
pointing to the often disastrous legacy of state-sponsored resource exploitation and de
velopment policy that has ignored both the institutions and the interests of indigenous 
peoples. All too often, indigenous peoples have been left with the negative consequences 
of these development decisions and few of their benefits (e.g., see WCD 2001, 97-130). 

Claims to FPIC are also made using the language of.human rights. In the recent 
Saramaka decision issued by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, the court 
accepted the argument that rights to FPIC may be owed to ensure that development 
decisions that affect an indigenous or tribal peoples' collective rights to land do not 
threaten their sur:vival as an indigenous or tribal people.6 Interestingly, this decision 
concerned the rights of tribal Maroon communities in Suriname whose members are 
regarded as non-indigenous because of their descent from escaped African slaves. The 
court found that these communities were owed a right to FPIC by the state before it 
could authorize a large-scale extractive project that would have a major impact within 
their territory.7 While some commentators discuss FPIC as an exclusively indigenous 
right, observers such as Goodland have argued that the rationale for FPIC is grounded 
upon the degree to which livelihood and culture are dependent on customary lands. 
Goodland (2004, 69) sees a "a continuum of dependence ... with indigenous peoples 
clustered at one end, peasants and the rural poor in between, and the urban poor less 
connected." 

Translating FPIC into Practice 

Considerable work has been put into promoting the principle ofFPIC in a wide num
ber of international and transnational forums. FPIC continues to be raised and debated 
in, for example, consultations on the internal policies of multilateral development 
banks (e.g., IADB 2006, 5-6), meetings at the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous 
Issues (United Nations Econ.omic and Social Council 2005), the wo~king groups of the 
Convention on Biological Diversity, and multi-stakeholder meetings convened by the 

5. For example, the Indian Law Resource Center, an influential US-based indigenous rights 
NGO, expresses it thus: 

As a part of their collective rights to ownership of their property and self-determination, indig
enous peoples have the right to protect and to determine the use and disposition of their lands, 
territories and resources. Indigenous peoples' right of free prior informed consent is one of the 
particularly important incidents of their collective rights to property and self-determination. The 
right of free prior i~formed consent refers ·to two things: 1) the right of indigenous peoples to 
forbid, control or authorize activities that are on their lands and territories or that involve their 
resources, and 2) the right of indigenous peoples to forbid, control or authorize activities not on 
·their lands, but which may substantially affect their lands, territories and resources or may affect 
their human rights. (ILRC n.d., 1) 

6. Saramaka People v. Suriname, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 172 (18 November 2007). 

7. Ibid., para. i34-35. 
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International Union for Conservation and the International Council on Mining and 
Metals (IUCN/ICMM 2008). The key questions being asked in these forums concern 
what FPIC means in practice, and how the principle can and should be operationalized. 

The literature on the subject reflects the fact that there is little consensus regarding 
what FPIC ought to mean in practice. The increasing profile and credibility of FPIC 
have raised the stakes in the competition to further define the principle. Members of 
the transnational indigenous movement aim to maintain it as a demanding standard. 
Other actors, such as states and extractive firms, sometimes show a willingness to ap- · 
propriate and re-characterize the principle. Canada, for example, at a UN meeting on 
FPIC methodologies, referred to its constitutional duty to consult Aboriginal peoples as 
a good example ofFPIC and an appropriate model to follow (Canada 2005). However, 
while the judicially developed duty to consult in Canada includes a possible duty to 
accommodate First Nations, it clearly does not require Aboriginal consent.8 Similarly 
some extractive firms claim to be implementing FPIC processes voluntarily, case by 
case. In contrast, indigenous representatives point to the difficulty of finding a single 
example where they feel that FPIC has been successfully operationalized (see IUCN/ 
ICMM 2008, 8, 20). 

Very little is known about the actual institutional arrangements required to give the 
principle an effective meaning in different contexts around the world. Encouraging 
efforts have been begun in this regard (Bass et al. 2003; Colchester and Ferrari 2007; 

Hertz, La Vina, and Sohn +007; Lewis, Freeman, and· Borrelli 2008), but there is a 
marked need for further systematic and critical empirical research that can enable ac
tors to learn from experiences. The best prospect for developing a useful understanding 
involves research on contemporary practices and comparative case studies relating to 
the broad family of FPIC and FPIC-like regimes operating around the world. 

Exploring Consent in Contemporary Practice 

Globally, the broad family of governance regimes that FPIC has been deployed to 
modify fall into two general categories: consent regimes ~nd consultation regimes. As 
advocates for FPIC affirm, the distinction between the two is important. Consultation 
refers to a two-way exchange of information and dialogue on a proposed project. To 
qualify ·as consultation, and not simply as a one-way dissemination of information, 
this process must involve real exchange; in other words, it must be capable of influ
encing decision making in relation to the development of the project (see Sinclair and 
Diduck i995, 222-26). However, the nature and degree of this influence is outside th.e 
control of the consulted party. Typically it is at the discretion of the project propo'nent, 

8. This is a reference to the constitutional duty of the Crown in Canada to consult with First 
Nations on actions that may affect claimed Aboriginal rights. The duty may require that the Crown 
take measures to accommodate th.e First Nations' concerns, but it does not require Aboriginal con
sent. The duty is set down in a series of judicial decisions beginning with the Supreme Court of· 
Canada's 2004 ruling in Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests), [2004] 3 S.C.R. 51i. 
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although it may be subject to review by a regulatory official. As Hertz, La Vina and 
Sohn (2007, 7) observe, consultation processes "do not involve sharing o·r transfer
ring decision-making authority to those who will be directly affected" by a project. In 
contrast, consent does involve sharing or transfer of authority. As a result, it can be 
used by affected communities as leverage to "facilitate more inclusive and collaborative 
decision making" (ibid.) or simply to avoid projects that appear to present them with 
greater risks tha·n benefits. 

Despite its importance, the clear distinction between consent and consultation re
gimes can. be difficult to make in practice. This is so for at least three reasons discussed 
further below: (1) the regime's formal requirements may be ambiguous or a hybrid, (2) 
a consent rule may lack sufficient institutionalized enforcement to be effective, and (3) 
consent processes may exist where no formal rules are present to support them. 

Ambiguous or Hybrid Consent Requirements 
Much of the blurring of consent and consultation regimes is the product of the global 
proliferation of hybrid regimes or temporary arrangements that ambiguously com
bine consultation and consent elements. One example can be seen in the ad hoc pro
cess adopted during the approval of the Ekati diamond mine in Canada's Northwest 
Territories during the mid- to late i99os. BHP (now BHP Billiton) sought to develop 
Canada's first diamond mine in a traditional Aboriginal hunting, trapping, and fish
ing area that was the subject of a number of unresolved and overlapping land claims 
(Keenan, De Echave, and Traynor 2002). Despite the absence of statutory authority 
to mandate consent, the federal government sought to compel engagement between 
the mine proponent and affected Aboriginal peoples. The federal minister of the De
partment of Indian Affairs and Northern Development indicated he would make the 
granting of a water licence contingent on "satisfactory" progress within 60 days on a 
series of regulatory agreements, including four Impact and Benefit Agreements (IBAs) 
between BHP and First Nations affected by the proposed project (O'Reilly i998). IBAs 
are private contracts made between Aboriginal peoples and ·extractive firms. They con
tain measures to minimize the negative impacts of mining and to secure benefits for 
Aboriginal peoples such as employment, training, health and education programs, and 
annual payments. In return, Aboriginal peoples often agree to support the project and 
may give up the right to make future claims (see O'Faircheallaigh, this volume). All 
four agreements were eventually concluded-two of them before the water licence was 
issued five months later. 

Given the onus placed on BHP to obtain the agreements, this would appear to be 
an example of a consent regime that placed Abbriginal peoples in a strong bargaining 
position. However, inexperience, a lack of information, and very short timelines placed 
limitations on what they could achieve (Weitzner 2006, 9-11). Furthermore, Aborigi
nal peoples understood that they would not be allowed to reject the Ekati project by 
withdrawing from IBA negotiations (Bass et al. 2003, i7; Weitzner 2006, 10-11). Thus, 
although they were able to negotiate certain conditions with BHP, the influence they 
could exercise was also substantially constrained by the nature of the regime. Their 
consent was sought but not required. A similar assessment cited by Weitzner is made 
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by a resource person who was familiar with the IBA and EA negotiations and worked 
with one of the affected First Nations. 

I don't think I'd call it consent ... I mean they did the best they could to 
respond to it, but everything was so rushed through ... and you look at the 
agreement ... the EA and the IBA and they're horrible! If you look at some of 
the stuff that's been done since then and compare it to that, obviously people 
didn't un·derstand what they should be asking for, or monitoring, or keeping 
an eye on, just because it had never been done before ... Consent is when you 
have all the information, you understand it and you make a decision based on 
that. With it being rushed through ~nd people not having the understanding, 
I don't see that as consent at all. (quoted in Weitzner 2006, 11) 

A second example is provided by the World Bank Group's recent adoption of what 
might be thought of as an "almost-FPIC" standard. In 2006, the World Bank's In
ternational Finance Corporation (IFC) made changes to its influential social and en
vironmental governance procedures to require its clients to ensure "free, prior and 
informed consultation" and "informed participation" of affected communities leading 
to their "broad community support" (emphasis added).9 IFC provides loans and equity 
to private sector firms that invest in the global South. Extractive firms that apply for 
its services must contract to comply with IFC's environmental and social performance 
standards. IFC's rules impose its almost-FPIC requirement on projects with "signifi
cant potential adverse impacts to affected communities." Like other WBG agencies, 
IFC has come under considerable pressure to adoptthe full FPIC standard, particularly 
following the results of two successive, high-profile expert and multi-stakeholder policy 
reviews-the World Commission on Dams and the Extractive Industries Review-both 
of which recommended the adoption of FPIC (EIR 2003; WCD 2002). IFC's response 
to this pressure is an ambiguous corri.promise.10 What is the significance of the substi
tution of "broad community support" (BCS) for consent? This will no doubt depend 
on how BCS comes to be interpreted and upon the procedures developed to identify 
it. A few provisional conclusions may be drawn, however, based on the language used. 
Consent suggests a positive personal and legal act, something that must be solicited and 
actively giv~n or withdrawn in a demonstrable way-evidenced perhaps by signatures, 
ballots, a show of hands,. official documents issued by representatives, etc. Broad sup-

9. See IFC Sustainability Policy, para. 19-20; IFC Performance Standard 1: Social and Environ
mental Assessment and Management Systems, para. 21-22; and IFC Guidance Note 1: Social and 
Environmental Assessment and Manage!T!ent Systems, para. Gs3-G54. 

10. The free, prior, and informed criteria are adopted and elaborated upon in the IFC's guid
ance notes. In addition, consultation is conceived of as a "two-way communication" that "should 
continue through the entire life of the project" (IFC Guidance Note 1, para. Gs1). It is an "organized 
and iterative" process, "leading to the client's incorporating into their decision-making process the 
views of the affected communities on matters that affect them directly," including "proposed mitiga
tion measures, the sharing of development benefits and opportunities, and imple!Ilentation issues" 
(IFC Performance Standard 1, para. 22). It requires efforts to promote the inclusion of women and 
vulnerable groups in consultations (IFC GN 1, para. Gs1). 
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port, on the other hand, refers to a more diffuse and interpretable phenomenon that 
can be expected to fluctuate over time. It may be evidenced by polling, focus groups, or 
other methods of gauging the state of popular opinion. Consent processes are clearly 
political events that mobilize affected community members in a collective experience 
of active decision making about the future. They take place in public spaces. As a result, 
they are more likely to galvanize attention, and generate discussion and deliberation 
within a group. In contrast, efforts to measure BCS are likely to engage a representative 
sample of the affected population in a less visible and more passive process of identify
ing personal preferences. If so, these processes are less likely to stimulate forms of active 
public deliberation and engagement with development decision making. 

These two examples, the Ekati and IFC processes, manifest regulatory requirements 
that are less than consent but also more than bare bones forms of consultation. They 
reflect an increasing recognition of a local right to meaningful involvement in decision 
making. However, they also demonstrate a wish to constrain and contain that right 
within what are taken to be manageable limits. If current trends continue, stronger calls 
for FPIC are likely to increase the number of ambiguous and hybrid regimes as regula
tors are pushed to seek the increased legitimacy of consent processes but look neverthe
less for ways to limit community b·argaining power-and facilitat~ project development. 

A Clear Consent Rule with Insufficient Institutional 
Commitment or Support 
There may be further ambiguity even where there are ostensibly clear and formal re
quirements concerning consent. If the institutional conditions to support a rigorous 
process are absent, a formal requirement of consent may be less than effective in prac
tice. In a recent.report published by the Forest Peoples Programme, the authors use a 
case study to assess the effectiveness of the Forest Stewardship Council's implementa
tion of an FPIC standard. The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an innovative, non
profit and non-governmental, voluntary certification initiative that aims to promote 
responsible forestry worldwide.a FSC was founded in 1993 by a coalition of environ
mental NGOs such as the World Wildlife Fund. It sets sustainable forestry standards, . 
accredits auditors responsible for monitoring the compliance of its members, and au~. 
thorizes the certification of wood products that meet its standards. Firms that are found 
to comply with FSC rules are allowed_ to use the FSC logo and access niche markets 
available for certified wood. FSC states that more than 117 million hectares of forest in 
over 82 countries are certified to its standards.12 FSC has adopted a clear FPIC standard 
·for forestry practices in the lands and territories of indigenous peoples. Criterion 3.1 of 
FSC's Principles and Criteria states, "Indigenous peoples shall control forest manage
ment on their lands and territories unless they delegate control 'with free and informed 
consent to other agencies." 

Colchester and Ferrari (2007, 14-19) assess FSC's performance of FPIC in several 
logging operations in East Kalimantan, Indonesia. The authors' findings suggest that 

11. See Forest Stewardship Council 2009a. 
12. See Forest Stewardship Council 2009b. 
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the regime does not reliably mandate a meaningful community consent process. They 
observe that the members of indigenous communities affected by the logging opera
tions were divided and relatively disorganized. Community members were reluctant to 
challenge the forestry firm (described locally as a powerful operator), given the weak
ness of their legal rights to land, local government recognition of the company, and 
their lack of access to alternative employment or means of generating cash incomes. 
The authors further noted that the for~stry companies included in their study appeared 
not to accept the notion that local indigenous peoples could say no to a project. With 
this issue kept off the table, the firms were able to negotiate from a position of strength, 
while the bargaining power of indigenous communities was undermined by their lack 
of legal rights to land or forest resources and by their relative disorganization. The. 
authors note that community leverage is further eroded by the fact that a firm's failure 
to obtain formal community consent did not result in the withholding of an FSC cer
tificate. Instead firms were provided with time frames of up to two years to negotiate 
and implement agreements on regularizing l~nd tenure and payment of compensation 
(Colchester and Ferrari 2007, 16-19 ). In these circumstances, communities may achieve 
gains they would not·have realized without the FSC regime; however, the operational 
reality described by the authors' report falls short of consent. Colchester and Ferrari 
conclude that "communities are thus obliged to settle for what they think they can get 
in the circumstances" (19). · 

No Consent Rule, but Leverage Is Developed to Require Consent 
Lastly, consent processes may occur even where no formal regime exists. The absence 
of formal rights to FPIC in a jurisdiction does not foreclose the possibility that com
munities may find ways to express or withhold their consent to a project. A number of 
communities have used inventive and extra-legal strategies to withhold their consent 
and veto a project by making it politically or economically unfeasible-even in the 
absence of officially recognized rights. 

Beginning with the community of Tambogrande, Peru, in 2002, a number of mu
nicipalities and indigenous communities have sought to use local referendums to 
indicate community disapproval of a proposed project. Tambogrande is an export
producing agricultural area in northern Peru in which a Canadian junior firm, Man
hattan Minerals, sought to develop a large gold deposit located beneath the district's 
major population centre. Local opposition to the project was generated by Manhat
tan's poor community relations practices, by concern about environmental threats and 
water contamination, by the expected resettlement of 8,ooo people to make way for the 
mine, and by the murder of a leading mi.ne critic in 2001 (Bass et al. 2004; Rousseau 
and Meloche 2002). Community actors made alliances with national and international 
NGOs. Through these networks they were able to obtain support, information, advice 
and resources, and to participate in national and international campaigns against the 
project. A local referendum by secret ballot on whether to accept or reject Manhattan's 
project was organized by the district municipality of Tambogrande and funded with 

I 
I 
I 

I 
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a grant ofUS$20,ooo from Oxfam Great Britain (Rousseau and Meloche 2002).13 The 
turnout was approximately 74% of the voting population, with 98% voting against the 
mine (Rousseau and Meloche 2002). In the run-up to the referendum, the Peruvian 
national government had signalled its opposition to the process and asserted that the 
vote was without legal foundation or effect (Bass et al. 2004, 22). However, follow
ing further disturbances, including a local general strike and a demonstration of over 
10,000 people in the district in 2003, the Peruvian government effectively shut down 
Manhattan's bid to develop the mine.14 · 

Tambogrande's referendum strategy has since been replicated many times. While it 
has been successful in some cases-notably in Esquel, Argentina, in 2003 (see Walter 
and Martinez-Aller in this issue)-it has failed to produce results in. others. For ex
ample, referendum efforts in Sipakapa, Guatemala, in 2005 and Rio Blanco, Peru, in 
2007 have not halted official support for controversial projects (Imai, Mehranvar, and 
Sander 2007; J. Moore 2008). Other strategies reliant to a greater degree on confronta
tion or direct action, however, have enabled some communities to obstruct controver
sial mining operations. For example, large demo.nstrations prevented the expansion 
of a large US-owned gold mine in northern Peru into an area regarded as .a vital and 
sacred aquifer (Hertz, La Vina, and Sohn 2007, 40-44). These strategies are often dan
gerous, and risk provoking violence and continuing civil unrest. They can also be met 
with state-sponsored strategies of criminalization of dissent (e.g., see Reuters 2009; 
Vasquez 2009). 

In general, these community-dri~en consent (or rather, rejection) processes have 
arisen from particularly contentious and poorly managed projects. They are typically 
the product of the collapse of dialogue and tend to lack meaningful exchange between 
local communities and extractive firms. In these cases, where states and extractive firms 
have failed to provide the supportive conditions for FPIC processes, community actors 
often struggle to realize them. In particular, they seek the leverage needed to impose 
community consent as a requirement for the project. Some also pursue alliances with 
external actors involved in NGO or social movement networks to gain access knowl
edge and expertise to assist with informed decision making. In general, these extra-legal 
strategies appear to be successful for communities with strong organizational capacities 
and that exhibit considerable unity on issues related to mine deyelopment. 

Regulatory Consent 
The examples reviewed in the discussion above give an idea of the complexity involved 
in regulatory processes for governing corporate and community engagement. Clearly 
the presence or absence of a formal rule requiring consent is an important factor in 
determining whether an effective consent regime exists, but alone it is not determina-

i3. The question asked on the secret ballot was, "Do you agree with the development of mining 
activities in the urban, urban expansion, agricultural, and agricultural expansion zones in the distrkt 
ofTambogrande?" (Rousseau and Meloche 2002). 

14, In December 2003, Centromin, the state-owned mining company and the entity holding the 
Tambogrande mining concession, advised Manhattan Minerals that it had lost its dght to acquire 
the concession as a result ofits failure to fulfill the requirements of its contract (De Echave 2005, 4). 
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tive. How then should we examine consent and consultation regimes? The practice of 
FPIC in any particular case can be thought of as the product of a conjuncture of forces. 
I. First there is the formal institutional structure of regimes that regulate extractive 

industry development and relations with affected communities. These are the writ
ten rules, bureaucratic procedures, and formalized practices of each regime. This 
institutional structure helps to shape the conditions, spaces, timelines, and resources 
available for corporate-community engagement-it forms the skeleton that sup
ports and structures of the engagement process. This structure may provide valuable 
resources and bargaining entitlements to communities (such as disclosure require
ments through an environmental assessment regime). 

· 2. The second group of forces concerns the informal patterns of behaviour exhibited 
by each of the major parties involved in the consent/consultation process. This could 
include how a party views obligations under the regime (such as forestry firms that 
do not recognize a community's right to reject an FSC-certified project) or what a 
party perceives to be legitimate ways of administering the regime (such as the prac
tice among auditors of granting FSC certification before local consent is obtained). 
This set of forces helps to shape how different actors interpret, apply, modify, or 
disregard the formal rules and practices of the relevant regimes. 

3. The third group of forces concerns the broader contextual background against which 
the consent/consultation process takes place. These include material and ecological 
conditions, political economic factors, and social relations within which different 
actors are enmeshed. The characteristics of the c;ommunity are particularly impor
tant. Factors such as education levels, degree of community, political organization 
and participation, and nature and viability of the local economy are likely to all 
play a role. It is surely no accident that the successful referendum cases occurred in 
communities viewed as n'on-indigenous, with higher .levels of education, and with 
significant economic alternatives to extractive industry development (tourism, ex
port-oriented agriculture). 

These three groups of forces come together to structure the terrain on which corporate 
and community engagement will take place. They provide not only the "lay of the land" 
but also the resources and opportunities available to be used by different actors in their. 
efforts to influence this engagement. Socio-legar scholarship has shown that law and 
legal institutions are rarely fully successful at ordering from above. Rather, actors tend 
to negotiate relationships "in the shadow of the law" (Mnookin and Kornhauser 1979 ), 

where beliefs about legal rights and duties provide bargaining chips used to structure· 
private forms of ordering. Actors also mobilize legal rights "in the shadow of social in
stitutions" (Albiston 2005), where prevailing social norms tend to structure how these 
rights are understood and translated into practice. · 

In this context, FPIC regimes face a considerable challenge. As the discussion in this 
section has suggested, to be successful, FPIC regimes must provide an effective and 
comprehensive facilitative structure to encourage productive and informed processes 
of engagement, deliberation, and negotiation between corporate and community ac
tors. Rushed timelines, unprepared communities, and poor information transfer serve 
to vitiate consent. In order to project a sufficiently strong "shadow," FPIC regimes 
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need to be built and especially administered with attention to the dynamics taking 
place amid the three sets of forces outlined above, including the other legal regimes 
that regulate extractive industry development and relations with affected communities 
· (e.g., environmental assessment, agrarian law), the relevant prevailing social norms and 
institutions likely to influence how different groups interpret and apply the rules, and 
the background of social relations, political economy, and ecology, etc. To advance our 
knowledge of these processes, researchers would do well to study how different actors 
and groups (community actors, regulatory officials, and corporate actors) operate in 
the shadow of legal rules in order to expand their ability to advance particular social, 
political, or economic projects. Critical insights into the exercise of power in the con
struction of corporate and community relationships would be particularly valuable. 

Exploring the Right to Be Informed in a Model of 
Negotiated Justice 

The FPIC Model of Negotiated Justice 
The FPIC governance model represents a form of negotiated justice that is closely 
tied to core notions of liberal theory. Again, by negotiated justice I mean a regime in 
which decision making is to a material extent the result of negotiations rather than the 
product of adjudication, administrative decision making, or purely private individual 
decision making. Negotiated justice models differ from these other forms of decision 
making in that they emphasize the rights of parties to personal autonomy and free 
choice combined with the right to bind themselves and others through formal agree-
ment (Dezalay 1994). . 

Negotiated Justice models are deployed out of a concern for personal autonomy 
ai1d often from a lack of confidence in the state's capacity to act as an appropriate 
or legitimate arbiter in relation to the rights and interests at stake. The emphasis on 
negotiation and consent in the indigenous movement is based on the notion of collec
tive self-determination of peoples. For liberal theorists, negotiation allows individuals 
to define and pursue their own values and vision of the good. Facilitating negotiated 
justice may also be a convenient way for the state to avoid assuming responsibility for 
managing the social claims, and social and environmental consequences of extractive 
industry development. 

Negotiated justice can be a double-edged sword, of course. Included within the lib
eral idea of the right to personal self-determination is the right to live by the conse
quences of one's own actions. Traditionally, liberal legal theory has recognized a broad 
sphere of personal responsibility for conduct of private negotiations. The consequen.ces 
of poor decision making, in the absence of some wrongdoing, tend to be left undis
turbed. Liberal legal theory, particularly in the common law tradition, tends to police 
procedure more than substantive outcomes. However, the FPIC principle signals a 
departure from the standard liberal legal approach that recognizes a broad sphere of 
personal responsibility for the conduct of private negotiations. It imports a fiduciary 
component to the form of engagement prescribed, based presumably on the sharp in-
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equality in power, resources, and knowledge between the parties (see O'Faircheallaigh, 
this volume). 

Considering the "I" in FPIC: Why Should Consent Be "Informed"? 
The "informed" requirement in FPIC is an interesting one. It indicates a fiduciary char
acter to the relationships involved in the FPIC process. Conventionally, in liberal legal 
theory, a party to a transaction is required chiefly to follow proper procedure and form. 
Misrepresentation and other acts of active dishonesty are forbidden. However, the par
ties to a contract are not bound to disclose any information to one another unless they 
agree to do so. Indeed; a party with superior market knowledge is expected to use it 
to her advantage, and to increase her profit at the other party's expense. In this way, 
exchange relationships in properly functioning markets reward the industrious and 
encourage ·assets to flow toward those best able to put them to productive use. Recent 
legal reforms in the global North have steadily increased disclosure requirements and 
basic warranties for the benefit of consumers (e.g., product safety information, food 
ingredients, country-of-origin labelling, and warranties of merchantability). However, 
the core tradition ofliberal legalism, as reflected in the common law doctrine of caveat 
emptor, emphasizes the duty of parties to fully and properly inform themselves. 

The notion of informed consent to a transaction is borrowed from fiduciary contexts, 
most familiarly the doctor-patient relationship. In a medical context, the requirement 
that a patient's consent to treat~ent be "informed" stems from the principle that re
sponsibility for intimate personal decisions of this nature must ultimately lie with the 
patient. A duty to inform is required in this case because, without the benefit of the 
specialized knowledge possessed by the doctor, the patient is not able to exercise a 
meaningful right to self-determination. The requirement also recognizes the potential 
for conflict of interest between patient and doctor. Undoubtedly, there is much scope 
for conflict of interest in certain cases (risky experimental trials, costly procedures that 
provide marginal benefits, etc.). A doctor is subject to legal liability if the duty to in
form is not properly carried out. Thus the informed consent requirement is an effort 
to insulate these relationships from conflicts of interest while reinforcing individual 
autonomy in decision making. 

It should be said, however, that the relationships involved in FPIC processes are 
quite different from those in involved in obtaining consent to medical treatment. Ex
tractive industry firms and mining-affected communities are to a much greater degree 
involved in oppositional bargaining. The conflict between the interests of the parties 
is much more pronounced and is less tempered by shared goals, or the influence of a 
professional ethic of service and care, as in the medical case. Concessions to communi
ties can present extractive industry firms with substantial costs and obstacles. Notably, 
coilective bargaining, a case arguably more comparable to FPIC, is not distinguished by 
fiduciary duties. Instead the parties owe one another a duty to bargain in good faith-a 
much lesser standard. · 

A strong conflict of interest between parties gives rise to two kinds of problems that 
might be addressed by imposing a fiduciary duty to inform. These problems are dis-
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cussed below. As.we shall see, each is related at least in part to asymmetries in informa
tion between the parties. 

The Problem of Power 
Negotiations subject to FPIC are characterized by a stark imbalance of power among 
the participants. Extractive industry firms have vastly superior economic resources, 
very often they enjoy the active support of host country governments eager to pro
mote investment, and they have access to advanced technical and legal advice. In con
trast, mining-affected communities are typically located in remote regions with poor 
and marginalized populations. In addition, these populations often include significant 
nu.mbers of indigenous peoples or groups who are deeply marginalized from the insti
tutions of national society. These marginalized populations are often culturally identi
fied by dominant groups in such a way as to be considered ineligible as beneficiaries 
of newly valuable resources discovered in their territories. As Li (2001, 161) observes, 
"Poverty, powerlessness, and exclusion from valuable resources are integrally related". 

This imbalance of power has two major negative effects in the context ofFPIC. First, 
it creates unbalanced negotiations that are prone to be dominated by extractive in
dustry firms. Second, it creates a context in which these firms are also able to exercise 
undue influence over how the rules designed to promote FPIC are implemented (Sza
blowski 2007). Socio-legal studies have long pointed to the distance between "the law 
on .the books" and "the law in action." Power plays a significant role in shaping how 
rules are translated into practice, whether as a result of strategies of creative complian.ce 
(McBarnett and Whelan 1997) or through the strategic exploitation of gaps, indetermi
nacies, or bargaining entitlements (Galanter 1981; Moore 1978). 

The duty to inform is offered as an important but partial solution to the problematic 
imbalance of powt:r characteristic of FPIC processes. Indeed, significant aspects of this 
imbalance arise from limited local access to reliable, detailed, and accessible informa
tion on proposed extractive projects, their contexts and implications. Without accu
rate knowledge of such matters, local actors face considerable difficulties in protecting 
their own interests and are vulnerable to manipulation in negotiations. As Fiss (1984, 

1076) points out, inequality of information creates structural advantages in negotiation: 
disputants with imperfect knowledge can be persuaded to settle for less than they are 
due. Furthermore, communities that lack reliable information will find it difficult to 
mobilize their resources in their own best interests. Without the capacity to identify or 
evaluate the risks or benefits posed by a project, communities (or constituencies within 
communities) are less likely to be able to engage productively in collective action. Thus, 
conversely, it is expected that fuller knowledge of relevant circumstances can facilitate 
real deliberation and the capacity to negotiate. 

Information does not provide a full solution to the problem of power. As the al
ternative dispute resolution literature points out, the strength of a party's bargaining 
position is influenced by its alternatives to reaching agreement (Fisher and Ury 1981). 

A fully informed party with poor alternatives to settlement remains in a weak position, 
regardless of the extent of its knowledge, and can be bargained down significantly .. 
Where the local climate is one of desperation and need, effective access to information 
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may help local actors only to make the best of a bad situation. It provides no greater 
substantive guarantee of a socially just outcome. 

In addition, the presence of rules intended to promote the effective "informing" of 
local actors will not necessarily guard against the pernicious effects of power in its influ
ence over rule implementation. Where power is used to distort the implementation of 
access to information rules,.thes'e rules may have little capacity to place checks on the 
exercise of power. Carino reports that this has ~een the case in the Philippines, where, 
despite detailed legal rules mandating FPIC, non-compliance is common. 

Fundamental to the exercise of prior informed consent is access to sufficient 
information to make a genuine assessment and sufficient time to consider 
and debate the issues internally. In the Philippines, no case exists where ade
quate information has been provided to the affected community. The consul
tation meetings called nominally by the [relevant governmental authorities] 
to "infor.m and consult" are too often platforms for the exclusive presenta
tion of company information and propaganda. To date, no consultation has 
been invited or informed by any independent agency knowledgeable on the 
issues, let alone any groups critical of mining. This has only occurred where 
communities or local NGOs have made such efforts out of their own limited 
resources. (zoo5, 35; emphasis added) 

Whether information can provide a meaningful response to the problem of power 
imbalances in corporate and community engagement in the extractive sector could 
be usefully explored through empirical research on existing consent and consultation 
regimes. To this end, it is helpful to identify several dimensions of the right to be in
formed contained within the principle of FPIC. 
• Scope: How are the relevant topics and issues identified?15 

• c'eneration: Through what processes is the information generated? How are con
cerns regarding independence and credibility addressed? 

• Cost: How are informational activities paid for? 

15. An international workshop on methodologies regarding FPIC and indigenous peoples held 
by the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues in 2005 concluded that the word informed should: 

- imply that information is provided that covers (at least) the following aspects: 
the nature, size, pace, reversibility, and scope 'of any proposed project or activity; 
the reason(s) for or purpose(s) of the project and/or activity; 
the duration of the above; 
the locality ofareas that will be affected; 
a preliminary assessment of the likely economic, social, cultural and environmental impact, 
including potential risks, and fair and equitable benefit-sharing in a context that respects the 
precautionary principle; 
personnel likely to be involved in the execution of the proposed project (including indig
enous peoples, private sector staff, research institutions, government employees, and others); 
procedures that the project may entail. 

United Nations Economic and Social Council 2005, 12. 
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• Dissemination/exchange: How, when, where, and through what activities or programs 
is information disseminated? How is information exchanged among corporate and 
community actors? 

• Barriers to assimilating knowledge:'6 How are barriers identified and addressed 
among corporate and community actors? What access to advice and expertise do· 
community actors receive? How are cross-cultural issues dealt with? What forms of 
training do corporate staff receive? · 

• Ownership: Who has ownership or other rights to the information once it is gener
ated? 

Concluding Remarks: Toward a Critical Research Agenda 
on the Operationalization of FPIC 

In this article I have sought to explore the principle of FPIC, .its implications, and the 
challenges in translating or assessing the principle in practice. FPIC represents the 
desired regulatory model, promoted by the indigenous movement and its allies, for 
direct engagement regimes administered by developed and developing country states, 
by multilateral· development ba.nks, by extractive industry associations, by private 
lenders, and by NGOs and transnational advocates. It is not clear, h?wever, that FPIC 
processes hol_d the emancipatory promise wished for. In global policy circles relating 
to extractives, it seems that FPIC is everywliere discussed, but it is· not much of an 
exaggeration to say that it is practised virtually nowhere. Furthermore, while direct 
corporate and community engagement has become an established practice in the field 
of extractives, there is no consensus on the adoption of FPIC as the guiding standard 
for engagement. Instead, resistance to FPIC among states and extractive firms remains 
high. Nevertheless, FPIC remains influential, and the World Bank Group's adoption 
of an almost-FPIC standard has the potential in the coming years to institutionalize a · 
series of interpretive and implementation practices at a global scale. 

Here I have sought to identify and clarify several issues to contribute a· critical re
search agenda on implementation of the regime. Critical implementation research 
that inquires into these kinds of processes and into the institutional structures used · 
to realize them ·can serve two purposes. It ~an reveal and focus attention on the gaps 
in existing regimes. It can also help to bµild understanding of the challenges involved 
in implementation and insights into the underlying problems that implementation is 
intended to address. 

. i6. A duty to inform requires ensuring that information provided can be taken in as knowledge, 
that is to say, information that increases an actor's capacity for action (see Alavi and Leidner i999). 
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ABSTRACT This paper contributes to the emerging discussion on the role of government. 
in corporate social responsibility (CSR) from a developing country perspective. Drawing on 
a preliminary conceptual framework, the paper critically examines the extent to which the 
Nigerian government has facilitated or inhibited CSR practices, and the ramifications for cor
porate social development. It demonstrates that the nature of the Nigerian state, the country's 
rentier economy, and the contested nature of CSR have prevented the Nigerian government 
from providing an enabling environment for CSR, which, together with oil companies' failures, 
undermine the possibility of corporate social development in the Niger Delta. 

RESUME Cet article contribue a la discussion emergente sur le role du gouvernement, du 
. point de vue d'un pays en developpement, en i:natiere de responsabilite sociale d'entreprise 
(RSE). S'appuyant sur un cadre theorique preliminaire, !'article examine de fa~on critique dans 
quelle mesure le gouvernement nigerian a facilite ou inhibe. Jes pratiques de RSE, ainsi que 
Jes consequences sur le developpement social des entreprises. II yest demontre que la nature 
de J'Etat nigerian, son economie d'Etat rentier et la nature contestee de la RSE ant empeche 
le gouvernement nigerian decreer ·un environnement favorable a la RSE, ce qui, jumele aux 
manquements des compagnies petrolieres, mine Jes possibilites de developpement social des 
entreprises dans le delta du Niger. · 
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Introduction 

Development theory and practice have historically placed different emphases on the 
roles the government and private sector play in growth and development (Chris; Phil
ips, and Bhatia-Panthaki 2007). For example, while some scholars have contested the 
nature of the relationship between transnational corporations (TNCs) and develop
ment in developing countries, others have debated the strengths and limitations of the 
welfare and neo-liberal states.' ' . 

However, since the late 1990s, there has been a gradual shift in the conceptualization 
of the business-society relationship from business and society (i.e., a col.lateral system) 
to business in society (i.e., an interpenetrating system). This conceptual shift has rein
forced the idea that business is not just part of the problem of development, it is also 
part of the solution. For example, Visser, Mcintosh, and Middleton (2006) noted that 
despite the polarizing nature of the TNC-development nexus debate, a general consen
sus now exists that business is well placed to make significant positive contributions 
toward improving social, economic, and environmental conditions in Africa. This ex
pression of a new relationship. between private capital and public interest, frequently 
conceptualized in terms of corporate social responsibility (CSR), represents a shift away 
from the confrontational politics of earlier decades toward a newer emphasis on col
laboration and partnership (Hamann 2003). 

Today, there appears to be a growing consensus that if sustainable development is to 
be achieved, then constructive inputs are needed from government, civil society, and 
business (see European Commission 2001; Warhurst 2001). Consequently, it is argued 
that today sustainable development is no longer a matter of choosing between the state 
and the market; instead it is a matter of creating the appropriate mix of government 
and private sector action to maximize welfare. In other words, it is about creating an 
enabling environment with a strong regulatory framework to mobilize resources for 
development (Chris, Philips, and Bhatia-Panthaki 2007). Underpinning this position 
is the proposition that CSR is not just about the business-society relationship; rather, it 
is a way of rethinking the roles of companies in society that takes governance and sus
tainability as core values and that favours social co-responsibility2 among government, 
business, and civil society (Albareda, Lozano, and Ysa 2007) (see figure i). 

This new emphasis on a particular kind of enabling environment for development 
has arisen in response to the existence of governance deficits that arguably reflect state 
and market shortcomings, and in response to continuing and new societal demands 
that traditional institutions have been unabldo meet (Ciulla 1991; Moon 2004). Midt
tun (2005) has suggested that we are witnessing the emergence of a new form of societal 

1. This is illustrated in the different variants of the modernization versus dependency theory 
debates. 

2. Co-responsibility implies the existence of common objectives, the assumption of specjfic 
responsibilities, and the articulation of the responsibilities taken on by each party. See Albareda et 
al. 2008. 
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1 Legislation and maintenance (control, state) 
2 Competition-and co-operation (market, business) 
3 Collective action and participation (civil society) 
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Business Civil Society Business 
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Figure 1. State, business; and civil society 

Source: Van Marrewijk (2003). 
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governance, an embedded relational governance that shares, the basic market orienta
tion of the liberal model as well as many of the social and collective goals of the welfare 
state.3 A key driver of this embedded relational governance model is CSR,4 which is 
seen as a useful framework within which new ways of collaboration and partnerships 
among corporations, government, and civil society can be established, creating innova
tive mechanisms for addressing existing governance deficits (Albareda et al. 2008). It is 
therefore not surprising that the European Commission (2002) has described CSR as 
the business contribution to sustainable development, and that Albareda et al. (2008) 
have argued that attention must be paid to the development and application of CSR 
within the framework of other stakeholders, like government, from a relational per
spective. Indeed, a decade ago, Bowie (1991, 63) argued that "if we are to develop a truly 
comprehensive theory of corporate social responsibility, we must develop a theory for 
determining the appropriate reciprocal du'ties that exist among corporate stakeholders." 
Besides, the moral relations at the heart of CSR concerns are reciprocal. 

Hence, while emphasis on CSR has often focused largely on the actions and inaction 
of corporations, the recent debate over whether CSR can best contribute to develop
ment as a voluntary business initiative or as mandated by law has brought to the fore
front the key role of government in the discourse and practice of CSR. Indeed, Albareda 
et al. (2008) have noted that a critical literature review reveals two basic dimensions of 
the analysis of government and CSR. The first dimension of the literature generally em-

3. Midttun (2005) suggests that the emerging embedd.ed relational form of governance is driven· 
by both the institutional deficit mentioned above and advances in communication technologies that 
have facilitated new forms of collective action. 

4. While CSR remains a contested concept, this paper adopts Van Marrewijk's (2003) definition 
of it as company activities, voluntary by definition, that demonstrate the inclusion of social and envi
ronmental concerns in business operations and in.interactions with stakeholders. 
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-phasizes the neeq for, and explores the motivation behind, governmental involvement 
in CSR. For example, Moon (2002, 2004) identifies three reasons for governmental· 
support for CSR: CSR can substitute for governmental efforts, it can complement gov
ernmental efforts, and it can legitimize governmental policies. The second dimension of 
the literature focuses on either the different roles government can adopt in the promo
tion of CSR (see Fox, Ward, and Howard 2002) or how government has understood, 
designed, and implemented its public policy initiatives to promote CSR (see Albareda, 
Lozano, and Ysa 2007; Albareda et al. 2008). However, much of this literature focuses 
·on developed countries or on comparative analyses of European and North American 
governments (see Aaronson 2003; Matten and Moon 2008). In contrast, limited explicit 
attention has been given to the role of developing country governments in corporate 
social development.5 This is unfortunate, since it is in developing countries that the gov
ernance deficit that CSR purports to provide an opportunity to address is more acute. 
In addition, while the CSR-development nexus debate continues to focus on whether 
or not CSR can advance sustainable development in developing countries, it is oflittle 
importance to study how companies organize and undertake CSR initiatives without 
looking at how they are socially enabled to do so (Sorsa 2008). 

Against this background, the specific objectives of this paper are to (a) critically 
examine whether the Nigerian government has been able to foster an enabling environ
ment for CSR in the Niger Delta6 (see Figure 2), and (b) consider the implications of the 
presence or absence of an enabling environment for the possibility of corporate social 
development in the Niger Delta. 

Background Context: Oil in Nigeria and Community 
Development in the Niger Delta 

The evolution of the oil industry in Nigeria and its social, political, and economic im
pacts on the state-society relationship have been well documented (see Frynas 2000; 
On:ioweh 2005). However, two aspects of theliterature are of particular relevance here. 
The first' is the early 1970s debate over whether the Nigerian state is simply a tool of -
foreign capital or an autonomous actor. Omoweh (2005) suggested that the debate has 
been in a state of flux, and concluded that the state is not a mere tool of the capitalist in 
the metropole or of the local bourgeoisie; rather, the Nigerian state, like every capitalist 
state, acts to reproduce the aims of capital while ensuring its own means of accumula
tion. In addition, the Nigerian state is a product of colonialism and therefore a state
nation as opposed to a nation-state (Idemudia and Ite 2006b ). Hence, not only does 

5. Corporate social development refers to development brought about by CSR initiatives such as 
poverty reduction, social infrastructure provision, capacity building and community empowerment, 
and environmental conservation (Hopkins 2006). 

6. Crude oil is mainly extracted in the Niger Delta (figure 2), where 70% of the population lacks 
access to basic amenities like good roads, tap water, electricity, and where the incidence of poverty 
is widespread. 
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Figure 2. Constituent states of the Niger Delta, Nigeria 

the state suffer from a legitimacy crisis, but also its ethnic heterogeneity and religious 
diversities, as well as differences in the colonial experiences of the different parts that 
now make up Nigeria, mean that a politics of anxiety predominates.7 

The second relevant aspect of the broader Hterature is the understanding of the Nige
rian state as a mono-commodity rentier state (see Yates 1996). The rentier nature of the 
Nigerian economy is manifested in the fact that not only does oil rent predominate, but 
it is also largely c?xtemal in origin. For example, oil rents account for 40% of Nigeria's 
GDP, while o il export accounted for 95% of the country's total exports and 80% of gov
ernmental revenue between 1970 and 2006. In addition, the capital intensive nature of 
the oil industry means Lhat only a few are involved in the process of rent generation, 
while a majority of Nigerians are involved in its distribution and consumption. No 
more than 2-3% of the population is involved in the generation of oil revenue. 

Finally, by virtue of a number of decrees and laws (such as the Land Use Act of i978 

and the i969 Petroleum Act). Nigeria's cen tral government is the principal recipient of 
oil rent. Hence, the Nigerian state is invariably more of an allocative than a productive 
sta te (see Luciani 1987). This rentier economy fosters a rentier mentality that affects 

7. Ake ( 1985) :l):>t:rts that the politics of anxiety arises a.' different group) ~trugglc on grimly, 
polarizing their difference!>, and convinced that the ability to protect their interest!> and obtain justice 
b dependent on their power. Under such circumstances development cannot occur. 
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both the nature of the state and its role in society. For instance, elaborating on this 
rentier context, the "resource curse" literature has demonstrated how oil has hindered 
democracy in Nigeria (Ross 2001), fostered a predatory state and poor governance 
(Moore 2004), generated social conflict (Idemudia and Ite 2006b), and furthered poor 
economic development (Karl 1997). 

Similarly, the Federal Government of Nigeria's (FGN) response to the demand for 
community development and compensation for the negative effects of oil extraction 
in the Niger Delta has generally involved the creation of new institutions and the oc
casional marginal increase in oil revenue allocated to the Niger Delta region, as with the 
3% increase in the derivation fund8 in 1992 and the 13% increase in 2000. The different 
institutions created include the Niger Delta Development Board (NDDB) in 1963, the 
Oil Producing Area Development Commission (OMPADEC) in 1993, the Niger Delta 
Development Commission (NDDC) in 2000, and the Ministry of the Niger Delta in 
2008. However, the incidences of corruption, poor planning, limited capacity, poor 
governmental funding, bottleneck bureaucracies, and limited community involvement 
have led many commentators to describe these governmental agencies as total failures. 
For example, Frynas (2000) asserted that the NDDB was merely an exercise in public 
relations, while Omotola (2007) has argued that OMPADEC was only used by the 
political elites to siphon money and that the NDDC has been unable to deliver on its 
developmental promise. However, Ibeanu (1997) has asserted that benefits from crude 
oil to the producing communities, however meagre, have come from these institutions 
and the oil companies. 

Conceptual Framework: Enabling Environment and 
Stakeholder Responsibility 

According to Fox, Ward, and Howard (2002), an enabling environment implies a pol
icy environment that enco~rages and provid~s incentives for business activities that 
minimize environmental and social costs while maximizing economic gains. Conse
quently, it is argued that the presence or absence of an enabling environment signifi
cantly influences the chances that a CSR initiative will achieve its desired impact. For 
example, Sagebien et al. (2008) recently stated that given appropriate CSR practices 
and an enabling political economic context, CSR can contribute to sustainable develop
ment defined in terms of poverty reduction, equitable resource distribution, respect for 
ecosystem limits, and capacity building for the lopg-term social, environmental, and 
economic health of communities. 

The emphasis on an enabling environment emerges from the idea that CSR prac
tices do not take place in a vacuum (Idemudia 2008). Hence, while Idemudia (2008) 
points out that CSR does not conjure up infinite possibilities, Sagebien et al. (2008) 

8. The derivation principle refers to the idea of returning a certain percentage of the proceeds of 
a produce derived from a region back to that region. · 
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have argued that CSR critics and proponents need to be more realistic about what CSR 
can achieve. This is because taken alone, CSR efforts cannot transform political. and 
economic structures that create conditions in which inequalities and injustices persist. 
Therefore, the enabling environment analytical framework pays attention to both cor
porate responsibility and stakeholder responsibility as a means to better understand the 
relationship between CSR and development. This is due to two closely related reasons. 
The first is that the developmental outcome of CSR initiatives (i.e., corporate social 

. development) is not simply a function of business action or inaction. Rather, it is best 
understood as a function of stakeholder relationships because the action or inaction 
of other stakeholders directly or indirectly affects the impact of CSR on development 
(see figure 1). Second, CSR is at the heart of managing the socio-environmental.costs 
and benefits of business activities; setting the boundaries on the way these costs and 
benefits are managed is partly a question of business policy and partly a question of 
public governance (Fox, Ward, and Howard 2002; Ward '2004). Hence, public gov
ernance affects not only the type and trajectory of CSR in different contexts but also 
the respective roles of different stakeholders (Ward 2004). Therefore, the implication 
is that the possibility of corporate social development in the Niger Delta significantly 
depends on both oil TN Cs addressing their corporate responsibility and stakeholders 
like government addressing their social responsibilities (see figure 2). An important 
insight of this perspective is its acknowledgement that the different actors involved in 
CSR are often driven by different and sometimes conflicting interests. It therefore sees 
a need to identify and understand.possible factors that can drive as well as constrain 
CSR's contribution. to development (Fox 2004). However, Utting (2000) points out 
that a possible danger with this framework lies in the failure to address the structural 
.determinants of mal-development and how these can undermine a government's abil
ity to ensure an enabling environment. For example, it is common for governments 
in developing countries to lo'wer environmental standards and taxes to attract foreign 
direct investment, which has ramifications foi; CSR practices. It has thus been suggested 
that proponents of this enabling environment perspective need to focus not only on 
the internal drivers and constraints of CSR but also on the external factors (Idemudia 
2007a). Nonetheless, despite its limitations, the enabling environment perspective of
fers a i:nore complete and balanced view of CSR's potential impact on development and 
an opportunity for theoretical ad~ancement. 9 • c 

A critical challenge for the CSR-development debate is to identify the appropriate 
balance between the roles of differ~nt actors and then to explore how they could best 
be combined to maximize the contribution of business to sustainable development at 
all levels of society (Ward 2004). Hence, the emphasis on stakeholder responsibility 
implicit in the enabling environment vi~w offers the opportunity to explore the ramifi- . 
cations of stakehold~r actions for corporate social development in the Niger Delta and 
how CSR practices might become more effective and relevant in the region. 

9. This as opposed to an alternative analytical strategy that might focus mainly on the actions or 
inaction of the corporations in exploring their CSR contribution to development. 
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Goodstein and Wicks (2007) recently cla_rified the nature of stakeholder responsibil
ity with regard to stakeholder-firm and stakeholder-stakeholder relationships by identi" 
fying three domains of responsibility.'° The first is stakeholder reciprocity responsibility 
(SR-R), which is based on the principle of reciprocity and fairness, and which emerges 
as a function of stakeholders reciprocating benefits received from the firms and other 
stakeholders. The second domain of responsibility is the stakeholder interdependence 
responsibility (SR-I). This emerges from the idea that people and organizations sharing 
a common fate choose to pledge things to each other so as to foster co-operation and 
enhance the welfare of society. Finally, stakeholder accountability responsibility (SR-A) 
suggests that stakeholders bear reciprocal responsibility for act~ng with integrity, and 
taking into account potential harms to firms and other stakeholders. Another useful · 
framework from an enabling environment perspective is that proposed by Fox, Ward, 
and Howard (2002) (see table 1). According to them, there are four key roles the public 
sectors in developing countries play in support of CSR practices.11 A synthesis of the 
foregoing models (see figure 3) provides the analytical framework underpinning the 
analysis here. 

Table 1. Public sector roles 

Public Sector Roles 

Mandating "Command and Regulators and Legal and fiscal 
control" legislation inspectorates penalties and rewards 

Facilitating 
Enabling legislation Creating incentives Capacity building 

Funding support Raising awareness Stimulating markets 

Partnering Combining resources Stakeholder Dialogue engagement 

Endorsing Political support Publicity and praise 

Source: Fox, Ward, Howard (2002) 

Figure 3 suggests that on the basis of the principles that underpin reciprocity, in
terdependence, and accountability, the Nigerian government can actively meet these 
stakeholder responsibilities by addressing its partnership obligations and by facilitat
ing, mandating, and endorsing CSR practices. Figure 3 also suggests that these roles and 
responsibilities are mutually reinforcing, since adequate attention to each would ensure 
an enabling environment for corporate social responsibility. This framework has two 
main implications for the discussion in the next ~ection. First, while oil companies 
and civil society are key stakeholders in CSR (figure 3), emphasis here is on the role of 
government. This is useful because, to date, literature on the CSR-development nexus 

10. Stakeholder here refers to "any group or individual who can affect or who is affected by the 
achievement of the firm's objectives" (Freeman i984) defined broadly as government, business, and 
civil society. Stakeholder responsibility here emphasizes the interaction of stakeholders with other 
stakeholders and the firm (Goodstein and Wicks 2007). 

II. While not without weakness, this model has the strength of being relatively simple and holis
tic, of covering the complete CSR agenda, and of neutrality in that it does not reflect inherent bias 
toward any particular public sector actions· (Fox, Ward, and Howard 2002). 
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Stakeholder Respofilibility 

1)1JfSOf SR-R SR-I SR-A 
RespollS!bility 

Partnenhip Facilitating Mandating 
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CSD 

/~-------CSR practices 

Figure 3. Conceptual framework: government stakeholder responsibility 

_in Nigeria has generally and for good reasons emphasized corporate responsibility (see 
Eweje 2006; Idemudia 2007p, 2009; Akpan 2009). Hence, the discussion here comple
ments existing works by adaressing an aspect of the CSR-development relationship that 
has received limited attention. Second, the Nigerian government is seen not just as a 
leading player but also as a site of political contestation, in Polanyi's sense, with regard 
to CSR practices (Wilts and Skippari 2007). Under these circumstances, CSR practices 
defined in terms of costs and opportunities are extensively politicized, and the political 
decisions of the state tend to support the interests that are best organized to influence it. 

The conceptualization of the Nigerian government as a site of contestation not only 
offers us the opportunity to examine possible factors (external and internal) that can 
drive and constrain governmental efforts to support CSR but also allows us to question 

_ why certain social forces might be unable to effectively influence government. 

The Nigerian Government and CSR in the Oil Inqustry: 
The Possibility of Corporate Social Development 

Below, I examine how well the government has been able to address its different roles 
and responsibilities (see figure 3) as a means to ascertain if there is an enabling envi
ronment for CSR and therefore the possibility of corporate social development in the -
Niger Delta region. 

The N_igerian Government and Its Mandating Role 
Central to CSR is the need to address legal obligations (Christensen and Murphy 2004). 

Oil extraction by its nature tends to have a significant ecological footprint; therefore, if 
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development efforts are to be meaningful and sustainable, they must protect, preserve, 
and conserve the environments upon which the livelihood of rural inhabitants depend 
(Idemudia 2009). This is acutely so in the Niger Delta, where 70% of the population 
depends on fishing and farming. Hence, governmental efforts to address its mandating 
responsibility vis-a-vis the oil industry are critical to community development. Fortu
nately, environmental laws in Nigeria are said to be, in principle, comparable to those 
of Western Europe and North America (Hara 2001). 

Indeed, a number of agencies, such as the state and federal ministries of environment 
and the Department of Petroleum Resources, have been established to enforce existing 
environmental laws. Similarly, the unanimous passage in 2004 of the oil and gas bill, 
which stipulates the social responsibility of oil TNCs that operate in the country, is 
another important standard-setting effort by the FGN. This trend appears to have been 
replicated in a number of different state Houses of Assembly. For example, in 2006, 
the Akwa Ibom State House of Assembly passed an.oil bill tnat legislated similar provi
sions in the regulation of oil companies operating in the state. These bills are important 
because during the signing of oil prospecting agreements in the 1950s and 1980s, the 
guidelines to protect the environment and promote good community relations were 
either ignored or overlooked by government and oil TNC officials. Available anecdotal 
evidence thus seems to suggest that the Nigerian government might be taking its man-
dating responsibilities seriously. . 

However, the extent to which governmental attention to its mandat.ing responsibility 
has reduced the costs of oil extraction for local communities and therefore supported 
corporate social development is at best marginal. For example, despite widespread 
adoption of CSR policies by oil companies since the late 1990s, there were about 5>400 
oil spills official~y recorded between 2000 and 2004 alone (Onwuchekwa 2004). In
deed, local communities continue to bear the full brunt of the negative externalities 
associated with oil extraction, with significant ramifications for their well-being and 
livelihood (see table 2). The FGN's inability to translate its mandating responsibility 
into effective support for corporate social development has numerous causes, onlytwo 
of which are discussed here. 

The first is the weak institutional and technical capacity of governmental regulatory 
agencies, such as the Department of Petroleum Resources and the federal and state 
ministries of environment. Due to their lack of technical and institutional capacities to 
effectively monitor an'd ensure oil industry compliance with regulatory statutes, these 
agencies more or less depend on oil TNCs to monitor themselves. For example, regu
latory agency officials find it difficult to gain regular access to oil industry exploration 
facilities in the mangrove swamps to monitor and enforce compliance in the area. The 
Department of Petroleum Resources, and state and federal ministries of environment 
often lack properly equipped laboratories to undertake water and soil sample tests in 
the event of spills to establish the extent of environmental damage. Thus, regulatory 
agencies rely on oil TN Cs to report on compliance and undertake sample tests. In an. 
interview with sources in the Ministry ofN atural Resources and Environment in Akwa 
Ibom State, an engineer noted, "We have no well-equipped laboratory to test and ana
lyze samples in the event of oil spills. As a result, the entire figures we have are based 
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Table 2. Perceived impact of oil production in survey villages (ranked)12 

Negative impact of oil Villages Total 
production Emereoke 1 lkot Ebidang lnua Eyet lkot N= 145 

Damage to house roofs 41 (95%) 30 (94%) 66 (94%) 137 (94%) 

Loss of fish 40 (93%) 27 (84%) 66 (94%) 133 (92%) 

Health problems 37 (86%) 25 (78%) 53 (76%) 115 (79%) 

High cost of living 19(44%) 15 (47%) 62 (89%) 96 (66%) 

Low crop yield 0(0%) 26(81%) 0(0%) 26(18%) 

House vibration and cracks 0(0%) 0(0%) 15 (21%) 15 (10%) 

Source: Questionnaire Survey 

on what Exxon Mobil chooses to release to us. That is also why the ministry is unable 
to adequately arbitrate conflicting corporate-community claims in the event of oil spills 
or gas flaring effects." This situation inva~iably entails a conflict of interest, since the 
regulated are in effect the regulators. This has led some analysts to argue that official oil 
spill records are often suspect, since many spills go unrecorded, with devastating conse
quences for community development. Tue problem of\,veak institutional and technical 
capacity is rooted in the allocative nature of the Nigerian state, where emphasis is on 
accumulating, distributing, and consuming rents as opposed to building the technical 
and institutional capacity of governmental agencies, which is perceived as diminishing 
inst,ead of increasing accumulated rent. 

A second. factor behind government's inability to effectively support CSR relates to 
the nature of governmental involvement in the oil industry. Oil exploration and mar
keting takes place in Nigeria through complex joint venture partnership agreements in 
which the government holds an average of 55% equity. The Nigerian government is in 
effect both a direct "stockholder" as well as a "stakeholder" in the oil industry. Under 
the joint venture partnership agreements, government and foreign oil companies share 
the operational cost of crude oil production in proportion to their equity share, but the 
operational cost is fully under the control of oil TN Cs. This arrangement means that 
governmental attempts to regulate the oil industry amount to government regulating 
itself, since it would have to bear a majority share in any additional cost that arises from 
governmental mandating activities. As a result, laws are often so weak they are difficult 
to implement, and even when such laws are enforced, fines for violations are so mini
mal that it is cheaper to violate than to adhere to the law. For example, Chevron noted 
that whikcompliance with the Gas Re-injection Decree that prevents gas flaring would 
cost the company US$56 million, i:t is cheaper to pay $1 million yearly in fines (Frynas 
2000). It is therefore not accidental that the date for ending gas flaring in Nigeria has 

12. Empirical data presented here are part of a broader study. undertaken by the author during 
2006 and 2007 in which 160 households were surveyed and 130 semi-.structured interviews were 
conducted in the Niger Delta. 
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been' shifted over six times since 1978, to the benefit of oil TNCs and at great cost to 
rural dwellers in the Niger Delta. In essence, government and oil TN Cs find it cheaper 
to externalize the costs of oil extraction to local communities . 

. Local community organizations like the Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni 
People and NGOs like Environmental Rights Action have made significant efforts to 
resist this habit of externalizing the cost of oil extraction to local communities. While 
some success has been achieved, due to governmental overdependence on oil revenue 
so far such efforts have been unable to bring about significant change in governmental 
attitude and policy. The rentier nature of the Nigerian state means that oil revenue is 
central to its existence. Consequently, the profit motive of oil TN Cs is in symbiosis with 
governmental interest in rent accumulation. Hence, oil TNCs are often better placed 
to influence government and have their interests privileged over the interests of local 
communities. This partly explains the relative inability of Nigerian civil society to influ
ence how the game is played. Hence, the possibility for corporate social development 
in the Niger Delt<l is at best marginal in a context in which CSR practices are voluntary 
and government lacks incentive and the institutional capacity to effectively regulate 
oil TNCs. 

The Nigerian Government and its Facilitating Role 
The finite nature of oil and the contradictions inherent in oil extraction are well il
lustrated by the experiences of the people of Oloibiri in Bayelsa State. Oil was first 
extracted in Nigeria in 1956 in the Oloibiri community.· It was once a lively town, but 
it is now a ghost town. Since the oil wells dried up, the people have lived a solitary and 
depressed life, and have nothing to show for oil extraction. If experiences like that of 
Oloibiri are not to be repeated and corporate social development in the Niger Delta is 
to become a real possibility, government needs to fulfil its interdependence responsi
bility to promote corporate social development via the equitable redistribution of oil 
wealth, the effective and efficient use of oil rent, and the unbiased reconciliation of 
competing and conflicting stakeholder claims. Unfortunately, the FGN has s.o far been 
unable to deliver on this responsibility. 

First, revenue allocation and sharing are politically sensitive issues in Nigeria due to 
the allocative nature of the Nigerian state, as all tiers of government essentially depend 
on the centre for oil revenue. The problem of overdependence on oil rent within a 
multi-ethnic fragile state-nation, where every group seeks to maximize its gains from 
the national cake, allows for a politics of anxiety and the transformation of oil revenue 
into "relatively assessed goods" (Idemudia and Ite 2006b). The amount of oil revenue 
that one state or local government gets is dependent on what other competing states 
and local governments receive. Hence, oil rent allocation is deeply politicized and as
sociated with perceptions of regional and ethnic. dominance that have made equitable 
redistribution of oil wealth difficult. For example, prior to 2001, while the five southern 
oil producing states that accounted for 90% of oil revenue received 19.3% of allocated 
oil revenue, five northern non-oil producing states recei'.'ed 26% of allocated federal 
revenue (Ikporukpo 1996). This revenue allocation pattern meant that for a long time 
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insufficient funds were allocated to the Niger Delta. As a consequence, even though the 
people of the Niger Delta bore the direct cost of oil extraction, limited investment in the 
socio-economic development of the region has been made since independence. Hence, 
despite recent efforts by oil TNCs to increase their community development spend
ing, community needs remain largely unaddressed and CSR has had limited beneficial 
impact (Idemudia 2009). 

Second, a core characteristic of a state-nation like Nigeria is the emergence of what 
Ekeh (1975) refers to as the two publics. Ekeh demonstrated that instead of the pri
vate and public realms that characterize Western societies, African societies have two 
public realms with different moral linkages to the private realm: the moral primordial 
public and the amoral civil public. The dialectical confrontation of these two publics 
underpinned the proliferation of competitive communalism immediately after inde
pendence, which over time has metamorphosed into a structured, neo-patrimonial 
relationship that both enables corruption. and makes it effective. While in principle 
the effective use of oil rent is another means through which the Nigerian government 
might facilitate corporate social development in the Niger Delta, the predomination of 
neo-patrimonalism-induced corruption and rentier mentality myopia has prevented 
the pursuit of this option. Nigeria lost an estimated US$380 billion to corruption and· 
waste between 1960 and i999 (Human Rights Watch 2007). The institutionalization of 
corruption at all levels of government and in most agencies in Nigeria effectively !ln
dermines the state's capacity to support corporate social development as revenue that 
could be directed toward poverty reduction is stolen. This partly explains why despite a 
significant increas'e in the allocation of oil revenue to the Niger Delta since 2000, there 
has been little to nothing to show for it in terms of community development (Human 
Rights Watch 2007).13 Similarly, rentier mentality myopia among governmental offi
cials often means that core community development ~eeds are neglected in favour of 
lofty white elephant projects. For example, instead of investing in health and educa
tion, in 2006 the River State government invested in a personal private jet for the then 
governor. 

Third, although oil TN Cs in the Niger Delta have identified conflict as a 'major prob-· 
!em confronting the implementation of CSR initiatives geared toward community de
velopment (see Idemudia 2007b ), instead of promoting corporate social development 
by encouraging stakeholder engagement and seeking peaceful means for reconciling 
competing and conflicting stakeholder interests, the FGN has often been quick to resort 
to the use of force. Exemplary of this is the 1999 Odi Massacre in Bayelsa State, where 
the Odi village was razed and over 200 people were killed under the directive of the 

i3. It should be noted that in recent years the FGN has made significant effort to address the 
problem of corruption via the establishment of a number of anti-corruption agencies, such as the 
Nigerian Extractive Industry Transparency International, the Economic and Financial Crimes Com
mission, and the Independent Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offences Commission. However, 
these agencies not only lack strong legal support, they also tend to emphasize government income 
instead of governmental expenditure. Thus, while some progress has ,been made with regard to the 
direct theft of money from governmental coffers, problems associated with rentier mentality myopia· 
remain prevalent and unaddressed. 
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democratic government of the time. In contrast, government provides no support to 
communities that decide to seek justice in the courts. This happens despite the fact that 
bottleneck bureaucracies, the high cost of litigation, and limited access to courts have 
been identified as problems confronting this peaceful means for local communities to 
express their grievances against oil companies. This tendency to use force to resolve 
competing stakeholder claims is partly rooted in the fact that Nigeria as a state-nation 
faces a legitimacy crisis and therefore.community protest and agitation are instinctively 
interpreted as separatist tendencies that cannot be tolerated (Idemudia and Ite 2006b). 
Besides, for the rentier elites, community agitation is a threat to the process of primitive 
accumulation within an allocative state. In addition, the minority status of the Niger 
Delta people in Nigeria means that their elected officials have little political leverage to 
influence the central state. For example, in the face of tli.e ongoing crisis, in July 2009 
a House of Representatives member for the Niger Delta region moved a motion in the 
House of Assembly that the military assault then taking place in the region should be 
halted. The motion was not only defeated in the House of Assembly, but a northern 
honourable suggested that tpe military action should be extended to other areas of the 
region and that it would be better for the population of the region to be decimated in 
order that oil should flow and peace should reign.14 

The Nigerian Government and Its Partnership Role 
The Nigerian government has sought to address its stakeholder reciprocity responsi
bility via partnerships with oil TNCs facilitated by the enactment of the Niger Delta 
.Development Commission Act (NDDC) of 2000. The NDDC is supposed to contribute 
to sustainable development of the region. The actthat instituted the NDDC requires the 
federal government to contribute 15% of oil revenue to the Commission, while oil TN Cs 
are expected to contribute 3% of their annual budget to the Commission. In addition, 
member states are expected to contribute to the NDDC 50% of the ecological fund al
located to them by the federal government. The activities of the NDDC include social 
infrastructure provision, health care delivery, support for agriculture, skill acquisition, 
and youth empowerment. The NDDC was able to implement about 814 projects in 
areas of health, agriculture, and social infrastructure in the region in 2007 (Idemudia 
2007a). 

Partnership seems to have taken a strong root in government circles for three rea
sons. First, there appears to be a consensus that more can be achieved by government 
through partnering than by working alone. A government official noted during an 
interview that "by partnering, the state government is able to maximize the impact of 
its investment in development as well as address a wide range of community needs." 
Second, the pursuit of partnership appears to arise also from the dearth of resources, 
especially at the local government level. According to the secretary to council in Ibeno 

14. A. Daniel, "Niger Della, constitution review remain core issues at National Assembly," 
Guardian News, 18 June 2009, http://www.guardiannewsngr.com/policy_politics/articleo1/indexn3. 
See author for copies of cited Guardian News articles. 
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Local Government Area, "the local governments do not have the financial resources 
to provide the needed social infrastructure in the host communities due to the nature 
of the terrain; as such, partnership with Exxon Mobil that has the resources is a neces
sity." Third, there is now widespread awareness that poor coordination of development 
projects among government, oil companies, and the NDDC is partly responsible for 
community under-development due to the duplication of development projects and 
the inefficient use of scarce resources. As a result, partnership among these actors ·is 
seen as an opportun.ity for information sharing, reduction of transaction costs, and 
_ensuring coordination (Idemudia 2009). According to Dr: Emmanuel Uduaghan, the 
governor of Delta State, "evidence had shown that some projects which the state may 
have decided to undertake were sometimes on the list of ND DC and the oil companies, 
and this has created problems in the past; as such projects may end up being abandoned 
or the community will end up with just one project instead of three if the organisations 
involved coordinated their activities. To avoid this problem, the Delta State govern
ment has gone into partnership with the NDDC and oil companies so as to coordinate 
the development effort of each of them."15 • 

Despite this increasing governmental support, partnership initiatives continue to 
face critical challenges. At least two main problems are at play. The first is the Nigerian 
government's failure to deliver within existing partnership arrangements, espec;:ially 
with regard to its financial commitments. A case in point is the funding of the NDDC. 
Despite the stipulation of the NDDC Act, the FGN contributes only 10-12% to the 
Commission, while state governments make no contribution at all. In response, the oil 
TN Cs deduct their individual community development spending before making their 
3% contribution to the Commission, and in some instances they have withheld part of 
their statutory contribution to the NDDC. Consequently, while by law the FGN was 
expected to make NGN318 billion in allocations to the NDDC between 2oq1and2006, 
it provided only NGN93 billion. Similarly, while by law the oil TNCs were expected 
to contribute NGN182 billion during the same period, they allocated only NGN142.16 

A crucial dynamic here is that the key stakeholders (i.e., government and oil TNCs) 
are each attempting to pass the costs of CSR to the other. Rather than an ideationally 
neutral terrain, as expected by those who see· CSR as good for development, CSR is in 
fact a domain of stakeholder contestation. Hence, the pertinent but frequently ignored 
question as to(who should bear the cost of CSR and how this affects the possibility of 
corporate social development is of great importance. Government and oil TNCs are 
unwilling to bear the costs associated with their social responsibility, and as a conse
quence CSR contribution to community development in the Niger Delta is limit.ed. 
Since, the NDDC is starved of funds and therefore unable to meet its developmental 
goals in the region. 

15. S. James, "Delta team up with NDDC, oil firms for devt," This.Day News, 21 August 2005, 
http://allafrica.com/stories/printable/200508310102.html. 

16: "NDDC seeks National Assembly's intervention on N225b fund, Guardian News, 13 Octbber 
2007, http://www.guardiannewsngr.com/business/ articleo3. 
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Political interference is a second problem confronting the promotion of partnerships 
through the NDDC. As a federal establishment, the NDDC is often at the centre of 
political wrangling as different interest groups seek to leverage the Commission, often 
to the detriment of its developmental goals. Nominations to the NDDC management 
board are often over-politicized, with significant ramifications for effective manage
ment. Similarly, mutual suspicion and acrimony among members of the Joint Com
mittee of the National Assembly on the NDDC contribute to the unnecessarily long 
delay in the passing of NDDC annual budgets. Such interference tends to destabilize 
and complicate the developmental efforts of the NDDC and contributes to its inability 
to deliver on its partnership responsibility. Emmanuel Aguariavwodo, a former chief 
executive of the NDDC, noted that "the only way we [i.e., NDDC] can develop the 
region is to remove politics from developmental efforts. It is so important, because we 
face the same problems and challenges as the state governments."17 .. , 

The Nigerian Government and its Endorsement Role 
In theory, the Nigerian government's endorsement role provides it with an opportunity 
to fulfill its stakeholder accountability responsibility (see figure 3). This role should 
~llow the government to name and shame bad companies and reward good companies 
for their CSR initiatives. Unfortunately, however, the FGN does not endorse the CSR 
practices of oil TN Cs. There are two possible reasons for this failure. 

The first arises_ from the fact that both government and oil TN Cs are immersed in a 
legitimacy crisis in the Niger Delta region (see Idemudia 2007b ). Each has traditionally 
used the failure of the other as a means of absolving itself of any wrongdoing. Over the 
years this blame game has become a cornerstone of Nigerian government policy in the 
Niger Delta. This culture of blame also extends to intergovernmental relations; While 
state governments accuse the federal government of failing to fulfil its responsibility to 
the people of the Niger Delta by increasing its developmental spending in the region, 
the federal government in turn blames state governments for not efficien.tly using the 
revenue they receive from the federal governme_nt. The former governor of Bayelsa 
State "blamed the federal government for the failure of the NDDC to meet the yearn
ings of the people of the region because of poor funding, and [argued] that the federal 
government should as a matter of urgency increase the funding of the NDDC and 
increase the derivation fund to 50%."18 In response, the secretary to the federal govern
ment recently argued that in addition to the normal revenue allocation provided to all 
states under Section 162(2) of the constitution, the region gets an added 13% derivatio·n 
fund for crude extraction and 15% funding via the NDDC, yet the state governments 
have nothing to show for it.19 This culture of blame invariably makes any attempt by 

17. "Don't Play Politics with N/Delta Devt," This Day News, February 8 2006, http://allafrica. 
com/stories/printable/200602080363.html. 

18. K. Ebiri, "Alamieyeseigha seeks qbolition of Petroleum Land Use Acts," Guardian News, 23 
March 2004, http://www.guardiannewsngr.com/news/articleo7. 

19. K. Ebiri, "States' misuse of funds, bane of the Niger Delta, says Kingible, Guardian News, 6 
May 2008, http://www.guardiannewsngr.com/news/articleo3. 
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government to endorse oil TN Cs' CSR efforts tilt the balance in favour of the oil TN Cs 
and further complicate the legitimacy crisis of the Nigerian government. Governmental 
endorsement of CSR practices would amount to the government's conceding that it 
has failed, thereby opening itself to further attack. In contrast, not endorsing the CSR 
efforts of oil TNCs allows government to continue using the blame game to cover its. 
own inadequacy. In essence, because governmental endorsements ofoil TNCs would 
further damage the governments' already bad reputation, highlight governmental in
adequacies, and make government directly responsible for the problems in the region, 
endorsement is often carefully avoided. 

The second reason government fails to endorse the CSR efforts of oil TN Cs stems 
from the widespread perception that oil TNCs are socially and environmentally under
performing. There appears to be a general consensus in Nigerian society (government 
and host communities) that oii companies can and should do more (ldemudia 2007b ). · 
Thus, in response to an attack on Shell's Benisede flow station facilities in the Niger 
Delta, Dr. Cairo Ojougboh, the former chairman of the Committee on Petroleum Re
sources in the House of Representatives, attributed the attack to Shell's irresponsibil
ity. He argued that a careful analysis of those involved often reveals people retired or 
sacked by Shell, or those to whom Shell owes salaries, or the jobless in the areas where 
Shell operates. He concluded that "if Shell carried the people along, and gave them 
employment, the people would not think of involving themselves in such [attacks]."20 

Whatever the veracity of this perception, it reinforces a view that oil TN Cs ·are under- · 
performing and serves to legitimize government non-endorsement of their CSR efforts. 

Emerging Issues and Conclusion 

There are three main issues that arise from the analysis here. The first is that gov
ernmental support for CSR is still limited and fragmented. Hence, the enabling en
vironment that would foment corporate social development in the· Niger Delta is 
non-existent. Why is this so, and what does it means for CSR theory and practice in 
developing countries? Unfortunately, previous studies have been relatively silent in 
the face of these questions. The foregoing discussion suggests that absence of an en
abling environment in Nigeria stems from structural and systemic inadequacies of the 
Nigerian state that are manifested in state-society relationships. While the potential 
benefits to be derived from partnerships between government and oil TNCs serve as 
an important driver for governmental involvement in CSR, as highlighted in the lit
erature, the analysis undertaken here identifies three main constraints to the effective 
implementation of CSR practices in Nigeria. The first is the nature of the Nigerian state 
(i.e., its state-nation status), which means the politics of anxiety often predominates so 
that the government is unable to either properly formulate or effectively implement a 

20. .A. Oota, "Ojougboh blames Shell for attack on flow station," Vanguard News, i7 January 
2006, http://allafrica.corri/stories/printablel200601170259.html. 
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coherent CSR policy framework to support corporate social development in the Niger 
Delta. The second is the rentier nature of the Nigerian economy, which consolidates 
the weak position of the Nigerian state in the global capitalist system (i.e., it is overly 
dependent on oil extraction and oil revenue, but lacks control over the process of oil 
extraction and marketing). This renders the state relatively susceptible to capture by 
foreign oil companies and the rentier elite, to the detriment oflocal commui.1ities in the 
Niger Delta. The"third constraint is that CSR is a site of contestation informed by the 
logic of profitability and rent accumulation. Thus, government and oil TN Cs are often 
willing to pass the cost of oil extraction on to local communities. This externalization 
of costs undermines community development via significant environmental degrada
tion and associated health problems. These constraints to CSR practices in the Niger 
Delta implicitly inhibit the possibility of corporate social development in the Delta by 
creating an .environment in which oil companies face a high temptation to break the 
law, at low cost to them and with little or no associated risk for doing so (Idemudia 
and Ite 2006a). The implication is that since oil companies are not socially enabled to 
address their CSR, oil TN Cs' CSR initiatives are often fragmented, misdirected, driven 
by.business as opposed to development logic, and based on the avoidance of core CSR 
issues regarded as costly to .the companies, though central to community development 
(e.g., environmental. protection). 

The second emerging issue is that, in contrast to extant studies on CSR and govern
ment, which, perhaps due to their focus on developed countries, tend to suggest that 
government is a driver of CSR, it is shown here that government can also constrain 
CSR. Therefore, the issue of CSR and the possibility that it might contribute to com
munity development is significantly different within a rentier context. The implication 
is that the nature of the state and the character of its economy matter for CSR and 
its contribution to community development. The rentier status of the Nigerian state 
means that government benefits more when oil companies are able to maximize prof
its than when they engage in costly CSR practices. Hence, support for CSR pr~ctices 
is both limited and contested.21 Unfortunately, the contested nature of CSR, demon
strated in the squabble over funding the NDDC and in the failure of government to 
effectively mandate or endorse CSR, undermines the potential contribution of CSR to 
community development in the Niger Delta. While oil TNCs argue that community 
development is principally the responsibility of government, government argues that 
oil TN Cs should be involved in ensuring the development of their host communities. 
Meanwhile, oil extraction continues unabated and community lands and rivers are 
being polluted, and more people are being displaced from their traditional sources of 
livelihood with no alternative provided. Consequently, more households in the Niger 
Delta are pushed into poverty every day. Thus, in addition to its other negative social, 
political, and economic consequences, rentierism also inhibits the possibility of cor-

' 
21. Because CSR expenditures are part of the operational cost of oil TN Cs, and government is 

expected to be responsible for 55% of operational cost, limited governmental support is given to CSR 
initiatives, especially since oil TNCs are often able to pass on such cost to government because they 
control the operational cost. 
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porate social development by constraining the ability of government to adequately 
support CSR and regulate oil TNCs. 

The third emerging issue is that CSR's potential contribµtion to development in a 
country like Nigeria depends on more than whether CSR is a voluntary initiative or a 
mandated obligation. 22 While the call for legally binding international regulations is a 
necessity and a reflection of socio-political realities in developing countries, if CSR is 
to contribute to development, the call for global regulation of TNCs should be situ
ated within the broader context of efforts that seek to constrain the negative effects of 
capital accumulation. This means efforts to ensure corporate accountability must be 
undertaken in tandem with efforts to ensure state-society accountability. Regardless of 
whether CSR is a voluntary or mandated initiative, without a state that is accountable 
to its society, as in Nigeria, CSR will at best contribute only marginally to community 
development. Therefore, in places like Nigeria, global regulation should be backed by 
social and technical capacity building of civil society (i.e., social forces) to el).hance its 
relative ability to contest issues, seek accountability, and influence the state. At present, 
oil TNCs and rentier elites enjoy a disproportionate advantage vis-a-vis c.ivil society 
in their capacity to influence and capture the state in Nigeria. In addition, civil society 
should broaden its strategy to engage the state by actually supporting its members in 
running for political office and by lobbying governmental officials. These.suggestions. 
are not without pitfalls and do not represent silver bullets, but they are among the steps 
that must be taken if corporate social development is to be realized in the Niger Delta. 
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Revisiting the Chad-Cameroon Pipeline 
Compensation Modality, Local Communities' 
Discontent, and Accountability Mechanisms* 

Marieme S. Lo 

ABSTRACT This paper queries social regulation and social justice claims related to com-· 
pensation agreements. It draws upon the Chad-Cameroon pipeline project and compensation 
settlements between the Exxon Oil Consortium and the Bakola Pygmies in Cameroon as an 
empirical case study. It interrogates accountability and equity concerns in settlements in light 

. of the fact that such arrangements are value-laden and arise from political processes prem
ised on a "social minimum," thus entrenching a political economy of resource allocation that . 
potentially destabilizes local community entitlements and livelihood sustainability. A critical 
analysis of the Chad-Cameroon pipeline hinges on the.validity of formal corporate-community 
agreements, the disjunction.between the rhetoric of compensation and actual practices, and 
the contested scale and scope of accountability. 

RESUME · Cet article examine les revendications de regulation et de justice sociales liees aux 
accords de compensation. II utilise comme sujet d'etude empirique le projet·de pipeline Chad
Cameroun et les reglements d'indemnisation entre le consortium Exxon et les Pygmees Bakola 
au·Cameroun. II s'interroge sur les preoccupations en matiere de responsabilite et d'equite 
dans [es reglements, a la lumiere du fait que de tels arrangements sont charges de valeurs et 
proviennent de processus politiques bases sur la premisse du « minimum social», resultant 
ainsi en !'implantation d'une economie politique d'allocation des ressources qui destabilise 
potentiellement !es droits et privileges de la collectivite locale et la durabilite de ses moyens de 
subsistance. Une analyse critique du pipeline Chad-Cameroun s'articule autour de la validite 
des ententes formelles entre les entreprises et la collectivite, de la separation entre la rhe
torique de compensation et les pratiques actuelles, ainsi que des desaccords au sujet du degre 
et de l' etendue des responsabilites. 

Introduction 

The Chad-Cameroon pipeline project continues to garner interest from human rights 
activists, scholars, policy-makers, stakeholders, and claimants: The critical incidents 
that have regularly marked its development, from contestation of its raison d'etre to the· 

* The author gratefully acknowledges and thanks Dr. Anna Zalik, two anonymous referees, and 
the CERLAC editorial team for their helpful comments and suggestions on earlier drafts. 
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ethos of compensation arrangements and, most recently, the withdrawal of World Bank 
support, raise fundamental ethical, political, and accountability issues. The pipeline 
project provides an instructive case study on the ambiguities of corporate-community 
relations, revealing the stakes involved in the micro-politics of agreement negotiation 
and implementation. 

The Chad-Cameroon case sharpiy contrasts with other documented cases of corpo
rate-community agreements involving indigenous communities, albeit in different geo
political contexts and configurations, including Can.ada and Australia. One such case, 
discussed by O'Faircheallaigh in this issue, suggests positive outcomes for aboriginal 
communities and substantial compensation reinvestment in local development. Cit
ing "Gagudju traditional owners of the Ranger.uranium mine in Australia's Northern 
Territory" and "the Aboriginal signatories of a 2001 agreement in Cape York, in far 
north Queensland" as cases in point, O'Faircheallaigh offers a different narrative of 
corporate-community agreements. This narrative, compared to the experience of the 
Bakola indigenous communities in the Chad-Cameroon pipeline case, raises questions 
about the factors that enable or hinder the achievement of positive gains for disfran-
chised communities like the Bakola of Cameroon. · 

This paper grapples with three contentious issues associated with the pipeline proj
ect: (1) compensation negotiations between affected indigenous communities and the 
Exxon Oil Consortium, (1) the micro-politics and gendered impacts of settlement 
implementation, and (3) the role of contestation and advocacy to force corporate com
pliance with settlement agreements. The paper analyz.es the negotiations between the 
Exxon Oil Consortium and the local communities, represented by the Bakola Pygmies 
of the Kribi-Lolodorf region in Cameroon, to make the case for an accounting of the 
social justice dimension of negotiation and the inherent value-laden political process it 
entails. Based on these considerations, it questions accountability and equity postulates 
of compensation settlements as they are entrenched within a political economy of oil 
exploitation and resource allocation and set in a "social minimum" framework that 
Fouinat (1004, 4) defines as "a substitute for social protection." 

The paper is structured in three parts, starting with a contextual background that 
traces the evolution of the pipeline and its development. The second part analyzes the 
impasse in compensation agreements, micro-politics, and gendered impacts of com
pensation implementation along the pipeline route, as well as the paradoxical and 
contested meanings of compensation. It questions the fragility and validity of formal 
corporate-community agreements, and the disjunction between the rhetoric of com
pensation and actual practices. The last part examines the efficacy of accountability 
mechanisms and questions the minimalist approach to compensation arrangements, 
the scope and scale offered for contention about the project, and advocacy for com
pensation in the face of uncertainty and unanticipated risks associated with the project. 

The analysis draws from contextual accounts derived from interviews with commu
nity members, including women and NGO representatives, as well as a textual analysis 
of settlement agreements that employs elements of discourse analysis, a technique de
.scribed as situating texts as part of social events imbued with political meaning (Fair-
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dough 2003). Additional insights derive from observations of the pipeline in situ' in 
Cameroon during 2002 and 2004, at the height of construction, when tension among 
displaced communities along the Kribi~Lolodorf region, and activist and community 
mobilization were on the rise. This mobilization was catalyzed by NGOs whose engage
ment engendered active local resistance to the pipeline project and inspired efforts to 
redress the power imbalances that subvert communities' rights, to ensure compliance 
with state regulations, and to demand corporate accountability. 

The Chad-Cameroon Oil Pipeline Project: 
Context and History 

The Chad-Cameroon oil pipeline project has significantly evolved since its inception. 
It emerged from a consortium partnership involving US-based ExxonMobil, Chevron, 
and Petronas of Malaysi.a to develop the Doha oil fields in southern Chad. It also en
compassed the construction of a 1,050-km pipeline from Doha to Cameroon's Atlantic· 
coast in Kribi to facilitate oil export to world markets. Access via land to transport 
oil through a 640-mile underground pipeline to an offshore export loading facility in 
Kribi, a pristine ecological site, was deemed essential for operational feasibility and 
project success. Analytically, it is illustrative of the overarching political economy of 
oil exploitation in Cameroon and the peculiarities of this pipeline project, since Cam
eroon (unlike Chad, which is a landlocked oil production and extraction site) serves as 
a conduit for oil transport to a marine terminal. 

The pipeline cr.ossed through 238 villages and passed within two kilometres of 794 
additional villages in Cameroon. The government of Cameroon, represented by the 
Ca~eroon Oil Transportation Company S.A. (COTC0),2holds a 3% stake in the proj
ect (Guyer 2002; Jobin 2003; World Bank 2001). The state of Cameroon was bound. 
by the State-Investor Agreements to the Exxon Consortium and was responsible for 
guaranteeing the security of the investments. Despite strident international opposi
tion (Guyer 2002; Pegg 2005), transnational mobilization, and resistance from local 
communities and grassroots environmental organizations, motivated by the project's 
social and economic risks and its "rentier nature" (Keenan 2005, 398; Gary and Reisch 
2005), the World Bank approved funding for the Chad-Cameroon oii pipeline. in May 
2000, allocating USs3.5 billion to the project (World Bank 2001). Construction began 

L I locate myself in this project as a participant observer and expert on NGO advocacy capacity 
building. I have been available to.provide technical expertise to civil society groups grappling with 
extractive industries in defense oflocal communities and indigenous communities' rights and entitle
ments. 

2. COTCO is a special-purpose company incorporated in Cameroon as a joint venture between 
the private sponsors and the governments of Cameroon and Chad, which will own and operate the 
Cameroon portion of the pipeline export system (see project document: World Bank 2000. "Chad 
Cameroon Petroleum Development and Pipel.ine Project." http://www.ifc.org/IFCExt/spiwebsitei. 
nsf/b7a881f3733a2do785256a550073tfof/8283e68c6d9ee28c85257635006fa3b6?0penDocument. 



in October 2000, and oil flow and export began in 2004. The project's expected life 
span is 25-30 years. 

The pipeline project, the largest single private sector investment in sub-Saharan Af
rica at that time (Guyer 2002; Jobin 2003; Pegg 2005), fell under the World Bank 1991 

operational directive3 that stipulates core principles and prerequisites for all World 
Bank project operations. Its rationale is to (a) ensure that indigenous people benefit . 
from development projects, and (b) avoid or mitigate potentially adverse effects on 
indigenous pe~ple caused by Bank-assisted activities (World Bank 1991, para. 2, 1). In 
line with these goals, _the directive mandated the creation of an Indigenous Peoples 

. Plan, which sets out procedural guidelines and core principles, such as the "informed 
. participation" of indigenous peoples themselves. In the case of the pipeline, implemen
tation of the Indigenous Peoples Plan was entrusted to the Cameroon-based Founda
tion for Environment and Development in Cameroon (FEDEC), which was set up by 
the Exxon Consortiuinin 2000. The identification oflocal preferences through direct 
consultation, the incorporation of indigenous knowledge, and the appropriate early 
use of experienced specialists were stated to be three key elements required in any 
project that affects indigenous peoples and their right to both natural and economic 
resources (World Bank 1991, para. 8, 2). This project policy document was subsequently 
revised in 2005 to further emphasize the centrality of indigenous peoples' identities 
and cultures, their stewardship role, the provision of context and culturally relevant 
Indigenous Peoples Development Plans, and social and environmental assessments. 
The revisions were a response to critiques. 

From the outset, the World Bank's role centred on providing loans and mobilizing 
additional funding from commercial banks, conditional to its oversight of the project 
(World Bank 2000; Guyer 2002). In return, the World Bank would provide "political 
risk mitigation; credit mobilization; and what might be termed 'resource curse risk 
mitigation'" (Pegg 2005, 8). The project met substantial opposition from local co~mu
nities along the pipeline corridor in the Kribi region (Guyer 2002). Local NGOs and 
international organizations, such as Friends of the Earth, Oilwatch, and Oxfam, acted 
as catalysts. Using divergent and complementary tactics, including media campaigns, 
these actors, in concert or separately, converged to demand that the World Bank refuse 
to fund the pipeline. Mobilization against the project was stimulated and bolstered 
by the immediacy of the pipeline construction, the perceived risks aggravated by the 
lack of state support, ai1d a ~ecord of negative impacts from extractive industry activ-

3. The World Bank i991 operational directive was revised in 2005 under the Operational Policy 
and Bank Procedure on Indigenous Peoples (OP/BP 4.10). The 2005 version shifts emphasis onto 
indigenous peoples' identities and cultures, stewardship, the provision of context and culturally 
relevant Indigenous Peoples Development Plans, as well as social and environmental assessment. 
It claims to streamline project processing requirements by establishing five clear steps: screening, 
social assessment, consultation with affected communities, preparation of plan or framework, and 
disclosure. See Indigenous Peoples (OP/BP 4.10), http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/ 
TOPICS/EXTSOCIALDEVELOPMENT/EXTINDPEOPLE/o,,menuPK:407808-pagePK:149018-pi 
PK:149093-theSitePK:407802,oo.html. 
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ity. This scenario is not exceptional in the long history of conflict between extractive 
industries and local communities. The displacement and dispossession of local com
munities (Escobar, Rocheleau, and Kothari 2002), well documented in places like the 
Niger Delta (Watts 2004; Obi 2009), prove to be common to the modus operandi of 
extractive industries. 

Hence, vocal resistance to the project.mounted. When the appeals of the resistance 
movement were rejected, their advocacy strategies shifted to raising awareness among 
affected communities of the social and environmental risks posed by the project, in
cluding the potential for the destruction of local ecosystems, and the right to fair and 
just compensation for affected communities. The negative impacts of the pipeline on 
local livelihoods and the fragile ecology, the social dislocation of indigenous commu
nities (Karl 2004), and human rights violations involving the Bakola4 (Keenan 2005) 

were fundamental issues in the concerted and sometimes ad hoc advocacy campaign, 
providing causal conduits and opportunities to translate structural strain ilito collective 
action (Klandermans 1997). However, such advocacy efforts have proven more effec
tive in informing public opinion about the risks of the project than in influencing the 
content of the compensation agreement, or in forcing compliance .. , 

Reasons for the limited efficacy of local movements include political apathy (Forje 
2006), which reflects the lack of long-standing, local, civic engagement as well as the 
adversarial attitude of the authoritarian state toward civil society: the state views civic 
associations as enemies (Forje 2006) or incorporates them into the state apparatus 
(Takougang and Krieger 1998). Moreover, the state's weak position (Rosenblum 2005) 

vis-a-vis the _Exxon Consortium and its expectation of oil rent, estimated at US$65 

million per annum (World Bank 2001; Jobin 2003), limit its willingness to force cor
porate compliance. In this context, local communities, aware of their weak position, 
were compelled to negotiate to gain as much as possible from the pipeline. Hopes for 
a profitable or at least fair compensation for communal land loss and displacement 
induced the communities to make concessions. Hence, they gave tacit acceptance to 
the pipeline's encroachment on fragile ecosystems and ancestral lands. The communi
ties' tolerance of the pipeline project in return for ac~ieving short-term material goals 
contrasted with the sustained efforts of NGOs 5 on behalf of "voiceless communities" 

4. The Bagyeli or Bakola Pygmies represent one of the three main groups of indigenous Baka 
Pygmies in the east and of the Bedjang tribes in the Nditam region of Cameroon. They are located 
within the confines of the Lolodorf, Bipindi, and Kribi zones. Their population was recently estimated 
at 5,000, according to the Courier ACP-El) January-February 2002 report "Doba-Kribi pipeline: 
How will the Pygmies fare?" http://ec.europa.eu/development/body/publications/courier/courien90/ 
en/en_o43.pdf. 

For general information on the genealogy of the Chad-Cameroon Pipeline Project, consult th~ 
following web bank: http://www.bicusa.org/en/Project.Resources.26.aspx. 

5. See examples of national, regional, and transnational advocacy initiatives: "Open Letter to 
Mr. James D. Wolfensohn, Presiderit of the World Bank," Korinna Horta, Environmental Defense 
(7/9/98) From 86 NGOs in 28 Countries Concerning the Chad/Cameroon Oil & Pipeline Project, 

· http://www.edf.org/documen ts/ 46s_Letter%2oto%20 W orld%20.Bank, %20 J uly%201998.htm; "The 
Chad-Cameroon Oil and Pipeline Project: Putting People and the Environment at Risk," Korinna 
Horta, Environmental Defense (9/I/99), http://www.edf.org/documents/728_ChadCameroon_ 
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to secure long-term gains, including corporate accountability and compliance with 
the protection of indigenous rights. This difference of position and approach between 
communities and NGOs is indicative of the complexity of partnerships among "allies" 
who hold varying degrees of power and different locational positions. Asymmetrical 
power dynamics and often conflicting interests characterize such relations. These dif
ferences hold implications for mobilization efforts and·compel local NGOs, such as the 
Center for Environment and Development (CED), to choose a multi-scalar scope of 
intervention. By focusing on issue-based advocacy pertinent to the specific and time
bound demands oflocal communities, local NGOs acquiesce to communities' imme
diate needs and negotiate their priorities. At the same time, the NGOs may pursue a 
broader scope of mobilization linked to international and transnational NGOs in their 
continuous mobilization against transnational corporations. These compromises may 
not be based on mainly altruistic and intrinsic motives. The relevance of local NGOs 
to local constituencies is at stake, too. This is evident in the work of the CED and its 
linkages with regional networks like Oilwatch and with international and transnational 
NGO networks such as Third World Network, the Friends of the Earth, Environmental 
Defense Fund, and others. Such multi-scalai; practices are illustrative of transnational 
diffusion and issue networks (Tarrow 199.8) in trans-local mobilization. The challenge 
rests with how NGOs and communities reconcile and negotiate differences in such 
partnerships, which can be vertical or horizontal, prescriptive or empowering. 

In 2001, in response to persistent protest regarding the project, the World Bank set 
up an external compliance monitoring group and a five-member independent super
visory panel-the International Advisory Group6 (IAG)-with a mandate to monitor 
the progress of the project in ternis of accountability, transparency, and governance as 
well as overall environmental and social impact. The IAG's mandate also required that 
it advise the Cameroonian government on the project's risks and on mitigation strate
gies, in addition to providing a review of government oil revenue allocation to poverty 
alleviation programs (World Bank 2000 ). Civil society organizations such as the CED 

· in Cameroon and the W ashirigton-based Center for International Environmental Law 
questioned the effectiveness of a watchdog role for the IAG, emphasizing the fact that 
"IAG monitoring of human rights was not included in its terms of reference," and that 
the IAG had "no permanent posting in the pipeline region ... and will be limited by 
monitoring from afar ... [through] on-site visits scheduled only twice per year."7 · 

pipeline.pdf; "Letter to Mr. James D. Wolfensohn, President of the World Bank," Korinna Horta, 
Environmental Defense (7/ 10/ oo ), http://www.edf.org/ documents/ 459_Letter%2oto%20Mr. % 

· 20James%20D.%20Wolfensohn,%20June%202ooi.htm; From 73 NGOs and NGO Umbrella 
Organizations in 23 Countries Regarding the Establishment of the International Advisory Group 
for the Chad-Cameroon Oil & Pipeline Export Project, http://www.edf.org/documents/105o_IAG_ 
Jan2002.pdf. 

6. See http://www.gic-iag.org/eback.htm. The IAG has produced many reports on the pipeline 
project emphasizing its shortcomings. Appointed members of the IAG are Mamadou Lamine Loum 
(Chair), Jane I. Guyer, Abd,ou El Mazide Ndiaye, Jacques Gfrin (executive secretary). The IAGmanc 
date ended on 30 June 2009. 

7. See CED, Cameroon and .Washington Center for International Environmental Law (2001). 
CIEL. Immediate release, http://www.ciel.org/Ifi/chadcamwatchdog.htmt 
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Within the scope of its responsibilities, the IAG consulted with the two parties
the communities and the Consortium-to plan appropriate compensation measures. 
Similarly, the Exxon Oil Consortium launched village-level "consultations" throughout 
the project area. The consultations served the instrumental purpose of public informa
tion campaign~, and they aimed to establish the groundwork for expropriation and 
compensation. The Consortium hired facilitators, rural animators, and civil servants 
from one Of the main implementing agencies in Cameroon (COTCO) to conduct an 
information and sensitization campaign, assess the local communities' needs and po
sition, and set up the compei1sation and valuation plan to adhere to the guidelines of 
the World Bank. 

While the Consortium claimed compliance with the spirit and prescription of the 
World Bank operational directive requiring communities' "informed participation" 
and consultations-reporting that over 900 village-level public consultation meetings 
had been.held by mid-1999 (Esso 1999; Moynihan et al. 2004)-such claims have been 
challenged. Counter~claims attest to not only a lack of participation by numerous com
munities but also an inadequate compensation modality, one that specified individual 
and community compensation for loss of crops, productive trees, land, and collective 
resources at statutory compensation rates (Guyer 2002) based on the perceived eco
nomic and market value of assets. The counter-claims also referred to the possible ero
sion of endogenous communities' land rights, loss of biodiversity, and negative impacts 
on the environment (Nelson and Kenrick 2001; Nguiffo:pers. comm. 2002; Jobin 2003; 
Friends of the Earth International and Center for Environment and Development 2001; 
Horta, Nguiffo, and Djiraibe 2007 ). In fact, accounts by NGO leaders and field missions 
coincide with the findings of t_he IAG, specifically regarding the lack of effective com
munication between the Consortium and the communities, often involving an absence 
of culturally appropriate space for meaningful dialogue (Nelson and Kenrick 2001; IAG 
2009a). Such concerns were echoed by community leadt:rs who asserted that "the fear 
to be identified as an opponent to the project, in defiance to the government, forced 
many people to attend the meetings." One woman interviewed along the pipeline cor
ridor confided that "even though [she] wanted to attend the meetings and managed to 
attend one meeting in her community, she was advised not to say negative things about 
the project. Attacking the project meant attacking the government" (field notes, 2002). 

Also noteworthy was the pseudo-militarization of these consultations, including the 
presence of armed guards, which often thwarted the open, safe, participatory process 
that a meaningful democratic public consultation process should embrace (Lo 2002). 
Observation of the site and the pipeline corridor revealed many tense encounters with 
armed gu_ards and barricaded areas that were off-limits to the public. The spatial con
trol of the pipeline sites suggests the adoption of practices that are systemic in the 
Niger Delfa with regard to tile privatization and corporatization of security (Omej~, 
2006). The circumstances surrounding the meetings further subverted any meaning
ful "'citizen participation', defined as deliberation on issues affecting their own life, a 
normative core of democracy" (Fisher 2000, 1). More important have been claims of 
the retention and manipulation of information and the instrumentalization of exper
tise reported by NGOs (Nelson, Kenrick, and Jackson 2001), challenging the notion of 
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informed participation. This is illustrative of the contested meaning of" consultation," 
in which citizen engagement may be instrumentalized as mantra while clearly lacking 
substantive content. Overall, the "stakeholder" consultations appear to be a farce, since 
dialogue with communities was predicated on the assumption that the project was 
bound to be implemented. Indeed, the recognition of a right to say no was in no way 
part of the negotiating process. The manipulation of the rhetoric of compensation is 
emblematic of the framing-of consultations devoid of, and divorced from, substantive 
issues. The objective was not to determine "whether communities agreed to the pipeline 
construction," but rather "how to 'reasonably' and at the least cost possible, compensate 
affected communities for their loss" (field notes, 2002). The discourse of compensation 
and community dialogue, alongside coercive practices, constituted the range of tactics 
to exert power and social control over communities. The meta-narrative and discourses 
surrounding "negotiation" and "compensation" embody a discursive fallacy when they 
present "communities" and the ExxonMobil consortium as equal "parties." Ip fact, the 
"subaltern" position of communities is reinforced and entrenched. 

An underlying question in negotiation theory and practice pertinent to the negotia
tion under analysis is: What was at stake for both parties? For the Exxon Oil Consor
tium, much rested on a timely implementation of the pipeline construction from Doba 
to the Cameroon Atlantic coast in Kribi. The Consortium's overriding concern was 
with the security of its personnel and the 1,050-km pipeline to export oil to world mar
kets. Second, any delay in construction would have had negative impacts not only on 
the target date of 2004 but also on the returns and revenues on the investment. Third, 
the feasibility of the project was contingent on the collaboration of 1,032 villages along 
the pipeline. Fourth, since the Consortium was highly vulnerable to exposure regard
ing the violation of indigenous rights, it sought to maximize the financial returns of its 
investment and ensure a- good rating in corporate social behaviour. This explains its 
proactive effort to mitigate vulnerability and avert social unrest along the pipeline cor
ridor. Finally, the Consortium needed to obtain at least a satisfactory rating of corpo
rate social responsibility and citizenship, and to demonstrate compliance with human 
rights and environmental norms (Lo 2002). 

The local communities' primary concerns during the negotiations were stable liveli
hoods and access to the resources to sustain them: access to land, adequate financial 
resources to settle in new villages, and basic social services such as schools and health 
centres. Central to their concerns was the need to safeguard their own physical security, 
and freedom from military action. They also sought to prevent further enc~oachment 
onto their ancestral lands (Nelson and Kenrick 2001), which would irremediably com
promise both their livelihoods as well as the preservation of cultural and ecological 
balance. Various acc;:ounts from NGOs underlined the local communities' vulnerability 
to food insecurity, displacement and its corollaries, and loss oflivelihoods (Friends of 
the Earth International and CED 2001; Horta, Nguiffo, and Djiraibe 2007). Of particu
lar interest were concerns about the risk of abuse from obtuse forms of power. These 
included the apparent manipulation of access to information concerning the project, 
including expert and technical knowledge required to understand much documenta
tion - without which indigenous communities were seriously hampered in their nego-
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tiations with the Consortium (see footnote 7; Amnesty International 2005; Rosenblum 
2005). Violations of human rights had been documented, along with considerable so
cial, economic, and environmental risks. The neutral stand.adopted by the government 
of Cameroon only exacerbated community vulnerabilities. Further, the monopolistic 
form in which the state conducted its oil rent management was not conducive to re~ 
distributive justice, and state accountability to citizens was and remains compromised. 

Local communities had much at stake in the outcome of negotiations while the 
Exxon Oil Consortium had only a nominal interest. Exxon had an alternative plan-a 
fallback position-that consisted of building the pipeline in the Central African Re
public or the Congo. Thus, the Consortium _was well positioned to satisfy its interests. 
The government, in turn, had a high stake in obtaining revenues from the pipeline, 

· and in resolving the conflict under the guise of national security and unity. Inquiries 
into the impasse in the agreement negotiation suggest that parties' different positions 
shaped how they responded and acted. The Consortium was in a dominant bargaining 
position with strong backing from government, which was committed to honouring 
its pre-existing agreement with Exxon. This accounts for the series of "consultations" 
orchestrated by the corporation to reach a joint agreement. The lure of joint gains 
and potential "win-win solutions" appealed to local community leaders, despite res
ervations among environmental NGOs and human rights groups, which created an 
"expectancy gap" between NGOs and community representatives. This, in turn, raised 
questions about the internal dynamics of communities and their relationships with the 
NGOs that claimed to represent them. In the end, despite all the turbulence and pro~est, 
the local communities agreed to a compensation settlement plan in December 2000. 

The following section critically contrasts the promises and terms8 of the agreement 
with its actual implementation. For instance, the compensation agreement called for 

-- job creation and the "the allocation of 80% of the jobs to local residents and the creation 
of 5,000 jobs" (Esso 1999). However, several reports and field missions challenge the 
adequacy of compliance with this requirement, and question whether Bakola com
munities have benefited. NGO reports suggest that "most work is given to expatriates, 
and locals end up with occasional short-term unqualified labour" (Friends of the Earth 
International and CED 2001). Further, "the influx of largely male job seeke~s into the 
project area has led to serious social disruption of the communities, with prostitu: 
ti on, alcohol abuse, HIV I AIDS, and other sexually transmitted diseases all on the rise" 
(Friends of the Earth International and CED 2001; Jobin 2003; Kail 2004). The risk of 
"increase in Sexually Transmitted Diseases/ AIDS,9 mostly in the zones near project 
facilities," identified in external reviews, appears not to have been offset by adequate 
mitigation plans. This suggests a discounted risk. The compensation package also in-

8. See the following links: http://www.ifc.org/IFCExt/spiwebsite1.nsf/b7a881f3733a2do785256a55 
0073tfof/828 3e68c6d9ee28c85257635006fa3 b6?0penDocu men t; http://www.esso.com/Chad-English/ 
P A/Files/suppvohch1.pdf; http://www.worldbank.org/afr/ ccproj/. . 

9. Increased risk of malaria, diarrheal diseases, and respiratory diseases, along with the oil pipe
line's eventual contribution oflarge amounts of greenhouse gases, were raised as issues, as was the 
lack of equity \n sharing these risks. See Jobin (2003); Friends of the Earth International and CED 
(2001); and Utzinger et al. (2004). 
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sists on "the hiring oflocaLsuppliers in multiservice sectors" (Esso 1999), yet the mean
ing of "local" is problematic. NGO field reports (Horta, Nguiffo, and Djiraibe 1999, 
2007) suggest that while the project may provide employment to some surrounding 
communities, the Bakola farming community's interests will not be served since its 
members possess few skills suitable to the project. Further, the package stipulated "the 
minimization of the potential of the pipeline route to encroach on villages, houses, and 
other human settlements, creating a need for resettlement. No more than 150 house
holds will be resettled as a result of the project" (Esso 1999). However, accounts from 
the monitoring body IAG, together with NGO reports, suggest deeper encroachment 
on Bakola traditional and sacred ritual sit~s (Nelson and Kenrick 2001). As well, com
pensation for sacred objects is_ reduced to covering "the traditional ritual cost of moving 
the object" (Esso 1999, 5-12). The intrinsic and symbolic value of such "objects" is lost 
in this valuation grid. 

Similarly, the agreement referred to "regional in-kind compensation paid for tem
porary losses of community resources along the pipeline easement in Cameroon," 
and stipulated that "in-kind community compensation will be paid to communities 
permanently losing communal lands at fixed facility sites:' (Esso 1999, 5-6). However, 
"compensation will be paid to the individual, who holds primary rights to the resource" 
(ibid, 5-9). This individuation of entitlement may conflict with collective land use and 
traditional land tenure systems specific to the local communities. While progress has 
been noted in the disbursement of compensation (IAG 2006), the meaning of"in-kind" 
is ~ighly debated; in practice, it amounted to the provision of farming tools (Nelson 
and Kenrick 2001). Moreover, the compensation covered only the three-year construc
tion period (Esso 1999), a time much too short for rebuilding livelihood systems. 

An important clause of the Indigenous Peoples Plan stipulated that the Campo 
Ma'an National Park be set up (Esso 1999, 5-6). The IAG reports suggest delays in 
the implementation of this requirement and insufficient funding for the management 
of biodiversity in offset areas entrusted to FED EC (IAG 2006, 2009a, 2009b; Horta, 

· Nguiffo, and Djiraibe 2007, 17). Moreover, the IAG reports express fear for imminent 
bankruptcy for FED EC, which would then be unable to fulfill its mandate tb implement 
the indigenous plan and monitor project impacts on indigenous communities (IAG 
2009a, 11). Similarly, "the Foundation estimates that its available capital will potentially 
allow it to continue its activities for three years, perhaps less" (IAG 2009b, v); hence the 
IAG's urgent plea that "FEDEC's founding fathers-the government, Consortium and 
·WE-must still reach an agreement concerning their respective responsibility to ensure 
implementation of this component of the Environmental Management Plan over the 
next 22 years" (IAG 2009b, v). · 

Lastly, the agreement specified "adequate market rate compensation for the value of 
various crops, including fruit trees, coffee, cocoa, raffia palm; and manioc" (Esso 1999). 
The outcome of this clause is contested. Not only do compensation rates appear to be 
arbitrary and below market value, but claims and grievances the Bakola filed for ad
equate compensation or timely disbursement of funds have been left pending for years 
(IAG 2006, 2009a). This has left communities with no other recourse and no access.to 
alternative mitigation options. 
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To its credit, the Exxon Oil Consortium manifested responsible corporate behav
iour by readjusting the compensation value of a single mango tree from CFAF3,500 to 
CFAF550,ooo (Horta, Nguiffo, and Djiraibe 1999). However, in the NGOs' and com
munities' views, it failed to "create new formulas for calculating the compensation for 
other essential trees but set the rates without consulting the local people and· NGOs" 
(Declaration of Bebedjia 1999, quoted in Horta Nguiffo, and Djiraibe 1999). Besides, the 

.NGOs' 1999 "Critical Analysis of the Compensation Plan" documents low compensa
tion rates and intimidation in locai villages, and suggests that the compensation for 

· raffia trees-for which the local people have more than 30-is 120 times below their 
market value (Groupe de Concertation 1999, quoted in Horta, Nguiffo, and Djiraibe 
1999). According to NGO reports, the inherent weakness of the compensation .plan 
rests in its failure to consider the market value of property lost by local communitie·s 
(Horta; Nguiffo, and Djiraibe 1999, 2007). Hence the IAG's most recent recommenda
tion to "establish mutually agreed-upon rules for fair compensation, which may mean 
compensation that exceeds outdated national standards" (IAG 2009a, 17). 

Clearly, what may be appropriate compensation is interpreted differently, and claims 
of compliance are challenged by counter-claims of failure. As argued by Pegg (2005), 
the empirical realities of the Chad-Cameroon pipeline project have frequently failed 
to live up to promised goals of contributing to development and alleviating poverty. 
What has emerged is that the compensation arrangement-premised on market value 
assessment of tangible physical assets such as land, livestock, anc;l. forest resources
overlooked the short- and long-term loss of intangible assets. How have generational 

. and long-term impacts been taken into account? Recognizing that community liveli
hoods, productive systems, and ecological balance require time, investment, and ade
quate resources to rebuild, how can they be measured and compensated? Furthermore, 
cultural assets and capital, defined in this context as assets of tangible and intangible 
cultural expressions (Throsby 1999, 2001), and traditi9nal ecological knowledge spe
cific to the Bakola (Johannes 1989) bear great significance in community sociocultural 
maintenance, cohesion, and psychosocial balance, as well as cultural and even physical 
survival (Dutfield 1997). The challenge lies in valuing and compensating for the loss 
of such assets, which could be undervalued within the predominant compensation 
framework. _These absences call into question the very premise of the community com
pensation settlement, predicated on assumptions of accountability and joint gains, and 

. yet interpreted differently, based on the location and interests of the different actors. 

Micro-Politics and Analytics of Compensation 
Arrangements and Implementation 

Preceding sections highlight that compensation negotiations are neither linear pro
cesses nor devoid of tension among the·participants (affected communities, NGOs, 
and corporations). Lags in the implementation timetable (AIG 2009, Horta, Nguiffo, 

: and Djiraibe 2007) and the failure to implement all aspects of the agreement ~as noted 



by the IAG 2002, 2005, 2009a, 2009b) render visible the complex power relatfons with 
which communities must contend. Such inequalities generate different discourses 
on compensation agreements, characterized by communities and NGO advocates as 
"deception" and "minimal compensations." They also point to the obliteration of ac
countability, evidenced by the lack of a timely and full delivery of the compensation 
package, further compounded by the ambivalent role played by the state, represented 
by COTCO. The compensation arrangements, framed within a minimalist approach in 
their piecemeal implementation, raise contentious issues pertinent to the social mini
mum approach to compensation and legitimate social justice claims. At first glance,_ 
the sociatminimum approach appears to be an overriding principle of such nego
tiations. For instance, tl1e compensation plan suggested "a one-time in-kind payment 
for villages permanently losing land for construction of fixed facility sites and/or in
convenience by temporary construction causing land loss of more than one growing 
season" (Esso 1999). This points to temporality of entitlement to benefits and minimal 
compensation for potential loss oflivelihood and labour productivity, compensated at 
discounted rates and clearly entailing a discounting of risk. 

A closer social analysis of the pipeline project, so far missing in the growing lit
erature, also reveals gender blindness in compensation allocation and.implementa
tion. Accounts by women interviewed along the pipeline corridor suggest "their lack 
of involvement in negotiation," "de facto representation by the head of household, or 
the chief of village,'.' or sometimes "random employees or messengers of the Pipeline 
project" (field notes, 2002). One informa~t related, "When the COTCO employees 
came into the village they asked for our husbands. And when they were not there, they 
told us that it was not necessary for us to attend the meetings. It was a man's affair." 
Women-also noted the fact that "they were not invited to participate in the consulta
tions" (A.N., pers. comm. 2002) that could have been appropriate decision-making 
forums in which to express their needs. At the same time, items in the compensation 
package, like tools-not adequately gendered and adapted to the local farming sys
tem-were instead traded for cash, not reallocated for household needs and mainte
nance. Taken together, all this is indicative of gender biases in representation, resulting 
in the silencing of women's voices in the negotiation process and a lack of accounting 
for their gender needs and interests. Lack of gender responsive consultations or needs 
assessments induces a systematic erasure of women's differentiated needs, interests, 
and active agency, resulting in male-biased compensations, empirically manifest in the 
choice of farming.tools and agricultural inputs. 

Furthermore, compensation modalities appear to ignore gender differences in vul
nerabilities and entitlements specific to the social and cultural context of the Bakola. 
Once available, monetized compensations are of de facto benefit to "men, i.e., husbands 
and chiefs," according to the women interviewed along the pipeline corridor (A.N., 
pers. comm. 2002). These practices manifest entrenched gender: biases in compensa
tion settlements and allocation, echoing similar accounts documented in the cases 
of anthropogenic and natural disasters (Seager 2006; Hudson 2005; Carpenter 2005; 
Earnson and Morrow 1998). They also echo Rocheleau's (1995) assertion of entrenched 
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gender imbalance in resource management and allocation that derives from unequal 
power dynamics (Jackson 1993) and.differential bargaining power (Agarwal 1997b). 

In contrast to the active resistance of women in the Niger Delta, which is anchored 
on modern mobilization strategies, combined with traditional and culturally sanc
tioned forms of protest and resistance (Ikelegbe 2005; Turner and Brownhill 2004; 
Ukeje 2004), women's mobilization along the pipeline corridor in Cameroon against 
dispossession by the oil companies has been timid, drcumscribed by gender restric
tions, and mostly channelled through the NGO advocacy network. The invisibility of 
women in the pipeline protest contrasts markedly with the history of social move.men ts 
in Cameroon. In fact, regional mobilizations by rural women have been ongoing in dif
ferent chiefdoms (or fondoms) in the northwest province for at least 40 years (Diduk 
2004). Clearly, women have historically opened, entered, and shaped popular dissent, 
and they have participated in overt activism at the national scale. What accounts for 
the differences are contextual specificities that impact the way in which gender rela
tions and hierarchies are structured, accepted, contested, or transformed in specific 
social and cultural sites. In the case of the Bakola communities, their forest location 
has historically conferred upon them security, identity, and liberty (Turnbull 1961), yet 
reinforced their marginalization (Ngima 2001, 27). 

Beyond gender ideologies, exclusion and discrimination appear at multiple physi
cal and discursive sites. In Cameroon, the state's political discourse emphasizes ethnic 
particularities (Monga 2000). Its discourses on autochthony and citizenship (Pelican 
2008) give rise to .unequal and exclusionary practices in compensation allocation .. Be
yond gender variables, citizenship and location were defining characteristics influenc
ing who would or would not receive compensation. 

With reference to the Bakola Pygmies, the meaning of citizenship needs to be cul
turally interpreted beyond the state-issued national identity card, the required docu
ment for benefit registration and entitlement. Cameroon records a 58.1 % rate of birth· 
registration in rural areas (UNICEF 2009), in which the "People of the Forest" are 
marginally represented. ?be lack of proof oflegal identity leaves them little recourse to 
claim their citizenship rights. The pernicious effects of benefit entitlement malleability 
become more evident when. indigenous systems and records are discounted. The dis
enfranchised status of marginalized communities, labelled "Pygmy" for instance, per
meated the negotiation processes and compensation implementation. This was further 
exacerbated in the state's failure to serve as gU:arantor of justice when the Exxon Oil 
Consortium failed to comply with the compensation agreement and timetable and to 
take into account the people's vulnerability. The settlement plan was supposed come 
into effect in December 2000, but according to community accounts and evaluation 
reports, as ofautumn 2009 it was not yet fully in force (IAG 2009a). 

Marginalization is not uniform across communities. For example, Bantu communi
ties are more accustomed to the cash economy and compensation transactions; there
fore, they draw most of the benefits from the pipeline, at the expense of the Bakola 
(Friends of the Earth International and CED 2001; Tachi 2001; Karl 2004). Hence, ten
sion between the ,two communities is high. 
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Eager to write off serious environmental degradation and egregious human rights 
abuses, the Exxon Consortium may have committed itself formally to the mantra of 
corporate social responsibility but did so without embracing the substantive accom-· 
panying practices (Lo 2002). All of this calls into question the intrinsic value of nego
tiation agreements, which "depends on a sequence of reciprocal actions" (Susskind 
and Cruikshank 1987, 31). The gap between the agreement and actual implementation 
epitomizes the role of power in such transactions. It further entrenches the primacy 
and logic of business transactions (Leader 2006) that trump the social and human 
contingencies of their application. Related to the lack of compliance is the role of the 
state and its very nature in the context of the Chad-Cameroon pipeline. The state's 
failure to· regulate corporate behaviour vis-a-vis the citizenry evinces the existence of 
pathologies associated with rent-seeking states, the "resource course," and the myopia 
of policy-n;i.akers who undermine accountability to the citizenry (Weinstein 2005, 599; 
Ross 1999, 2001). . 

Furthermore, according to NGO and community member accounts, the Bakola Pyg
mies of the Kribi-Lolodorf area have been "labeled rebellious communities" ·by the 
pipeline project staff and COTCO's representatives, and their members and support- . 
ers have been "threatened and pursued for civil disobedience." According to an NGO 
leader, NGO representatives who were vocal and committed to serving the interests of 
local communities "were threatened and coerced to promote unconditional and im
mediate support for the project."10 

This state repression of protest has had far-reaching impacts on. the communities' 
self-awareness and their commitment to defending their interests and fighting for so
cial justice. However, the tactics to suppress protest and vocality are not unique to the 
Cameroon case. They echo accounts from Chad that suggest systemic state brutality 
and repressive responses to protest along the pipeline (Gary and Reisch 2005). They 
also converge with similar patterns of denial and blame shifting noted by Garvin et al. 
(2008) in Ghana, and strategies of de-politicization of community activism stressed by 
Zalik (2004) in Nigeria. 

Community discontent, stemming from the non-implementation of agreements, 
also reflects the power dynamics at play between the corµmunities and various actors. 
Rel~vant to this case study are Chesler's (1991) argument that power imbalance is the 
rule at the crucial and often unresolved implementation stages of an agreement, as well 
as his assertion that the participation of an overly weak "party" lacking self-empow
erment strategies makes a mockery of negotiations and leads to superficial outcomes. 
This calls for a new interpretation of the conflict as more than a two-party disagree-

. ment, in order to adequately capture the underlying social conflicts and to ensure so
cial justice. This resonates with Ospina Peralta, Santillana Ortiz, and Arboleda's (2008, 

2922) contention that "the bargaining between dominant and subordinate stakeholders 
in any given territory always takes place in a context of historic power relations and 
particular political tradi~ions." 

10. See CED, Cameroon and Washington Center for International Environmental Law (2001). 
CIEL. Immediate release, http://www.ciel.org/Ifi/chadcamwatchdog.html. 
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Accountability Conundrum: Scale and Scope of 
Contention and Advocacy Efficacy 

A critical analysis of the Chad-Cameroon pipeline compensation formula calls into 
question the validity of the formal corporate-community agreement of 1999. The dis
juncture between the rhetoric of compens_ation and actual practices raises questions 
about the scale and scope of accountability, and the possibility of sanctions for non
compliance. While monitoring and oversight for the project have been placed in the 
hands of agencies such as the IAG and the Steering and Monitoring Committee, their 
ability to hold the Consortium and COTCO accountable, and to articulate more tan
gible recommendations has been limited, due in part to limited mandate. Their lower 
power position, vis-a-vis COTCO and the Consortium, relegate them to the limited 
role of observer rather than actor-with-agency. 

Faced with continuing lack of compliance to the agreement-the key source of com
munity discontent-communities, supported by NGOs, have launched an appeal to 
induce compliance and hold the Consortium accountable, and have. constructed a pro
test space linking localized struggle and audiences with an international/transnational 
audience. Along with its network and coordinating organizations, Oilwatch Africa 
has given some support and impetus to communities organizing against individual oil 
companies and hydrocarbon projects in the region (see Osuoka and Zalik in this issue). 
Such advocacy efforts have increased public exposure and helped open political space 
for engagement, thus strengthening the communities' position. 

This approach resonates well with Chesler's (1991) assertion that movements toward 
social justice stem from the energy and power of oppressed people and their interac
tions in struggle with allies. Self-advocacy, public scrutiny, and public exposure appear 
i_ndispensable to guarantee minimum agreement compliance and to generate agency. 
NGOs displayed agency prior t.o the project's approval by the Worl_d Bank in June 
2000, and by calling on the World Bank to issue a moratorium on funding to ensure 
that necessary conditions concerning legal f\ameworks be met (Horta, Nguiffo, and 
Djiraibe 2000 ). Thirteen NGOs reviewed the terms of reference and recommended that 
the IAG representatives visit the sites twice a year (Horta, Nguiffo, and Djiraibe 2000), 

a demand to which the World Bank acquiesced. However, they have not been success
ful in asking IAG members to visit affected communities on demand to document the 
impact of the project. · 

Since the project's approval, advocacy initiatives have focused on publicizing so
cial and environmental risks, which resulted in the World Bank's establishment of 
the IAG and a revisiting of its Indigenous Peoples Plan, with more attention given 
to social impacts. NGO transnational advocacy campaigns encompassed a variety of 
strategies and tactics in their ongoing efforts to monitor compliance and negotiate just· 
outcomes. An illustrative case is the 2002 claim filed ·by the CED with the World Bank 
in the name of Cameroonian peasants and workers victimized by the Chad-Cameroon 
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pipeline project." Such initiatives-mobilizing constituencies, employing the media, · 
drawing a broad base of support, and inviting mediated dialogue with the Exxon Oil 
Consortium-have been used in attempts to force compliance (Lo 2002). 

These advocacy efforts suggest the potential of joining political action and purpose
ful individual action (Cleaver 2007). Combined with moral arguments by community 
leaders, churches, and pressure from NGO allies with targeted messages that appeal to 
what is right-and in the local community's self-interest-a concerted, multi-pronged 
mobilization emerged and attempted to force the Exxon Oil Consortium to deliver on 
the agreements that had been negotiated. In the absence of recognized professional and 
willing mediators, the grassroots NGOs, committed to social justice, have been play
ing a much-needed power-balancing act. They have been key actors in enabling local 
communities to challenge ac.ute power imbalances. The outcomes of these initiatives 
ranged from clinging to the status quo to changes of institutional practices and policies, 
as in the case of the World Bank, the operational directive, and Indigenous Peoples 
Plan. Yet, as argued by Osuok~ and Zalik in this issue, "in striving both to achieve the 
broader promotion of 'self-determination' among affected communities and to resist 
socially destructive oil activity, they have to contend with an industry that is in alliance 
with-and a reflection of-the state in all its neo-liberal manifestations." 

Unlike other sites embroiled in violence, like the Niger Delta (as described by Obi 
in this issue; Okonta and Douglas 2001; Watts 2004; Ukiwo 2007; Peterside and Zalik 
2008), activist movements centred on local community rights and entitlements in 
Cameroon have been non-violent to date. Strategies have included mobilizing support 
from influential power brokers, traditional leaders, and well-established and prominent 
politicians as mediators. However, the efficacy and persuasive power of mediators re
main questionable, since their interventions have resulted in vague or broken promises 
(Friends of the Earth International and CED 2001). Furthermore, while strategic, the 
integration of mediators committed to facilitating democratic negotiation processes 
with feasible, fair, and sustainable outcomes raises questions about potential conflicts 
of interest. Given the existing power differential between the Bakola and the Exxon Oil 
Consortium, the mediator's intervention would have to be committed to empowering, 
at the onset, the low-power party (Forester and Stitzel 1989; Forester 1994), allowing it 
to enhance its self-efficacy. In this case, it would mean forcing the Consortium to com
ply with its agreements to sustain a fair and just outcome. Susskind's and Cruikshank's 
ideal of the mediator activist (Susskind and Cruikshank 1987; Forester and Stitzel 1989) 

who not only embraces the implementation of an agreement and the guaranteeing of 
outcomes but also seeks to redress power imbalances that have subverted the process, 
resonates in this case. 

Chesler (1991, 8) saliently posits, "The creation of social change, and the quest for 
social justice, requires the generation and utilization of power and associated resources 

· to challenge the status quo of institutionalized authority and privilege." This captures 
the challenges of monitoring and implementing negotiated agreements and the de-

11. See CED (2002). http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTINSPECTIONPANEL/Resources/ 
CameroonNOR1.pdf; http://www.foei.org/en/media/archive/2002/0925.html. 
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livery of requisite benefits where the low-power group is disempowered .and has no 
strong support network with adequate resources. It also reaffirms claims that "victim 
compensation is symbolic policy, nominal policy, [and that] substantive progran:s do 
not always actually follow political rhetoric" (Eliasm 1983). The argument advanced by 
Eliasm juxtaposes the discursive rnntent of compensations as text, the political rhetoric 
they employ, and the social practices they enable (Fairclough 2003). 

More neglectful is the communities' unacknowledged entitlement to protection first, 
rather than compensation after the fact, in light of unanticipated risks and environ
mental hazards. The January 2007 Kribi oil spill at the marine terminal is illustrative 
of this and suggests the failure of the state to protect and guarantee fundamental rights 
in the absence of statutory and legally binding environmental management policies. In' 
this case, the materiality of environmental risk and hazard, an issue raised by various· 
NGO reports and activists but discarded by pipeline Consortium authorities, proved 
salient and illustrative of the social costs and' negative externalities of the pipeline. Ne.i
ther communities nor the government are entitled to compensation for this accidental 
oil spill, due to the lack oflegal and regulatory frameworks or operational judicial and 
regulatory systems to oversee enviro.nmental management in the oil sector. 

Lastly, the World Bank disengagement from the pipeline project in September 
2008-subsequent to a noted lack of compliance by the Chad government on its con
tractual agreement regulating the export credit and resource allocations to the social 
sector (World Bank 2008)-reveals the malleability and volatility of corporate-commu
nity agreements. The withdrawal of the major regulatory and gover~ance entity raises . 
further questions regarding the account.ability mechanism that wo~ld apply to future 
risks, and suggests a governance void and accountability vacuum that should ·inspire 
concerted and continued mobilization. 

Conclusion 

The paper has arg4ed that communities like that of the Bakola Pygmies cannot se
cure decent agreements that address their long-term needs, given the significant power 
imbalances between them and corporate ·actors like the Exxon Oil Consortium, es
pecially when strong state institutions are lacking. Instead, the logic of negotiations 
leads disenfranchised communities to focus on short-term gains without. considering 
alternative development strategies to address their conditions, or the right to say no to 
that on which they disagree. This paper also contends that the Consortium in this case 
did not adequately implement even the minimal agreement that was signed. Thus, the 
problems rest in varying parts !n the negotiation process, the agreement itself, and the 
lack of implementation, all due to power differentials and a dearth of accountability 
mechanisms. 

Shortfalls in the implementation of the compensation agreement reflect an all-too
common pattern of abuse of the low-power group when negotiation processes are em
bedded in a context of inequality and the~e is no commitment to a fair and just outcome 
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(Lo 2002) .. Fundamentally, power differentials render more manifest the salience of the 
political economy of oil exploitation, and the overlapping patterns between oil produc
ing ~nd oil transporting countries. The overarching political economy context freezes 
asymmetric triadic relations among the state, corpmunities, and the corporation, creat
ing a geography for corporate-community agreements and their implementation that 
contrasts with the Australian and Canadian cases analyzed by O'Faircheallaigh in this 
issue. It further dramatizes the state's paradoxical position in its-rent-seeking rational
ity when caught between the legitimate demands of citizens and marginalized com
munities and the power of transnational corporations. It is necessary to interrogate the 
position and power of the state embedded in specific political economies. 

Also required is the contextualization of the social. and political dynamics that shape 
the interactions among the state, civil society, corporations, and communities, bearing 
in mind that unequal power dynamics are the subtexts of such interactions. These fac
tors converge to determine the contrasting geographies and genealogies of negotiation 
a~d localized corporate behaviour. 

The World Bank's disengagement from the Chad-Camer_oon pipeline in 2008 serves 
as a metaphor for failed accountability and compels further interrogation of the insti
tutional oversight, accountability, and ethos underpinning corporate and community 
agreements. Does it also signal the failure of the normative or voluntary corporate 
social responsibility agenda and mantra? What opportunity structures emerge for en
hanced accountability now that the World Bank has exited from the Chad-Cameroon 

_ pipeline project? 
More importantly, should the need for revenue transparency be considered more 

important than systematic public accountability, the rule of law, or social protection 
and the safeguarding of communities' fundamental rights and entitlements? Further, 
recognizing community disempowerment as both a dominant victimization narrative 
and a mobilizing metaphor, what are the possibilities for a transformative dialectic? 
Moving beyond entrapment in victimiz.ation narratives, what new material and dis
cursive sites of agency could emerge? How should social actors act on the impetus to 
inscribe agency and accountability into the lexis and practice of community-corporate 
agreement negotiation and implementation? 

Clearly, the elusive nature of corporate-community agreement in the case of the 
Chad-Cameroon pipeline demands a rethinking of the substantive dimensions of 
agreement negotiation and implementation. More pernicious are the politics of"short
termism" underpinning the specific arrangement analyzed here, where compensation 
is premised on short-term vulnerability and risk while discounting long-term human 
security threats or generational impacts. Furthermore, the propensity to subsume risks 
and costs in monetized terms leads to a potential normalization of the monetization 
of compensation, leaving discrete, intangible yet fundamental rights and entitlements 
unaddressed. The disjuncture calls for a paradigm shift and a rethinking of the ap
proach to corporate-community negotiations,_ orthodoxies, and substantive content 
of agreements. It starts with an accounting of contingency, potential volatility, and 
negative externalities of such agreements in light of entrenched power imbalances, and 
unaccounted ecological and social risks coml?ounded by weak accountability systems. 
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Introduction 

Over the past two decades, considerable attention has been devoted to the activities of 
Canadian mining companies, and their operations in Canada and around the world. 
Much of the academic attention has focused on major multinational mining compa
nies, understood as companies with operations in two or more countries. Although 
NGOs and other civil society actors have focused on "junior" mining companies as 
well, little effort is inade to differentiate them from the "big" players. This paper seeks 
to address this gap by analyzing the influences and processes by which junior Canadian 
mining companies respond and adapt to pressures to improve their social and envi
ronmental performance. Specifically, this paper analyzes the internal organizational 
attributes likely to make a junior mining company committed to corporate social re
sponsibility (CSR). 

The term "junior" mining company has tended to be used rather loosely, often lump
ing what are actually mid-tier companies into the category of "junior." The terni: "ju
nior" generally refers to mining companies that are primarily involved in exploration, 
and this study henceforth uses the term "mid-tier" to denote companies engaged in 
mining.1 There are about half a dozen mid-tier, Canadian mining companies engaged 
in gold mining in Ghana. While they tend to be the subject of NGO activism, there has 
been little academic attention paid to them in a way that differentiates them from the 
major mining companies. To explore the internal attributes that explain a company's 
commitment to CSR, the authors have conducted a case study of a mid-tier, Canadian 
mining company operating in Ghana. A single case study approach allows the authors 
to examine in detail the company's policies and practices vis-a-vis CSR, in order to bet
ter understand how and why the company has sought to improve them. 

The research findings strongly point to the critical importance.of organizational 
leadership and learning as attributes necessary for sustainable CSR practices. These 
findings are consistent with other research that identifies internal corporate attributes 
as essential to understanding a firm's commitment to CSR (Howard-Grenville 2006). 

Although it is often assumed that mid-tier companies lack the incentives, resources, 
and capacity to effectively implement policies to meet their social ·responsibilities, the 
research findings suggest otherwise. As is the case with mining multinationals, junior 
and mid-tier companies are faced with similar constraints and incentives, and it is 
necessary to look at the specific conditions in which they operate, and internal orga
nizational variables, in order to explain why companies are more or less committed to 

1. This study follows the Metals Economics Group's classification of junior, mid-tier, and major 
mining-companies. A junior company is one engaged primarily in exploration, a mid-tier company 
is one with annual revenues of at least US$50 million,_ and a major company is one with annual 
revenues of more than US$500 million. (See Metals Economics Group, Special Report on World 
Exploration Trends, http://www.metalseconomics.com/pdf/PI?AC%202oq9%20World%20Explora
tion%20Trends.pdf, p. 2.) Any company, regardless of size, that operates in two or more countries 
can be understood as a multinational company, although the term has generally been reserved for 
major companies. See Hill (1998). 
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CSR. In so doing, the analysis moves away from a blanket assumption that CSR is a 
mere public relations exercise by identifying the internal mechanisms by which mining 
companies come to recognize and act on their CSR obligations! 

In order to understand the larger external environment in which the company 
under study operates, the first section of this article identifies the global, Canadian, and 
Ghanaian contexts in which the CSR policies of the company have evolved. Research 
findings suggest that this mining company has been influenced by developments at the 
global level (such as initiatives to promote global standards applicable to mining, for 
example), as well as developments in Canada and Ghana. The second and third sec
tions will outline the theoretical literature and methodological approach that inform 
this analysis, and will explicate the research questions. The fourth section will outline 
the case study findings, identifying the key organizational attributes under analysis and 
relating them to the empirical observations. The final section w'ill assess the theoretical 
implications of the research and identify questions for future research. 

For the purposes of this paper, CSR is defined as going beyond the legal-regulatory 
obligations companies have toward those parties affected by their operations with re
spect to human rights, labour standards, and the environment. CSR expects that or
ganizations engage in a combination of self-regulation, active promotion of the public 
interest, and an awareness of their fiduciary"responsibility to stockholders, as well as to 
society and the natural environment (Carroll and Buchholtz 2006). The authors rec
ognize that there is considerable debate as to what constitutes CSR in the developing 
country context, and address this debate in the theoretical literature section. 

Global, Canadian, and Ghanaian Contexts 

In the past 10 to 15 years, large mining companies with global operations have begun 
to demonstrate a greater awareness of, and commitment to, their social and environ
mental responsibilities. Efforts to improve the industry's bad reputation stemmed from 
the tightening of environmental regulation and NGO pressure in the advanced indus
trialized democracies, and from the global push to promote better practices. Global 
initiatives that have directly or indirectly affected mining companies include the ILO 
labour standards, the OECD guidelines for multinational enterprises (revised 2000), 
the International Finance Corporation's (IFC) Policy and Performance Standards on 
Social and Environmental Sustainability (IFC2005), and the ISO 14,00~ environmental 
.management standards. 

2. The focus of this paper is on a company's perceptions of its CSR obligations and what it has 
done internally to meet them. The paper does not seek to make claim.s about community perceptions 
of the company's efforts. Doing so would raise difficult conceptual and methodological issues that 
are beyond the scope of this paper, though they are a central concern of the larger research project of 
which this paper is a part. 
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Due to the fact that they must operate where the ore is, and because of the huge 
up-front capital costs associated with opening a new mine, mining companies are vul
nerable to community opposition to their operations. Mining companies must seek 
a "social license" to operate, and they cannot simply pick up and leave in the event 
of community opposition (Gunningham, Kagan, and Thornton 2003). In response to 
these external pressures, in the late 1990s the major mining companies took steps at the 
global level to improve the mining industry's reputation. A key outcome of these efforts 
was the creation in 2001 of the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM), 
which superseded the International Council on Mining and the Environment (Dash
wood 2005). The ICMM seeks to promote best practices in the mining sector through 
a variety of endeavours, with a view to improving the industry's reputation (for details, 
see McPhail 2008). 

More recent global developments continue to attempt to influence the policies and 
practices of mining companies such as the Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative 
(in which Ghana participates), the UN Global Compact, and the initiatives of the UN 
Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Business and Human Rights (UN 
Human Rights Council 2008). These various global developments have had an impact 
on the mining company uqder study. 

Canada is a major player in the global mining industry. Hard-rock mining remains 
an important source of GDP, accounting for about 3.7%, and minerals and min
eral products exports account for approximately 17.5% of domestic exports·(Natural 
Resources Canada 2007): Canada is a repository of significant legal, technical, and 
financial expertise for the global mining industry. It is home to a large number of 
junior to low-mid-tier mining companies, many of which have operations around 
the world. In 2006, more than 800 Canadian companies were involved in interna
tional exploration projects, and 62% of all mining companies involved in exploration 

· projects are Canadian (ibid.; Lemieux 2005). Not surprisingly, Canada has a major 
mining presence in Africa. 

In the face of growing public pressure to respond to concerns about the activities 
of Canadian mining companies abroad, the Canadian government has preferred to 
facilitate voluntary initiatives to promote CSR. As reports surfaced about the bad prac
tices of Canadian mining companies abroad, the voluntary initiatives favoured by the 
Canadian government became the subject of much criticism (Mining Watch Canada, 
Halifax Initiative; see Coumans, this issue). A particularly significant development was . 
the tabling in June 2005 by the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs 
and International Trade (SCFAIT) of a report on mining in developing countries and 
CSR (SCFAIT 2005). The report argued that junior companies often lack the resources, 
knowledge, or incentives to adequately address issues arising from the social, cultural, 
political, or environmental context in developing countries. The report expressed con
cern about the lack of Canadian.laws to regulate the activities of Canadian mining 
companies in developing countries, and called for legislation to hold companies ·ac
countable for their activities overseas (SCFAIT 2005). 

In its response to the SCF AIT report, the government agreed to a number of the rec
ommendations but shied away from enacting legislation that would entail the extrater-
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ritorial application of Canadian law in foreign jurisdictions.3 The government prefers 
to lend its support to voluntary initiatives like the Mining Association-of Canada's To
wards Sustainable Mining initiative, which was launched in 2op4. The National Round 
Tables on Corporate Social Responsibility and the Canadian Extractive Sector in De-

. veloping Countries launched in 2006, resulted in the government's announcement in 
February 2007 of its support of the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative. Two 
years later, in March 2009, the government announced its strategy for promoting CSR 
in the Canadian extractive sector. In the strategy paper "Building the Canadian Ad
vantage," the government sets out initiatives it proposes to take to promote CSR in the 
extractive sector and commits resources to that end (Government of Canada 2009). 
Acknowledging the special constraints encountered by junior_mining companies, the 
government announced initiatives to help strengthen the capacity of junior mining 
companies to meet their environmental and social obligations. 

The description above of develop'ments at the Canadian and global levels provides 
a snapshot of the broader context in which Canadian mining companies operate. We 
now turn to the specific institutional context in Ghana, in which the company under 
study is operating. 

Ghana is a West African country that boasts one of the most successful transitions to 
multi-party democracy on the continent (readers interested in more detail on Ghana's 
politica~ and economic history may consult Amenumey 2008; Aryeetey and Kanbur 
2008; Puplampu 2004a, b). However, Ghana's socio-economic development does not 
yet match its political growth. Although recent GDP growth has averaged 6% over 

, the past four to seven years, per capita income is about US$500 and poverty remains 
pronounced in rural areas. Structurally, the economy is still heavily reliant on cocoa, 
timber, and raw mineral (mainly gold) exports. Annual budgetary shortfalls average 
around US$1billion, leaving Ghana reliant on foreign bilateral and multilateral donors, 
and the remittances of the Ghanaian diaspora. Foreign direct investment (FDI) still fea
tures by 2006-07 estimates at a low u5% of GDP,4 although the country is experiencing 
a rising trend in FDI. (See map on p. 193.) 

The mineral resources of the country (gold, industrial diamonds, timber, and baux
ite) are concentrated in the rich forest areas of the west, central, Ashanti, Brong Ahafo, 
and eastern regions of the country. The actively mined millerals include bauxite, gold, 
diamonds, and manganese. There are over 20 active mining firms in Ghana. The 2007 
Annµal Report of the Ghana Chamber of Mines lists the following mining firms as 
active: Gold: Abosso Goldfields Ltd; AngloGold Ashanti Ltd; Chira~o Gold Mines; 
Goldfields [Ghana] Ltd; Golden Star Resources; Newmont Ghana Ltd; Bauxite: Ghana 
Bauxite Company Ltd; and Manganese: Ghana Manganese Company Ltd. The sector 
contributes 5% of GDP with annual revenues in excess of US$1 billion. On average, 

3. Government of Canada, Government Respons.e to the SCFAIT 14th report on "Mining in 
Developing Countries and Corporate Social Responsibility," 2005. http://www2.parl.gc.ca/House 
Publications/Publication.aspx?Docid=2030362&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=38&Ses=i. 

4. World Bank, MIGA (Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency), 2007, http://www.miga.org/ 
quickref/index_sv.cfm?stid=1586_. 
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it contributes 10% to ·government revenue each year. In 2006, total government IRS 
receipts were about US$523 million. The mining sector contributed about US$53.5 mil- . 
lion from income tax as well as royalties5 (CHRAJ 2008; Aryeetey and Kanbur 2008). 

A range of junior, mid-tier, and major mining companies are operating in Ghana. 
The large-scale global multinationals have a significant mining footprint on more than 
one continent, and command considerable resource and market clout. The Ghanaian 
mining industry also has small-scale artisanal miners. Mining is regulated by the Min
erals Commission. Those who have purchased licenses from the Minerals Commission 
and the Precious Metals Marketing Corporation (PMMC) are cons.idered legal. The 
PMMC also licenses buyers of artisanal outputs. Those without licenses are illegal and 
referred to as "galamsey." Figure i below details the governance, administrative struc
tur~s, and stakeholder i1i.terlinkages of mining in Ghana. 
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Figure 1. Institutions in the structure of mining in Ghana 

Source: Authors' compilation of variety of sources 

Background Literature: CSR and Developing Countries 

Despite the obvious impacts that major firms and their activities have on developing 
countries, Ofori (2007a) notes that the CSR literature in relation to developing econo
mies like those in West Africa remains underdeveloped. One reason for this situation 
is that the application of CSR practices in developing countries is a relatively new phe-

5. Ghana Chamber of Mines, Annual Report and Financial Highlights. "Life without Mining is 
Impossible," Accra, 2007, http://www.ghanachamberofmines.org. 
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nomenon (Idemudia 2007 ). Indeed, the latest wave of interest in CSR in the "West" can 
in part be attributed to the now discredited neo-liberal agenda that sought to minimize 
the role of the state in the economy through deregulation and privatization. 

Idemudia (2007, 369) argues that there is a disjuncture between local priorities in 
the South and the delivery of CSR because the CSR agenda has largely been driven by 
northern actors whose priorities are more attuned to the concerns of Western societies. 
This situation has led Ofori (2007a) to conclude that there is a gap in our understand
ing of the "nature, content and intent" of CSR interventions in Ghana, a country with 
a long history of CSR activity by both large and small companies, which until recently 
consisted ofcompanies engaging in what Ofori (2007a, 67) describes as a "haphazard 
indulgence in corporate good works". Such strictly philanthropic activities often tend 
to address the symptoms rather than the causes of abiding institutional, systemic, and 
national limitations and weaknesses. 

The notion that CSR activities can be reduced to philanthropic initiatives that firms 
choose to undertake in a discretionary manner has been discredited in the mainstream 
CSR literature (Ofori 2007a, 2007b). Stakeholder theory, for example, acknowledges 
that firms have obligations toward a range of stakeholders-including employees, the 
environment, local communities, suppliers, and governments~that, while not always 
legally mandated, move beyond the realm of discretionary voluntarism (Donaldson 
and Preston 1995). Recognition of a firm's obligations to society constitutes a measure 
of mutual responsibility that is neither gift based or voluntary (one chooses to) nor 
optional (by not engaging in said responsibility, nothing much is "lost"). Rather, it 
represents a statement of human responsibility toward humankind in the bid for sus
tainable mutual co-existence, captured by the1 Akan-twi motto asetena pa, which means 

. ' 
"proper/acceptable co-existence."6 Idemudia (2007, 2009) picks up on this theme in 
his analysis of ongoing community dissatisfaction in the Niger Delta, noting that com
munities expect "good neighbourliness" on the part of oil and gas multinationals. We 
situate the CSR challenge in Ghana's mining sector within this context. 

Lately, the debate on CSR in the.context of the developing world has turned to the 
question· ofwhether CSR can contribute to economic development and/or sustainable 
development. Conventional arguments that foreign mineral and oil and gas invest
ments enhance s,ocial and economic development are countered by others who argue 
that extractive activities exacerbate poverty and conflict (the "resource curse") (Sage
bien et al. 2008). There are also different expectations or understandings of what CSR 
can accomplish. The growing literature on CSR in Africa is largely critical1 and this can 
be explained in part by differences in perspectives on the role and purpose of CSR. For 
example, Hilson (2007, 43), in his critique of mining companies in Ghana, argues that 
"companies are generally implementing ... programmes that are incapable of alleviat
ing rural hardship." Such an argument seems to assume that mining companies alone 
are responsible for rural development. 

This study takes as a starting point -the understanding that while firms can and 
should be expected to contribute more effectively to socio-economic development 

6. See W ACAM Ghana website, http://www.wacamghana.com/index.php/. 
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· (Blowfield 2005, 2007; Jenkins 2005), there are limits as to 'what CSR can accomplish. 
Mining companies alone cannot guarantee sustainable development; they cannot, nor 
should they, take on the role of government. The extent to which firms can enhance 
social and economic value in the countries in which they operate depends on the en
abling or disabling dynamics resulting from a range of interactions with actors out
side the boundaries of the firm (Sagebien et al. 2008; see also Idemudia, this issue). 
While firms cannot be expected alone to foment sustainable development, they can be 
expected to add economic, social, and ecological value to the communities in which 
they operate (Bird and Herman 2004). Bird and Herman argue that in the~r dealings 
with developing areas, international business actors must address three fundamental 
questions: economic development of the nation gauged by growth in local commerce, 
institutional growth, and capacity development; value addition and asset development; 
and attention to just exchanges. Although firms may be engaged in actions that could 
be described as socially responsible (e.g., building schools and giving grants), if they 
fall short in other areas like protecting the environment, then their responsibility as a 
company in using, maximizing, and enhancing the endowed natural capital is not being 
realized. This is the core of the CSR challenge in the developing world. 

The questions that energize this research can be summarized as follows: What drives 
lo~al and/or international firms' CSR practices in developing countries? What are firms' 
understandings of CSR in the developing country context, and to what extent are CSR 
efforts a reflection of attempts to respond to the needs of local communities in poor 
countries? To answer these questions, we explore internal, firm-level dynamics that 
point to a commitment to CSR. In this way, the paper contributes to the larger litera
ture on CSR in the developing country context by taking a multidisciplinary approach 
that brings organizational factors into the analysis. · 

Internal Organiza~ional Attributes of Companies 
When organizations go through numerous transitions and wheri they operate in en
vironments where their actions and inaction have significant consequence's for the 
communities and peoples among whom they operate, it is important to understand 
the internal factors that enable them to navigate both the transitiops as well as the 
dynamics of community concerns and nuances. The organization that is the subject of 
this case study has been through many transitions and is operating in a sensitive com
munity area:. a developing country. Some scholarly writings suggest that there is, still 
debate about the role ofleadership in organizational performance (Svensson and Wood 
2007). However, other researchers have noted its critical place in managing transitions, 
determining the emotive tone and value framework of the organization, and ensuring 
that the organization actually achieves its goals (Cooksey 2003; Lakomski 2001). 

Variation in managerial perceptions and interpretations (Hoffman andVentresca 
2002; Sharma 2000) and different mindsets about a company's obligations toward so- · 
ciety (Howard-Grenville 2006; Welford 1997) produce differing responses to exter
nal pressures to improve environmental and social performance. This study concurs 
with findings that point to the critical role.of managerial leadership in promoting CSR 

' . 
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within the firm.(Dashwood 2007; McGuire and Hutchings 2006). Furthermore, it ac
knowledges the research that shows that leadership and organizational learning are 
intimately linked and interdependent processes (Cooksey 2003). 

Organizational learning processes are important in explaining how mining com
panies respond and adapt to societal pressures to become more environmentally and 
socially responsible. A learning organization has been defined as an organization skilled · 
at creating, acquiring and transferring knowledge, and at modifying its behaviour to 
reflect new knowledge and insights (Garvin 1993). Grappling with CSR entails respond
ing to shifting societal expectations, to the emergence of new issues, and to shifting 
constellations of stakeholders. Learning is an ongoing, dynam!c process that requires 
the ability to adapt to evolving societal norms. 

In an important and enlightening article, Antal and Sobczak (1004, 81) identify the. 
multiple types of learning processes that are most relevant to CSR. Part of the learn
ing process around CSR involves improving on current ways of doing things ("single 
loop learning"). Given that as recently as the mid-199os many mining executives re
mained skeptical about the merits of CSR, some "unlearning" has been necessary in 
order to change old mindsets and meet society's shifting expectations (ibid, 82). Among 
some companies there has been a substantial change in thinking about CSR, whether 
for strategic or normative reasons. Such companies have had to rethink their internal 
procedures and introduce new measurement techniques to reflect environmental and 
social obligations ("double loop learning"). We argue that the company under study 
has attempted to undergo all three of these learning processes. 

Analytical Framework 

This study draws on insights from rational choice institutionalism, the "new" insti
·tutionalism in organization theory, and historical institutionalism to expl~in why the 
firm under study adopted CSR policies, and the extent and nature of its commitment 
to them (Campbell 2006). Rational choice institutionalism assumes that firms are 
instrumental actors motivated by the self-interested desire to maximize profits and 
shareholder value. Since rationalist approaches take interests as given, analysis focuses 
on the external constraints that firms are encountering to explain their CSR policies. 
Rationalist approaches provide an important part of the explanation as to why firms 
would adopt CSR policies, but are silent on how institutional context can mediate the 
instrumental, agent-driven choices of individual firms. Historical institutionalism pro
vides a useful corrective to this problem because--it questions how institutional structure 
conditions responses to external constraints. The institutional context in a developing 
country like Ghana influences the CSR policies of firms based on local conditions. 

The "new" institutionalism in organization theory, which emphasizes cognitive pro
cesses and the normative environment" enhances our understanding of how managers 
interpret their external environment, identify problems, and address challenges. The 
approach allows considerable room for agency by recognizing as critical the support of 
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senior management for internal CSR initiatives. Drawing on March and Olsen (1999, 
306), an "institution" is defined here as a "relatively stable collection of practices and 
rules defining appropriate behaviour for specific groups of actors in specific situations." 
This definition permits us to consider how norms (standards of appropriate behaviour) 
might influence firm behaviour around CSR. While the behavioural logic behind firms' · 
adaptation to CSR is material/instrumental, it is also driven by considerations of what 
is the appropriate or right thing to do. Given the dynamic and shifting nature of societal 
norms, firms must ask not only how they will benefit from adopting CSR policies, but 
also what is the appropriate response given conflicting rules and norms. 

Methodological Approach and Case.Study 

To tease out the internal leadership and intra-organizational variables central to un
derstanding the extent and nature of a firm's commitment to CSR, a single case study 
was conducted of Golden Star Resources ( GSR), a mid-tier, Canadian mining company 
with extensive operations in Western Ghana. Consistent with the approach taken in 
the larger research project of which this investigation is a part (see footnote 1), GSR 
agreed to participate in this study.7 Although a single case study limits the extent to 
which research findings can be generalized, detailed analysis of a single case enabled the 
researchers to observe the internal organizational changes and policy initiatives under
taken to improve CSR performance, thereby addressing the gap noted earlier in relat
ing organizational attributes to CSR. The study relied on secondary sources as well as 
company documents to gain insights into GSR. To get a sense of the role ofleadership 
and learning processes around CSR, in-depth, open-ended yet structured interviews 
were conducted with senior management and managers responsible for various aspects 
of CSR delivery in the firm. The identities of interviewed officials are kept confidential, 
in keeping with standard ethical conventions governing research in the social sciences. 
These were carried out in Ghana in March and April 2009 at the mine sites ofBogoso 
and Wassa as well as through telephone interviews carried out from Canada. 

Overview of Mining Legacy 
To begin With the mine sites, the Bogoso/Prestea area has been affected by mining (as 
well as forestry and agricultural) activities for over 120 years, and the local environment 
has therefore been subject to varying degrees of degradation. The latest wave of mining 
investment that began in the late 1980s after the Mining Act was liberalized has brought 
with it a tsunami of difficult issues .. The switch from deep shaft to the more profitable 
surface mining generated social con.flict: because fewer people are employed in surface 
mining, there were substantial lay-offs, and many laid-off people resorted to galam-

7. Mining companies are often reluctant to participate in.such projects, and it could be inferred 
that GSR was prepared· to participate because it wished to showcase its CSR initiatives. The authors 
are aware of this limitation, but felt the opportunity to conduct an in-depth study of the company's 
organizational attributes with respect to CSR outweighed the limitations. 
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sey work. Furthermore, the switch to surface mining resulted in the displacement of 
farmers from their land, since mining increasingly came into conflict with agricultural 
activities. By the late 1990s, more than 70% of the land surface in the Tarkwa-Prestea
Bogoso-Abosso-Nsuta axis was under concessional licenses to mining companies oper
ating in the area (Akabzaa 2000, 75). Six new surface gold mines came on stream in the 
mid- to late 1990s in the area, creating the largest concentration of mines in the African 
continent (Akabzaa 2001, 147). 

The sharp rise in the number of foreign mining companies operating in Ghana led 
to a spate of human rights abuses in the 1990s. As local communities react~d to envi
ronmental degradation, deteriorating health, and allegedly forced displacements and 
loss of livelihood, state security personnel were employed to harass and forcibly move 
local communities opposed to new mines.8 According to Ayine (2001, 96-99), central 
and local government authorities were complicit in failing to respect the fights oflocal 
communities because they saw local communities as obstacles to mining operations 
rather than as rights-bearers. 

While pockets of communities negatively affected by mining sought to resist the 
wave of new mines in the 1990s, there was at the same time extreme concern over 
the loss of jobs in the mining sector. The sale of inefficient and poorly managed, 
state-owned mining companies to private companies resulted in the retrenchment of 
many workers as part of cost-cutting measures (Akabzaa 2001, 76). In the absence of 
programs to assist retrenched workers (such as were implemented in South Africa), 
having lost their livelihoods, many of them resorted to galamsey activities. This has 
produced conflict with mining companies as galamsey operators encroach on com
pany concessions. 

Local NGOs, such as the Third World Network and the Wassa Association of Com
munities Affected by Mining (W ACAM), have documented the abuses and advocated 
on behalf of local communities. Reporting on research-conducted in 2006, the-Com
mission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ), documents the signifi
cant negative social, environmental, and economic problems associated with surface 
mining. Their efforts to document alleged abuses have provided a baseline against 
which to measure the efforts of mining com'panies to improve their practices. The eco
nomic, social, environmental, health, and spatial (migration) impacts of mining have 
been documented elsewhere and need not be repeated here (see, for example, Akabzaa 
and Darimani 2001; Akabzaa 2000, 2001; Akpalu and Parks 2007; Ayine 2001; CHRAJ 
2008; Garvin et al. 2009; Hilson 2002; Nyame, Grant, an? Yakovleva 2009). 

Case Study 
We now turn to the case study in order to address the questions and propositions raised 
above. Golden Star Resources is an international gold mining and exploration company 
focused on mining, mine development, and exploration along the Ashanti Gold Trend 
in the western region of Ghana. The company is registered in Canada and, although 
technically a Canadian company, its headquarters are in the United State~ and its min- -

8. "Fear, panic grip Tarkwa and environs," Ghanaian Chronicle, 28 May i998. 
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ing activities are concentrated in Ghana. Until r999, the company focused on explora
tion in West Africa and the Guiana Shield of South America. In 1999, a major strategic 
decision was made to transform the company into a gold producer. It then purchased 
the Bogoso Gold Mine, and in 2001 it acquired the Prestea underground mine and 
Prestea surface rights. These properties now form Golden Star (Bogoso/Prestea) Ltd. In 
2002, GSR further acquired the Wassa mine, incorporated as Golden Star (Wassa) Ltd., 
and is currently developing the Hwini-Butre and Benso (HBB) properties, which were 
purchased in 2005. (See map on p. 193.) The company owns a 90% interest in Bogoso/ 
Prestea and Wassa while the government owns. a 10% carried interest; GSR also owns 
80% of Prestea Underground, andthe Ghanaian government owns a 20% interest. The 
company's revenues from gold in 2008 were US$257.4 million (GSR 2009a). Thus, GSR 
has a sizeable presence in Ghana, and although it works alongside major mining multi
nationals along the Ashanti Trend, including Newmont Mining Company, AngloGold 
Ashanti Ltd., and Gold Fields Ltd., it has become the largest holder of mining proper
ties in the area. The Bogoso lease is 95 km2 and the Prestea lease is 129 km2

, and they are 
close to the towns ofBogoso and Prestea. There are about a dozen communities in the 
Bogoso/Prestea concession, and half a dozen in the Wassa/HBB concession. 

As the above brief account attests, the mining legacy that GSR inherited was marred 
by a history of mistrust between communities and mining companies (Garvin et al. 
2009), as well as between communities and local and central authorities. The Prestea 
underground mine that GSR purchased in 2001, for example, was the subject of much 
discontent because the previous owner, Barnex, laid off 1,400 of its 1,800 workers in the 
face of major losses due to declining gold prices in 1998 (Public Agenda 1998, quoted in 
Akabzaa 2001, 120, Appendix B). Lack of sensitivity to community concerns regarding 
human rights and the environment earned GSR a bad reputation by the mid-20oos, a 
fact acknowledged by company officials (Executive 1, Executive 2, Manager 1, Manager 
4, Manager 5, Manager 6, Manager 9 ). 

Allegations made against GSR include human rights abuses stemming from the re
sort to state security personnel and damage to the environment. Media reports from 
the mid-2ooos cited complaints about the "violations of community rights" at Bogoso, 
and criticized GSR for being "irresponsible and arrogant."9 As described by W ACAM, 
"the human rights violations and environmental problems of Bogoso Gold Ltd. have 
been a source of conflict between the communities and the company for a long time."10 

A major tailings spillage in 2004 caused particular discontent as the community re
membered an earlier cyanide spillage in 1991 when the Bogoso mine was managed by 
Billiton Bogoso Gold. 

In 2005, senior management of GSR began to make a concerte.d effort to improve 
the company's policies and practices. One key driver of this process was the pressure 
exerted by the advanced, industrialized democracies on mining companies to pursue 
such improvements. In the Canadian context, this pressure can be understood in light 

9. "Mining communities decry destruction of their livelihood," Ghana News Agency, 13 August 
2005; and "Stop BGL's irresponsible and arrogant mining," Ghana News Agency, 24 August 2005. 

10. "EPA Investigates Cyanide Spillage at Bogoso," Ghana News Agency, 25 October 2004. 
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of the SCFAIT report and ongoing efforts on the part of NGOs to hold Canadian min
ing companies to account. The second key driver was the ,recognition on t_he part of 
senior management that GSR needed to improve relations with the local communities 
affected by company operations (Executive 3, Manager 4, Manager 6, Manager 9). In 
response to these pressures, GSR has sought to improve its relations with the local com
munity, to acquire a "social license to operate," and to adopt best practices pertaining 
to environmental and social issues. Part of this process involved major organizational 
changes which were initiated in 2005-06. 

By 2005, GSR had experienced considerable expansion, having added W assa and 
HBB to its original acquisition of Bogoso in 1999 and Prestea in 2001. Senior man
agement decided it was necessary to increase GSR's competency across the board, in 
finance, project development, and technical servic:es. The decision was also made to 
create the position of VP, Sustainability, which was filled in 2006 .. There are five people 

I 

in senior management, including the CEO. 
Bogoso and Wassa each have a general manager, plus five or six sectional manager_s. 

Each mine has a community affairs/sustainability department and an environmental 
affairs department. The community affairs department at Bogoso was established in 
2005 and is led by a community affairs manager. The environmental department at 
Bogoso was created in 1999, the year GSR acquired the mine, and has an environmental 
manager (Executive 1). At Wassa, the community affairs functions were tacked onto 
the Human Resources Department in 2003, so there is a manager of human resou~ces 
and Community Relations. W assa did not have a separate environment department 
until 2009, when the environment function was split off from a department that was 
responsible for environment, health, and safety. The position of environmental super- _ 
intendent was_ created in February 2009, at the time of the split (Manager 8, Manager 
9 ). In 2009, GSR created a Group Safety Manager position, with responsibility for safety 
at all its mining operations · 

GSR's Response to Environmental and Social Challenges 

In a significant step, GSR first began releasing annual sustainability reports in 2007 (for 
the 2006 reporting year). These reports do not provide a definition of sustainability, but 
mining is understood as an essentially unsustainable activity, and the company is of the 
view that the community understands this (Executive i). Sustainability is understood as 
the contribution GSR makes to a sustainable economy. Golden Star Resources adds eco
nomic and social value through the provision of training, jobs, career opportunities, in
come tax, and the payment of royalties. The company provides extensive training to both 
its own employees and inhabitants of the larger catchment area. It considers this training 
to constitute·a lasting contribution to the local and national economy (Executive_3). 

A lack of jobs was identified by company officials as a (if not the) major concern of 
the communities (corroborated by meetings with community opinion leaders). As of 31 

December 2008, GSR had approximately 2,400 full-time employees and 400 contract 
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employees, a 30% increase over the previous year. Although most of the executive-level 
positions are held by expatriates, the VP, Operations is Ghanaian, as is most of the 
in-country management. The difficult reality is that less than 10% of jobs in large-scale 
mining are unskilled, which has implications for companies' ability to hire people from 
local communities. Characteristic of rural areas, these communities suffer from low 
education levels, and the lack of senior schools means that many never make it past the 
primary level. Still, the fact that over 50% of site managers are Ghanaian should not be 
discounted, since the need for skilled labour means the aspirations of well-educated 
Ghanaians can be met. 

The following is a selective discussion of key CSR initiatives that demonstrate the im
portant role of organizational leadership and learning (see GSR 2008b and GSR 2009c, 
the reports for 2007 and 2008, for more detailed information). 

Earlier it was noted that GSR underwent major institutional change in order to foster 
a greater commitment to CSR. Senior management was clearly critical in driving the 
process forward. The former CEO's decision to improve the company's capacity in the 
area of CSR by establishing the position of VP, Sustainability created the competence at 
senior management level to move forward with CSR initiatives. Since the establishment 
of that position, senior management has continued to drive the company's efforts to 
improve upon its performance and address the CSR challenges it faces. Organizational 
changes continue to be made to ensure that the company has the capacity to meet its 
CSR commitments. 

In the early 2000s, a Sustainability Committee of the Board was created that has 
helped ensure that the decision-making process on CSR is integrated into everyday 
business. As one executive noted, the relatively small size of the company means that 
there are no silos ("everybody does everythi.ng"), so executive and senior management 
see CSR as part of standard operating procedur:e (Executive 1). The absence of boundar
ies is reinforced by internal reporting procedures, where the VP, Sustainability includes 
a sustainability component in his monthly reports to the board. Quarterly reviews on 
sustainability issues are prepared by the VP, Sustainability as a means for tr'acking 
whether internal targets are being met and for ensuring continual improvement (Ex
ecutive 1). Monthly reports from the mine managers form the basis of the annual sus
tainability reports. 

Although GSR publishes sustainability reports and has a Sustainability Committee of 
the Board, by all appearances the leadership uses the terms "sustainability" and "CSR" 
interchangeably. Interviews with senior management revealthat GSR understands that 
its CSR practices are obligatory and not discretionary. Despite the company's mid
tier status, CSR is seen as a "long-term commitment that is driven independently of 
a company's financial situation" (Executive 1). It is understood as the "right way to 
manage a business," reflecting a "social conscience" where compliance with the law 
"constitutes the minimum of what CSR entails" (Executive l). It was further noted that 
GSR's commitment to CSR entails ensuring that its business benefits all stakeholders by 
"not degrading the environment, working with people in the community, maintaining 
a good image, and treating employees well" (Executive 2). Finally, CSR is understood 
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as "where you place your value; value should be placed on people ... CSR is about how. 
to treat people ... about having an interest in the communities" (Executive 4). . 

GSR has been on a very steep learning curve since it began its efforts in 2006 to 
improve its reputation and relations with the local communities. For GSR, its efforts 
to bring about change entailed not merely improving on extant ways of doing things 
(single loop learning) but also rethinking its internal procedures and introducing new 
practices and management systems (double loop learning). These learning processes 
had to come from the top and, as argued above, the role of senior management has been 
critical in promoting CSR within the company'. 

GSR has demonstrated its willingness to engage with local communities and track 
the concerns of NG Os in order to adapt to shifting constellations of stakeh<_>lders and 
new issues as they emerge. Evidence suggests that GSR's CSR initiatives are now more 
community relevant and community led, compared to the situation prior to 2005-06. 
Evidence that GSR has introduced mechanisms to promote greater responsiveness to 
community needs is reflected in the creation of community mine consultative com
mittees (CMCC). The CMCCs serve as the "eyes and ears" of the company, and when 
attending various m·eetings the authors of this article observed no hesitation on the 
part of community leaders to criticize the company (suggesting that these forums are 
genuinely for voicing concerns and grievances over such issues as resettlement and 
compensation). GSR attempts. to respond to the specific needs of poor communities 
in a developing country context. Through the CMCCs, people are invited to make 
requests for development funding, which are locally driven according to community 
priorities><:;SR invests US$1 per ounce of gold produced, and in 2008, US$295,900 was 
invested in building and repairing schools, building decent housing to attract teach-· 
ers, providing vocational training, and providing up to 20 scholarships a year to allow 
children from the communities to advance their education beyond the primary level. 

Perhaps most importantly, GSR has sought to address the pressing need for employ
ment in the area of its operations by providing sustainable livelihood options for local 
people. The Golden Star Oil Palm Plantation (GSOPP) is a major alternative liveli
hoods project launched in 2006. It is a subsidiary of GSR, but its mandate is social, not 
economic. The fact that GSOPP runs according to a viable business model does not 
detract from its social objective. It is likely to ensure the long-term viability of the proj
ect, because it will ensure sustainability even as mines close. The mandate of GSOPP is 
to provide alternative livelihoods to people needing to be resettled as a result of GSR's 
operations, and to provide employment to youth and people who might otherwise be 
engaged in galamsey mining. As of February 2009, US$i.65 million had been invested 
in the project, and 692 hectares had been planted (GSR 2009b). Beneficiaries include 
those who have been resettled, farmers in nearby communities, women who can grow 
produce between the plants, and casual labour that is hired to m~intain the plantations, 
all helping ease the chronic unemployment in the area. 

The Golden Star Oil Palm Plantation represents an important positive step that re
flects the priorities of the local communities: "GSR had a problem before ... It was not 
socially responsive ... choosing instead to suggest initiatives to the local community 
people rather than listen to them" (Executive 2). "We tried with tie-and-die as well as 
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snail farming (I think) and silk worm breeding ... but the people did not patronize 
these efforts .... We had offered these to them" (Manager 1): The palm oil project, on 
the other hand, is appropriate to the region, since many farmers already grow oil palms 
and there is an internal market for processing oil palm fruits (Manager 5). 

Senior management has played a key role in promoting learning within the organi
zation, and they show greater sensitivity to both environmental and social issues. As 
one executive noted, "The previous regime created the impression in the minds of the 
people that the company could exist without the people," but that has changed (Execu
tive 2). Another manager noted that "the leadership did not use to pay much attention 
to environmental issues ... even if staff wanted to raise these matters, they had no av
enue or voice for that ... the situation has changed now" (Manager 1). 

Training is a key means of sustaining CSR within an organization, and GSR has 
ongoing and extensive training programs in place to ensure that its environmental and 
social policies are actually implemented. Management noted that although commit
ment to CSR is strong at the managerial level, it is weaker further down the line. One 
manifestation of this problem is that safety is considered something "white guys do" 
(Executive 3). Another manifestation of the problem is that of interdepartmental col
laboration, where some departments (especially mining and metallurgy) not directly 
responsible for the environment and the communities still require ongoing sensitiza
tion to tl1e issues (Manager 1). In short, it "takes time to bring about change" (Executive 
4), and although GSR is moving in the right direction, transformative change of this 
kind takes years to implement. 

There are many national and international standard-setting initiatives from which 
GSR has learned. Although the company may be a junior-mid-tier enterprise with lim
ited resources, it has nevertheless been able to participate in and/or apply these stan
dards. For example, on the initiative of the former CEO, in 2006 GSR began to provide 
annual reports under the United Nations Global Compact. Participation in the UN 
Global Compact has helped foster learning about such issues as child labour (the need 
to ensure that it is not used in the company's supply chain). In 2007, GSR updated its 
environment, health, and safety and community relations, and human rights polic~es 
so as to reflect the Global Compact Principles. In 2008, training was provided to ensure 
that the updated policies are implemented. 

In another example, GSR adheres to the International Cyanide Management Code 
(ICMC) and was seeking certification in 2008 (as of March 2009, Wassa had not yet 
received certification). Cyanide is flown to Tarkwa and trucked in pellet form from 
Tarkwa to the processing plants. In accordance with the ICMC, stakeholder commu
nities along the transport route are provided with training in emergency response to 
any potential cyanide transportation incidents (86 trained in 2007 ). Internally, 165 em
ployees and third-party contractors were trained on emergency response to cyanide 
incidents, including the symptoms of cyanide exposure, health effects of cyanide, and 
first aid procedures associated with cyanide poisoning. Golden Star Resources consid
ers the IFC's Performance Standard 5 an example of the be~t practice for community 
resettlement, and it has provided training to the community affairs departments to 
ensure that resettlement projects are completed in accordance with that standard. At 
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the national level, GSR applies the Mining Association of Canada's Sustainability Per
formance Levels in evaluating its performance in such areas as community consulta
tions, the environment, and safety (GSB. 2008a). The mining company also reports 
its annual royalty payments under the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative 
in which Ghami participates. From January 2005 until the end of March 2609, a total 
of US$n.8 million was paid in royalties from the Bogoso/Prestea mine and a total 9f 
US$10.2 million from the Wassa mine." 

These are examples of the learning potential of global and national-level voluntary 
·CSR initiatives. · 

Conclusion 

The above reveals that the mid-tier, Canadian mining. company Golden Star Resources 
has the incentive, capacity, and resources to meet its CSR obligations. The incentive 
comes largely from the direct correlation between the need for a social license from 
the local communities and the company's ability to operate its mines. The capacity has 
come from the major organizational innovations that provided the leadership needed 
at the senior managerial level to move the company's CSR agenda forward. 

The evidence suggests that the leadership of GSR is open and committed to learn
ing about best practices and engaging with the local communities to learn what their 
concerns and priorities are. The creation of the Community Mine Consultative Com
mittees and the process in which requests for development projects are made by the 
community to GSR's Development Foundation demonstrates that GSR is not merely 
dictating initiatives to the community. In this respect, the company's vision of its re-

. sponsibilities is in line with the consensus in the broader theoretical literature on CSR 
in the developing country context, which argues that CSR must contribute to the socio
economic development of the countries in which company operations take place. 

The assumption that financial constraints prevent junior and mid-tier mining com
panies from meeting their CSR obligations is not borne out by the evidence from this 
case study. Admittedly, junior and mid-tier mining companies are disadvantaged iri 
that they lack the resources to pay the membership fees to organizations such as the 
ICMM and the Mining Association of Canada. For example, GSR is developing an 
environmental management system that will conform to the ISO 14,001 standard, but 
it is not seeking certification because of the considerable expense involved. This is a 
disadvantage because GSR cannot benefit from the credibility afforded by an external 
certification program. On the other hand, GSR has benefited from the availability of the 
ISO 14,001 standard, and is seeki~g to improve its environmental management system 
by conforming to an internationally recognized best practice. In addition, although 
GSR cannot afford to join the ICMM, senior management has acknowledged that it fol-

11. "Golden Star Resources pays $22 million in royalties," Daily Graphic, i8 May 2009. 
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lows what the "big boys" are doing, and applies best practices where they are applicable 
to GSR's operations (Executive 1). 

Given the Ghanaian institutional context in which GSR is operating, the need to 
undertake CSR initiatives that are appropriate to the needs of the local community is a 
major challenge GSR has sought to address. In providing sustainable livelihood projects 
for the benefit of people displaced by mining, existing research and the experiences of 
other mining companies have helped GSR learn what works and what does not (Hilson 
and Banchirigah 2009 ). After some trial and error experiences, the company arrived at 
the oil palms project as one appropriate to the needs of local communities. It seems to 
have been well received. 

Since GSR launched its CSR policies and organizational changes only three years 
·prior to this study, it is arguably too soon to assess the extent to which these initiatives 
have resulted in improved outcomes for the community, but further research can ex
plore this question. 

Again, the ability of GSR to take advantage of national and international standard
setting initiatives contradicts the proposition that junior and mid-tier companies are 
severely constrained. As one official noted, "One doesn't.need a lot of money to pro
mote CSR; wh:;tt is needed is time and initiative" (Executive 4). What ~ppears to be far 
more critical than resources is the commitment of senior management. Learning plays 
an important role in this process. This points to another aspect of learning: the ability 
to cast off old mindsets and bring about a change in attitude necessary for a company 
to commit to CSR ("unlearning"). As the discussion on leadership and learning above 
attests, creating a culture of commitment to CSR is a difficult process that cannot be 
accomplished in a few years. As senior management in GSR confirmed, creating that 
culture is a work in progress (Executive 3, Executive 4). There are still areas where 
improvement is needed, including aspects such as safety, community health, and ad
dressing the problem of galamsey. The fact that senior management is prepared to 
acknowledge that more needs to be done suggests that GSR has shed the "arrogant" 
attitude it was alleged to have held five years ago. The role of senior management in 
bringing about change in this case confirms arguments in the larger theoretical litera
ture that leadership plays a critical role in bringing about transformation in any orga
nization (for example, Cooksey 2003; McGuire and Hutchings 2006). 

This research demonstrates that when assessing a company's commitment to CSR 
principles, it is important to "unpack" the firm and analyze its internal dynamics. The 
findings suggest that smaller firm size is not necessarily a major detriment to develop-. 
ing capacity around CSR, and further researc;h focusing on the organizational attributes 
of mid-tier as well as major mining companies would shed more light on this question. 
Greater understanding of these internal dynamics could potentially inform policy rel
evant initiatives that tap into the internal leadership and learning potentials of firms 
to improve their CSR performance. Further research on firm-level processes in other 
companies that are both leaders and laggards would make it possible to identify gaps 
in)eadership and learning mechanisms where improvements could be made. More 
research is also called for on the sorts of global and national CSR voluntary initiatives 
that promote leadership and learning around CSR. 
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Revisiting the Reform Process of 
African Mining Regimes 

Bonnie Campbell 

ABSTRACT This article examines the reform of regulatory frameworks that has taken 
place in Africa over the last twenty years in light of the findings of a research project on the 
negotiation of mining regimes in Canada. The argument is that certain elements of the free 
mining doctrine that animated the nineteenth-century formulation of mining regimes in North 
America can be seen as having guided the liberalization process of African mining regimes 
during the 1980s and 1990s. One of the ways this came about was through the strong retrench
ment of state authority. In turn, this contributed to the institutionalization of asymmetrical 
relations of power and influence with important consequences for local political processes, 
local participation, and community welfare. 

RESUME Cet article examine la reforme des cadres reglementaires qui est survenue en Afrique 
au cours des vingt dernieres annees, et ce, a la lumiere des resultats d'un projet de recherche sur 

. la negociation des regimes miniers au Canada. Les conclusions de cette recherche suggerent cer
tains elements du principe de free mining, qui determinaientla formulation des regimes miniers 
du dix-neuvieme siecle en Amerique du Nord, peuvent avoir influence le processus de liberalisa
tion des regimes miniers africains dans !es ·annees 1980 et 1990. L'une des causes reside dans 
!'important retrait des autorites gouvernementales. Ceci a contribue a l'institutionnalisation de 
relations de pouvoir et d'influence asymetriques, avec d'importantes consequences sur !es proces
sus politiques locaux, la participation locale et le bien-etre des communautes. 

Introduction 

This article examines the reform of regulatory frameworks that has taken place in Af
rica over the last twenty years in light of the findings of a research project on the ne
gotiation of mining regimes in Canada and Quebec.' It will show that revisiting the 

1. The project, "Modes de gouvernance, institutions politiques et contribution du secteur minier 
au developpement : lec;:ons a partir de !'experience canadienne," was funded by SSHRC 2006-
2009. The introduction of this article refers to. the contribution to the journal by Myriam Laforce: 
"L'evolution des regimes miniers au Canada et !es conditions d'emergence de nouvelles formes de 
regulation" (The evolution of mining regimes in Canada and the conditions for the emergence of new 
forms of regulation), which summarizes the theoretical framework adopted in the research project. 
Her contribution draws from the joint article by Myriam Laforce, Ugo Lapointe, and Veronique 
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reform process of African mining regimes through Canadian lenses can offer important 
insights with regard to better understanding the structural relations that help con
dition outcomes. The Canadian research project aimed to understand the extent to 
which negotiation processes took into account the concerns of affected communities, 
and allowed community members to contribute to decisions about the development 
of their regions (see the article by Myriam Laforce in this issue for a full description of 
the project). As the contribution by Laforce reveals, revisiting the Canadian experience 
helped identify some of the principles that condition and perpetuate the structural and 
power relations associated with mining operations in our own country. Research find
ings suggest that mining regimes are a key component of the structures of power that 
condition relations among the actors involved-influencing the nature of the negotiat
ing space created, the outcomes of'negotiation processes, and participants' capacity to 
put forward alternative policies-and that they contribute to perpetuate asymmetrical 
relations of power and influence. 

Although the notion of regimes is itself the object of debate, to analyze a particular 
set of legal instruments the research project adopted the following definition of the 
concept: "sets of governing arrangements [that include] networks of rules, norms, and 
procedures that regularize behaviour and contro'i its effects" (Keohane and Nye i997). 

From the perspective of what is referred to as "heterodox political economy" and legal 
pluralism (Szablowski 2007), the approach borrowed from Chavagneux (1998) the view 
that the capacity to shape structures depends in large part on the capacity to advance 
"priority values" within the structures concerned. The values privileged by actors who 
hold power contribute de facto to favour certain positions and interests. Structures and 
actors are the vehicles for values, and the ·hierarchy these values assume plays a central 
role in influencing the possibilities for, and outcomes of, political action. 

The values and principles that have informed the development of mining activities 
in North America, specifically in Canada, are of particular interest for this article. Cen
tral among these is the principle ofjree mining, or "free entry," as it is also called. Free 
mining has been defined as encompassing "(i) a right of free access to lands in which 
the minerals are in public ownership, (ii) a right to take possession of them and acquire 
title by one's own act of staking a claim, and (iii) a right to proceed to develop and mine 
the minerals discovered.'" ' 

Four implications of free mining are of special importance to the subject treated 
here: First, the principles inherent in free mining suggest that the development of the 
mining sector is not only desirable but to be prioritized over alternative uses of a par
ticular territory. Second, the freedom of action permitted mining entrepreneurs has 
conditioned the manner in which most Canadian jurisdictions foresee or take into 

Lebuis, "Mining sector regulation in Quebec and Canada: Is a redefinition of asymmetrical relations 
possible?" Studies in Political Economy 84 (Fall 2009): 47-78. References to the values and principles 
involved draw more specifically on the contribution of Ugo Lapointe to this article and his presenta
tion to the 2009 CERLAC conference: "Les origines des regimes miniers au Canada: !'heritage du 
systeme du free mining" (The origins of mining regimes in Canada: The legacy of the "free mining" 
system). See Lapointe (2009). 

2. See Barton (1993, 115). The notion is treated more fully in Laforce, Lapointe, and Lebuis (2009). 
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account participation by, or consultation with, affected communities, notably First Na
tion communities, when mining rights are granted. The formal process of consultation 
and participation by affected communities - often aboriginal - is generally deferred 
to a relatively more advanced stage of mining projects. Third, the delegation of author
ity to mining companies through the principle of free mining also often undermines 
the authority of public institutions. Fourth, free access to a resource and the guaranteed 
right to exploit it constitute, according to Karen Campbell (2oci4, i) "a key 'structural 
issue that contributes to the- preferential treatment enjoyed by the mining industry." 
This explains why regimes based on free mining appear characterized by an asymmetri
cal power structure that constrains the negotiating space oflocal actors, limiting their 

. opportunity to choose a development strategy for their territory. 
Drawing on the analytical perspective adopted to study Canadian mining regimes, 

this article suggests that a focus on the:principles and objectives that inform the reform 
process offers a means of analyzing the relations of influence that characterized min
ing regime reform in many mineral-rich African countries over the last two decades, 
and which are often perpetuated by these regimes. The argument presented here is that 
certain elements of the free mining doctrine that animated the nineteenth-century for
mulation of mining regimes in the American and British spheres have also guided the 
liberalization process of African mining regimes over the 1980s and 1990s. One of the 
ways this came. about was through the retrenchment of state authority, which in turn 
contributed to the institutionalization of asymmetrical relations of power and influ
ence that had important consequences for local political processes, local participation, ' 
and community welfare. The ~pproach consequently helps explain some of the social, 
economic, environmental, or human rights impacts of these regimes, and prompts one 
to question the extent to which current mining regime reform processes in Africa can 
transform the asymmetrical power relations that have typified mining activities on the 
continent in the past.3 

This article is divided into two sections. The first examines the process of reform of 
mining regimes in Africa in order to illustrate the principles and overall orientation 
of the measures that led to the strong retrenchment of state institutions.4 It win be 
argued that the nature of the reforms.strongly conditioned the choice of development 
strategies, the forms of participation in that process, and the resulting distribution of 
responsibilities and power, particularly between public and private actors. The second 
section looks more closely at recent implications of these trends, notably with regard 

3. While not the focus of this article, the connection between the conceptualization of Canada's 
mining regimes and the reform.of those regimes in other regions of the world has been both indirect 
(through the' role that Canada plays in multilateral financial institutions responsible for the reforms), 
'and direct (as Canada provides expertise and finances for such reforms in particular countries); see 
B. Campbell (1999). This connection may become increasingly direct as CIDA contemplates moving 
into this area. 

4. Although the article draws on the rich African debates over the social and political conse
quences of structural adjustment for the state and the productive sector that have informed previous 
work by the author (Biersteker, i990; B. Campbell 1989, 2004), this topic is not its primary focus. The 
concern of this article is rather with the political implications of the reform process of regulatory 
frameworks itself. 
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to the degree oflegitimacy conferred to mining activities by the new regulatory frame
works, and identifies three types of responses to these issues. It also briefly examines 
the resulting shaping of policy space and policy options for the states and communities 
concerned. 

The Reform of Regulatory Frameworks for Mining in 
Africa: Certain Political and Developmental Implications 

Mining regimes have been reformed on a very wide scale in Africa over the past two 
decades.5 The process of reform has been ongoing and extensive: 35 African mining. 
codes had been revised by i995 and many of these have been revised again since then, 
often several times. During the i98os, perhaps the central aspect of regulatory frame
work reform for mining in Africa was the very conscious attempt to redefine the role of 
the state in order to .ensure its withdrawal from productive activities. According to the 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UN CT AD i995, 4): "During 
this period, a deteriorating financial situation has forced many countries io reconsider 
the role of the State. State-owned enterprises, including in the mineral sector, have been 
privatized, inter alia to reduce fiscal deficit.'' 

While numerous actors have obviously been involved in· the reform process, in the 
context of the severe indebtedness of many mineral-rich countries in the early i98os 
and the policies. of structural adjustment at that time, the Bretton Woods institutions 
took the lead in determining the orientation of the measures that were to be introduced. 
In view of the far-reaching implications of these reform measures, notably with regard 
to the social and economic development of the countries concerned, it is of interest to 
examine certain principles and assumptions that informed the thrust of the measures 
introduced. 

The approach to mining regime reform in Africa adopted by the multilateral finan
cial institutio.ns was systematized in the 1992 World Bank document Strategy for Min
ing in Africa (World B<J.nk i992). Most African national states had assumed a central 
development role after independence but, according to the World Bank document, 
they lacked management and technical c~pabilities, and the necessary risk capital to 
invest. According to the report, as states were drawn into the cycle of indebtedness, 
they were no longer able to sustain the development of Africa's potential. The future 
development of the mining industry would therefore "largely depend on attracting new 
high risk capital from foreign mining companies" (World Bank i992, 10 ), for in the past 
it has been mainly "international mining companies which provided the management 
and technical capabilities and mobilized the necessary financing for projects to be iden
tified and implemented" (ibid., xi). This strategy was defined as the best way to ensure 
the development of African potential and to improve the economic situation by provid-

5. The analysis presented below draws on ten years of research on the implications o(mining 
code reform in Africa. See Campbell (2009, 2006a, 2006b, 2004), Belem (2008), Akabzaa (2000), 
UNCTAD (2005). 

. I 
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ing tax revenues in the longer term. From this perspective, the "main objective of donor 
intervention in African mining-whether through technical assistance or investment 
financing-should be to facilitate private investment and help reduce the country and 
project-related risks for the private investor" (ibid., xii). In short, the report argued that 
to adapt to modern conditions of mining, the primary objective of African countries 
should be to avoid state ownership and attract private investors. 

To gain a better understanding of the concerns of international companies that in
vest in developing countries, the World Bank c_ommissioned a survey that was sent to 
So mining companies, both juniors and majors. In view of the central role attributed to 
the mining sector in stimulating local growth strategies, it is significant to note that the 
World Bank did not conduct similar consultations with local actors, whether decision 
makers or community representatives, at this stage of the reform process. The nature 
of the process of consultation recalls, in this respect, the privileged place attributed 
mining interests in North America u:ider the principle of free mining. The results from 
the survey revealed that after mineral potential and existing infrastructure, which are 
their main decision criteria, potential investors look for a stable legal and fiscal frame
work, including a mining code, contractual stability, a guaranteed fiscal regime, profit 
repatriation, and access to foreign exchange. Significantly, the Bank study noted that 
macroeconomic data were less important because the mining sector is more isolated 
from other sectors of the national economy, except for some features concerning earn
ings and exportation, like exchange rates. Investors also look for a larger and faster 
return on equity in Africa than in developed countries because higher risk premiums · 
are required for projects in developing countries. In addition, investors prefer to keep 
majority ownership. Finally, noted the document, investors are concerned about cor
ruption and political risks, and suffer from the lack of geological information in Africa. 
In short, "[p]erceived mineral endowment, infrastructure, political stability, invest
ment policies, and institutional framework, are all key determinants of exploration and 
investment decisions" (World Bank i992, iS). Because the mineral potential of Africa, 
was unquestionably appealing, the main decision factor determining an investment was 
the perceived risk, especially political risk. 

The above reveals first that consideration of what was needed to attract foreign in
vestment was very much premised on a sectoral approach that privileged the perspec
tives of potential investors rather than an approach that might have sought to articulate 

- these views with broader concerns regarding the contribution of the mining sector to 
national or regional macroeconomic strategies. The latter perspective would have im
plied a concern for building intersectoral linkages and encouraging local transforma
tion of the resource in order to see to what extent the sector could contribute to broader 
development objectives. Second, after the period of stringent state withdrawal in the 
i98os, what was clearly central to the World Bank strategy of the i99os was the emerg
ing new role assigned to the governments of mineral-rich countries, a point to which 
we shall return. Third, the adopted approach sought to provide a general template for 
mining codes,_ disregarding to a large extent the diverse specificities of different coun
tries, characteri~ed by distinct policy traditions, trends, and objectives. 
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With regard to the recommendations that followed, the governments of African 
countries were expected to take actions aimed to attract investment and reduce invest
ment risk for private mining companies. The World Bank recommendations pertained 
to four main areas: a) appropriate regulatory frameworks, b) economic and fiscal pol
icy, c) institutional reforms and infrastructure, and d) environmental effects. 

Appropriate Regulatory Frameworks 
In the Bank study, the notion of a regulatory framework encompasses both the mining 
code and the issue of mineral rights and licenses~ A mining code "is the combination 
of statute law, regulations and agreements which governs the allocation, tenure and 
operation of mining rights" (World Bank 1992, 21). The main qualities of an appro
priate regulatory framework include its clarity and stability, with miniinal ministe-. 
rial discretion, and coordination with other legislation. The same legislation has to be 
equally applied to all investors, without distinction between private or public investors, 
or their origin. Those rights also need to be transferable. Moreover, such a framework 
should ideally provide long-term security of tenure (20 or 30 years for exploitation, 
with renewal), with a clear definition of termination provisions, and an easy conversion 
between exploration and exploitation licenses. These rights are granted in exchange 
for certain conditions, notably minimum work commitments, which are considered 
preferable to large license fees. The Bank study is very specific concerning land surface 
relinquishment requirements in addition to work commitments or surface rentals. The 
study recommended that after an initial phase of exploration (perhaps three or four. 
years), 50% of the initial license area be surrendered and effort on the remainder in
creased. Such regulatory frameworks were seen as a means to reduce investment risks 
in two ways: first, by permitting stable policies and reducing the uncertainty factor, and 
second, by providing protection against foregoing mining rights. 

Economic and Fiscal Policy 
Economic and fiscal policy is presented as having as its objective the creation of acer
tain balance between the risk a company takes when investing in a particular country in 
the context of international competition, and the returns a state receives from this in
vestment through the exploitation of its resources. Tax revenues and foreign exchange 
receipts are "the major benefits to be derived from mineral development" (World Bank 
1992, 27), but because African countries are perceived to be high-, or medium-risk, 
investment locations, they have to be competitive in their taxes and incentives, accord
ing to the Bank, in order to attract investors, improve their revenue and realize social 
objectives in the long term. Policy has to first be promoted within a sound economical 
environment, which includes good macroeconomic policy and good governance. Of 
particular concern are exchange rates, because inflation could reduce profits, and free 
foreign trade, including the right to import goods and services, and the "unrestricted" 
right to export their products. Companies also need to have access to foreign exchange 
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funds "to pay for imports, service debts and, in the ·case of foreign investors, repatriate 
capital and dividends" (World Bank 1992, 27). 

Moreover, the report continues, an attractive tax policy should privil~ge earning
based taxes over royalties (that should not exceed 1-2%) (World Bank 1992, 32), export 
taxes, or import duties, in order to not increase operating losses because of the cyclical 
nature of the mining business. In a long-term perspective, this approach presumes 
convergence between the interests of companies and governments, and consequently 
proposes that it would .be in the interest of governments to set up policy conditions 
for low-cost production by permitting companies to have access to least-cost supplies 
(local or foreign) and also reduce employment by introducing new technology. Fi
nally, with regard to government-company relations, the Bank report suggests that it 
is preferable for the government to use those revenues to provide social services rather 
than to oblige the company to do so, and it does not encourage st_ate participation in 
mining projects. 

Institutional Reforms and Infrastructure · 
To implement this new legislation, the World Bank recommended institutional re
forms that include the reform of state-controlled enterprises, the setting up of new and 
adapted institutions, and the regulation of artisanal mining. The government has the 
responsibility to organize and supervise the privatization of state-controlled mining· 
companies because "private investors are needed as majority partners in existing state
controlled mining companies if these are to reach their potential" (World Bank 1992, 

39). The absence of political pressure on organization and management, the freedom 
to hire and fire, and the capacity to maintain contacts with the outside world are fac
tors presented by the report to explain the superiority of privately owned enterprises 
(ibid., 40 ). 

These objectives can be reached through the sale of state-owned enterprises or by 
privatization, a more complex process that "may require the involvement of external 
specialists" (World Bank 1992, 41). As a result, the changing role of government, from 
owner to regulator, depends on the reconstruction of institutional mining frameworks, 
·which have to perform effectively. The World Bank recommended the creation of five 
institutions, each with a specific and well-defined role: a Ministry of Mines, a Depart
ment of Mines (a sub-unit of the Ministry of Mines), a Geological Survey, a Mineral 
Promotion Agency, and an Environmental Office. The Department of Mines would 
also regulate artisanal mining, limiting associated problems such as poor working con
ditions, health and environmental impacts, and lost government revenues by recogniz
ing an_d formalizing the reality of small-scale mining, and establishing and enforcing 
realistic regulations concerning the environment, health, and safety (ibid., 42-45). 

Sound policies are also required to ensure good infrastructure and to deal with envi- · 
ronmental issues. The study suggests that the lack of infrastructure is often a deterrent 
to investment, especially at the exploration stage; consequently it is to the advantage of 
governments to contribute the necessary infrastructure. 
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Environmental Effects 

In view of the fact that, according to the report, the environmental effects of mining 
activity are generally geographically localized, identifiable and specific, and because 
adequate technology is available to deal with them, the study concludes: "The necessary 
measures to safeguard the environment and the' health and safety of the population 
and the workforce can be incorporated into legislation" (World Bank 1992, 47). Most 
state-run operations lack the funds to replace old technology, and in such operations 
and in many artisanal mining activities, environmental conditions consequently lag 
behind those of industrialized countries. The study notes that by contrast, privately 
owned industrial mines usually offer better environmental conditions. Moreover, 
"[m]ajor international mining companies have adopted their own environmental pro
tection standards which equal, and sometimes exceed, internationally recognized stan
dards such as those of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency" (ibid., 48). 

This last point is illustrative of the more general premise underpinning the 1992 
study: that the role of government is to create a suitable environment for the private 
sector. This requires "[a] clearly articulated mining sector policy that emphasizes the 
role of the private sector as owner and operator and of government as r~gulator and pro
moter" (World Bank 1992, 53; emphasis added). The stringent retrenchment of the state 
from productive activities in the sector and its confinement to the role of facilitator of 
private investment, the requirement of minimal ministerial discretion, the provision of 
long-term security of tenure, and land surface relinquishment requirements all make 
the World Bank approach to the opening up of the mining sector strongly analogous 
to former approaches founded upon the principle of free mining. 

The World Bank's 1998 publication Assistance for Minerals Sector Development and 
Reform in Member Countries (Onorato, Fox, and Strongman 1998), and notably its Ap
pendix 2, "Summary of the Essential Elements of a Modern Mining Code," illustrate 
how uniformly sectoral reforms were introduced in very different countries during the 
1990s. Moreover, the document reads as an implementation program for the recom
mendations proposed in the Strategy for African Mining report (World Bank 1992). 
The importance and overall approach of the World Bank's involvement to which the 
more precise 1998 directives would apply had been set out in 1992: "There are mor~ than 
twenty projects where the World Bank has been involved in the 1990s in the process 
of reviewing and revising the laws which affect minerals development in developing 
countries and countries in transition to market economies" (ibid., 14). While these 
countries of Africa, Asia, Eastern and Central Europe, and Latin America are recog
nized to vary greatly, "they nevertheless share the common objective of reviving and 
expanding development of their minerals sectors by st_imulating greater private sector 
participation ... Although the policy, legislative and regulatory solutions adopted by 
these countries may have different features, some common themes are apparent. 'Suc
cessful' countries have well articulated policies and legal and institutional frameworks 
which support small and large scale mining without imposing uneconomic fiscal bur
dens" (ibid., 14-15). 
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Chile, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, and Ghana are cited as examples of success
ful countries. Regarding the latter country, the study underlined the resurgence ·of the 
gold mining industry, and among the reasons given for its flourishing were the govern
ment's commitment to its private sector minerals development policy, the adoption 
of new mining laws in 1986, and the privatization of the state Gold Mining Company 
assets in the 1990s. As well, the publication noted, "taxes are not burdensome, and 
substantial foreign exchange sales revenues can be held offshore" (World Bank 1992, 
15). The study identified the essential elements of a modern mining code: the scope 
of the law, institutional framework, participation of affected people, access to mining 
activities, security of tenure, regulatory aspects, private land owners, ancillary licenses 
and permits, other project activities, investment contracts, fiscal issues, and, finally, 
environmental and social matters. 

Before looking at the implications of the reforms in.the second section of the article, 
a brief empirical presentation will :be provided to illustrate how the principles set out 
above translated in concrete reforms. A historical analysis illustrates a dynamic and 
open-ended process ofreform, which translates into what has been described as three 
different generations of African mining codes (B. Campbell 2004). The first generation, 
of the 1980s, illustrated by the Ghanaian experience that will be detailed below, entailed' 

· the initial, very stringent forms of state withdrawal then suggested as necessary to at
tract foreign investment. The second generation, of the early to mid-199os, with Guinea 
the example here, reflected an increasing recognition of the need for certain forms of 
regulation, notably with regard to the protection of the environment. However, the 
attempted solution at that time was to delegate oversight to private (non-state) actors. 
The third generation, of the late 1990s, which concerned countries such as Mali, Mada
gascar, and Tanzania, reflected an increasing recognition that states do in fact have a 
role to play in facilitation and regulation, though subordinate to the "owner and opera
tor" role assigned to private actors. Since then, reforms have maintained this general 
orientation up to the current process of widespread revision, during which the merits 
of past frameworks have come under scrutiny and are the object of intense debate. 

A useful illustration of policy reforms proposed for the African mining sector and 
state retrenchment is provided by Ghana, at the time (mid-198os) the continent's sec
ond most important producer of gold and bauxite. This example is particularly useful 
because the new Ghanaian regulatory framework was to serve as a model for other 
countries, notably Mali. The mining sector received priority attention under the coun
try's Economic Recovery Program, initiate.cl in 1983, since this sector was considered 
key to the country's economic recovery. Alongside the general, macroeconomic policy 
reforms, specific sectoral reforms that sought to encourage investor interest in mining 
were introduced. A new· Minerals and Mining Law (PNDCL 153) was put in place in 
1986. There were two addenda: Additional Profile Tax Law (PNDCL 122) and Minerals 
(Royalties) Regulations (LI 1349), in 1985 and 1987, respectively. Another law, the Small 
Scale Mining Law (PNDCL 218), was enacted in i989 in a bid to give legal credence to 
small-scale artisanal mining in the country. · 

Opportunities for investment were opened up as a result of an important series of 
privatizations, particularly that of the former state-controlled Ashanti Goldfields Cor- . 
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poration. An additional law established the Minerals Commission as a key institution 
to ensure a one-stop investment centre.for mining (Akabzaa 2004). These laws, with 
their generous provision of tax incentives to foreign investors, constituted the main 
legislation that wielded jurisdiction over fiscal issues of the mining sector. For example, 
corporate income tax, which stood at-50-55% in 1975, was first reduced to 45% in 1986 
and then to 35% in 1994· Initial capital allowance to enable investors to recoup their 
capital expenditure was increased from 20% in the first year of production and 15% for 
subsequent annual allowances in 1975, to 75% and 50%, respectively, in 1986. The roy
alty rate, which stood 'at 6% of total value of mineral won in 1975, was reduced to 3 % in 
1987. Other duties were abolished, such as the Mineral duty (5%), import duty (5-35%), 
and Foreign Exchange Tax (33-75%) that had prevailed and significantly contributed 
to government revenue from the sector until the reforms (Akabzaa 2004). In addition, 
according to the same source, the following incentives were introduced: 
• Exemption from the payment of customs import duties with regard to plant equip

ment and accessories imported for use iq mining. 
• Personal remittance quota for expatriate personnel was freed from any tax imposed 

for the transfer of external currency out of the country. 
Apart from these concessions, the holder of a mining lease may be permitted by the 

Bank of Ghana to retain a minimum of 25% of the operator's foreign exchange earnings 
in an external account for the purpose of acquiring equipment, spare parts, and raw 
materials, and for dividend payment and remittance with regard to goods for expatriate 
personnel, among others. Akabzaa's (2004) study documents that companies have in 
fact negotiated individual retention levels far above the minimum requirement. Thus, 
although minerals are a significant part of the country's exports, the contribution of 
this sector to GDP has, at certain periods, been as low as 2%. 

The assumptions and principles that informed the reform process and called for 
such extreme forms of state retrenchment, as well as the nature of the relations that 
explain why these principles dominated, are important contributing factors to explain 
the disappointing results regarding the contribution of mining to public revenues, in 
generating local employment, and to the lack of emphasis placed on local transfor
mation and/or the potential d,iversification of minerals produced. The implications of 
these far-reaching reforms have been the object of many studies. In the context of the 
arguments presented here, four trends merit special attention. 

First, the strong retrenchment of the state from the mining sector has been accom
panied by parallel processes: the redefinition of its role and a reduction of state sover
eignty. In this regard, the study commissioned by the World Bank entitled Review of 
Legal and Fiscal Frameworks for Exploration and Mining proposes a "shift in the policy 
orientation of developing countries in favour of enabling and facilitating private invest
ment in mineral resource development" (Naito, Remy, Williams 2001, 6). Four of the 
seven components of the proposed polky shift that aims to create a favourable invest
ment climate concern the regulatory function of the state. The capacity of the state 
to.implement developmental goals is seriously compromised by the proposal that it 
should withdraw even further from the regulation of key macroeconomic instruments. 
Moreover, its capacity to ensure a sustainable flow of net returns from mining activities 
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and to maintain political sovereignty are, in fact, challenged in a very direct manner, as 
the following recommendations illustrate: 

(i) Economic reform that liberalised the general investment regime (in the areas of 
taxation, currency exchange, banking, trade and labour) and opened all sectors to 
foreign investors. 

(ii) Allowing or expanding private qccess to resources previously reserved to the state, 
which involves a major change in the concept of sovereignty for many developing 
countries. 

(iii) A reduction in the levels of ad valorem royalties required by the state. 
(iv) A reduction in corporate income tax rates, as well as customs duties on imported 

capital goods, so thatthey fall within a.generally accepted range. (Naito, Remy, 
and Williams 2001, 6; emphasis added) 

Second, the process of redefining the role of the state in the mining sector and of 
reconceptualizing its sovereignty more generally in many ways echoes the observations 
of Susan Strange with regard to the reduced autonomy and authority of states, as well 
as their reduced capacity to influence the evolution of their own structures. As a coun
terpart, the distribution of structural power has clearly been shifted to the advantage 
of private actors and, notably, transnational mining companies. In Rival States, Rival 
Firms by John M. Stopford, Susan Strange, and John S. Henley (2001, 14), the conse
quences of the growth of foreign direct .investment on the structural power of states is 
described as follows:"[ ... ] states' positive power to harness internal resources is decid
edly constrained when they try to influence·where and how international production 
takes place. They find they cannot direct; they can only bargain." · 

Third, the narrowing of the margin of manoeuvre of mineral-rich states and of their 
policy space as a result of having to respond to an externally-driven reform process has, 
in certain circumstances, been accompanied by the institutionalization of a particular 
mode of reproducing power relations. This has especially been the case in countries 
where mineral resources are plentiful. In a manner similar to the experience of pe.c 
troleum-rich countries, notably Nigeria where authors such as Cyril Obi (2001, 2004) 

have identified and analyzed a "politics of oil," the particular "politics of mining" that 
has emerged in certain mineral-rich states and been perpetuated in countries such as 
Guinea is often severely lacking in transparency and accountability in spite of the fact 
that the Bretton Woods Institutions have been overseeing the reform process for many 
years. As a result, the case of Guinea, where the mining code was revised under the 
auspices of the World Bank in 1995, illustrates how much the mining sector has been 
favoured over other sectors to the detriment of the country as a whole and in a manner 
congruous with the principle of free mining. As a World Trade Organization (2005,. 

54) study noted; "The incentives given to approved mining enterprises are still much 
more attractive than those for non-mining enterprises under the Investment Code." 

Almost a decade after the introduction of the Guinean code, the World Bank (2004, 

10) recognized, with regard to the impact of exemptions on the government's fiscal rev
enue, that "[t]ax exemptions severely limit Guinea's revenue collection performance." 
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Furthermore, the institution identified "[t]he large number of import duty exemp
tions;often unjustified, which particularly favour the mining sector" (ibid., xi) as one 
of the three main factors constraining revenue mobilization in the country. Indeed, in 
2001, exemptions on import duties alone exceeded the duties collected. And the World 
Bank report, which estimated the real current cost of fiscal exemptions that favour the 
mining sector in terms of lost revenue at 20% of total revenue (or approximately 3% 

of GDP), adds in this regard that "the real value of exemptions may be higher than 
actually recorded since many of them have been granted informally over the years to 
individual traders, either as a favour or on a rent-seeking basis" (ibid., u-12). 

The fourth implication of the far-reaching reforms of the i99os concerns the emer
gence of contradictions that have accompanied the liberalization process, and the 
emergence and prolongation of particular domestic structural power relations link
ing African decision makers to powerful foreign actors, whether corporate, financial, 
or diplomatic. Significantly, the Bretton Woods Institutions have become involved in 
attempting to address the consequences of certain practices, particularly those lack~ 
ing in transparency. However, these practices must be resituated in the conteJ;.t of the 
liberalizing reforms of the mining sector that African goveniments were summoned 
to introduce, and which involved measures to ensure the strong retrenchment of the 

I 

state in situations where political institutions had already been severely weakened by 
years of structural adjustment. The difficulties of coming to terms with these practices 
and, more fundamentally, with the contradictions and tensions inherent in their own 
policl.es are well illustrated by the way in which the World Bank Group distanced itself 
from the most important recommendations of the 2003 Extractive Industries Review it 
had commissioned-for example, refraining from promoting mining activities in areas 
characterized by weak governance and a lack of transparency. However, the possibility 
of moving beyond the current situation to one ensuring the introduc;:tion of regulatory 
frameworks likely to promote developmental and em:ironmental objectives as well as 
the protection of human rights, appears constrained in many situations by the struc
tural rdations of power inherited from the past, and by the hierarchy of values these 
relations perpetuate. 

Current Issues: Regulatory Frameworks, Legitimacy, and 
Policy Space 

The social, economic, and environmental consequences of the particular development 
model that has informed the regulatory frameworks introduced in African countries 
have been the object of considerable research and are increasingly well documented. 
Less attention has been given to the political implications of these reforms, especially 
the accompanying processes that have been identified as the "modes of governance"6 

6. The notion of "mode of governance" has been defined in many ways. Applied to mining,
Belem (2008) defines it as the sum of the forms of regulation that determine the conditions of exploi-
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and the particular "politics of mining" that have emerged. These issues are the focus 
of this section. 

The Issue of Regulation and Legitimacy 
One consequence of the ongoing liberalization of the African mining sector is the way 
that past functions of the state, already institutionally weakened through structural 
adjustment measures, have increasingly been delegated to private operators. These in
clude service delivery, and also rule-setting and implementation. The tendency has 
been toward "an increased (and often reluctant) assumption of state-like responsibili
ties by transnational mining enterprises at the discreet behest of weak governments" 
(Szablowski 2007, 59). 

Another coping strategy adopted by states to deal with new mining regimes was, as 
Strange suggested, the "retreat of the State" 9r, as stated by Szablowski, one of"selective 
absence." As a result, "the retreat of the state from the mediation of socio-economic 
relations has left private enterprise increasingly subject to social claims" (Szablowski 
2007, 60 ). The resulting ambiguities and blurring of responsibilities have led to compa
nies finding themselves having to deal with the demands and expectations of communi
ties. They also have to increasingly face the risk of potential conflict and, consequently, 
the need to ensure the security of their own activities. As Szablowski .has noted, the 
issue of weakened institutional and political capacity and, consequently, of the regula
tory capacity of host governments, is particularly salient. Moreover, because legitimacy 
and regulation are interdependent products oflegal processes, lack of attention to such 
issues can only obstruct the est.ablishment of regulatory terms deemed legitimate. 

There have been three types of responses to such situations. Iri the first two, at issue 
and being debated, concerning the rights and obligations of enterprises, are "the regu
latory terms on which different audiences are willing to find that the entitlements of 
transnational enterprises will be deemed legitimate" (Szablowski 2007, 65). In the third 
response, which will not be discussed in this ar~icle (see Campbell, 1999, 2006b for a 
full discussion of this response), companies have turned to direct forms of ensuring the 
security of their operatiohs through the employment of private security forces. 

A first response to the question of legitimacy has been the creation of a complex 
body of norms and standards that, in large measure, have their origin in the multilat
eral arena. This elaborate set of continually evolving standards concerns a wide variety 
of areas including, for example, environmental impact assessments, and can be seen 
collectively as the World Bank Group safeguard policy regime. Szablowski (2007) has 

tation of mineral resources for any particular project. This definition puts emphasis on the actors 
responsible for the for!J1S of regulation, as well as the evolution of these forms resulting from the 
evolving positic;ming of these actors. "The notion of modes of governance permits identifying the 
implications for social relations of emerging institutional arrangements, as well as the role of actors 

. who represent alternative values" (x; my translatio"n). Hence, the mode of governance in the mining 
sector "represents lhe sum of the forms of regulation for each of the related dimensions (economic, 
social and environmental), which determines, in any given period, the conditions of exploitation of 
mining resources" (232; my translation). 
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referred to these norms and the practices that accompany them as constituting a new 
"transnational legal system." However, this system is hampered by several difficulties, 
including the questions of how the new body of norms is to be locally appropriated 
and how these norms cohere with national policy objectives. Another challenge is the 
segmented nature of these norms, which deal with specific areas, or, again, the often 
unresolved question of the capacity of states to monitor, enforce, and, if necessary, 
implement remedial solutions. Paradoxically, the very issues that th.e new regulatory 
frameworks were intended to resolve are likely to pose problems oflegitimacy for min
ing operations in the future. 

In addition, there are several other drawbacks concerning the manner in which these 
new norms have emerged and the practices that accompany them, such as the prefer
ence for technocratic over poli~ical legitimization processes among project sponsors, 
and corporate-oriented transnational lawmakers~ such as the Multilateral Investment 
Guarantee Agency and the International Finance Corporation (Szablowski 2007, 300 ). 

Finally, and most importantly, the emergence of a body of norms and standards that 
h'ave· their origin in the multilateral arena, as is the case of environmental impact as
sessments, legitimizes the operation of private operators while failing to clarify the 
regulatory responsibilities of governments. They may allow governments to shift the 
locus of responsibility for what were previously considered state functions (clinics, 
roads, infrastr~cture, etc.) to the private operators of large-scale mining projects. As 
Szablowski has argued, such a transfer not only silences the legitimate and indeed nec
essary right of governments to offer services to their populations, a precondition to 
their being held publicly accountable, but also contributes to obscuring the issue of 
government responsibility itself. 

A second response, parallel to the introduction of norms and standards to ensure the 
legitimacy of the activities of private operators in answer to the weakened institutional 
and political capacities of states in many mineral-rich countries of Africa, has been the 
tendency on the part of multilateral financial institutions and certain Western govern
ments to suggest that such issues can be treat~d as symptoms of "weak governance." 
According to this approach, these problems can be resolved by the introduction of the 
right set of administrative practices and procedural measures, and can be monitored 
by using "governance indicators." This is problematic for several reasons. Such an ap
proach introduces parameters that seek to quantify the performance of historically 
constructed, country-specific, highly complex institutional relations using notions that 
are variously defined and the object of debate, and that are often highly subjective, such 
as "government effectiveness," "regulatory quality," and "voice and accountability." 

The increasing technicization of decision-making processes runs the risk of sidelin
ing important substantive debates and depoliticizing issues like resource distribution, 
which may be treated as technical questions even though they are clearly political. 
Consequently, these issues are difficult to track, monitor, and measure with indicators 
because they often involve political choices.and not only technical decisions. Moreover, 
with technlcal and administrative aspects of "governance" given overriding emphasis,· 
current proposals to contribute to "capacity building for resource governance" in de~ 
veloping countries unfortunately miss the key point that past reform measures that 
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have sought to open the extractive sector for. investment have done so in a manner thaf 
severely weakened the political and institutional capacity of local governments. As a 
result, it becomes a circular argument to call for the reinforcing oflocal capacity if the 
nature of past and ongoing reforms, which weaken local capacity, is not questfoned. 

Guinea provides a particularly interesting example of these issues and, more spe
cifically, of the role of the multilateral financial institutions in the area of "improving 
governance." While the more recent recommendations proposed by the World Bank 
Group point to the need for greater transparency and accountability, in practice, the 
policies proposed remain essentially procedural rather than substantive in nature. They 
have been directed at improving administrative and management issues, and not the 
relations of which such procedural issues are the reflection. Consequently, taken alone 

I 

they treat the symptoms of a particular "politics of mining" and not the structural rela-
tions of influence and power that make such dysfunctional processes possible. 

Similarly, with regard to the negotiation of particular mining contracts, the distribu
tion of mining revenues has most frequently been stipulated in particular agreements 
negotiated between state representatives and specific companies. The largesse of the 
concessions granted in certain of these contracts reflects not only the often weakened 
technical negotiating capabilities of the government representatives concerned, but 
also the nature of the political processes, and modes of political and social regulation 
that have been perpetuated over the last several decades. In the case of Guinea, policy 
reforms framed in terms of improving the "management of resources in the extractive 
sector" appear to legitimize a certain "politics of mining" that could hardly be seen to 
be compatible with promoting sustainable development, and ushering in a transpar
ent and accountable political process. In fact, as the present situation in Guinea clearly 
illustrates, the past patterns of regulatory regime reform initiated by the multilateral 
financial institutions have at times proven surprisingly compatible with the prolonga
tion rather than the redefinition of the relations that engender corruption.7 

The Revision of Regulatory Frameworks, Institutional 
Arrangements, and Policy Space · · 
As. local benefits resulting from mining activities have proven disappointing, there have 
been numerous calls for the revision of fiscal, legal, and environmental frameworks 
and mining contracts regimes in countries as different as Liberia, Zambia, Tanzania, 

7. To take this example one step further, in spite of the recommendations in 2003 of the Extrac
tive Industries Review to the effect that the World Bank Group should "develop explicit governance 
criteria, transparently and in a participatory manner, which should be met before investments for the 
extractives industry take place" (EIR 2003, 2-3), these conditions do not seem to always be heeded in 
the case of policies pursued in mineral-rich countries such as .Guinea or the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo. By way of illustration, in 2008 the IFC was considering a large loan to a combined min
ing-power-transport project to export aluminum from Guinea. The US$5.2 billion Guinea Alumina 
Project was at the time proposed by the world's largest mining company, BHP Billiton, which aimed 
to secure $500 million in loans from the IFC. The IFC Board was initially.set to decide on the invest
ment in late January 2009, but all Guinean projec.ts were put on hold after the death of the former 
president and a military takeover of the government in late December 2008. 
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Guinea, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (Maury 2008). Moreover, at least 
11.countries have decided to review their mining contracts to better respond to the new 
demands for the social regulation of private sector development that have accompa
nied the rapid process of liberalization and the opening up of mineral-rich African 
economies to investment.8 Among the issues behind the call to revise African mining 
regimes is that of the mining sector's role within broader development strategies.9 Two 
dimensions of this vast subject are of particular importance here: the role attributed to 
public policies and the institutional arrangements that allow these policies to be real
ized, and the issue of policy space. 

Paradoxically, conclusions reached by the World Bank for other world regions, in
cluding their implications for policy reforms, have not informed the assumptions and 
development model underpinning mining sector reforms in Africa over the last decade. 
For example, a 1996 World Bank study focusing on Latin America and the Caribbean 
clearly recognized the need for supportive public policies, the very policies that have 
been largely absent because of the way the state's role in mining in Africa has been 
redefined. The World Bal}k also acknowledged that a mining boom would not lead 
to economic diversification capable of generating long-term sustainable development 
without effective public policies to encourage such a process. The World Bank (1996, 3, 

quotedin NSI 1998, 78) stated that "exploration successes will not necessarily translate 
into mines, related industries, employment, and the increase in national wealth if the 
requisite conditions are ncit in place." 

In the context of discussions spawned in large part by the Extractive Industry Review 
recommendations of 2003, reforms have been proposed by the multilateral financial 
organizations to improve the administrative capacify of states in the mining sector. 
An example of such reforms are the World Bank's recommendations with regard to 
reinforcing institutional capacity, adopting strategic plans to improve governance, 
transparency, infrastructure, telecommunications, energy, and roads, all of which are 
critically important. What is of note is the apparent lack of recognition of the need to 
reinforce the "developmental capacities" of states. In this regard, there appears to be 
little attempt to respond to the observations made, for example, by the Corn.mission for 
Africa (2005, 118), which recognized not only the legitimacy of state intervention but 
also the need to reinforce the capacity of states in Africa so they might assume a larger 
developmental role: "Weak institutional capacity prevents the state from undertaking 

8. These are: South Africa;Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, Madagascar, Niger, Nigeria, the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, and Zambia. 

9. Here one could mention the experience of countries like Liberia, which is attempting to ensure 
such a role for its sector. At a regional level, one could mention the work of the International Study 
Group (ISG) of the United _Nations Economic Commission for Africa on the revision of mining 
regimes in Africa; an ISG report is expected in 2010. It should be emphasized that the Group has 
worked under very tight constraints, both finaneial and political. At the centre of the ISG work has 
been ·the analysis of the potential transformative and developmental role of the sector, implying a 

·central role for public policies and intersectoral and regional approaches like "industrializing cor-
ridors." These issues highlight the need for certain preconditions, notably those concerning policy 
space and policy process. 
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its responsibilities effectively, whether planning and budgeting, managing development 
assistance, providing services or monitoring and evaluating progress." 

While there is discussion as to how development can be achieved by promoting ac
tivities at the community level, which is without doubt important, much less emphasis, 
if any, appears to be given to the role that states need to assume in ensuring positive 
outcomes for social and economic development at the national level. The necessary 
broadening of policy space to ensure a developmental role for mining implies abandon
ing the sectoral approach of the past and considering a wider integrated perspective 
that focuses on the transformative potential of mining. This implies moving beyond 
the perception of mining as essentially a source of revenue toward seeing it as a catalyst 
for building intersectoral linkages, notably by integrating mining activities into other 
areas, like industrial policies. 

For this to happen, it is vital that countries not be obliged to abdicate policy space. 
With a view to providing additional certainty to investors, many developing countries 
have locked policy changes into fiscal stability clauses and signed various international 
investment agreements (IIAs). The most important agreements have been bilateral in
vestment treaties on the promotion and protection of foreign investment. In many 
mineral-rich ·countries, the number of bilateral investment treaties has increased rap
idly during the past decade (UNCTAD 2007, 161). 

Discussions concerning the developmental role of mining need to be recast in a 
broader context, taking into account trade negotiations and other areas of decision, 
that may condition or limit policy space. Several areas of policy choice illustrate what 
can be described as the narrowing of policy space for mineral-rich countries of Africa, 
highlighting the need for a broader approach.10 Three such areas are choice and balance 
between growth sectors, promoting intersectoral linkages, and industrial diversification 
and infrastructure development. 

As previous studies have documented, alternative policies exist with regard to these 
areas, and through the pursuit of these alternative policies, mining could potentially be 
integrated into intersectoral, transformative development strategies. The questions that 
emerge, then, are: Why has this not happened in the past, and under what conditions 
might this now occur? And how might countries avoid abdicating policy space during 
the current process of mining regime revision in Africa? 

Conclusion: Certain Conditions for the Emergence of 
Future Options · 

As illustrated by the Canadian experience, modification of the rules and procedures 
of mining regimes can take place without transforming the principles and norms on 
which the regime rests (see Laforce, this issue). The past experience of the reform of 
regulatory frameworks in Africa also eloquently illusfrates this point. For example, in 
spite of the introduction of new principles concerning the protection of the environ-

. 10. This point is developed by Campbell (2006a). 
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ment in the 1990s, the hierarchy of values that has characterized most mining regimes 
in Africa to date clearly continues to condition the negotiation of future contracts and 
regimes. Notwithstanding the widespread recognition of the importance of environ
mental protection, mining projects continue to be approved, and take place in pro
tected forests and conservation areas, as is happening at present in the Mont Nimba 
region of Guinea, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. While regulations often exist to 
address these concerns, the capacity to enforce regulations is often severely lacking, as 
has been documented over the last ten years by the World Bank itself, notably with re
gard to Madagascar (World Bank 1998, 6, quoted in Sarrasin 2004, 66). Consequently, 
as suggested in the approach we have adopted drawn from authors such as Strarige, · 
companies inherit important structural power, while regulatory functions are trans
ferred either to the transnational arena (as with voluntary codes of conduct or with 
the performance standards. of the World Bank Group), or to new local and informal 
arenas of regulation (as, for example, in the case of specific agreements between min
ing companies and affected communities). These trends explain the emergence of new 
legal regime.s that are either local or transnational, formal or informal. As a result, the 
content of these regimes is defined at a level and in arenas that bypass national space 
and that, iri turn, influence the power relations at work within the structure of the min
ing industry. · 

The approach proposed here seeks to draw attention to the conditions that help per
petuate particular structural power relations, and to the risks these trends involve in the 
current African context. Given the heritage of the reforms of the last two decades and 
the hierarchy of values present in most mining regimes in Africa, the transformation of 
the principles and norms on which these regimes rest depends on the creation of new 
institutional arrangements and political space that reflect structural relations quite dif
ferent from those that have characterized the sector in the past. To date, the role played 
by powerful foreign actors has clearly placed severe constraints on the negotiation of 
future contracts and regimes. Moreover, the current reform process is characteri~ed by 
the technification of issues and the danger of the decreasing accountability of the actors 
concerned. Consequently, the problem of the lack of capacity to enforce existing regu
lations is not merely a technical challenge of building "governance resource capacity" 
but also very much a political issue about building political and institutional capacity. 
If the externally driven nature of the reform process has potentially negative implica
tions for democratic processes and state legitimacy, it also raises the question of state 
accountability, which is particularly critical if conflicts are to be avoided. 

These trends clearly present problems of legitimacy for the activities qf foreign in
vestors themselves. Moreover, there is every reason to suggest that when tensions arise 
mining companies will attempt to resolve them by hiring private security forces. How
ever, such trends are clearly not in the interests of the countries and communities con
cerned, nor of the companies involved. As the 2007 recommendations of the Canadian 
Round Tables on Corporate Social Responsibility in the Extractive Sector made clear 
(see article by Coumans in this issue for a detailed analysis of this process), these issues 
obviously involve mining companies but are of a broader scope. They also involve in 

· a very direct manner the role that multilateral and bilateral actors, as well as interna-
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tional NGOs, play in shaping,the principles and practices surrounding mining regimes 
in Africa. The role that such actors assume in conditioning the structural relations.of 
power that, in turn, help determine the values, norms, and practices that inform the 
revision of mining regimes has been largely overlooked. This significant oversight can 
perhaps be explained at least in part by the apparent concordance between the values 
and principles that have shaped mining regimes in North America, I).Otably in Canada, 
and those introduced into Afrkan regulatory frameworks. 

Attempts to confront historically determined social, political, and economic chal
lenges with management solutions considered universally valid have generated con
tradictions that raise two fundamental issues: first, the impossibility of managing from 
the exterior issues as complex as those concerning institutional and economic reform, 
and second, the total lack of political responsibility among multilateral and bilateral 
actors, and international NGOs with regard to the reforms and policies they propose 
and at times impose.Jn terms of the thrust of the current reform process itself, to the 
extent that it remains externally driven, it continues to erode rather than reinforce 
state legitimacy, and to deny the involved countries the ability to determine the condi
tions under which mining activities take place within their territories, In turn, these 
problematic outcomes contribute to explaining the mounting problems of legitimacy 
that mining operations face on the continent. The increasing and alarming drift fo
ward hiring private forces to secure mining operations in Africa signals how urgent it 
is to revisit the role external actors continue to play at this particularly critical turning 
point in the reform process. The current situation also points to the urgent need for 
the countries of origin of mining companies to assume responsibility for ensuring that 
mining companies respect international standards, that essential monitoring and re
porting procedures are in place, and that measures of redress are taken when necessary, 
particularly in the context of weakened institutional and political capacity inherited 
from past reforms. 
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Oil Extraction, Dispossession, Resistance, and 
Conflict in Nigeria's Oil-Rich Niger Delta 

Cyril I. Obi 

ABSTRACT The article analyzes the ways in which globalized oil extraction results in the 
dispossession oflocal peoplt: and fuels violent resistance in Nigeria's oil-rich, but impoverished 
Niger Delta. This follows from the transformation of resistance from non-violent to violent 
forms, involving well-publicized attacks by Niger Delta, ethnic-minority militias against the 
Nigerian state-oil multinationals partnership. The main argument is that oil extraction and 
the inequitable distribution of its benefits fuel disenchantment and conflict between the Niger 
Delta people, and those regarded as the exploiters and beneficiaries of the oil resources in the 
region. It also examines the local and transnational dynamics and ambiguities underpinning 
resistance politics and the prospects for resolving the contradictions spawned by "fossil fuel 
capital" in the Niger Delta .. 

RESUME Cet article analyse comment !'extraction du petrole a l'echelle mondiale mi:ne a 
!'expropriation des populations.locales et alimente la vive resistance dans le delta du Niger, une 
zone appauvrie du Nigeria pourtant riche en petrole. Cette situation resulte de la mutation des 
formes de resista.nce non violentes en des manifestions violentes, qui ont conduit aux attaques 
largement publicisees des milices des minorites ethniques du delta du Niger contre le parte
nariat Etat nigfaian-multinationales petrolii:res. L'argument principal est que !'extraction du 
petrole et la distribution inequitable des benefices qui en decoulent alimentent la desillusion et 
les conflits entre la population du delta du Niger et ceux qui sont per~us. comme les_ exploitant,s 
et !es beneficiaires des ressources petrolii:res de la region. Les dynamiques et !es ambiguite's 
locales et transnationales a la base des politiques de resistance sont egalement examinees, de 
meme que des pistes de solutions aux contradictions engendrees par le « capital de combust-
ible fossile » du delta du Niger. · 

Introduction 

This article examines the linkages between oil extraction, dispossession, and the escalat
ing violence in Nigeria's Niger Delta involving local ethnic-minority militias protesting 
against the Nigerian state-oil multinationals alliance that has extracted oil from the 
region for five decades, with little or no benefit accruing to the inhabitants of the region. 
Media reports vividly document acts of violence: sabotage of oil pipelines and instal
lations, clashes between militias and government troops, killings, and a thriving trans-
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national trade in stolen oil (or illegal oil bunkering) that reportedly accounts for the 
estimated loss of one-tenth of Nigeria's annual oil production (UNO DC 2009, 25-26). 

The insurgency rides on the groundswell of popular anger linked to the alienation, 
dispossession, and neglect of the ethnic-minority people of the Niger Delta region of 
Nigeria, by the transnational forces of "fossil fuel" q1pitalism. Central to this struggle 
is the quest of the local forces of resistance to contest, repossess, and control their 
natural resources, particularly oil and gas. Resistance in this context refers to "a collec
tive action directed at blocking further alienation, expropriation, and environmental 
degradation. It represents a mass project of restitution and self-determination" arising 
from the exploitation of the region's oil by multinational oil corporations (MNOCs) 
backed by the Nigerian state (Obi 2005, 318). 

Between late 2005 and mid-2009, attacks against oil installations forced the shut
down of between 25% and 40% of Nigerian's oil production and exports, leading to 
substantial loss of revenues and profits by the state-oil multinationals alliance. These 
militia attacks (in addition to oil theft) have largely accounted for a drop in daily oil 
production from about 2.6 million barrels in 2005 to i.3 million barrels in June 2009 
(Sanusi Barkindo, Group Managing Director of Nigerian National Petroleum Corpo- · 
ration, quoted in Nyam 2009). The resultant loss of revenue is estimated in billions of 
dollars (Idemudia 2009, 92). 

The transformation of initially uncoordi'nated, non-violent protests into a full-blown 
pan-Delta insurgency and the attendant insecurity in the region has continued to oc
cupy the attention of strategic and policy analysts and oil multinationals, whose multi
billion dollar investments are at grave risk. Also at stake are the energy security and 
strategic interests of oil-dependent Western powers, which back the oil multinationals 
and rely on oil imports from the Niger Delta. 

The article analyzes the dynamics oflocal resistance against a transnational oil alli
ance comprising the oilmultinationals, their home governments, the Nigerian state, 
and ruling elite coalitions built within its structure of power, of which a small but 
significant faction is of Niger Delta origin. Resistance groups tap into ethnic minority 
grievances to mobilize local support. They also connect to, and network with, global 
activist groups and organizations to "transnationalize" their resistance against a global
ized oil production that robs them of their rights and resources, and pollutes and im
poverishes the region and its people (Watts 2006; Amnesty International 2009, i4-20). 

This article is organized into four sections. The introduction is followed by a con
ceptual section that examines the concepts of extraction, dispossession, and resistance 
in relation to the logic of globalization and its "discontents" in the Niger Delta. The 
paper then proceeds to examine the local, ethnic, and transnational ramifications of 
the politics oflocal resistance. The concluding section sums up the arguments and the 
prospects for the future. 
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Extraction and Dispossession: ·conceptual Issues 

Oil, extracted from the earth's bowels, is commoditized through market relations into 
a fuel for profit. Given its nature as the most commercially viable form of energy, oil 
is considered a linchpin of capitalism on a global scale. It is also the fuel of strategic 
arid military power, involving high stakes in guaranteeing uninterrupted supplies to 
established and emerging.(oil-dependent) powers across the world. 

The strategic location of oil in global capitalism is a key point, particularly the social 
relations of power that are spawned around oil extraction and commoditization. Oil
based extraction and accumulation involve a combustible mix of exploitation, violence, 
and the large-scale removal and transfer of energy resources and wealth from the sites 
of production to those of consumption, accumulation, and distribution. Violent con
flict is often the outcome of struggles over oil. Of note in this context is the quest to 
redress perceived injustices embedded in the separation of those that profit from, and 
enjoy the benefits of, oil production and commoditization (the transnational alliance 
of petro-state, oil multinationals, and ruling elites), from the others (the dispossessed 
in local communities from under whose lands and waters the oil is extracted). 

Dispossession results from the ways in which "capitalism" takes "away the rights 
people have over their natural resources" (Logos 2006). Harvey's (2007, 34) depiction 
of accumulation by dispossession "as the ways assets, wealth and income are trans
ferred from the mass of the population toward the upper classes or from vulnerable to 
richer countries" aptly captures the situation in the Niger Delta. Since 1970, oil revenues 
from Delta production had contributed $350 billion to Nigeria while the region re
mained one of the .most impoverished parts of the country (UNDP 2006; ANEEJ 2004). 

The Niger Delta has been described as "one of the world's most severely petroleum" 
impacted ecosystems and one of the 5 most petroleum~polluted environments in the 
world" (Niger Delta Natural Resource Damage Assessment and Restoration Project 
2006). Harvey's (2003, 162).position that "accumulation by dispossession in our times 
has provoked political and social struggles and vast swaths of resistance" is exemplified 
by the resistance in the Niger Delta. Accumulation by dispossession operates-in com
plex ways. Though transnational, it involves various layers and meshes, which bring 
together various forces and actors at different scales and levels. The structure of extrac
tion and dispossession in the Niger Delta reflects such complex layering. 

According to Watts (2004, 60), accumulation operates through an "oil complex" 
comprising "a statutory 11).0nopoly over. mineral exploitation, a nationalized oil com
pany (NNPC) that operates through joint ventures with oil majors who are granted 
territorial concessions, the security apparatuses of the state protecting costly invest
ments and ensuring the continual flow of oil, and an institutional mechanism 'deriva
tion principle' by which federal oil revenues are distributed to the states and producing 
communities, and not least the oil producing communities themselves." This principle 
has been a source of contestation between Nigeria's three major ethnic groups-Hausa
Fulani, Yoruba, and Igbo, who dominate the federal government-and the ethnic mi
norities of the oil-producing Niger Delta states. 
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Watts goes on to note that "central to the oil complex is its enclave character, the 
extent to which it is militarized as a national security sector, and a dominant fiscal so
ciology, namely the massive centralizing consequences of vast unearned income, flow-· 
ing to the federal exchequer, derivative of the alliance of state and capital." The result 
is that the Nigerian state a~ts transnation.ally to facilitate oil extraction, with the ruling 
elite coalition using state power to accumulate oil wealth. It also uses the "privatized" 
state and its coercive force-the Joint Military Task Force (JTF) established in 2003-to 
protect oil installations and facilitate extraction by crushing protest and resistance to oil 
industry operations. The Nigerian state, the ruling elite, and its transnational partners 
use oil wealth to reinforce control over power and continue reproducing oil-based, 
transnational accumulation in the Niger Delta. 

The Niger Delta 
The Niger Delta is a vast coastal plain at the southernmost part of Nigeria where the 
river Niger drains into the Atlantic Ocean in the Gulf of Guinea. Considered the larg
est wetland in Africa and also among the largest in the world, it covers 70,000 square 
kilometers. Between 7,000 and 25,000 square kilometers of the Delta are covered by 
mangrove forests, swamps, coastal ridges, and forests. As such, the region is very fertile, 
providing a habitat for a vast biodiversity and supporting a high population density 
of people who derive their livelihoods from its rich resource base. Its inhabitants are 
mainly ethnic minorities with a long history of agitation for self-determination. The 
discovery of oil in the region in 1956, which today accounts for most of Nigeria's oil and 
gas production and most of its national revenue, has affected the region's significance 
in economic, strategic, and political terms. 

In spite of the immense wealth generated by oil production in the Niger Delta, it 
has remained one of the most impoverished parts of Nigeria. The Niger Delta Human 
Development Report's (2006, 15, 18, 44) findings indicate "inadequate, unavailable and 
poor quality infrastructure" and high unemployment rates. The "unstable social, eco
nomic and political situation 'has helped open the door to HIV &AIDS', and high levels 
of poverty, estimated at an average of 69 per cent" (17, 57-58). This poverty in the midst 
of wealth is a contributory factor to the violence that has engulfed the region as people 
Seek to win back resources for their SUfVival and development. 1 

The Nigerian State and Oil 
The history of the oil industry is embedded in the colonial oil and mineral laws of 1887, 
1907, and 1914 (amended in 1925, 1950, and 1958 respectively), which vested the own
ership of oil in the colonial state and gave an oil exploration monopoly in Nigeria to 
British or British-allied firms (Omeje 2006, 35-36). However, by 1959, the oil explora
tion monopoly held by Shell-BP over the country was broken and other Western oil 
companies were granted oil concessions. In the period immediately after independence 

i. See Idemudia in this issue for the map of the Niger Delta. 
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in 1960, the Nigerian state exercised little or. no oversight over the activities of the oil 
multinationals and their domination of the oil industry. However, during the civil war 
(1967-1970) Nigeria's military rulers enacted decrees that vested the ownership of oil 

· and gas in the Nigerian state. Of note in this regard are four pieces of legislation: Oil 
in Navigable Waters Act of 1968, the Petroleum Act/Decree of 1969, Exclusive Economic 
Zone (BEZ) Decree of 1978, and the Land Use Act of 1978. 

The Petroleum Act/Decree No. 51 of 1969 updated earlier mineral and oil acts. Sec
tion 1 of the decree provided that "the entire ownership and control of all petroleum in, 
under or upon any lands to which this section shall be vested in the state." Section 2 also 
granted the oil minister "the sole right to grant oil mining leases to oil companies" (Obi 
2001, 26). This decree, which expropriated all the oil in the Niger Delta in the name of 
the Nigerian federal military government, was made by the ruling military council and 
did not involve the people of the Niger Delta. 

The Land Use Act of 1978 (derived from the 1977 Land Use Decree) attempted to 
unify the various land tenure systems in Nigeria and place all land in the federatton in 
the trust of the state governments (Obi 2001, 26; Omeje 2006, 37). The impact of this 
law on the Niger Delta was serious, as the people viewed it as an act of injustice. As I 
have noted elsewhere (Obi 2001, 27), "having lost the ownership of their land to the 
government, the most the oil communities could claim from oil multinationals was 
compensation or "surface rents.'" 

Since the oil-producing communities had ho legal claim to the "ownership" of oil 
produced from under their lands and waters, they had little or no leverage in making 
successful compensatory claims as a result of land expropriation or pollution by the· 
oil industry. The situation remained unchanged even after Nigeria made the transition 
from military to democratic governance. In the same regard, the Exclusive Export Zone 

Decree and the 1999 Nigerian Constitution, section 44 (3), further alienated the people 
from the oil wealth by vesting the control of oil in the government of the federation "as 
may be prescribed by the National Assembly" (Ebeku 2001). 

Oil is the fiscal basis of the Nigerian state, accounting for over 90% of export earn
ings and 80% of federal revenues. Perhaps the most contentious role of the Nigerian 
state relates to the distribution of oil revenues in a multi-ethnic, but highly centralized 
federation. At its heart is the feeling that oil wealth from the Niger Delta is controlled 
by ethnic-majority ruling elites from· other, non-oil producing parts of the country, 
which dominate the federal government, while the ethnic minorities in the region that 
produces the oil-the "goose that lays the golden eggs"-suffer from neglect, pollution, 
,and underdevelopment. This is partly the result of policy shifts in the revenue allocation 
principle of derivation, which implied that national reveriues should be distributed on 
the basis of returning a proportional ratio of revenue contributed to the centre to the 
contributing unit (region/state). 

This principle favoured the ethnic majorities whose regions between 1953 and 1960 

had retained 100% of revenues. That figure was reduced by 50% between 1960 and 1970. 

2. Above the surface of the ground; for example, crops or.trees of economic .value, buildings, 
shrines, burial places, etc. 
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That proportion applied until 1970 when new principles of minimum responsibility of 
government (40%), population size (40%), social development factor (15%), and inter
nal revenue effort led to the progressive reduction of the derivation principle from 45, 
to 3, and then to 1.5%, before it was increased to 13% in 2000. 

The timing of the abandonment of the derivation principle coincided with the pe
riod oil became the main source of revenues, and the regions/units that coincided with 
ethnic majority groups no longer produced most of national revenues. The shift away 
from the derivation principle fuelled resentment and anger among ethnic/oil minori
ties of the Niger Delta amid claims that the oil of the region was being "colonized" by 
the majority ethnic groups (Ebeku 2008, 400-403; Ukiwo 2009, 2), notwithstanding the 
fact that a faction of the Niger Delta's ruling elite is aligned to the hegemonic, national, 
ruling elite. 

The argument that the federal government has used the oil proceeds largely for cor
rupt enrichment, primitive accumulation, or development of other parts of Nigeria 
often glosses over the involvement of the Niger Delta's ruling elite in corruption and 
primitive accumulation of the region's resources. This elite faction has adopted the 
rhetoric of self-determination to argue for the transfer of more oil revenues, based on a . 
returnto the 50% oil derivation principle of revenue allocation to the region. 

Its ambivalence can be gleaned from its covert ties to militias in the region, while at 
the same time it benefits as a local faction of the national ruling elite by riding on local 
grievances. In this regard, two former Niger Delta state governors, Lucky Igbinedion 
and Diepriye Alameseigha, have been successfully prosecuted for corruption in Nige
ria, while a third, James Ibori, is wanted abroad to answer to charges related to fraud 
and money laundering, with his associates standing'trial in Britain on corruption-re
lated charges. This partly explains why, despite increases in oil derivation from 1.5% in 
the early 1990s to 13% in 2000, there has not been a corresponding impact on the low 
quality of life among the majority of the region's inhabitants (Human Rights Watch 
2007, 20; ANEEJ 2004, 17~20 ). . 

The Transnational Connection 
According to the Nigerian Oil and Gas Sector Reform Implementation Committee 
(OGIC), five multinational oil corporations (Shell, Chevron Texaco, Exxon Mobil, 
Total, and Agip [Eni])-account for over 95% of Nigeria's oil and gas production 
(Awhotu 2008). Oil multinationals are bound to the Nigerian state through,contracts 
that underpin the transnational nature of oil extraction/dispossession and the sharing 
of the profits. . 

The point of "unity" is the common interest in extraction and profit. Thus cuts to 
oil production and financial losses as a result of militia attacks hurt the state and oil 
companies, prompting the Nigerian state to seek to act more decisively in enforcing the 

, conditions for uninterrupted oil supplies from the Niger Delta. It has largely resorted 
to the militarization of the region to end the resistance from armed groups. 

It is not difficult to fathom the contribution of oil from the Niger Delta to the record 
profits being announced by oil multinationals. Exxon Mobil, the world's largest oil 
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company, announced record profits for 2007 approximating $40.6 billion, with total 
company sales of more than $404 billion, exceeding "the gross domestic product of 
120 countries" (Mouawad 2008). The same scenario holds true for Royal Dutch Shell, 
which operates in over 110 countries and made $27.56 billion in profits in 2007, and for 
Chevron Texaco, which announced record profits of $18.7 billion in 2007 (BBC 2008a; 
Porretto 2008; Macalister 2008). While it has been difficult to come by the exact figures 
of the "contribution" of Nigeria to these record profits (Nwachukwu and Bala-Gbogbo 
2009), it cannot be denied that its oil contributed to megaprofits. 

Five decades of oil extraction have yielded a lot for oil multinationals and the state. In 
the first phase of the Nigerian oil industry, MNOCs held sway over the industry. In the 
second phase of "indigenization" in the 1970s; government in principle assumed owner
ship of the industry but institutionalized its partnership with global oil capital through 

. joint oil ven.ture agreemerits, and production and risk-sharing contracts. Although gov
ernment officially controls access, and gets a larger share of oil profits, MNOCs control 
production and have considerable leverage over costs, which government has little or 
no capacity to monitor. It is even reported that the Nigerian government "cannot say 
exactly how much oil is lifted from the country" and "relies almost entirely on whatever 
the oil companies tell them" (Nwachukwu and Bala-Gbogbo 2009), suggesting also that 
the government could be shortchanged by its partners. Thus, the transnational oil part
nership is reinforced by state dependence on oil multinationals in order to participate 
effectively in accumulation and realize its ·own share of oil revenues and profits.· 

Resistance Politics in the Niger Delta 
The Niger Delta has a long history of resistance politics, dating back to the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, when the region opposed the early attempts of European 
traders to gain access to the interior where the goods traded on the Atlantic coast 
were sourced. By the late nineteenth century resistance by some local potentates 
was finally overcome by the British, setting the stage for the colonization of Nigeria. 
The British divided Nigeria into three regions corresponding with the major ethnic 
groups (Hausa-Fulani in the North, Yoruba in the West, and Igbo in the East), thus 
setting the stage for ethnic cleavages and politics, including the agitatio~ of ethnic 
minorities against perceived ethnic majority domination. Nigeria's independence in 
1960 only changed the character of the struggle for self-determination. This time 
the ethnic groups of the Niger Delta region, who were minorities in two of the three 
regions of a federation dominated by three numerically larger ethnic groups, sought 
to have autonomous regions of their own to prevent their continued marginalization 
and neglect by the larger groups. 

The earliest violent attempt after independence to forcibly assert regional autonomy 
over the Niger Delta took place in February 1966, when an ethnic minority Ijaw mili
tant, Isaac Adaka Boro, led the Niger Delta Volunteer Force (NDVF) in an abortive 
attempt to secede from Nigeria and establish a Niger Delta republic. At stake then, 
as now, was self-determination and the ownership and control of the oil in the re
gion (Boro 1982, 119-120), which Boro and his supporters feared would be seized by 
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the Eastern region government, dominated by the Igbo ethnic majority, and the new 
"unitarist" Nigerian military government, led by General J.T.U. Aguiyi-Ironsi, an Igbo 
officer (Obi 2001, 21). 

Initially sentenced to death after being found guilty of treason by a court, Boro and 
his followers were freed, after another military coup led by military officers of North
ern origin resulted in Ironsi's overthrow and death, and his replacement with Colonel 
Yakubu Gowo.n as the new head of state. Within a year, the federal military government 
under General Gowon created 12 states in 1967, of which three-Rivers, Mid-West, and 
South-East-were in the Niger Delta. By this time, oil, largely found in, and produced 
from, the Niger Delta, had become a significant factor in Nigerian politics. 

Upon his release, Boro joined the Nigerian army and fought in the civil war on the 
federal side to defend the interests of the ethnic minorities of the Niger Delta from per
ceived Igbo domination and to prevent the oil fields of the region from falling into the 
hands of the rebel Biafran (Igbo) forces (Boro 1982). Boro died at the war front shortly 
before the Nigerian civil war ended in 1970. His bravery and exploits in furthering the 
cause of I jaw freedom made him a hero in the eyes of the people, and his legacy was 
to be revived in the 1990s by Niger Delta militants struggling for local autonomy and 
resource control. 

Several developments after the civil war ended in 1970 had implications for the 
struggle of the Niger Delta ethnic minorities. These included the increased transfer 
and centralization of the control of oil revenues from the regions to the federal military 
government, and the vast expansion in local oil production and its impact on the fragile 
Niger Delta environment. This provided some justification for renewed agitation by 
the ethnic minorities that felt that the federal military government had shortchanged 
them: they supported it during the civil war, only to lose access to a considerable pro
portion of the oil produced from their region. Rather than having a right to 50% of oil 

. revenues on the basis of the derivation principle of revenue allocation, their share was 
progressively reduced until it dropped to a mere 3% in the early 1980s. Various ethnic 
minority groups such as the I jaw, Ogoni, U rhobo, Isoko, Ilaje, Egi, Ikwerre, and Itsekiri 
had begun to remobilize using peaceful methods to protest against the activities of oil 
companies and neglect by the government. These took the form of petitions, reports, 
and articles in local newspapers. 

Pressure groups also emerged to demand the creation of new states in the region 
and greater representation in federal institutions. The expansion of the oil industry, 

. the economic crisis following the fall in world oil prices in the early 1980s, and the 
adverse socio-economic effects of economic reform policies contributed to worsening 
conditions in the Niger Delta. These in turn contributed to .the intensification of the 
struggles in the Delta. 

I 
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Current Dynamics of Resistance Politics and Conflict 

The militarization of oil extraction has percolated throughout Niger Delta society, 
contributing to the shift from non-violent to violent resistance. Resistance has been 
largely framed in the rhetoric of"resource control." This includes the demand for local 
autonomy (within a restructured and decentralized Nigerian federal state) and for con-
trol of the natural resources of the Niger Delta by the ethnic minorities of the region. 
But the campaign is not entirely free of certain ambiguities and contradictions. It is 
important to note Gramsci's argument on the "ambiguity of resistance" (Mittleman 
and Chin 2005, i7-27) in seeking to fully understand the calculations of expediency 
and fluid dynamics that underpin the formation, divisions, and shifting positions of 
the various actors: ethnic minority organizations, militias, and elite factions within the 
Niger Delta resistance coalition. 

Although rooted in the oil-rich Niger Delta, resistance is by no means limiteq to the 
region. It spans other levels, national and global, in what can be termed a "geographical 
rescaling," with various actors and flows interacting in a complex tangle. Depending 
on the specificities of each moment, or calculations of expediency, they seek to block 
the process of oil-based accumulation. The strategies deployed also include mobilizing 
ethnic minority/communal organizations or militias outside of mainstream political 
parties and pressure groups, using local traditions/histories and global media to popu
larize local causes, which are often hinged on repossessing the control of oil. 

It is important to note that the composition of the resistance "coalition" is neither 
homogenous nor fixed. It is constantly evolving, with ethnic minority militia opposed 
to the state-o_il alliance entering into expedient partnerships with Niger Delta ruling 
elite factions and state officials, some of which are allied fo the same national ruling elite 
that is perceived to be the main beneficiary of the wanton exploitation of the region. 

The basic assumption that flows through the resistance discourse is that oil extrac
tion is synonymous with dispossession, marginalization, and injustice. This can be 
gleaned from the Ogoni Bill of Rights, from the Movement for the Survival of Ogoni 
People (MOSOP), and the Kaiama Declaration of the Ijaw Youth Council (IYC). These 
are charters of demands by the Ogoni and Ijaw ethnic minority groups of the Niger 
Delta who seek to reclaim control and ownership of their natural resources for their 
own development. It is also writ large in the current campaign and demands of the 
Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta (MEND)-the most recent and 
insurgent face ofljaw pan-Delta resistance (Obi 2008, 423-428; Ukiwo 2007), to be 
discussed in the following section. 

MOSOP moved its struggle to the next phase in the i99os after its demands for "po
litical autonomy," including "the right to the control and use of a fair proportion of 
Ogoni economic resources for Ogoni development" as articulated in the Ogoni Bill of 

Rights, was ignored by _the federal government. MOSOP linked up with transnational . 
rights advocacy networks such as Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, Rain
forest Action Group, Sierra Club, and Friends of the Earth to globalize its local resis
tance and increase _its pressure on the government and on Shell, the largest onshore . 
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multinational oil operator in the Niger Delta. It demanded a stop to the environmental 
degradation of Ogoniland, then payment of oil royalties, compensation for damage 
already done, and respect for the rights of the Ogoni people. MOSOP's spokespersons 
showed how Ogoni's resources were being tapped by the state-oil alliance, pointing 
also to the pollution and degradation of the environment as threatening the existence 
of the Ogoni. 

The MOSOP campaign against Shell became well-known and effective locally and 
·internationally before its "revolution" was literally beheaded in November 1995 by the 
federal military government. Although the fate that befell MOSOP's leaders, nine of 
whom were hanged, was to send a signal to other ethnic minority groups that the gov
ernment would not brook any challenge to its control of oil, Ijaw youth took up the 
struggle from 1997 onwards. In December 1998, the Ijaw Youth Council was formed at a 
meeting ofljaw activists and representatives from 40 Ijaw clans from across the coastal 
states of southern Nigeria. It issued the Kaiama Declaration (KD), which insisted that 
"we cease to recognize all undemocratic decrees that rob our peoples/communities 
of the right to ownership and control of our lives and resources, which were enacted 
without our participation and consent" and demanded the "Ijaw control ofljaw oil." 

Like MOSOP, the IYC appealed to the youth and ordinary people by drawing upon 
Ijaw traditional beliefs about justice and resistance. This included the use of Egbesu, 
an I jaw god or deity of war, whose real significance lay deep in Ijaw cosmology as a 
symbol of spiritual protection, conferring invincibility from bullets or other forms of 
harm, for the I jaw when they were fighting a "just war" for liberation. Egbesu initiation 
rites by Ijaw traditional priests were believed to embolden I jaw youth intent on joining 
the resistance militia. . 

In late December 1998, the IYC mobilized the Ijaw through Operation Climate 
Change, a program of non-violent protest demanding that all oil companies leave the 
Niger Delta before the end of the year. Rather than negotiate with IYC or respond to the 
demands made in the KD, the military government sent in troo·ps backed by warships 
that forcefully put down the protests in January 1999· 

When Nigeria returned to democratic rule in May 1999, expectations were initially 
high in the Niger Delta that this would lead to the demilitarization of the region, reduce 
tensions, and bring "democracy dividends" to the people. At the same time, the Niger 
Delta faction of the ruling elite had made the rounds in an attempt to co-opt the leader
ship of the various social movements and the ethnic and communal organizations, with 
a view to deradicalizing and demobilizing them or using them for narrow or personal 
political purposes. 

After the 1999 elections, government security forces remained in the Niger Delta. 
When a criminal gang operating from Odi, an oil-producing community in Bayelsa 
state, killed some police officers, the town was invaded by the Nigerian army, ostensibly 
to apprehend the criminals. This punitive expedition resulted in the razing of the entire 
community and left thousands injured, homeless, or dead. Although the abduction of 
police officers in Odi was an i:solated event, it did not stop military forces from raid
ing other communities in the Niger Delta such as Olugbobiri, Liama, and Gbarantoru 
(Human Rights Watch 2002). 
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The militarization of the region dialectically fed into violent resistance by rein
forcing the view that the oppressors would neither listen to the people's demands 
nor respect their rights. Apart from the perceived "failure" of peaceful protest to 
effect a change in the attit~de of the state-oil alliance toward the Niger Delta, violent 
mobilization within and between local communities, alongside elite factionalization, 
became a source of empowerment for many youth. They adopted violence in navigat
ing the complex terrain of survival in the region, pressuring the local elite and resist
ing the predatory instincts of the state-oil alliance and its local allies. This fed into a 
proliferation of militias and criminal gangs in the region (Coventry Cathedral 2009, 

109-131), a development that partly led to the blurring of the boundaries between 
violent criminality and resistance. 

The current dynamics suggest a considerable difficulty in differentiating the up
surge in criminality from that in violent resistance. Ikelegbe (2008) identifies three 
types of militias in the Niger Delta: insurgent, deviant insurgent, and criminal armed 
groups. The insurgents are described as the fighting arms of ethnic minority mobiliza
tion against the state-oil alliance. Examples include the Federated Niger Delta Ijaw 
Communities (FNDIC), the Movement for the Survival of Ijaw Ethnic Minorities in 
the Niger Delta (MOSIEND), the Niger Delta Peoples Volunteer Force (NDPVF), and 
MEND, all affiliated to the !jaw/Niger Delta resource control project. Insurgent devi
·ant groups either evolve into insurgent militia or break away from them. In some cases 
they evolve from campus fraternities. Jhey are led by local "warlords," operating at the 
street, community, or ethnic level, with ties to members of the ruling elite, who deploy 
them foi: a mix of political and quasi-criminal activities, including oil theft. Examples 
include Dee Gbam, De Well, Bush Boys, Icelanders, and the Niger Delta Vigilantes 
(NDV). Criminal armed groups exist baskally for self-enrichment and engage in vio
lent crimes. It should still be noted that Ikelegbe's categories, though useful, are not 
exhaustive, as individuals and groups flow across the bou~daries between one category 
and the other, based on exigent calculations and complex in-group dynamics that are 
difficult to capture. 

To illustrate this point, in 1999, threeNiger Delta state governors were able to pen
etrate and sponsor some of these armed groups in the region to unleash violence upon, 
and intimidate, their political opponen!s and voters. Of note was the governor of Rivers 
state, who got two of the leaders of such groups-Mujaheed Asari Dokubo (later, with 
the governor's support, president of the IYC) arid Ateke Tom (then leader of the Okrika 
Vigilante, later Niger Delta Vigilantes)-to '.'help" him during the 1999 and 2003 elec
tions (Best and Kemedi 2005; Manby 2004). However, after winning power, the politi
cians abandoned these armed groups. Asari and Ate.ke .were believed to have turned 
their attention to the transnational illegal oil bunkering networks, collecting tolls on the 
trade, providing security to oil bunkering crews, selling stolen oil, or operating illegal 
oil refineries whose products were sold below market prices. 

By involving themselves in illegal oil bunkering and getting payoffs from local po
litical patrons or oil companies, militia leaders gained access to funds with which they 
stockpiled sophisticated weapons, built camps, and recruited and trained fighters. They 
also gained autonomy from their erstwhile political patrons, giving them space to pur-
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sue alternative agendas. Of note in this regard was Asari Dokubo, who in 2003 broke 
off his association with Governor Odili, whom he accused of "rigging the 2003 elec
tions in Rivers state," and formed the Niger Delta Peoples Volunteer Force (NDPVF), 
ostensibly to fight for I jaw rights (Manby 2004). A year later bloody conflict ensued be
tween NDPVF and NDV, with the latter believed to be backed by the state government 
seeking to destroy Asari's influence, particularly after he adopted populist rhetoric in 
promoting his credentials as a defender ofljaw ethnic minority rights. Shortly after, he 
and Ateke signed a peace agreement facilitated by mediators in Abuja in October 2004. 

It is also believed that some prominent politicians and governors of two other Niger 
Delta states, Bayelsa and Delta, had links with som.e of the militias in their domains and 
used them in rigging elections, among other things. In some parts of the Delta, militia 
and gang leaders were indirectly paid by oil companies and installations to protect oil 
installations, and fight against community associations or individuals who were di_s
turbing oil operations. 

MEND: The Militarization of Resistance? 
The most potent militant group engaging in local resistance, but targeting a global 
audience, is the Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta (MEND). As a 
coalition ofljaw armed groups across the region, MEND itself has not been ·free of 
factionalization (Obi 2008, 425), even if a core group has remained fairly consistent in 
its methods and principles. MEND is believed to have been formed between December 
2005 and January 2006. On January 11, 2006, ·it attacked the East Area (EA) oiJ field off 
the Niger Delta coast, abducting four oil workers who were held for 19 days (Obi 2008, 

60). It had its roots in a loose, pan-Delta coalition, including the Federated Niger Delta 
Ijaw Communities (FNDIC), the Niger Delta Peoples Volunteer Force (NDPVF), and 
other armed groups from Delta, Bayelsa, and Rivers states (Ukiwo 2007; Okonta 2007; 

Coventry Cathedral 2009, 123-124). MEND decided to strike again in February 2006, 

after an attack by the JTF on Okerenkoko in the Ijaw clan of the Western Delta osten
sibly to put an end to the activities of illegal oil bunkerers. This time, MEND fighters 
attacked "Shell's flow stations, pipelines, and the Forcados oil tanker platform, leading 
to a significant reduction in Nigeria's oil production" (Obi 2008, 61). 

Since then, the group has attracted international attention to the plight of the Ijaw 
and its resistance campaign by taking foreign oil workers hostage, demonstrating the 
inability of Nigerian security forces to stop its attacks and sabotage of oil installations 
through the effective use of the global news media. By sending emails and pictures to 
the world's leading news agencies and local newspapers, and by taking journalists to 
its camps in the swamps of the Niger Delta (Junger 2007), MEND has tried to distance 
itself from, and has criticized, the Niger Delta faction of the ruling elite as well as op
portunistic criminal gangs posing as militants. The Movement has also tapped into Ijaw 
traditional beliefs and sense of collective grievance to gain legitimacy and give voice to 
its demand for resource control an~ social justice. It has however gained most attention 
by its threats to "cripple Nigerian oil exports" (IRIN 2006). 
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MEND has been profiled by the Memorial Institute for the Prevention of Terrorism 
(MIPT 2007) as "an active terrorist group that uses violent means to supportthe rights 
of the ethnic I jaw people in the Niger Delta." This profile dwells more on labelling 
than analyzing the circumstances within which MEND emerged and the content of its 
messages. It aims at constructing the appearance of an imminent "terrorist threat" to 
Western energy interests that may appeal to some corporate/state actors, when what is 
called for is a more nuanced and informed view of MEND. S~ch a reading will locate 
MEND's emergence in "the lethal cocktail of economic deprivation, military dictator
ship and worsening environmental crisis" in the Niger Delta, and its tapping into '.'the 
fifty year I jaw quest for social. and environmental justice in the Niger Delta" (Okonta 
2007, 7-11). 

While MEND has abducted foreign oil workers, it has released all such hostages after 
a period, all unharmed. This lends some credence to the vie~ that foreign hostages are 

. used to draw international attention to its cause and to put pressure on the state-oil 
multinationals alliance. In.an interview with Brian Ross, Jorrio Gbom6, the spokesper
son of MEND, elucidated the objectives of the group: 

The Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta (MEND) is an amal
gam of all arm bearing groups in the Niger Delta fighting for the control of oil 
revenue by indigenes of the Niger Delta who have had relatively no benefits 
from the exploitation of our mineral resources by the. Nigerian government 
and oil companies over the last fifty years. (Ross 2007) 

MEND's violent campaign against the government and the oil multinationals has 
been based on the tactical use of surprise attacks on strategic oil installations linked 
to production and exports, secrecy surrounding the identity of its core operators, and 
a sophisticated media campaign. Although the militant group has been affected by 
factionalism, its public face, represented by ~mails to the media by Jomo Gbomo, has 
remained consistent in artie'U:lating the tenets of its campaign: It has also co-operated · 
with pan-Delta groups such as the Martyrs Brigade, Coalition for Militant Action in the 
Niger Delta (COMA), and the Joint Revolutionary Council (JRC). 

The recent confrontation. between MEND and the military occurred against the 
background of a JTF attack on the communities of Oporoza and Okerenkoko in Gbara
mantu kingdom in the Western Delta on May 13, 2009, followed by the destruction of 
militia camps, including the strategic Camp 5 belonging to militia leader Government 
Ekpemupolo, alias Tompolo, once associated with MEND. 

MEND responded through increased rhetoric against the state-oil alliance in the 
media and retaliatory attacks on strategic oil pipelines in the Niger Delta that largely 
crippled the operations of oil multinationals Shell, Chevron Texaco, and Agip in the 
Niger Delta (Nwachukwu and Ekott 2009; Ebiri and Etim 2009; Ume and Uwugiaren 
2009; Onuorah et al. 2009). In addition, MEND made the release o"f one of its detained 
leaders, Henry Okah, a condition for a ceasefire. 

Under pressure domestically and internationally, the Nigerian government an
nounced an amnesty to fighters willing to lay down their arm·s and freed Okah. This·· 
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fulfilled one of the conditions for dialogue with the government. In spite of this, MEND 
carried out its first attack outside the Niger Delta, blowing up the Atlas Cove oil jetty 
in Lagos, the main distribution source for refined petroleum products to southwest 
Nigeria, on the eve before Okah's release on July 13, after which its ceasefire held. 

Several developments have been key to the current (mid-2009) situation in the re
gion: the submission of the Report of the Technical Committee on the Niger Delta to 
the federal government, the establishment of the federal ministry of the Niger Delta, 
and the announcem~nt by the federal government on June 25, 2009, of an amnesty 
for all militants who renounce armed struggle and lay down their arms. Also of note 
is the release of the MEND leader, Henry Okah, leading to the declaration of a 60-day 

. ceasefire by MEND effective from July 15, 2009. 
The reality that MEND reflects a mix of several tendencies, ranging from radical re- · 

sistance to its ambivalence toward the Niger Delta ruling elite, makes it rather difficult 
to predict the prospects for the struggle in the Niger Delta after Okah's release. Indica
tions suggest that the extent to which his release will influence developments on the 
ground will depend on the balance of power between the various factions-ideologues, 

. political activists, and fighting units within MEND-and the attitude and policies of the 
federal government, the Niger Delta state governors, and the ruling elite. 

While some MEND "ex-commanders," such as Ebikabowei Victor Ben ("General" 
Boyloaf) and Kile Selky Torughedi ("Young Shall Grow"), or factions may be co-opted 
by government or ruling elites, the core group is likely to continue to mobilize violence 
to continue its campaign for resource control and "true fiscal federalism" (Reuters 
2009). Having been mobilized into violent resistance and in the face of such very high 
stakes, MEND is unlikely to retreat without wresting major concessions that would re
quire the state-transnational oil alliance to address the roots of the Niger Delta conflict. 

The Global Securitization of Resistance in the Niger Delta 
Three major considerations underpin the growing perception that the uninterrupted 
supply of oil from the Niger Delta is critical to Nigeria's security as well as the security 
of the world's (oil-dependent) powers, and ·that security should be guaranteed by mili
tary means. Resistance is then framed as a security threat capable of interrupting .the 
flow of oil from a strategic source of global oil supplies and profit. This position informs 
the penchant of the federal government and the JTF to dismiss MEND as a bunch of 
"criminals" or "terrorists." The post-9/11 global war on terror has also provided the 
context for labelling MEND a terrorist organization with possible links to other inter
national terrorist organizations targeting Western oil interests (Pham 2007 ). The third 
point relates to the risks posed by violent resistance to US and other Western interests 
against the background of the increased strategic profile of West Africa in global energy 
security calculations as an "alternative" to the volatile Arabian and Persian Gulf (Ianac
cone 2007; Marquardt 2006; Ploch 2009). Also relevant is the perceived threat (often 
exaggerated) posed to Western oil interests and influence by the entry of Chinese and 
Indian state oil capital into the oil fields in the' Gulf of Guinea, in the face of surging 
demand and limited supplies (Obi 2008; Lubeck, Watts, and Lipschutz 2007). 
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The foregoing provides an international context that is largely supportive of a "mili
tary solution" to the festering conflict in the Niger Delta. Apart from the offer of mili
tary assistance to the Nigerian government to "restore law and order" in the Niger Delta 
by the British prime minister (BBC 2008b ), the newly formed US Africa Command has 
as part of its mandate the curtailment of threats to US interests on the continent, as 
well as building the capacity of African governments (and militaries) to ensure security 
and order in _their territories. In this regard, the stakes in the continued extraction of 
oil from the Niger Delta will continue to climb, while the forces of violent resistance 
are likely to continue their attacks if their demands for resource control, restitution, 
and justice remain unmet. 

Conclusion 
' 

j 

Transnational, oil-based accumulation of capital, which translates into the disposses
sion of the people of the Niger Delta, dialectically feeds into resistance and conflict in 
the oil-rich region (Obi 2007, 104). Just as the global demand for oil continues to rise, 
and global access to oil has become of foremost strategic interest in a post-9/11 world, 
the stakes in ensuring uninterrupted supply of oil from the restive region will continue 
to rise. This will likely reinforce the local drive to resist tighter control of oil by the state 
oil-multinationals to the exclusion of the inhabitants of the region. It will also intensify 
the struggle of the ethnic minorities of the Niger Delta for a d_erivation-based redress 
in Nigeria's fiscal federalism. 

Yet, government has remained intent on preserving the dominant relations ofpow,er 
over oil-based accumulation, backed by global oil and hegemonic powers that seek to 
justify and legitimize a transnationally backed military solution wrapped by the gloved 
fist of the Nigerian state. Some skeptics are conc~rned that the "failing" Nigerian state, 
held captive by corrupt ruling elites, cannot deliver on forcibly mediating the crisis or 
reining in the militants through the offer of"carrots." They remain suspicious that the 
ethnic-majority-dominated federal government, including its foreign partners (and its 
Niger Delta, ethnic-minority allies with links to the same militias that are fighting the 
government), will not change from its old ways of holding the oil wealth of the region 
hostage to its exploitative designs. 

Some hardliners within the military top brass and the ruling elite continue to see the 
militants in the Niger Delta as criminals or terrorists who should be crushed or bought 
off rather than genuinely addressing the roots of local grievances. Their concern is for, 
the preservation of the balance of power in favour of the state-transnational alliance, 
to guarantee the conditions for optimal oil exploitation and accumulation. This runs 
counter to the logic behind the demands of the people in the Niger Delta who are agi
tating for resource control and self-determination as a step toward repossessing the 
control of oil. 

At stake are both the quest of the Nig~r Delta people for social justice, redress, and 
a redistribution of oil revenues in ways that guarantee "resource control" to them, and 
the resistance to transnational power relations hinged on oil extraction, which alienates 
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and impoverishes the people. The prospects for change depend on the transformation 
of the mode of oil production in ways that are beneficial to the majority of the people 
of the Niger Delta. They will also rest upon the foundation of a democratic multi-ethnic 
society that can guarantee resource control by the ethnic minorities, under a visionary 
and committed leadership backed by progressive social movements, to face the chal
lenges of the equitable restructuring of the Nigerian federal state and reversing the 
asymmetries and injustices embedded in "fossil fuel capitalism." 
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The Dilemmas of Global Resistance against · 
Extractive Capital: The Oil watch Network in Africa* 

Isa~c ''Asume" Osuoka and Anna Zalik 

AB~TRACT This article examines the emergence and campaigns ofOilwatch Africa and their 
implications for North-South tensions among global advocacy networks. The paper explores 
how the actions of civil society networks in the global South also express internal tensions 
shaped by local and national power relations. These relations are affected by political, eco
nomic, and cultural variations in th~ social conditions of the communities that these networks 
seek to support, as well as diverse political interests among their member organizations, some 
of whose activities may facilitate rather than resist transnational exploitation. 

RESUME Cet article examine !'emergence et les campagnes de Oilwatch Africa ainsi que leurs 
repercussions sur !es tensions Nord-Sud entre les reseaux mondiaux de defense d'interets. 
L'article explore comment les actions des reseaux de la societe civile des pays du Sud sont aussi 
une expression des tensions interieures fac;onnees par !es relations de pouvoir locales et na'tio
nales. Ces relations sont affectees par les differences politiques, economiques et culturelles que 
presentent les conditions sociales des communautes que ces reseaux tentent de soutenir, aussi 
bien que par la diversite des interets politiques des organisations membres, dont certaines 
activites facilitent !'exploitation transnationale au lieu de s'y opposer. 

Introduction 

Under a global system characterized by North-South power differentials, the emer
gence over the past two decades of South-South, "civil society" networks serv'es as a 
reaction to a $hared coloniality. With the rise of contemporary environmentalism, 

* This article is based primarily on Isaac "Asume" Osuoka's reflections on a decade of direct 
involvement in coordination roles in Oil watch Africa, Environmental Rights Action (ERA), and Oil
watch member organization, Social Action. The paper was originally presented under the title of 
"Regional Advocacy Networks and Social Action in the Oil and Gas Host Communities of the Gulf of 

. Guinea" at the Conference on Rethinking Extractive Industry: Regulation, Dispossession and Emerg
ing Claims, March 5-7, 2009, York University, Toronto, Canada. The authors thank the anonymous 
reviewers for helpful comments on this paper. The authors also benefited from some vital comments 
in response to the draft by current leaders of Oilwatch. However, the argument and conclusions 
presented here are those of the authors, and do not represent the views ofOilwatch and its members. 
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transnational organizing became institutionalized with the emergence of groups like 
Greenpeace International and Friends of the Earth International (FOEI) in the early 
i97os. Initially created by citizens of Northern countries, these were internationalized 
through branches in a half dozen countries in North America and Europe. As transna
tional activity spread to other parts of the world, the positions and strategies adopted by 
these networks have been crucial to global organizing.Yet at times they have occluded 
the perspectives of peoples and organizations from countries categorized as the Global 
South/Third World. The perception that Southern perspectives have been marginalized 
is not limited to environmentalism but occurs in a range of subsectors in "global civil 
society" (Taylor 2006; Bracking 2003; Doherty 2006; Bond 2006). 

While non-governmental organization (NGO) and social movement groupings have 
existed in Western countries, the organizatio.ns that have achieved the most penetration 
in the South, particularly sub-Saharan Africa, have been.the larger and professionalized 
NG Os such as Oxfam, Bread for the World, Catholic Relief Services, and Christian Aid. 
These Northern NGOs often hold the financial cards, and at times promote lobbying 
and advocacy strategies that legitimate formal institutional/governmental power struc
tures. In the case of struggles against extractive industries, such strategies have been 
adopted by the professional NGOs created in Southern countries, including some of the 
members of the Southern networks we study. Exemplary are those NGOs in sub-Saha
ran Africa seeking different levels of accommodation with transnational corporations 
and the World Bank Group. However, some organizations from the South have been 
keen to organize "resistance" to entrenched structures of power, creating supplemental 
South-South networks for exchanges and self-articulation. Their colleetive analysis is 
based on a perception of shared coloniality. 

In this article, we examine tensions in North-South mobilizing on extractive in
dustries. Through the case of Oilwatch and its member organizations in Africa, and 
reflecting upon Friends of the Earth International with which key Oilwatch members 
have been associated, we show that Southern networks and civil society manifest in
ternal tensions over strategy. Oilwatch was established in 1996 by representatives of 
organizations from 10 countries of Latin America, sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, and their 
supporters from North America and Western Europe as a decentralized network of re
sistance to petroleum exploitation. It aims to "halt the expansion of socially destructive 
and environmentally damaging oil activity in the tropics and other parts of the global 
South" (http://www.oilwatch.org). Founders of the network sought to "support all 
initiatives oflocal peoples to resist fossil fuels activities" (Oilwatch 200(5). In contrast 
to certain large environmental NGOs that have sought to improve the technology and 
social policies of extraction to minimize environmental and social impacts, the found
ing documents ofOilwatch point to the "abandonment of the civilization based on the 
fossil fuels model" (http://www.oilwatch.org). It is this clearly petro-skeptic position 
that we see as the departure point and, perhaps, the defining characteristic of Oil watch. 

Since the network emerged to confront ecological injustice arising from petroleum 
extraction in the tropics, it has facilitated the interaction of members in addressing 
poli~y issues and defending the rights of communities that host extractive activities. 
Members include NGOs and CBOs (Community-Based Organizations) from South-

I 
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em countries who work together to enable inore stringent national and multilateral 
regulation. An exploration of the network offers insight into how global civil society is 
an historically and territorially embedded category, whose role in resistance to, or as 
monitor of, extractive industries is profoundly shaped by the relationship between state. 
and capital-a relationship that has varied in certain key respects between global North 
and global South. Data derived for this paper emerges in particular from the partici
pation of one of the authors in the work of the networks studied, and exchanges with 
network members and leaders during previous field work in Africa and Latin America. 
In our "absorption in the society we study" we try to maintain a focus by "rooting 
ourselves in theory," in this case Gramscian thoughts on civil society and hegemony, 
while enabling our observations to contribute to "expanding dialogue of theory with 
itself' (Burawoy 1998). 

As explained below, the importance of South-South organizing is crucial at the 
global scale; however, attention to regional/local conditions reveals tensions affect
ing the strategic position of the Southern networks themselves. Indeed, the experience 
of Oilwatch Africa suggests both the potential and contradictions that face emergent, 
Southern, "globalized" civil society. Like their Northern counterparts, Southern orga
nizations at times select, advertently or inadvertently, to work in ways that collaborate 
with the interests of power holders. That is, while Southern advocacy networks may 
hold emancipatory potential, limitations arising from Oilwatch's flexible understand
ing of "resistance" also facilitate interventions that further the interests of capital: rec
onciling token conflicts between oil companies and communities in production sites, 
while leaving broader conditions of extraction and mechanisms of industrial power 
intact. With our examples, we show that NGO-driven networks give support and im
petus to community organizing against individual oil companies and hydrocarbon 
projects in the region. Yet in striving to .promote "self-determination" among affected 
~ommunities while resisting socially destructive oil activity, network members contend 
with an industry that is in alliance with-and that is a reflection of__:_the state in all its 
neo-lib.eral manifestations. Given this condition, any meaningful strategy of redress . 
requires linking self-organized, grassroots formations to movements for broader social 
transformation. If not, resistance networks operating regionally or globally may well 
influence transnational policy debates, but their actions may have little resonance with 
front- line communities. 

To proceed, we first outline the implications of som~ literature on global civil society 
for the emergence of these North"South networks, considering Gramscian critiques of 
the relationship between civil society and the state. This is followed by a discussion of 
Southern civil society, focusing on groups that emerged in resistance to pacts between 
the oil industry and the state in Nigeria, and the residue of colonial relations of rule 
that shaped them. These histories help elucidate the local dilemmas that face civil so
ciety network organizations seeking to represent affected c'ommunities. In practice, 
contradictions are sometimes manifest in the work of Oilwatch as negotiator of com
munity concerns, a role through which the organization has been drawn into infor
mal regulatory processes guiding transboundary oil and gas projects_: for instance, the 
Chad-Cameroon Oil Pipeline and the West African Gas Pipeline (WAGP). These ex-
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tractive projects demonstrate the coalescing of global capital's interests, as represented 
by corporations, the World Bank, and the sub-Saharan African elite. The responses 
of communities affected by these projects, and the NGO networks that support them, 
also show how civil society has fared· when it has challenged the hegemony of global 
capital, given a context of community resistance and demands for local or regional 
"resource control." The contradictions involved in at once resisting and being partially 
integrated into such neo-liberal processes of institutional reform are similarly discern
ible in Oilwatch Africa's work to include community concerns in World Bank Group 
policy debates, such as the Extractive Industries Review (EIR) (see Lo in this issue). 

In examining the historical events and political conjunctures with which the Oilwatch 
Africa network and its membership have been constituted, we come to understand their 
collective and individual interventions. We also consider their implications for tensions 
between North-South advocacy groups, and within regions in the global South, as related 
to governance in the post-colonial states in which network members operate. As such the 
multi-scalar tensions shaping advocacy networks' interventions against extractive capital
ism are revealed. Globally, the work of South-South networks such as Oilwatch serves as 
a counter or check on the liberal, democratic/reformist approaches, and the neo-colonial 
relations that shape Northern/Western NGO "partnership" with community-based and 
Southern NGOs (Hart 2001; Escobar 1996). Nevertheless, regionally and domestically, 
Southern networks grapple with post-colonial/developmentaJ states whose power is as 
much dependent on transnational capital as on domestic legitimacy, while as urban cos
mopolitans these networks can become conduits of indirect rule (Mamdani 1996); that 
is, they could be seen as seeking to "represent" industrially affected (often rural) com
munities that may not directly or immediately experience substantive change in their 
livelihood via these global advocacy efforts. 

Theorizing Global Civil Society and North-South 
Relations 

"Civil society" has long been a contested concept: after an early association with the 
modern state, it was later modified to describe institutions beyond the state (Kaldor 
2003). In contemporary development discourse it has been deployed with reference to 
NG Os and allies in more or less institutionalized social movements. We understand 
"social movement" as an analytical construd that can be used to understand episodic 
configurations of groupings whose expressions tend to be "radical and self-consciously 
ideological" (Doherty and Doyle 2006). With respect to addressing environmental 
problems, social movements' analyses aim not only to address the so~ial externalities 
arising-from industrial pollution but also to mobilize mass action to challenge and seek 
the replacement of existing power structures. Social movements, a la Gramsci, would 
tend to desire the promotion of a counter-hegemony, in our case, to that fashioned 
by the forces behind neo-liberal globalization. While social movements could include 
NGOs, as well as popular and mass organizations, their modus operandi sometimes 
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differs dramatically from the conventional and professionalized NGO, which tends to 
seek accommodation with governments and corporations (Tilly andTarrow 2006). The 
different characteristics of groups and groupings that are supposed to constitute civil 
society within different settings is a factor in the recurring difficulty in the deployment 
of the concept. It has been observed that when used as a universal category, as in "global 
civil society," the danger arises of imposing an essentially Western analytical and prac
tical concept on a range of non-Western societies and social realities (Mcilwaine 1998). 

Moreover, the extent to which international civil society pressures can influence inter
nal state dynamics (Keck and Sikkink 1998) and global governance institutions (Fox 
and Brown 1998), varies in relation to domestic economic conditions and the global 
political economy in which they are embedded. 

Gramsci's work highlights how private associations within civil society are an ex
pression of hegemonic forces.within the state.' While diverse organizations exist within 
every political complex a few become d_ominant, thereby "constituting the hegemony 
of one social group over the rest of the population (civil society)" (Gramsci 2007, 107). 

Gramsci (1971, 258) emphasized how "so-called private initiatives" are part of a "com
plex of practical and theoretical activities with which the ruling class not only justifies 
and maintains its dominance, but manages to win the active consent of those over 
whom it rules" (ibid., 244r Civil society becomes the "agency for stabilising the social 
and political status quo" (Cox 1999). 

However, civil society is also a contested terrain where marginalized social groups 
may mobilize for a counter-hegemony. For this to happen the "organic intellectuals" 
representing the marginalized groups have to develop an alternative analysis which, 
combined with vigorous mass mobilization and resistance, aims at enforcing a new 
hegemony within civil society. But where "civil society and the state are one and the 
same" ( Gramsci 1971, 160 ), the process of creating a new. hegemony entails social move
ments confronting not just the ethical, intellectual, and (sometimes viciously) coercive 
apparatus of the existing regime, but also those little conditionalities and idiosyncrasies 
of the funder that urge conformity with the powers that be (Incite: Women of Color 
Against Violence 2007). , 

In this context, major Northern-based NGOs could be said.to represent the strucc 
ti.ires of power in their home states and perform road-clearing functiOns for capital 
when they operate in countries of the South. But their activities and approaches would 
both condition and be conditioned by local realities, as local groups and NGOs may 
often subscribe to, or adopt, counterpoising strategies. In post-colonial Africa, civil 
society is hardly a product of the last 20 years. Indeed, in the late colonial period civil 
associations were often associated with the cultural-territorial interests that indirect 
rule fostered (Idahosa and Shenton 2003, 2004). Thus social mobilization was orga
nized around ethnic rather than class politics, as a reflection of the ethnic categories 
over which warrant chiefs presided. 

i. Communique issued at the first All Ijaw Youths Conference, Kaiama, Bayelsa State, Nigeria, 
on December 11, 1998 (popularly referred to as the Kaiama Declaration). 
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In the 1990s when neo-liberal economics was in a triumphalist march (Amin 1990; 
Harvey 2003; Bello 2006), accelerated globalization meant a deeper incursion into parts 
of the South via foreign direct investment in mineral extraction. This had devastating 
repercussions for the environment and communities that concurrently experienced the 
withdrawal of the state from its role as guarantor of social services. With the ensuing 
"globalization of poverty," associated with Thatcher and Reagan era roll-backs, NGOs 
served to fill gaps in the provision of social welfare left by the retreating developmen
tal/welfare state. As such they served as palliatives to marginalized and discontented 
groups (Malhotra 2000). 

Neo-missionary NGOs of the development genre that provide water boreholes and 
sundry services in countries in Africa may be more easily identified with the role of 
amelioration. But environmental and human rights organizations that campaign for 
improvements in industrial practice may also be. seen as assuaging communities, de
fusing heightened social tension in a context of political-economic contradiction. Not 
that the NGOs and other players within civil society perform such a role consciously. 
Rather, the regime of neo-liberal globalization may have "bamboozled" these groups 
"into a controlled environment where even critical voices serve the overall purpose of 
stabilizing the existing order" (Munck 2006). This compromise with neo-liberal glo
balization (Kapoor 2008) indeed reproduces colonial power dynamics (Petras 1997). 

· While the mineral .resources and the proceeds of exploitation are consumed in the 
North, from colonial times Africa has been presented as the recipient o.f aid (Bayart 
2000; Idahosa and Shenton 2003). In the last three decades NGOs have emerged in the 
region as the driving force of a new civil society essentially dependent on grants from 
Northern governments and foundations (sustained by governments and profits from 
transnational capitalist enterprises). The funds come with clear or tacit conditionalities 
from friendly Northerp donors that prioritize certain themes and provide money to 
NGOs that demonstrate ability to deliver as prescribed by the "grant economy" (Albo 
2009; Doherty and Doyle 2006). The result is that campaign priorities may reflect for
eign rather than local expectations. 

Brarid also describes how professional NGOs and multilateral institutions promot
ing "development" and "sustainability," and other ideals of "environmental politics" 
may be pawns in a neo-liberal game tailored to achieve the strengthening of the global 
capitalist regime. Since the 1992 Rio de Janeiro "Earth Summit," which addressed issues 
of "sustainable development," government and business have been creating _"strong 
institutional selectivity towards market-based instruments" in- environmental policy 
and "respective ·flanking mechanisms in civil society."2 With neo-liber:alism in crisis, 
"business-as-usual" approaches to environmental problems ensure a "neo-liberalising 
of nature" accompanied by privatization, marketization, and deregulation (Brand 2009, 
106). Accordingly, the prevailing position of mainstream Northern environmental 
NGOs is conciliatory as the hegemony of liberal democratic rule is very secure. Here, 
periodic elections have become normalized as means of bringing about peaceful po
litical change. However, replacing elected political office-holders does not necessarily 

2. Charles Abugre in an evaluation ofOilwatch Africa, 2004. 
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imply an alteration of an entrenched system of production and reproduction. Even 
where electoral democracy brings about incremental improvement in socio-industrial · 
regulation and labour or ecological protections in the North, a broad range of literature 
indicates how the activities of Northern capital outside the territorial container of their 
"home" state serve as a kind of"spatial fix" for extractive capital (Harvey. 2007). 

Thus liberal democracy as a mode of regulation has been institutionalized in the 
North. Though threatened by neo-liberalism, domestically the welfare state apparatus 
had legitimated it. Resulting from a historical process of global capital expansion, dirty 
jobs in the primary stages of production-extracting natural resources-take place or 
have been transferred to the co_untries of the South or territories inhabited by marginal
ized groups in the global North and South, while the interests of Northern capital are 
increasingly mediated by discursive tools of self-regulation, such as corporate social 
responsibility. In regions like sub-Saharan Africa where domestic capitalism might be 

. described as existing in an essentially rudimentary state, agents of imperial accumula
tion adopt dictatorial methods to secure the state for global capital in alliance with local 
elites (Bracking 2003). In part as a result of what Idahosa and Shenton (1003) describe 
as the "compromised modernity oflate colonial rule," a localized, ethnicized, and rural 
governance was incorporated into the NGO practices of sub-Saharan Africa in the late 
twentieth century.3 Conversely, in those regions where state legitimacy is more openly 
questioned, the gulf between state and subjects is more pronounced: groups have been 
more open to the idea of challenging rather than lobbying the state and its allies among 
international capital. This is exemplified in the responses of groups representing eth- · 
nic minorities during military and civilian dictatorships in countries like Nigeria, and 
among indigenous communities in various. parts of Lat~n America. 

The different social conditions confronting organizations in the North and South 
tend to hamper international-development-oriented "global civil society" networks 
since North-South tensions over ideological perspectives and organizational identity 
often exist (Doherty and Doyle 2006). The challenge arises: how might groups from 
"diverse geographical scales" work collaboratively "without attempting to develop uni
versalistic and centralising solutions that deny the diversity of interests and identities 
that are confronted with neo-liberal globalisation processes" (Routledge, Native!, and 
Cumbers 2006)? Seemingly minor disagreements between Northern groups that privi
lege lobbying and Southern groups that support resistance _to industrial extraction may 
reflect either (1) hegemonic goals of Northern lobbying groups over Southern partners 
or, more generously, (1) a lack of appreciation of realities in the countries of the South 
by Northern groups. That said, and as discussed further below, in both North and South 
tensions exist between the advocacy organizations and affected residents - whose im
mediate objectives may also differ. 

3. Communique of the Oil watch Africa General Assembly, Port Harcourt, Nigeria, i999. 
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Legacy of Colonialism 

North-South tensions in the environmental movement have occurred in Friends of the 
Earth International, a number of whose Southern members were or are central actors in 
the Oilwatch network. FOEI operates as a federation of over 70 national organizations 
from the North and South, with each organization exercising the same decision-making 
power. But the ideal of diversity and internal democracy that the FOEI network seeks 
has not ensured immunity from the power imbalances in the global environmental 
movement.4 In many ways, its recent history has been a continuous attempt to man
age tensions over strategy and identity. Disagreements between some Northern and 
Southern members culminated during the World Summit on Sustainable Development 
(WSSD) in South Africa in 2002. Southern members were dissatisfied with campaign 
dominance by more financially resourced Northern organizations. Groups like Ac
ci6n Ecol6gica (then Friends of the Earth Ecuador and a member of FOEI) felt that 
the network's campaigns reflected a Northern predilection toward reformism, whereas 
they felt that the global economic system demanded a strategy of resistance. Following 
the WSSD, Acci6'n Ecol6gica withdrew from FOEI. With similar threats from other 
members, FOEI undertook a soul-searching that resulted in it "accommodating the 
differences in strategy that followed from different national histories" (Doherty 2006). 

This crisis expressed strain that had been mounting in global civil society during 
the preceding decade, which motivated Southern groups to establish South-South 
networks of their own, as Oilwatch exemplifies. In the half decade preceding Acci6n 
Ecol6gica's withdrawal from FOEI, the organization had been a central force in mobi
lizing groups concerned with the negative impacts of petroleum, which had led to the 
emergence of Oilwafch. 

Within the global South, hydrocarbon exploitation has frequently been associated 
with the entrenchment of communal conflict, massive corruption, disruption oflocal 
industries, distortion of national economies, social inequality, and state repression. 
The so-called "Resource Curse," presumed to result from over-dependence on a par
ticular primary commodity (Auty i993; Karl i997), is at times held responsible for the 
economic "underdevelopment" of productive sectors, as well as civil conflict. Critics 
of the Resource Curse thesis point out that associating these outcomes with the pres
ence of huge natural resource rents offers a rather ahistorical account of contemporary 
global power relations, a kind of natural resource determinism. Analyses informed by 
political ecology and world systems sociology, in contrast, argue that the contemporary 
concentration of this curse in Southern post-colonies reflects the legacy of historical 
relations of rule, which make these sites attractive for resource extraction in the first 
place (cf. Watts 2004; Bunker and Ciccantell 2005; Zalik 2009). Likewise, the rentier 
politics historically shaped by the oil industry are as important as the re~ource per se: 

4. African civil society position on World Bank Group investments in mining, oil, and gas at 
the Africa consultation ofthe Extractives Industries Review (EIR) in Maputo, Mozambique, January 
13-17, 2003. 
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in certain situations _the presence of the oil corporation fosters particular techniques 
and spectres of violence, where armed security forces operating with the sponsorship 
of companies exacerbate the conditions for civil conflict over territory (Turner and 
Norre i980; Omeje 2008). This is especially evident in the countries of the Gulf of 
Guinea, where competition for control of oil revenues has provoked violence. The oil 
and gas industry also exerts a corrupting and dislocating influence on states and com
munities-even those far away from extractive activities-where local elites compete 
to protect their territorial interests in oil enclaves. 

As corporations adopt crude methods to extract petroleum in these areas, post-in
dependence governments tend to turn a blind eye to abuses. In Brazzaville, Congo, 
corporations have participated in coups and mercenary insurgency to install puppet 
regimes, and competing French and US oil corporations paid for the private militias of 
the political elite during wars for state power. Denis Sassou-Nguesso defeated opposi
tion with the help of the French oil company Elf Aquitaine (Basedau and Mehler 2003). 

In Nigeria, where no direct links could be made between military coup plotters and oil 
corporations, the partnership between these interests was nevertheless responsible for 
massacres of mell}bers ofEtche, Ogoni, and Ijaw communities protesting despoliation 
of their land. Shell sold fuel to both sides during the Nigerian civil war, as revealed in 
archived correspondence (Zalik 2004). 

An examination of the social realities in the global South thus validates an under
standing of the state as an institution required by global capitalism to secure private 
property and social control (Cecena 2009). In some instances, states have been create~ 
directly by transnational corporations wi~h interests in natural resource extraction, 
with the military and political support of their governments. For example, what is now 
called Nigeria was created essentially by the British Royal Niger Company, which en
forced the early structures of the state and encourag.ed the British crown to make a 
stake for the territory during the Africa-partitioning bonanza (Dike i956; Alagoa i964, 

i971; Okonta and Douglas 2002). Today, "natives" may rule Africa but. the character of 
the state remains that which facilitates exploitation. 

In Nigeria the dynamics that led.to protest against the state and hydrocarbon ex
traction were met with harsh repression under military dictatorships and recent civil 
regimes, now documented extensively (see Obi in this issue). The Ogoni movement 
was central to spurring global attention to the Dehan minorities. Following the Ogoni 
struggles, the All Ijaw Youth Conference at Kaiama on December 11, i998, proclaimed 
the Kaiama Declaration and established the Ijaw Youth Council (IYC) as a representa
tive organ to work toward actualizing "resource control," or local access to extractive 
revenues. Following the Declaration, Ijaw youths took steps to implement the resolu-
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tions, including a series of peaceful Ogele5 processions to mobilize local residents in 
solidarity with the call for "all oil ~ompanies to stop all exploration and exploitation 
... pending the resolution of the issue of resource ownership and control in the I jaw 
area of the Niger Delta."6 In the last decade conditions .have worsened. Since 2006 
particularly, armed groups calling for resource control have emerged as a corollary 
to a pre-existing, security-protection racket in the region. Here, youth of the riverine 
area in particular, structurally marginalized through extraction, come to participate in 
an insurgency partly fuelled by participation in a contraband oil trade (Obi this issue; 
Peterside and Zalik 2008). Thus, a decade after the establishment of the IYC, environ
mental conditions and military crackdowns worsened. In the Gulf of Guinea, repres
sion has similarly deepened as petroleum exploitation by transnationals intensifies.7 

In Nigeria, the neo-liberal onslaught that accompanied the transition from military 
to civilian rule from 1999 onward further subordinated weak environmental regulation 
to the market; For example, although the Federal High Court of Nigeria declared the 
dangerous practice of gas flaring by oil companies a gross violation of human rights, the 
government, companies, and institutions like the World Bank support.market mecha
nisms that protect or increase corporate profits via carbon offsets and carbon trading. 
Oil projects claiming to reduce flaring are marketed by companies seeking financial 
reward within the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) of the United Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (Lohmann 2006). However, these mechanisms ignore 
the plight of communities that have suffered 50 years of contaminated air and farm
lands from flaring and other industrial pollution. 

Thus in sub-Saharan Africa neo-liberalism has reinforced histories of underdevelop
ment and dependence. In turn, Northern-funded NGOism may have weakened alter
native social mobilization. In Nigeria groups that emerged during the pro-democracy 
struggles of the 1990s began, in the post-military transition era, to talk of "sustain
able development," "empowerment," "capacity building," and "stakeholding." As Cox 
(1999) has pointed out, for some NGO professionals "clientelism may seem preferable 
to revolutionary commitment, especially when backed by the force of state and eco
nomic power." Interventions seeking to achieve "incremental amelioration" around 
single issues diverted groups from the central issues 'of power and subordination. In
deed, supposedly "specialized" programs around "gender," HIV I AIDS, forest conserva
tion, oil and mineral extraction, and so forth present a blurred view of the underlying 
social factors that exacerbate and interconnect these problems. 

5, Ogele in most Ijaw languages means a procession involving drumming and singing; it may also 
be translated as "a movement of the people." In late December 1998, thousands ofljaw embarked on 
Ogele in support of Lhe Kaiama Declaration. The state sent troops, resulting in the shooting of many 
participants in peaceful processions, Such repression undergirded the emergence of armed resistance 
among communities, 

6. Communique issued at the first All Ijaw Youths Conference, Kaiama, Bayelsa State, Nigeria, 
on December 11, 1998 (popularly referred to as the Kaiama Declaration). 

7. In Brazzaville, Congo, abuses of citizens' rights have continued since the emergence of a regime 
backed by oil corporations. In January 2007 the Sassou-Nguesso regime arbitrarily arrested two 
prominent campaigners against official corruption, confiscated their travel documents, and prevented 
them from travelling to Nairobi to address the seventh World Social Forum (WSF). I 
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Oilwatch: A South-South Resistance Network 

The Oilwatch network was established in 1996 to support global solidarity among-com
munities involved in struggles against oil and gas companies, prompted by similarities 
in the experiences of communities affected by the oil industry, and the transnational 
history and organization of extractive industry (particularly oil and gas). Oilwatch aims 
to provide a platform for organizations of the South to look at crises from a people's 
perspective and develop a common analysis on the need to resist the expansion of the 
petroleum frontiers, promote energy sovereignty, and seek self-determination for com
munities. Although Oilwatch's major focus has been on the forms and effects of hydro
carbon exploitation, the network promotes an analysis that goes beyond issue-specific 
advocacy, associates the expansion of the oil industry with economic neo-liberalism, 
and encourages relations with emerging social movements. 

Groups that participated in the meeting that created Oilwatch in Quito, Ecuador, in 
1996 were drawn from Latin America (Ecuador, Colombia, Guatemala, Mexico, Peru), 
Africa (Nigeria, Cameroon, Gabon, South Africa), Asia (Thailand), North America, 
and Europe. This meeting was initiated by the Ecuadorian environmental organiza
tion Acci6n Ecol6gica with funding from development organizations from western 
Europe. At the time, the environmental and "resource-control" struggles cif Ogoni and 
Amazonian indigenous groups against oil and gas companies raised awareness of the 
common threats facing tropical and southern peoples. Outrage over the execution of 
Ogoni leaders spurred the Shell boycott campaign in countries of the North (Watts 
1994; Osaghae 1998; Frynas, Beck, and Mellahi 2000; Sawyer 2004; Bob 2005). These 
events impelled Acci6n Ecol6gtca to action, and rallied support to the Oilwatch initia
tive from organizations in both South and North. Initially, a key struggle for Oilwatch 
was that of the indigenous U'wa of the Colombian Amazon who have a long history of 
resistance to oil exploitation. The U'wa consider extraction a violation of their sacred 
land (Saavedra 2001). By different actions, including a threat of mass suicide, the U'wa 

. halted plans for oil exploitation by companies like US-owned Occidental Petroleum 
and Shell. Their possible mass suicide was taken seriously given that the U'wa's oral 
historians provided an account of hundreds of U'wa throwing themselves off a cliff 
rather than submitting to Spanish conquistadors (Beeson 2008). 

From Nigeria, in attendance were Environmental Rights Action (ERA, later associ
ated with Friends of the Earth) and the Movement for the Survival of Ogoni People 
(MOSOP). Other participants represented organizations from communities engaged 
in direct resistance to oil companies and faith-based groups, as well as local, national, 
and transnational NGOs such as Greenpeace. In the years that followed, tension over 
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strategy and identity resulted in Oilwatch revoking the full membership of Northern 
NGOs and converting their participation to a supporfstatus, in a quest to retain the in
tegrity of a Southern viewpoint. As supporters, Northern organizations were no longer 
participants in agenda setting. Their role was now limited to supporting (via funding 
and information dissemination) the programs and campaigns initiated by Southern 
members. 

The distinctive characteristic of Oilwatch is that it is a South-South network, de
fending the legitimacy of community-initiated resistance. It seeks to bring the abuses 
of the oil industry to the fore and to ensure that local and global discussion of oil and 
gas regulation are grounded in recognition of impacts on the victims of exploitation.8 

That said, in all regions, advocacy tactics are influenced by the type and geographi
cal location of hydrocarbon exploitation, so that protest remains reactive to capital's 
proposals. For instance, hydrocarbon exploitation affects communiti.es divergently, 
leading to varied impacts, and thus strategies, in onshore versus coastal sites. In 2001, 

fishing communities from the coastal Chana district of Thailand commenced protests 
against the Thai-Malaysia Joint Development Area pipeline, a project planned to bring 
gas ashore in southern Thailand. Livelihood displacement affects fisher communities 
wherever offshore extraction occurs. Internationally on land, affected communities face 
direct loss of territorial rights through industrial leases or other forms of exclusion and 
pollution; additionally, they face discrimination in allocation of profits and revenues 
from extracted resources-a form of "accumulation by dispossession" (Harvey 2003). 

Residents are subjected to unfair compensation and suffer violence when they protest. 
Hydrocarbon extraction in the tropics often has long-term environmental and, there
fore, social impacts (Oilwatch 2005, 2006). 

From its inception, then, Oilwatch has contributed to global debates on fossil fuel 
development. The network was in the forefront of efforts to legitimize the issue of 
"ecological debt" in the agenda of global civil society. It raised the issue of the dis
equilibria in the allocation of profits and costs from oil and gas resources between 
Northern countries and companies and Southern countries and peoples. The Oilwatch 
Secretariat has issued position papers to redirect the focus of debates at different global 
fora. Examples are the rejection of market schemes to address climate change (emis
sion trading), the critique of a civilizati,on based on fossil fuels, calls for moratoria on 
further hydrocarbon. exploration, and opposition to self-regulation by corporations; 
that is, against voluntary mechanisms for corporate social responsibility. Recently the 
Yasuni proposal in Ecuador, which seeks to prevent the development of a new oil field 
and thus "keep the oil in the soil," serves as a practical example linking climate change 
activism with the Oilwatch "no to oil" position (Larrea 2009). In the Yasuni_initia
tive, Acci6n Ecol6gica's active pursuit of giobal, Northern solidarity with a no-to-oil 

8. Oilwatch "proposes that the communities that resist the hydrocarbon operations should be rec
ognized, respected and supported rather than suppressed" via a "common identity among peoples of 
the South" and "recognition of the right of peoples to self-determination as primary in the resolution 
of environmental problems." Politically Oilwatch aims to "stop the expansion of socially destructive 
and environmentally damaging oil activity in the tropics and other parts of the global South" (Oil
watch 2006, 173). 
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position reflects how, despite the criticisms we pose, transnational advocacy remains il 
crucial strategy for resisting the extension of the hydrocarbon frontier. · 

Organizationally, Oilwatch is a decentralized network with an international secre
tariat that coordinates the activities of members - initially in Ecuador and currently 
in Port Harcourt, Nigeria. Regional Oilwatch networks have been formed with the 
responsibility of coordination ~nd communication within the region. Following the 
formation of Oilwatch Africa, concerns among some new members about the radical 
posture in its formative documents led to internal debates on the meaning of "resis
tance." While the resistance strategy of Oil watch may seem militant, one African civil 
society activist describes such militancy as "an approach which is rooted in a structur
alist/political analysis of development problems which sees the ultimate solution as 
addressing power imbalances and bringing about true democratisation." It thus seeks 
"organised inter\rentions, the mobilisa_tion of public opinion and confrontation (not 
necessarily viole_ntly) with institutions of power."9 

Regional Variations in Oilwatch Network Organizations 

Such debates among African Oilwatch members led to a flexible definition of resistance, 
allowing a range of tactics. These sought to encompass varied political realities. At the 
first regional conference in i999, members considered resistance to be "the right of a 
people to say NO and mean it, in defence of our collective environmental and human 
rights in order to achieve positive change."10 Resistance strategies and measures to sup
port communities adopted there included calls for moratoria on new oil and gas explo
ration and exploitation, community exchange of experiences, community education, 
research and publications, and monitoring and protests as means of active lobbying. In 
2002, an Oilwatch Africa members' meeting.in Kribi, Cameroon, endorsed the earlier 
sfrategies and added more at multiple levels-local, national, and international. Key 
examples included a moratorium on hydrocarbon projects in war and conflict areas; 
suspension of financing for further oil/gas projects on the continent; boycott of cam
paigns; litigation defending community rights; promotion of corporate accountability 
through legally binding arid enforceable laws; opposition to voluntary agreements and 
self-regulatory mechanisms; organization of peaceful protests and direct actions using 
songs, drama, dance; blockage and closure of oil facilities. An ongoing effort to clarify 
the content of "resistance" reflects internal tensions, similar to North-South tensions 
discussed earlier. Here, emerging social movements pursue a common analysis, while 
avoiding promotion of simplistic slogans or solutions unable to reflect a diversity of 
interests (Routledge, Nativel, and Cumbers 2006). 

Despite similarities in transnational extraction methods in the South, members of 
Oilwatch Africa have tended to adopt varying approaches depending on the member 

9. Charles Abugre in an evaluation ofOilwatch Africa, 2004. 

10. Communique of the Oil watch Africa General Assembly, Port Harcourt, Nigeria, i999. 
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organization's degree of"rootedness" in community or national political struggles. Lo
cally connected organizations have, at least initially, tended to be more radicalized and 
to express clarity in their political messaging. An example is Environmental Rights 
Action (ERA) in Nigeria, whose members were directly involved in the national orga
nizations against military dictatorship and the Niger Delta self-determination move
ments. On the other hand, NGO membe'rs of Oilwatch who are committed to narrower 
biodiversity conservation objectives adopt a less political posture when responding to 
issues of hydrocarbon exploitation. In. countries like Chad, where northern develop
ment organizations have had a more visible local presence (versus a country like Nige
ria where locally established NGOs have dominated the civil society landscape around 
oil), struggles around oil and gas development display less political intensity, as domes
tic branches of large foreign NGOs may be less likely to challenge the socio-economie 
foundations of petroleum exploitation. Thus key NGOs in Chad and Cameroon (a 
country where NGOs working on forest conservation have been central to environ
mental advocacy) petitioned the World Bank Group to improve the implementation of 
the Chad-Cameroon Oil Development and Pipeline Project, of which the World Bank 
is a key financier (to be discussed further below). 

Despite such varied approaches, central to the network's understanding of resistance 
is the proposition that the initiative of the people most affected by industry should 
determine the form and character of actions. Oilwatch Africa members, for instance, 
support territorially-based, ethnic nationality communities like the Ogoni and Ijaw 

. of the Niger Delta in their resistance to state/corporate extraction, and seek to defend , 
their claims on national/federal and global terrain. Similarly, while the global Oilwatch 
Secretariat does not initiate struggles, it supports and seeks to connect communities en
gaged in local struggles. This it did, for instance, with the U'wa in Colombia and Niger 
Delta organizations between i998 and 2002, in part by fostering solidarity between 
Nigerian and Amazonian community leaders. 

Accommodation versus "No" to Oil: 
The World Bank Extractive Industry Review and 

·West African Energy Projects 

Oilwatch Africa has been involved in facilitating civil society and community mobili
zation on specific oil developments such as the Chad-Cameroon Oil Development and 
Pipeline Project and West African Gas Pipeline (W AGP).11 Both are commercial proj
ects that the World Bank Group financed as a way to provide "political risk mitigation" 
for oil corporations. Very often the Bank has used its leverage over heavily indebted 
states in Africa to push for neo-liberal reforms in the extractive sectors. Bank critics 
argue that its role has benefited transnational corporations while worsening environ
mental and human rights conditions in the region. In the case of the Chad-Cameroon 

IL For important additional contextualization, see Lo in this issue. 
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pipeline (see Lo in this issue), EXxon and other corporate initiators asked the World 
Bank to provide 3% financing for the project, to enable Chad's equity participation in 
two crude oil transportation companies (Horta, Nguiffo, and Djiraibe 2007; Gary and 
Reisch 2005). The Bank also extended credit to Ghana to enable the country's participa
tion in the WAGP, a 681-kilometre onshore and offshore pipeline transporting natural 
gas from fields in the western Niger Delta of Nigeria to selected consumers in Benin . 
Republic, Togo, and Ghana. The project has been critiqued for failing to contribute to 
reduction in gas flaring while exacerbating conflicts in the western Niger Delta ( Osuoka 
2009). 

From 1999 onward, Oilwatch Africa, in collaboration with member organizations 
in Chad and Cameroon, organized community exchanges and advocacy to support 
residents' claims against both transboundary pipelines, which contributed to increased 
community organizing and representation. In the case of the W AGP, a consortium of 
host communities was established, and it made representations to the West African 
Gas Pipeline Company (W AGPco) and the World Bank, using platforms provided by 
Oilwatch Africa members. 

Contradictions arise in such work quite consonant with a Gramscian analysis. In the. 
campaigns on both the Chad-Cameroon and West Africa pipelines, attention focused 
upon the World Bank due to its perceived leverage over participating governments 
and companies. The Bank's request that the W AGP consortium improve its Environ
mental Impact Assessment (EIA) was made in direct response to the representations 
of Oilwatch Africa members. As a consequence of Oilwatch interventions, the World 
Bank and the W AGP sponsors appeared more informed of community and civil soci
ety concerns.12 The W AGPco increased contact with, and patronizing of, community 
members in Nigeria and Ghana. In Nigeria, consultations resulted in the development 
ofa Memorandum of :Understanding (MOU) between the WAGPco and the com
munities, includin.g the promise of social amenities. This has helped to reduce tension 
in the affected areas and led to the withdrawal by community members of a suit at the 
Federal High Court of Nigeria challenging the legality of the W AGP. We see here the 
effect of the flexible approach to resistance taken by Oilwatch members. Rather than 
outright resistance to further hydrocarbon development, Oilwatch Africa members 
here pursued accommodation of community claims by oil corporations and their back
ers. By reconciling minimal conflicts between communities and fOmpanies, the central 
questions of power, control, and "self-determination" may have been abandoned. That 
said, Oil watch Africa leaders argue that their flexible approach to resistance is informed 
by the understanding that varied actions by communities could serve to expand the 
resistance frontier>1 Hence, within the framework of cohtemporary, global capitalism, 
diverse tactics are required to counter extraction expansion. While the above examples 
illustrate the World Bank's minimal response to critique, through a show of dialogue 
and reform, the state has not responded similarly. At the national level in Nigeria arid 

' 
i2. This was manifest, for instance; in a memo from the World Bank to WAGPco demanding a 

review of the WAGP EIA to address civil society concerns on the process and on gas flaring. 
i3. Discussion between the authors and a leader of Oil watch in Nigeria, September 2009. 
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regionally in Africa, government agencies have beeri largely unwilling to engage with 
communities and Oilwatch members. Requests by ERA for information from, and 
meetings with, the Department of Petroleum Resources, Ministry of Petroleum, and 
Ministry of Environment were rebuffed between 2000 and 2006. During this period, 
the Committees on Gas in the Nigerian House of Representatives and Senate were 
unwilling to receive delegations from communities and civil society. Even requests 
to legislators to participate in capacity-building workshops were rejected. The result 
was that the WAGP enabling legislation, which holds major implications for national 
sovereignty and citizens' rights, was thus passed by the Nigerian National Assembly in 
a process shrouded in secrecy. Similarly in Ghana, the entire process of enacting the 
enabling legislation on the WAGP was concluded "in a few hours" before civil society 
organizations knew of it; they were consequently unable to influence the parliamentary 
outcome.'4 . 

We see, then, that the World Bank resp<;>nded to Oil watch members' and commu
nities' requests. Yet these responses diCl not result in any fundamental alteration of 
the extractive business, i~cluding the issues of ownership and control, as these "half
hearted forms of consultation arranged by the multilateral institutions serve to keep 
larger questions ... of social policy out of bounds" (Bond 2006). When the World Bank 
could have significantly shifted its posture on financing extractive ventures within the 
context of its Extractive Industries Review (EIR), it balked, as explained below. Accord
ingly, although Oil watch participated in these consultation processes, it has joined the 
call for the World Bank to stop financing extractive projects in the South. 

Among the World Bank's key responses to massive global condemnation of its de
structive impact was establishment of the Extractive Industries Review (EIR) in the late 
i99os. Originally announced in 2000, the EIR was launched in 2001 by then-president 
of the World Bank Group, James Wolfenson, under the chairmanship of Dr. Emil 
Salim, former environment minister ofindonesia. The EIR was to serve as a platform 
to assess the Bank's lending and institutional support for the extractives business and 
recommend its future role in the sector. At the core of the EIR consultation process 
were four regional workshops-Asia and Pacific, Africa, Latin America and the Carib
bean, and Eastern Europe and Central Asia-with representations from governments, 
business, and NGOs. 

While some members of Oil watch in Latin America and Africa opposed the process 
on grounds of total opposition to any World Bank role in financing mining projects, 
others sought to participate. Once again, this demonstrates contradictions inherent in 
civil society organizing in the South, as in the North. Indeed, some Oilwatch Africa 
members were involved in leading the mobilization of African civil society to make a 
strong input into the EIR, and were instrumental in drafting a statement calling on the 
World Bank Group to "stop financing· and support for mining, oil and gas in Africa 
until adequate and transparent mechanisms are established for lending as well as dam-

i4. From the account of an Oilwatch Africa member. See Mike Karikpo, Resource sovereignt}', 
fueling conflic.ts: The case of West African gas pipeline project, Environmental Rights Action. http:// 
www.eraction.org/publications/presentations/negotiating_resource_sovereignty.pdf. 
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ages to national economies, local comm uni.ties and environment by current World 
Bank Group financing are addressed."15 Strong civil society positions influenced the 
EIR's final report in 2004, which recommended that the Bank adopt significant re
forms: greater action to reduce poverty, immediate cessation of financing to coal proj
ects worldwide; a phase-out of support for oil production by 2008; enhanced human 
rights protection; prior, informed .consent for indigenous peoples and communities 
affected by extraction; and an end to support for destructive mining technologies (Dari
mani 2004). 

Various African governments and mining companies opposed the EIR recommen
dations as capable of undermining "poverty alleviation and sustainable develop~ent" 
in the mineral producing countries (Darimani 2004).16 Unsurprisingly, but in the face 
of a favourable world reception to the EIR's recommendations, the Bank's board de
cided on their very selective and limited implementation. Practically, this amounted to 
a reversion to the World Bank's status quo approach to extraction, failif!.g to substan
tively alter the way the Bank, and the corporations and states they support, conduct 
business in Africa. As Bond (2006) points out, "multilateral agencies might take a few 
steps forward, butthen several sideways and even backwards, leaving power relations 
and neo-liberal development strategies largely intact." 

Given these conditions, how does Oilwatch reconcile its no-to-oil position with 
demands for benefits from communities?. There are two clear positions here: either 
Oilwatch is imposing its ideology on communities; or alternatively Oilwatch may also 
perform the role of "organic intellectual" by helping "clarify the political thinking of 
social groups, leading members of these groups to understand their existing situation 

. in society and how in combination with other social groups they can struggl~ towards a 
higher form of society" (Cox 1999). Following Routledge, Nativel, and Cumbers (2006), 
Oilwatch agents might be referred to as network "imagineers" who as "grassrooting 
vectors" could develop alternative visions ("imaginaries") to neo~liberalism. Yet it 
would seem that there is at times a disconnect between the messaging of Oilwatch 
members and local communities that seek immediate benefit from oil production rev
enues to address a lack of basic amenities. These material demands; in contrast to the 
advocacy positions in Oilwatch's founding documents, partly explain the varying levels 
of resonance of Oilwatch messaging in affected oil communities, differentiating groups 
with a livelihood focus from, for instance, those like the U'wa of Colombia who sought 
a ban on extraction. 

i5. African civil society position on World Bank group investments in mining, oil, and gas at 
the Africa consultation of the Extractives Industries Review (EIR) in Maputo, Mozambique, January 
i3-17, 2003. 

16. One might draw parallels here to the official response to recommendations of the Canadian 
.Round Table on Extractive Industry. 

1 
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Conclusion 

This article, using a multi-scalar approach, examined some tensions facing South-South 
networks critiquing oil extraction. The approach reflects the global and local-level con
tradictions facing civil society networks seeking to represent affected ~ommunities. De
spite similarities in the histories of the countries of sub-Saharan Africa (and the global 
South), and experiences of communities as victims of colonially mediated transnational 
extraction, tensions in Oilwatch's resistance posture and (op)position to hydrocarbon 
exploitation may be under-discussed. While the founding and working literature of the 
global Oilwatch network suggests a tendency to resist all fossil fuel activities, members 
in Chad, Cameroon, and Nigeria have conducted individual campaigns in response to 
community demands for benefits and infrastructure from petroleum ventures. Perhaps 
this reflects acceptance of the potential of oil and gas revenues to improve material 
conditions within affected communities. It may indicate that varied strategies adopted 
by communities and Oilwatch members not only promote resistance to the expansio,n 
of the extractive frontier, but also that certain actions positively contribute to environ
mental protection through directly or indirectly causing improvement in the material 
conditions of the people. 

-Oilwatch Africa and its coordinating organizations have given some support and 
impetus to community organizing against individual oil companies and hydrocar
bon projects in the region. However, Oilwatch has recorded less success in addressing 
broader political goals of resistance: promoting "self-determination" and stopping so
cially destructive oil activity. The role of the network as" organic intellectual" is limited 
by the tendency of donor dependent NGOs to seek accommodation with institutions 
of power. The disparity between the ideological positions of Southern networks like 
Oilwatch and the advocacy direction of some of its members indicates that civil society 
in the global South may be far more politically diverse than their shared coloniality 
would suggest (Doherty and Doyle 2006). As neo-liberal policy changes have resulted 
in a widening gap between states and communities, social movements addressing envi
ronmental injustice in Africa have been challenged to devise emancipatory messaging 
and mobilization to fill the gaps the state has created, and to address the material needs 
of the social groups targeted. 

Careful attention to regional and local tensions reveals that spaces for meaningful 
grassroots organizing must be preserved and fostered so as to secure "resource control" 
and restore a degree of territorial sovereignty to those communities most affected by 
extraction. Such spaces would offer opportunities to unify marginalized com~unities 
into movements that not only challenge the state and extractive capitalism, but also 
transform them. 
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ABSTRACT Conflicts over extractive industry have emerged as one of the most visible and 
potentially explosive terrains for struggles over distribution, territory, and inequality in the 
Andes. We explore these relationships in Bolivia, focusing. on gas extraction in the Chaco 
region of the southeastern department ofTarija. We consider how the expansion of extractive 
industry intersects with territorializing projects of state, sub-national elites, and indigenous 
actors as well as with questions of inequality and inequity. We conclude that arguments over 
the territorial constitution of Bolivia are inevitably also arguments over gas and the contested 
concepts of equity underlying its governance. 
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Extractive Industries, Bolivian Territories 

The social-state need[s] to generate economic surpluses that are the state's 
responsibility ... Is it mandatory to get gas and oil from the Amazon north 
of La Paz? Yes. Why? Because we liave to balance the economic structures 
of Bolivian society, because the rapid development ofTarija with 90 percent 
of the gas is going to. generate imbalances in the long run. It is necessary, ac
cordingly, to balance in the long term the territorialities of the state ... com
bined with the right of a people to the land is the right of the state, of the state 
led by the indigenous-popular and campesino movement, to superimpose 
the greater collective interest of all the peoples. And that is how we are going 
to go forward. (Alvaro Garcia Linera 2009) 

With arresting directness this quotation from. Bolivia's vice-president Alvaro Garcia 
Linera reveals at least four tensions that underlie hydrocarbon policy and politics in 
contemporary Bolivia. These are tensions between local rights and the rights of the 
central state, between the territorial logics of sub-national indigenous projects and 
the territorial logic of Bolivia's new nation state, ·between the localization of costs and 
the nationalization of gains from extraction, and between the political logic of a state 
grounded in "the indigenous-popular and campesino movement" and that of a state 
ready to "superimpose the greater collective interest" on areas occupied by indigenous 
and campesino communities. These tensions, the ways in which they are contested, and 
how they are governed constitute our primary interest in this paper. 

Over the last decade in Bolivia, hydrocarbons, natural gas in particular, have become 
the backbone of the macroeconomy as well as a primary source of social conflict (Kaup 
2008). While the "gas war" of 2003 demonstrated the explosiveness of hydrocarbons 
governance on a national scale (Perreault 2006), votirig patterns in the 2008 referenda 
on departmental autonomies and the revocation of elected authorities revealed the con
flicting ways in which gas and the revenues it generates enter into sub-national political 
behaviour (Humphreys Bebbington and Bebbington, forthcoming). It is the contention 
of this paper that central to these conflicts are two related themes: perceptions of, and 
responses to, inequality and inequity, and struggles among conflicting territorializing 
projects, each linked to a particular view of gas and its governance (Wilson 2004; Per
reault, forthcoming). 

The distinction. between inequality and inequity is important to these claims. We 
take inequality to refer to patterns in the distribution of outcomes (income, consump
tion, etc.), while the idea of inequity refers to the distribution of opportunities and of 
abilities to influen.ce socio-economic and political processes (World Bank 2006; Beb
bington, Dani et al. 2008a). In this sense, the term "equity" elicits notions of fairness 
and justice, and therefore might be closer to capturing factors that trigger socio-polit
ical activity in the presence of inequality. 

This distinction between inequality and equity also sheds lights on the different ter~ 
ritorializing projects associated with gas in Bolivia. This is so in two senses. First, in 
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order to finance new social programs aimed at reducing inequality in the distribution of 
public spending and in interpersonal income ,distribution, the current administration 
of President Evo .Morales and his Movement Towards Socialism (MAS) is committed 
to the expansion of extractive industries in areas such as Tarija, where the bulk of Bo
livia's proven gas deposits are located (Bebbington 2009). However, solving the func
tion {(increased extraction) -7 (reduced inequality)} also demands that the government 
redistribute part of the income generated by this gas extraction away from Tarija and 
toward other regions with fewer financial resources as well as irito central government 
programs. Second, as the quotation from Garcia Linera suggests, the Bolivian govern
ment is seeking to offset the geographical "imbalances" produced by the concentration 
of gas operations in Tarija. In addition to the political motivations that underlie these . 
efforts,' a concern to reduce geographical inequality informs these calculations and has 
led the government to open hydrocarbon frontiers in departments2 with no history of 
oil and gas on the grounds that "[i]t is necessary, accordingly, to balance in the long 
term the territorialities of the state" (see figure 1). 

Politically, these processes confront the government with three challenges, each of 
which derives from the relationships between extraction, territory, and inequality/ 
equity. 
i. While the simultaneous promotion of extraction in Tarija and elsewhere reflects 

policy commitments to reduce interpersonal and territorial inequalities, it has also 
led the government to reproduce more traditional forms of inequity through po
litical decision-making processes in which central authorities decide, more or less , 
unilaterally, to "superimpose" their vision of how resources, should be governed. 

2. While these processes are components of a partkular territorializing project in 
which the central state seeks to impose its view of national space and how it should 
be governed (cf. Wilson 2004; Wainwright and Bryan 2008; Wainwright and Rob
ertson 2003), this central government strategy runs up against the more localized 
territorializing projects of indigenous peoples and sub-national elites. These sub
national projects involve rather different notions of how space should be governed 
and used. 

3. There are good a priori, empirical, and conceptual reasons to expect that the ex
pansion of extractive industry will itself aggravate inequalities and inequities within 
the regions in which it occurs (even as it is a strategy oriented toward reducing in
equalities at a national scale). An instrument used to try and offset certain forms of 
inequality thus becomes a source of new inequalities. 
Through the example of the extraction of natural gas in Bolivia, and specifically in 

the Chaco of Tarija, this paper explores the relationships among extraction, territory, 
and inequality, the conditions under which these relationships have given rise to social 

L These calculations involve.efforts to reduce the political power of the so-called "Media Luna,", 
the lowland departm~nts of Bolivia in which both hydrocarbons and commercial agriculture are, 
concentrated and which have historically had antagonistic relationships with the highlands (an antag
onism that has intensified since the election of Evo Morales and his Movement Towards Socialism 
(MAS). 

2. This includes departments such as Omro, Potosi, Beni, and the north,ofLa Paz. 
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mobilization, and the extent to which this social mobilization has reworked these re
lationships. The paper is divided into three sections. The first section discusses (1) the 
ways in which the expansion of the extractive economy is likely to deepen and produce 
new inequalities within and between territories, and (2) the ways in which these in
equalities and the inequities that underlie them are contested. In the light of these ideas, 
the second section discusses the effects that natural gas extraction has had on territory 
and distribution in the department ofTarija and how this has interacted with different 
territorializing projects in the region. We pay particular attention to the implications 
that this has had for the Weenhayek indigenous people who live in the Chaco ofTarija. 
The final section draws conclusions. 

The empirical material underlying our argument~ draws on field research conducted 
at different moments between 2007 and 2009. The most significant period of research 
involved nine months of fieldwork in Tarija conducted by the first author during 2008-

2009. This fieldwork was complemented with four other shorter field visits involving 
one or other of the authors. A second source of data has been the authors' continuing 
engagement with regional and national actors involved in conflicts over gas and terri
tory in Tarija, and particularly the first author's close collaborative relationships with 
two organizations in Tarija-the Consejo de Capitanes Guaranies de Tarija (CCGT) 
and the Regional Studies Centre for the Development of Tarija and the People of El 
Chaco (CERDET). In addition to key informant interviews conducted with govern
ment, companies, activists, indigenous leaders, families, and researchers in Tarija, 
Santa Cruz, and La .Paz, the first author's research involved participant observation of 
the work of CERDET (where she is also a Research Associate), of community consul
tations on gas development in W eenhayek territory, and of technical conferences on 
gas dev~lopment. Finally, collaborative research activities with the technical team of 
CCGT have also been an extremely important source of information and insight in:to 
the relationships between the expansion of the gas economy and the territorial projects 
of indigenous organizations in the Chaco ofTarija.3 

Extraction, Inequality, and Territorial D'ynamics 

Extraction, Inequalities, and Inequities 
The literature on the so-called "resource curse" has demonstrated the economic and 
political distortions that frequently characterize mineral-dependent economies and 
which inhibit growth, frustrate economic diversification, and lead to forms of capi
talist development that exhibi~ continuing poverty and inequality (Auty 1993, 2001; 

3. The Bolivian Chaco is part of the eastern and southern lowlands, an ecoregion that is char
acterized by drier forest transitioning into scrub forest. Temperatures are extreme and water scarce. 
Population densities are low. Indigenous Guarani, Weenhayek, and Tapiete occupy parts of the 
Chaco, though there has been significant colonization by other ethnic and cultural groups, and ranch
ing dominates. The Chaco as an ecological region extends into Paraguay and Argentina. The Chaco 
forest is the second largest and most important in South America after the Amazon. 
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Weber-Fahr 2002; Sachs and W.arner 1995; Humphreys, Sachs, and Stiglitz 2007; Karl 
1997). While much of this literature focuses on the market volatility and exchange-rate 
effects of mineral dependence (often referred to as the .Dutch Disease), there is also a 
substantial body of work exploring the distributional consequences of the extractive 
economy (Ross 2008; Kirsch 2006; Cll)SE 2009; Aspinall 2007; Isham ·et .al. 2005). 

This latter body of work explores how mineral-dependent economies both create new 
fornis of inequality and interact with existing forms of inequality in ways that reduce . 
transparency in economic management and increase levels of social conflict and rent
seeking behaviour (Ross 2008). These arguments have been explored both at national 
and sub-nati9nal scales (Arellano-Yanguas 2008). 

There are several ways in which the arrival of extractive industry can aggravate 
inequality. Most significantly it creates asymmetrical power relations on an unprec" 
edented scale (Stiglitz 2007). The size of the extractive enterprise, the resources at its 
disposal, its direct contacts with national and regional political authorities, and its 
privileged access to, and control of, information place it in a position of power in rela
tion to other actors. This power gives the enterprise the capacity to favour candidates 
in local and regional elections, to sponsor social organizations with gifts and programs 

. of various types, to assume a dominant presence in the local media, and to become, in 
JeffBury's (2004) terms, a "puppeteer" in the regional political economy, manipulating 
the actions of a range of the other a.ctors. 

The asymmetries of power .that accompany the arrival of extractive enterprise in a 
new territory can themselves drive further inequality. First, through the control that the 
enterprise exercises over the natural resources it requires in order to operate, mostly 
land and water, the indu?try reduces other actors' access to, and control over, these 
resources (Bury 2004). Second, through its effects in the labour market, extractive in
dustry creates new employment inequalities. Only part of the local population is able 
to access the jobs provided by the industry. Skilled jobs typically go to trained people 
who migrate in from other regions or countries. Even when the enterprise makes a 
deliberate attempt to create unskilled jobs for local populations, access to these only 
reaches out a certain distance from the mine or the well, and only lasts a limited time 
as such positions tend to be concentrated in the construction phase of a project. Fur
thermore, when extractive enterprises do hire unskilled labour, they frequently do so 
via local labour recruitment companies. In many cases these companies are created 
by pre-existing local and community elites, the effect being to further accentuate local 
inequalities of wealth and to induce the emergence of new local authorities (the labour 
gang organizers) who compete for power with existing community authorities.4 

Third, to the extent that the enterprise acquires services and supplies from local 
. companies,5 this also creates new inequalities. Whether it be for reasons of compe-

4. Here we draw on our research across different parts of the Andean region, as well as on the 
insights of other researchers who have encountered similar phenomena. 

5. This is not to criticize such practices; indeed, they help localize some of the multiplier effects of 
extractive industry. We merelywant to note that one effect is often to accentuate inequalities between 
the owners of these enterprises and others. 
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tence, scale, or proximity, only certain enterprises are able to participate in these new 
markets, and hence their owners emerge as new sources oflocal economic and'political 
power. Fourth, extractive industries often initiate social and community development 
programs with a view to enhancing community relations and company reputation, and 
securing .social licence to operate.6 The distribution of these programs-both between 
and within communities-is also unequal. This inequality may be deliberate, particu
larly when such programs are intended to compensate those people who are most riega
tively affected by extraction: Nonetheless, for those who do not benefit, these programs 
constitute a new form of inequality of opportunity as well as potential for exclusion. 
Moreover, such programs are often undertaken without regard to traditional forms of 
organization and decision making which, among lowland groups in the Bolivian Ama
zon and Chaco, often include mechanisms to maintain a degree of distributional equity. 

Finally, extractive industry is by definition a geographically focused activity that gen
erates significant environmental externalities. These externalities are both real (land
scape modification, water contamination, water consumption, noise, traffic, night-time 
illumination) and perceived (the perception of environmental risk even when the com
pany insists that it has been able to control for, and prevent, actual contamination). 
Reflecting the uneven geography of extraction, these externalities are also distributed 
unequally among communities. 

The growth of extractive industry can introduce new inequalities among territories 
as well as within them. As the opening quotation from Bolivia's vice-president notes, 
the distribution of royalties from extraction, and the degree to which this distribution 
should match that of actual extractive activities, constitute one of the most serious ter
rains of conflict in Bolivia and have been so severe as to have called into question the 
integrity of the country (Garcia Lin era 2009; Humphreys Bebbington and Bebbington, 
forthcoming). Hydrocarbon-producing regions such as Tarija and Santa Cruz have 
believed passionately that they should hold onto the taxes and royalties that are due to 
them by law and generated by extraction. Conversely the western highlands (La Paz, 
Oruro, Potosi) have felt just as strongly that they have not received their "fair" share of 
the inco_me streams that flow from hydrocarbon extraction. Finally, inequalities (and 
tensions) also emerge between the territories at the point of extraction and those dis
tant territories in which the accumulation based on that extraction actually occurs. 
These distant territories may be within, or even beyond, Bolivia. 

Contesting Inequality 
There has been much interest in the types of'institutional arrangement that might 
counteract these different sources of inequality. This interest is apparent in the litera
ture on the resource curse (Humphreys, Sachs, and Stiglitz 2007; Weber-Fahr 2002) 

as well as in the literature which argues that subsoil, natural resources should be seen 
as an "endowment" (and not a "curse") that countries can transform into human de
velopment and economic growth (ICMM 2006; Davis 1995; Davis and Tilton 2002). A 

6. "Social licence" refers to the notion that in order to operate smoothly, companies need good 
relationships with, and the approval of, local populations. 

. ! 
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concern for alternative institutions is also visible in the Extractive Industries Review 
(EIR), conducted in response to the criticisms made of the World Bank Group's sup
port to mining and hydrocarbon investments (World Bank 2004, 2005). Across these 
literatures one finds a wealth of recommendations regarding the sorts of institutional 

_arrangement that might mitigate the adverse political, economic, and environmental 
effects of extractive industry. These include transparent fiscal contracts, civil society 
vigilance of the extractive sector, strengthened environmental and tax codes, indepen
dent monitoring of the local impacts of mining and hydrocarbons operations, fine 
tuning of consultation mechanisms, and many other recommendations (Weber-Fahr 
2002; Stiglitz 2007; Karl 2007; Ross 2008; World Bank 2005). These are all, in effect, 
institutions for coping with, and offsetting, the inequities and inequalities that occur 
as a result of extraction. However, such recommendations for institutional design are 
less frequently accompanied by analyses of how new arrangements might emerge. Here 
other literatures are more helpful, in particular those on contentious politics (Tilly 
2004), policy networks (Haas i992), and the political economy of institutional change 
(Boix 2008). Bringing these literatures together with case studies of "institutional tran
sitions to equity," Bebbington, Dani et al. (2008b) have identified several pathways 
through.which equity-enhancing institutions might emerge. The most relevant for the 
dis".ussion here are those pathways that derive from social mobilization, policy net
works, and the formation of broader class alliances. 

Social mobilization does not always induce equity-enhancing institutional change; . 
indeed it can induce authoritarian and repressive responses. However, both the his
torical record (Tilly 2004) and more recent experience in the Andes (de Echave et al. 
2009; Bebbington and Burneo 2008) suggest that institutional changes that reduce in
equities can occur as responses to organized social protest. Policy networks and policy 
reformers can also play critical roles in the emergence and design of new institutions 
that reduce inequity (cf. Hochstetler and Keck 2007; Fox and Brown 1998). They help 
build technical and analytical arguments to justify the case for institutional change, and 
they craft the actual design of new institutions that have the chance of being viable in 
the context of existing administrative and political arrangements. Their ability to play 
these roles, however, can often depend on the political space that opens up as a result 
of organized social protest: Finally, the sustaining of institutional changes is that much 
more likely when new class alliances emerge (particularly of middle classes) that are 
committed to increased equity (Boix 2008; Lehmann 1978): By the same token, when 
these alliances unravel institutional changes can be reversed. 

Institutional change is unlikely to be induced by just one of these pathways. In
stitutional changes that signal innovation in mining-sector governance in Peru, for 
instance, can only be understood as the combined effect of mobilization and policy 
networks (Bebbington and Bury 2009). By the same token, such pathways operate in 
the context of, and will be influenced by, other political projects. 
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Territory and Inequity in a Gas-Fuelled Economy: 
Bolivia and Tarija · 

In this section we discuss the forms of inequality that have been associated with the 
gas economy in Bolivia and the extent to which they have been reworked as a result of 
social mobilization. Following a discussion of these relationships at a national level, we 
focus our discussion on Tarija and particularly those parts of the Chaco occupied by 
indigenous peoples. As will be clear, the nature and effects ofsuch mobilization have 
to be understood in the context of the different territorializing projects to which it is 
linked. In the case ofTarija, such territorializing projects include those of 
1. the national government, which has a project aiming to reinforce the territorial in

tegrity of Bolivia and to govern national space in a way that allows increased resource 
transfers away from gas-producing departments and toward highland departments 
and national social programs, 

2. regional elites who are concerned to ensure that resources from hydrocarbon ex
traction remain in Tarija and who seek to use these resources in order to produce 
a particular vision of the department as a territory governed from. the city,ofTarija 
and integrated to Bolivia and South America by large-scale infrastructure, 

3. sub-regional elites, such as those of the Gran Chaco, whose territorializing project 
hinges around increased autonomy for the province of Gran Chaco within the de
partment ofTarija, and 

4. indigenous peoples whose projects hinge around the consolidation and governing 
(and in several cases expansion) of their legally recognized collectively owned lands 
(so-called Tierras Comunitarios de Orfgen). 
Each of these projects draws on a sense of grievance with the current order of things 

and the current distribution of the costs and benefits of gas extraction; and at the same 
time the viability of each project depends on changes in the management and gover
nance of gas. 

Extraction, Inequities, and National Mobilizations around Gas 

Though natural gas is considered a new commodity in Bolivia, the hydrocarbons in
dustry dates back to the 1920s when Standard Oil of New Jersey began drilling for 
oil in Bermejo, along the border with Argentina. In the years following the Chaco 
War (1932-1935), after allegations that Standard Oil was sending oil to.Argentina via 
a secret pipeline, the government moved to take control of the oil fields and passed 
the operations onto the newly created national hydrocarbons company, Yacimientos 
Petroleros Fiscales de Bolivia (YPFB). In the 70 years since the creation ofYPFB, real 
or perceived inequities linked to the hydrocarbons sector have driven several rounds 
of social protest, and the government has nationalized and then reprivatized the sector 
on five occasions. Each nationalization has invoked the same rationale: that the country 
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was not receiving a fair share of the profits deriving from the extraction of the nation's 
natural resources. 

As its title, "Heroes del Chaco," makes clear, the Supreme Decree 29701 ushering in 
the most recent such nationalization in 2006 invoked this same history. As in earlier 
periods, the decree grew out of different senses of inequity surrounding the benefits 
from hydrocarbon extraction and out of a period of expansion in international invest
ment in the sector. Since the mid-199os, Bolivia has steadily shifted toward an economy 
powered by, and increasingly dependent upon, receipts from the extraction and export 
of its natural gas reserves. The interest in discovering and exploiting these reserves is . 
linked to larger trends in the Andes and in South America that include among other 
things the extraction and export of primary materials, especially minerals, oil and natu
ral gas, and the development of a network of regional infrastructure works that can 
facilitate the 'flow of these commodities to markets located both within the region as 
well as overseas (Bebbington 2009). Bolivia was encouraged and advised by multilateral 
funding agencies to open up the sector to private investment in order to better exploit 
and profit from its n~tural gas reserves. In this way, it was argued, the country would 
be able to take advantage of high prices and strong demand, in addition to its advanta- . 
geous geographical location, to provide gas to urban centres (Sao Paulo, Buenos Aires) 
hungry for clean fuels. 

The _combination of technoiogical advances ·and the new wave of investment cata
lyzed by reforms since the mid-199os certainly drove important new discoveries and re
newed enthusiasm for the possibility of extraction-led development. By the early 2000s 
production levels of gas and condensates were rising dramatically. However, increased 
social discontent accompanied this gas bonanza, particularly over the dominant role of 
transnational firms in the production chain and the paltry sums that Bolivia received 
for its gas. Government found itself hard pressed to deliver the benefits that could sat
isfy the rising expectations generated by the industry around the production and export 
of gas. Meanwhile, anti-globalization sentiments within social movements in Bolivia 
(as well as within certain transnational networks) inspired criticism of transnational 
energy firm ownership and control of Bolivia's resources, and pushed for an agenda 
to assert sovereignty over natural resources and to return the sector. to state control 
(Perreault, 20.06). These movements drew upon the contentious proposal to export gas 
from the Margarita field in Tarija through Chile to markets in Mexico and the United 
States, and cultivated the image of Bolivians having died in the Chaco War (1932-35) 
to defend hydrocarbon resources, only to have this wealth fall into foreign hands. At 
the same time, disagreement grew between Bolivian officials and transnational energy 
firms engaged in negotiations over the distribution of profits related to new contracts 
and the classification of new and old gas fields. Indeed, according to one former gov
ernment official, rather than the pressure of social protest, it was the greed of some 
transnational firms that ultimately derailed the plans for gas exports. Whatever the 

I 
case, the tensions surrounding inequities in benefit distribution and social control of 
the industry were part cause, and part product, of a broad social movement that co
alesced around the struggle to reclaim sovereignty over the nation's national resources, 
especially hydrocarbon resources, from transnational firms. After a period of violent 
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confrontation, leading to the resignation of two presidents and contributing to the elec
tion of MAS, Evo Morales's government retook control of the direction of the sector 
and began to reconfigure the distribution of profits.7 

Gas and Protest in Tarija and Its Chaco 
Located in the far southern and southeastern reaches of the country, Tarija is the 
smallest of Bolivia's nine departments, with a total population of approximately 
391,000 (less than 5% of the country's total population) and a total land area of 37,623 
square kilometres (less than 4% of total national territory) (INE 2009). In colonial 
times, apart from the fertile valleys of Tarija, there was little in the department that 
interested the central state. This was particularly the case for the Chaco, where lands 
were considered unused, uninhabited, and free. Indeed, following the war of inde
pendence, veterans were award~d property in the Chaco in recognition of their ser
vice - at the expense of indigenous groups already living in the region (Saignes 
1990). These veterans became the first official occupants of the region and the begin
nings of a self-identified chaqueiio culture. 

Since the colonial period, agriculture and livestock-raising have been important pro
ductive activities in the department, with the sector being dominated by small-scale 
producers and a limited range of products (Preston 1998), Around the, mid-twentieth 
century, however, the regional economy began to shift to hydrocarbon production 
after important oil reserves were found in Bermejo and the Chaco. This sector quickly 
became an important source of financial resources for the region when in 1941 Tarija 
began to receive the 11 % royalty paid to those departments produci1ig hydrocarbons 
(Lema 2008).8 During the 194os,_regional leaders created the Comite Pro Intereses de 
Tarija (the Committee for the Interests of Tarija, now known as the Comite Civico 
or Civic Committee), which served as a mechanism around which the interests and 
projects of regional elites could coalesce, and as an instrument to demand the imple
mentation of projects and investments using these royalties. Just as Tarija tussled with 
the national government over spending royalty monies, within the department there 
were equally acrimonious struggles over access to royalties between Tarija's provinces 
(above all those of the Gran Chaco)9 and the capital. In 1979, the Board of Tarija's 
Regional Development Authority (CODETAR) moved to recognize th.e demands.of 
leaders from the Gran Chaco by assigning the province almost half (45%) of the 11 % 

7. The new hydrocarbons law 3058 was negotiated and signed by the Senate during the Veltze 
(2005-06) administration, though MAS were an important part of the legislative drafting process. 

8. Royalties are payments made for the resource extracted. They are a payment, not a tax, and are 
calculated on the basis of the volume and value of the extracted resource. The payment of royalties to 
oil-producing departments was first promulgated in i929. However it was not until after the Chaco 
War that the Ley de Regalias established a percentage to be paid: 11%, which appeared to correspond 
to the percentage that Standard Oil handed over to the Bolivian government. In i957, the Siles Suazo 
government attempted to recapture the 11 % for the national treasury but was blocked by an opposi
tional alliance formed by the producing departments (Lema 2008). 

9. The province of the Gran Chaco comprises three municipalities in the east of the department 
ofTarija: Yacuiba, Carapari, and Villa Montes. The Chaco as an eco-region extends from these prov
inces into Argentina, Paraguay, and parts of the departments of Santa Cruz and Chuquisaca. 
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royalty received by the department. However, in both cases it was often necessary to_ 1 

resort to civic mobilizations in order to force the government to disburse long.:delayed 
payments owed for projects. - · 

The bulk of these royalty monies were used to build roads connecting the city of 
Tarija with Argentina and the Chaco with Argentina, to pave the streets of urban Tarija, 
and later to build a series of provincial roads. Some royalty money, complemented by 
loans from international financial institutions (IFis) received via the central govern
ment and the Bolivian Development Corporation ( CBF), was also used to finance the 
construction of a sugar processing plant iri Bermejo in 1968 and a vegetable oil plant in 
Villa Montes in 1979· Notwithstanding these investments in roads and agroindustry, 
the long-standing presence of hydrocarbon development in Tarija is not perceived as 
having contributed to the creation of a more dynamic and equitable regional economy, 
either at a departmental level or at that of the Chaco of Tarija, the area where most of 
the extraction has been taking place. The critical question today is whether the effects 
of the most recent round of gas expansion will be substantially different in a context in 
which, in 2008, the department's natural gas sector exports soared to US$2.19 billion,10 

dwarfing soya (US$5.38 million) and more traditional products such as sugar (US$5.33 
million). This has produced windfall resources for Tarija. 

Today about 70% of Bolivia's annual production of natural gas originates in the de- -
partment ofTarija with the bulk of that production located in the two eastern provinces 

. of O'Connor and Gran Chaco (INE 2009). this expansion of gas in Tarija has reverber- _ 
ated throughout the national economy. The contribution of the oil and gas industry to 
Bolivia's GDP rose from 4.46% in 1995 to an estimated 10% in 2005; the contribution to 
exports jumped from approximately 13% to nearly 50% in the same period, and the lat
est figure is h_igher still. The growth of the hydrocarbon industry has also dramatically 
shifted incentives and possibilities in the regional economy. The increase in the depart
ment's income, primarily through transfers to Tarija of revenue raised by royalties and 
the Direct Hydrocarbons Tax (IDH), 11 has been extraordinary. The income accruing to 
the prefecture (the departmental government) from royalties and taxes on hydrocar
bons has quadrupled from BOB 522.8 million (approximately US$-74·7 million) in 2004 
to BOB 1,982.2 million (approximately US$283.2 million) in 2008. Over the same period 
the IDH transferred to Tarija's municipalities has increased from zero to BOB 443.5 
million (US$63.4 million). As a consequence, Tarija accounts for fully 35% of the entire 
budget for public investment across Bolivia's nine departments (though its capacity to 
spend this budget is severely reduced).12 Indeed, it was because of such "imbalances" (to 
use Evo Morales's term) that the central government decided, in 2008, to redirect some 
of the transfers to Tarija to other regions through national income transfer programs. 

10. These figures are from INE 2009. The jump in natural gas exports is primarily due to highly 
favourable prices though natural gas production in Tarija grew by 4% in 2008. 

11. The IDH is a new tax created in the light of the Gas Wars that increased the government's 
share in the profits made from gas extraction. The IDH was created prior to the election of Evo 
Morales. The Morales government increased the rate of the tax. -

12. All the data in the second half of this paragraph come from a public presentation made by the 
Ministry of Hacienda in Tarija in May 2008 (Ministerio de Hacienda 2008). 
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Though the overall budget for Tarija continued to increase from 2007 to 2008 (Ministe
rio de Hacienda 2008), it was this central decision that sparked intense conflict between 
Tarija and the government (Humphreys Bebbington and Bebbington, forthcoming). 

Indeed, this financial windfall has triggered a series of conflicts. Some of these occur 
within the department, both among provinces (O'Connor and Gran Chaco), and be
tween provinces and the departmental capital (Gran Chaco and Tarija); others occur 
between the department ofTarija and other departments (especially Chuquisaca) over 
the distribution of income from fields that cross political boundaries; and yet other~ 
occur between Tarija and central governm·ent. The most visible version of this third 
type of conflict has been that between the Prefecture and Co mite Civico of T~rija on 
the one hand, and the central state authorities on the other, though lowland indigenous 
groups in the Chaco have also had tense relations with central government and MAS 
over certain aspects of gas expansion.13 

These conflicts can be read in the light of the territorializing projects we noted ear" 
lier. There is a direct confrontation between the project of the Morales government, 
which seeks to consolidate Bolivia as a territory'4 within which resources are shared 
more evenly (on a per capita basis) between the eastern departments and the western 
highland departments, and that of Tarija' s elites, whose project focuses on the mod" 
ernization and integration ofTarija. Both projects require control over the resources 
generated by gas, not only to consolidate their own projects but also to weaken that of 
the other. Meanwhile within Tarija, the Gran Chaco has long had a project to separate 
from Tarija and create a tenth department of the Gran Chaco. This project also requires 
control over gas income in order to make such a department viable and has therefore 
lead to recurring tensions with the city ofTarija. The announcement by Evo Morales in 
August 2009 that the Gran Chaco would henceforth receive its royalties directly from 
the central government (currently they pass through Tarija), and would be allowed 
to vote on its own regional autonomy15 in December 2009, reflects a pact between his 
territorializing project and that of the Gran Chaco, to the cost of the project ofTarija's 
elites. Meanwhile, the Guarani, Weenhayek, and Tapiete peoples pursue their own 
projects. However, as we will note in the next section, they have been the least favoured 
by, and the least able to consolidate their agendas through, the gas question. 

Existing alongside these disputes sits another inequality which derives from the or
ganization of the gas production chain (Bridge 2008) rather than the fiscal arrange
ments governing how profits from extraction are redistributed. While this inequality 
has not induced mobilization, it is an ongoing source of grievance and annoyance in 

13. This issue has cropped up on various occasions in our interviews with indigenous leaders and 
organizations. See also Bebbington 2009. 

14. This is made clear in the New Political Constitution of the State (2009). The Constitution also 
allows for departmental, municipal, regional, and indigenous "autonomies" within Bolivia. These 
autonomies (of which the indigenous autonomy is the strongest) will delegate authorities to these 
sub-national units. The principle of autonomies, however, has been recognized as part of a strategy to 
ensure the geographical integrity of Bolivia. . 

15. This is not the same as becoming a tenth department. It is instead an intermediate form, 
allowed for by the new constitution. 
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Tarija. Much of the extraction of gas in Tarija is governed from company offices in 
the city of Santa Cruz, and government offices in La Paz and Santa Cruz. Santa Cruz 
therefore becomes the point at which high-salaried positions are concentrated, where 
strategic .decisions are made, and where many of the subcontracting arrangements are 
worked out with suppliers of strategic services or inputs (many of whom are also based 
in Santa Cruz). li1 terms of accumulation and decision-making power related to gas, 
Santa Cruz and Tarija thus stand in an unequal relationship. This same inequality plays 
out in the relationship between Tarija and the international locations of the companies 
operating Tarija's gas fields. These companies include Petrobras (Brazil), British Gas 
(UK), Repsol (Spain), and Total (France). , 

The persistence of imbalances and· unequal treatment drives much of the increased 
social protest, mobilization, and conflict around hydrocarbon development within the 
department of Tarija. Increasingly, struggles around who controls and who decides 
how and where to drill and lay pipelines, and struggles over how the benefits derived 
from extraction should be shared, mean that gas has become a commodity that divides 
rather than unites. The inability of leaders to forge a common vision across these dif
ferent territorializing projects threatens to undermine the social order and risks even 
greater fragmentation of society by giving rise to resource regionalisms and, indeed, in
dulging them, as in the recent decision to transfer royalties directly to the Gran Chaco. 

Inequality and Indigeneity: Extraction and the TCO Weehayek 
Beginning in the mid-199os with the adoption of the Ley INRA,16 the government 
moved to formally recognize and title the ancestral lands oflowland indigenous groups 
under the denomination of originary communal lands (TCOs). In Tarija, the three 
TCOs with claims to land include the Guarani TCOs ofltika Guasu (in the municipal
ityofEntre Rios) and Yaku Igua (in Yacuib~), and the Weenhayek TCO (in Villa Mon
tes). All three TCOs have ongoing and/or proposed hydrocarbons operations located 
within their limits. 

The fact that much of the hydrocarbon extraction now taking place is located in 
poor, remote areas occupied by these indigenous groups is a direct result of the loss 
of important oil and gas fields in the North. New technologies now permit companies 
to take a fresh look at old and abandoned fields as well as to identify new areas of hy
drocarbon potential.17 While it is beyond the scope of this paper to address the impacts 
of hydrocarbon development on indigenous land claims and processes of territorial 
consolidation, suffice to say that there is strong evidence to suggest that where there are 
known reserves of hydrocarbons, indigenous efforts to claim formal title to those lands 

( 

16. Law for the National Institute of Agrarian Reform. This law was proposed in 1996 during the 
first government of Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada to resolve the territorial demands oflowland indig
enous groups. 

17. The Chaco, a traditional area of production, has attracted some of the world's largest trans- . 
national energy firms (Petrobras, REPSOL, British Gas, British Petroleum, REPSOL, and Total ELF). 
These firms, and others, have agreements with the Boliviai-i government to jointly produce gas and 
condensates for export to Brazil and Argentina.· 
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systematically fail. This is the case for both the Guarani and W eenhayek in the Chaco 
of Tar!ja. However it is important to note that the trajectory of the different Guarani 
TCOs in the Chaco of the department of Santa Cruz and their negotiations with the 
state have produced different results.18 The perceived inequality of treatment or op
portunity that is felt by TCO leaders in the Chaco is one of the reasons why they have 
recently stepped up efforts to pressure the government to move forward in recognizing 
increased levels of indigenous autonomy. 

The case of the TCO Weenhayek, encompassing some 3,500 inhabitants in 2~ settle
ments located along the left-hand margin of the Rio Pilcomayo, illustrates how the 
unfolding of extractive industry has had a profound influence not only on the physical 
landscape but also on the social organization and social relationships that sustain both 
Weenhayek livelihoods and their capacity to pursue their territorial project. Explora
tion for gas, in an area that now forms part of the TCO, dates back to the decade of 
the i98os when Tesoro Bolivia Petroleum Company, a US-Bolivian firm, carried out 
seismic testing in and around a number of communities. According to one community 
leader present at the time, the testing involved opening up trenches that "extended 
under our feet causing terrible vibrations and noise."19 These trenches are still visible on 
satellite images. The same leader noted that there was no process of gaining community 
approval, much less compensation for damages: company representatives did not ask 
for permission, they merely set up videos for the children and passed out sweets. Tesoro 
went on to drill a number of wells but the lack of capital and suppressed world prices 
for oil and gas put further exploration on hold. 

In the late i99os, the multinational energy firm British Gas (BG Bolivia) acquired 
Tesoro Bolivia and came to own the concessions that overlap with the TCO Ween
hayek.20 BG Bolivia soughtto further explore and develop wells as well as build a net
work of infrastructure in order to process and transport gas and condensates. In the 
early 2000s, two hydrocarbon transport firms, Transierra and Transredes, held nego
tiations with the Weenhayek regarding ri.ghts-of-way to lay pipelines across parts of 
their territory in order to transport gas from more distant fields to markets in Brazil 
and Argentina.21 In contrast to the exploratory activity of the i98os, the operating envi
ronment had changed in important ways. Firstly, the W eenhayek were organized; albeit 
with much difficulty and many limitations, and had elected community representatives 
and a directorate - ORCAWETA (Organizaci6n de la Capitania Weenhayek) - to 
represent and defend their interests.2~ Thus negotiations between transnational energy 

18. The clearest case here is that of the TCO Alto Parapeti. Among the factors that led to success
ful recognition of territory in this instance, the strength, maturity, and political connections of the 
NGOs working with the Guarani were especially important. 

19. All interviews have been kept anonymous. 
20. The TCO Weenhayek claim was recognized by the Bolivian government on May 19, 1993 and 

encompasses a total area of195,659 hectares; to date some 35,500 hectares have been titled. · 
21. For more on these negotiations between the Weenhayek and Transierra see Inturias and 

Aragon (2005). 
22. See Alvarsson (2006) and Cortez (2006) for a discussion ofWeenhayek social organization 

and the formation of ORCA WET A. 
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firms and the W eenhayek were to be conducted, at least in theory,_ via ORCA WET A 
and its higher level representative org~nization, CIDOB.23 Secondly, the Weenhayek 
had a pending claim with the government to recognize an additional area of land that 
they argued also comprised part of their TCO. 

Operating in a context of increasing resistance, energy firms sought to smooth the 
negotiation of their entrance and secure W eenhayek approval by offering payments to 
ORCAWETA to support development projects. BG Bolivia agreed to fund an "indig
enous development plan" or PDI (an instrument that was first introduced by Transierra 
in its ne-gotiations with the Weenhayek). The plan sought to provide support to those 
Weenhayek settlements most affected by the firm's activity. In this case, BG Bolivia 
determined which communities were most.affected and what activities would be pri
oritized and funded, and then retained control over the administration of the funds. 

'The plan was portrayed as part of the company's commitment to corporatt: social re
sponsibility (CSR), but BG Bolivia did not accept that it was a form of compensation 
for damages caused by their operations; rather it was presented as an expression of the 
company's desire to help foster the development and betterment of the Weenhayek 
people. Still, in the minds of ORCA WET A leaders and community leaders, these pay
ments are considered a form of compensation. As one former leader suggested, "They 
are taking something from our land so it must be replaced." . 

The development plan, which has been amended and expanded as BG Bolivia con
tinues to work the gas field, has become the instrument that increasingly defines the 
relationships between the w eenhayek and the company, among the w eenhayek, and 
between them and their territory. As one observer noted, "You can be sure that every 
time the company wants to expand its operations, or when a community needs more 
resources, leaders will organize some sort of mobilization" in order to renegotiate the . 
PDL In short, the PDI has become the medium for the transfer of resources to Ween
hayek leaders who, in order to maintain their standing and power within their com
munities, must be seen as successfully "collecting" resources to redistribute among 
their members. However, there is little evidence that the PDI has a pro-poor or de
velopmental impact at the community level, much less at the level of TCO, given its 
limited scope, its preference for delivering in-kind donations, arid a tendency toward 
funding an ad hoc list of activities favouring those communities most impacted by its 
operations. While in Weenhayek cosmology and culture the maintenance of harmony 
and equilibrium within and among communities is critical to peaceful coexistence, the 
PDI is premised on the notion that benefits will be unequally distributed, and is imple
mented through a relationship of inequity in which the power to decide resides with 
BG Bolivia. The resulting and persistent distributional imbalances within and among 
communities have led to a crisis in relationships, outbreaks of violence, and a break
down of the social order. 24 

23. CIDOB is the Confederation oflndigenous Peoples of Bolivia, a confederation of indigenous 
lowland organizations. 

24. There is some resonance here with Foster's old notion of "the image of the limited good" 
(Foster 1965); such an image occupies an important place in sustaining certain cohesion in Ween-
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More recently, the perception of imbalance and unfair treatment linked to BG Boliv
ia's proposed expansion within the TCO has led to a new round of internal conflicts re
sulting in the weakening of ORCA WET A. Confrontations between leaders who seek to 
gain control of the organization and access to rents have debilitated the organiation at 
the very moment when internal cohesion is needed to analyze and debate the proposed 
expansion, and determine if and how it can be aligned with the'Weenhayeks' own 
ostensible territorial project to consolidate and expand their TCO. Rival leaders have 
emerged to accuse ORCAWETA's leadership of negotiating behind the backs of com
munity members and enriching themselves in the process. The lack of transparency and 
the secretive nature of company-ORCA WET A negotiations feed this distrust. Typically 
negotiations around the PDI involve only a company representative and the head in
digenous leader (or at most a handful ofleaders). The results of these negotiations tend 
not be so~ialized or discussed with, or ratified by, the communities. The closed nature 
of negotiations and resulting agreements stems from the company's desire to keep the 
information from becoming public-and most likely to keep communities and groups 
from comparing results. Indeed, neither the government nor companies use a recog
nized or standardized methodology to calculate the value of a well or of one kilometre 
of pipeline, which results in wide variations in what communities are able to negotiate 
(Inturias and Aragon 2005, i53). 

The forms taken by hydrocarbon expansion within the TCO W eenha'.yek and across 
Tarija derive from structured inequities in relationships of power. The history of these 
inequities dates back to the days of Standard Oil and runs through to transnational 
firms like BG Bolivia in the present. These inequities reside in the relationships between 
hydrocarbon companies and the central government, in the i:elationships between 
companies and territorially based indigenous populations, and in the relationships be
tween central government and indigenous populations. Central government has had 
the power to grant concessions (and now contracts) without any free, prior and in
formed consent,25 and the power oflead companies has given them the direct access to 
central government that has allowed them to progress more' or less as planned. Regard-

hayek communities. The structurally uneven distribution of the "additional good" of benefits from 
the PDI contravenes this image. 

25. In May 2005, the parliament approved the new Hydrocarbons Law 3058, which among other 
things recognized the rights of indigenous, peasant, and original communities to prior and informed 
consultation. In 2007, President Eva Morales promulgated Supreme Decree 29033 to regulate the con
sultative process (known as Consulta y Participaci6n). According to the guidelines issued by the 
Ministry of Hydrocarbons, there are two moments when the Consul ta y Participaci6n process should 
be applied: the first is prior to any concession or contract being accorded for new operations, and the 
second is when an Operation proposes to expand its activity. In the case of the Weenhayek, one of 
the first consultative processes carried out under this government, the process comes in the second 
moment when.BG Bolivia proposed to reactivate a well held in reserve. The Consulta y Participaci6n 
process was led by the Ministry of Hydrocarbons and YPFB, and BG group representatives were not 
allowed to take part. This process ended in mid-2009 after which BG Group reassumed control of 
negotiations with the Weenhayek in the final round of talks over compensation for non-mitigable 
impacts. It also merits noting that Vice-President Alvaro Garcia's comments about "superimposing" 
hydrocarbon extraction elsewhere in Bolivia (see opening quotation) suggest that these processes of 
Consulta offer little real negotiating power to communities. 
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less of whether this extraction has generated resources for local investment, it has been 
grounded in and made possible by structured inequities in political and decision-mak
ing processes in which indigenous communities remain by far the weakest player. Fur
thermore. once extraction has installed itself in Tarija, these structured inequities have 
installed themselves as the .central political fact in the territorial landscape. Whether. 
the image is of Tesoro Bolivia doling out presents, or of BG Bolivia determining the 
design and governance of an indigenous development plan, the message regarding the 
relationships between power, and the governance of gas and territory is much the same. 

In the face of these inequities, national social movements, the Morales government, 
the elites of the Gran Cha:co, and the elites of Tar'ija have all, at different times, been 
able to mobilize in ways that have both enhanced the benefits that they can derive from 
gas and furthered their territorializing projects. This has not, however, been the case 
for the Weenhayek. While the Weenhayek's material gains from gas have increased 
marginally, in the form of the PDI, the institutional effect has been to weaken the integ
r:ity of th~ir representative organizations and the quality of social relationships within 
W eeenhayek society. This in turn weakens their territorial project. ORCA WETA are 
only too aware of their disadvantageous position in these processes, and the sense of . 
powerlessness and injustice is deepened. 

Conclusion 

The history of hydrocarbons in Bolivia has been characterized by inequalities in the 
distribution of benefits, costs and risks, and by inequities. in the ability of different 
actors to influence these distributions. This in turn has induced forms of social mobi
lization demanding institutional changes that would, in the eyes of those mobilizing, 
reduce these inequities and inequalities. In pursuit of such ends, a number of these 
mobilizations have been successful: they have won changes in the ownership of the · 
industry, in levels of royalty and tax payments, and in the distribution of benefits. The 
mobilizations that have systematically been least successful have been those of the low
land indigenous peoples who live on top of, br alongside, hydrocarbon deposits and · 

·who are most immediately subject to the costs that extraction exacts on the human 
and physical environment. Among these lowland peoples, the Weenhayek and Tapiete 
have been the least able to defend their territorial projects in the face of the expansion 
of the extractive frontier. 

Most, if ncit all, of these mobilizations have been linked to particular territorial
izing projects, and their interpretations of the inequalities and inequities surrounding 
gas extraction. This is all the more so in contemporary Bolivia. The territorial visions 
underlying these projects are not, however, consonant with each other. Indeed, the di-· 
vergence among the objectives of these different, mobilized social groups has resulted 
in continuing cycles of conflict. At stake in these conflicts is the question of the territo
rial organization of modern Bolivia. Gas and its governance has become central to this 

I , 
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question. This, indeed, is the message of the quotation of Vice-President Alvaro Garcia 
with which we opened this paper. ~ 

However, there is more at stake in these conflicts than just the territorial organiza
tion of Bolivia. Running through them are also ongoing debates on equity and fairness, 
and on how a criterion of "equity" should inform resource allocation in contemporary 
Bolivia. This is so both in a general sense and at a territorial scale. First, there is very 
significant debate on what constitutes a "fair" distribution of the benefits and costs gen
erated by extractive industry. This fairness is partly discussed in terms of spatial justice. 
Here one issue is how benefits should be distributed in relation to the spatially uneven 
exposure of people and communities to the negative effects of extraction. What consti
tutes "fair" recompense to those localities most affected and from which resources are 
directly extracted? Another issue regards what constitutes a fair distribution of benefits 
among regions where extraction occurs and those where it does not occur. It was this 
debate that so rocked Bolivia during 2008. 

Second is the issue of fair recompense for losses incurred by individuals and co~mu.
nities as a direct conseq.uence of extractive activity. What would constitute a fair price 
for land and water taken by extractive activity? What constitutes a fair distribution of 
work opportunities for communities located adjacent to the site of extraction? What is 
a fair "geography" and distribution of company CSR activities? And in a similar vein, 
what constitutes fairness in access to information and decision making? Guarani and 
Weenhayek groups in Tarija appear to feel that the ways in which decisions are made 
are not fair, and that furthermore they are treated by companies and the state in ways 
that are systematically unjust.· 

In the end there is of course no neutral, technical definition of "fairness," and the 
different groups involved in these conflicts approach notions of what is "fair" from 
their particular historical, cultural, and sociopolitical positions. To date the different 
processe~ of social mobilization noted in this paper have not converged to create a 
sphere in which the actors involved can move toward a relatively stable agreement 
on what they will collectively take to be fair. As long as this is the case, it is very likely 
that the inequalities produced by gas, and the inequities underlying gas extraction, will 
continue to generate conflict. As was clear during·2008, these arguments can be hugely 
volatile and they risk weakening even further the very public sphere in which debates 
over equity might occur. In this sense, while social mobilization has been a vehicle 
through which different groups in Bolivian society have been able to offset the inequi
ties that affect them, mobilization has not yet served to produce an institutionalized 

( notion of equity on the basis of which a collectively accepted approach to governing 
gas can be pursued. 
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Figure 1. Hydrocarbon contracts and areas available for contracting in Bolivia. The light shaded area 
represents areas available for contracts, while dark shaded areas represent existing contracts. Note the 
contracts given in La Paz, Oruro, and Potosi, none of which has any history of hydrocarbon extraction. 

Source: Yacimientos Petroleros Fiscales de Bolivia (2008). 
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How to Be Heard When Nobody Wants to Listen: 
Community Action against Mining in Argentina* 

Mariana Walter and Joan Martinez-Alier 

ABSTRACT Since 2002, Argentina has witnessed a growing number of mining conflicts. 
While national and provincial governments promote mining as a basis for development, 
local communities have opposed and acted to prevent it. Between 2003 and 2008, 7 out of 
23 provinces banned open-pit ·metal mining, thus challenging the institutional framework 
that promotes it. These challenges, moreover, began during a period of high unemployment. 
Why are communities opposed to an activity that could benefit local development? This article 
argues that these communities are demanding recognition for local visions of development 
that are not compatible with mining-and that cannot be adequately accommodated by cur
rent decision-making processes. 

RESUME Depuis 2002, !'Argentine a ete temoin d'un nombre croissant de conflits miniers. 
Tandis que !es gouvernements nationaux et provinciaux font la promotion du secteur minier 
en tant que base du developpement, !es collectivites locales refractaires ont pose des gestes 
pour l'entraver. Entre 2003 et 2008, 7 provinces sur 23 ont interdit !'extraction de minerais 
metalliques a ciel ouvert, defiant ainsi la structure institutionne!le qui en fait la promotion. En 
outre, ces contestations ont debute durant une periode de chomage severe. Cet article s<!utient 
que ces communautes demandent une reconnaissance des considerations locales en matii:re 
de developpement qui ne sont pas compatibles avec !'exploitation minii:re et que les processus. 
decisionnels actuels ne peuvent concilier. 

Introduction 

In January 2004, the Argentine government launched the National Mining Plan, an
nouncing that mining would become one of the foundations for the country's develop
ment. The announcement was n:1ade in a favourable international context for mining, 
when metals such as gold had reached record price levels. In addition, Argentina was 
a particularly favourable site for extractive activity, with an attractive tax system and a 
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U niversitaris i de Recerca of Catalonia and by project SEJ-15219-ECON. We would like to extend partic
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recently devalued currency that allowed gold mining projects to achieve outstanding 
rates of return, among the highest in the world and exceeded only by those of South 
Africa and Chile (Prado 2005). By 2004, Argentina ranked ninth among the top ten 
world destinations for mining investment (Bridge 2004). 

The government's announcement was made a decade after ·a legislative framework 
designed to promote mining had come into effect and as its results were becoming 
apparent. Between 2003 and 2007, the number of mining projects in the country in
creased from 40 to 336 (Bureau of Mining 2008), while the number of foreign mining 
companies grew from 7. to 55 between 1990 and 2004 (Prado 2005). International Fi
nancial Institutions (IFis) supported the government's promotion of private invest
ment, which was presented as the best means to strengthen the economy and stimulate 
development. This investment framework, moreover, was implemented jointly with 
strategic participative plans for local development that were meant to strengthen gov
ernance and legitimize foreign investment. 

The mining boom came at a critical moment for Argentina. In 2002, government 
statistics registered record unemployment (21.5%) and poverty rates (the income of 
57% of the population was below the poverty line), and the economy experh~nced a 
strong re.cession, with an 11% reduction in GDP (EPH 2002). In this context, new min
ing projects were perceived as an opportunity to reactivate the economy and generate 
new sources of income for the public purse. However, while the national and provincial 
governments were celebrating the increasing number of projects and encouraging min
ing as the engine of national, provincial, and local development, various communities 
began to take action against mining. The emergence of grassroots movements around 
the country pressed municipalities and provinces to ban open-pit metal mining activi
ties. From 2003 to 2008, 7 out of Argentina's 23 provinces approved such bans, chal
lenging the national framework that aimed to promote mining. 

The challenges posed by this effective local opposition raise a series of questions. 
What motivated communities with high unemployment and poverty rates to op
pose an activity that could potentially improve local economic conditions? Why have 
local groups acted to ban mining? The purpose of this article is to explore these issues 
through a case study of Esquel, the city in which anti-mining mobilization began in 
Argentina. 

Esquel, a small city in the Patagonian Andes, was the site of the first public mining 
conflict of the twenty-first century in Argentina. It placed the discussion of mining
its environmental, social, and economic impacts, as well as the question of the right 
of local populations to choose their own development path-on the national political 
agenda. When Meridian Gold, an American corpor;:ition, arrived in Esquel with the 
intention of exploiting a gold and silver mine located ·seven kilometres from the city, 
a popular movement emerged to contest the agenda of the provincial government, 
which was perceived to have imposed the mining project in disregard oflocal develop
ment views. Official channels for partidpation proved ineffective at accommodating 
the community's vision of development, forcing residents to organize themselves to 
nalt the initiative. The conflict was resolved (for the time being, since the gold remains 
underground) when a local plebiscite was held, in which 81 % of the population voted 
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against the mine. This experience also prompted the organization of a national network 
of communities affected by mining. , 

In a town where a quarter of the population was unemployed and 20% was poverty
stricken, what reasons lay behind the opposition to a project that could have stimulated 
local developme.nt? Was the conflict triggered by a poor communications strategy, as 
claimed by government representatives? 

This article argues that behind the Esquel conflict, which exemplifies a growing 
number of mining conflicts, is a collision of two institutional frameworks for decision 
making and of two different·visions of the role of mining in local development. These 
different perspectives came to the fore when the local community in Esquel discovered 
that its points of view could not be accommodated by official channels for participa
tion. In fact, official decision-making processes about milling provided no room for 
the values and visions oflocal actors; this, in turn, generated opposition and led to the 
community's mobilization. 

Just' before the arrival of Meridian Gold, Esquel was undergoing a process of great 
mobilization and participation. The need to review and rethink the foundations of the 
local economy and society in a time of crisis was reflected in several initiatives, such 
as the design of a local development plan (fostered by the municipality of Esq uel) and 
numerous other examples of mobilization that occurred during those years. The in
troduction of the mining project contravened the dynamics of local participation and 
leadership, and represented a top-down process that attempted to impose an activity 
with significant local impact without properly inyolving or consulting with members 
of the local community. 

After exploring some theoretical considerations and briefly explaining the research 
methodology, this paper will analyze the evolution of the conflict between proponents 
and opponents of a mining project in Esquel, Argentina, with reference to differing 
visions of development. 

Environmentalisms and ·visions of Development: 
Theoretical Considerations and Methodology 

Environmentalists do not necessarily share a common vision of what development is 
or should be. While some quesFion or oppose economic growth, others accept it under 
certain conditions and still others avoid taking a stand in the debate. These contradic
tory perspectives can emerge during environmental conflicts, not only thr_ough the 
discourses and actions of local protesters but also through their expressed perceptions· 
of the motivations and interests of other actors. 

Martinez-Alier (2002) has proposed that three main currents dominate contem
porary environmentalism: the "cult of the wilderness," the "gospel of eco-efficiency," 
and the "environmentalism of the poor." These three approaches entail different out
looks on the relation between society and nature and the reasons behind environ-
mental conflicts. · 
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The "cult of the wilderness," or "deep ecology," is represented mainly by conserva
tion movements established in the North that focus on the preservation of unspoiled 
wilderness and the restoration of degraded areas. This movement does not question 
economic growth as such but aims to preserve the remnants of pristine, natural spaces 
outside the market. However, it must be noted that this current tends to neglect other 
issues on the environmental agenda (Guha and Martinez-Alier 1997, 93). 

An example of this "cult of the wilderness" approach can be seen today in the Cor
dillera del Condor, in Ecuador, where rich deposits of copper and gold have been 
found. This region holds one of the most biodiverse and still poorly known ecosystems 
on earth, and is home to indigenous communities and other local inhabitants who 
consider their livelihoods at risk from the proposed mining activities. In this context, 
international and national conservation organizations have focused their efforts on 
negotiating with the government and the mining companies. In effect, the conserva
tion organizations accepted the inevitability of mining in the region and advocated for 
the creation of protected sites outside claimed areas.-This strategy created distrust and 
led to conflict with other environmentalists concerned about the long-term impact 
of mining on local livelihoods and watersheds in the Cordillera, and about the unjust 
distribution of costs and benefits related to mining projects in the area. 

The growth of the international conservation movement since the 1970s has been in
terpreted as part of a wider cultural shift. Ronald Inglehart (1977, 1981, 1990) associated 
this shift with the emergence of "post-materialist values," a thesis that by the end of the 
1970s held hegemonic status in the political science and sociology literature (Guha and 
Martinez-Alier 1997; Brechin and Kempton 1994). "Post-materialism" refers to a shift 
in values that has taken place among the generations that reached adulthood in rich 
countries during the post-World War II era of afiluence. According to this thesis, as 
these new generations had their material concerns satisfied (housing, food, etc.), they · 
started to become concerned about other non-materialistic dimensions of life, such as 
the environment, the quality oflife, sexual freedom, and human rights. This phenom
enon would explain the formation during the 1970s and 1980s of European green par
ties and the emergence of the feminist, pacifist, and student movements. Furthermore, 
as post-materialist arguments reached widespread acceptance, different related theses 
emerged, such as the postulated positive relationship between income and environ
mental concern (Jones and Dunlap 1992; Albrecht 1995). 

Nevertheless, since its formulation, the theoretical and methodological foundations 
oflnglehart's thesis have been widely questioned. Particularly when its conclusions are 
extrapolated to poor nations, how can we explain concern for the environment when 

·material needs remain unfulfilled (Brechin and Kempton 1994; Peet and Watts 1996; 
Dunlap and Merting 1997; Guha and Martinez-Alier 1997; Brechin 1999; Dunlap and 
York 2008)? 

The "eco-efficiency" environmentalists are concerned with the sustainable manage
ment of the environment and humanactivity. This position is no_t opposed to eco_nomic 
growth but stands for a rational and efficient use of natural resources, which distances 
it from other sacred or aesthetic appreciations of nature (Martinez-Alier 2002). Some 
of the key phrases associated with this stance are "optimal allocation of natural re-
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sources," "sustainable development;" "ecological modernization," and "environmen
tal services." Experts, scientific knowledge, and innovative research play a key role in 
"eco-efficiency" environmentalists' ideas about reducing the past, present, and future 
environmental impacts of economic growth. · 

This perspective is represented by the "Kuznets environmental curve" (KEC). The 
original Kuznets curve hypothesis, published in 1955 by the economist from whom it 
gets it name, suggested an inverted U relation between income distribution inequality 
and per capita income. In the early i99os this work was recovered and applied to link 
income and environmental degradation. According to this hypothesis, when a country 
starts to grow; it first experiences increasing pressure on the environment (emission of 
pollutants, degradation of resources). Then, when growth reaches a certain level, these 
pressures decline as new technologies emerge, new regulations are crafted, and material 
pressures decrease. 

· According to this view, then, poorer countries need to grow economically in order 
to decrease their impact on the environment and improve their environmental health 
conditions. Nevertheless, case study research shows that such improvement has oc
curred only with regard to some specific pollutants. Other indicators of environmental 
pressures show inconsistent trends or, on the contrary, indicate that pollution levels 
tend to increase in affluent societies (e.g., greenhouse gas production, waste generation) 
(Dinda 2004; Roca et al. 2001; Stern 2004). 

Moreover, Bridge.and McManus (2000) explain how the emergence of social con
cern ·about the environmental impacts of forestry and mining in the United States has 
prompted a radical change in industry discourses. The adoption of "e'CO-efficiency" arld 
"sustainability" .discourses was central to relegitimizing business practices and facilitat
ing extractive activities in the context of increasing social unrest and concern about the 
environment. By adopting the rhetoric of sustainable development, mining industries 
were able to co-opt the language of environmental protest, at once disenfranchising 
opposition and establishing themselves as authorities on, and guardians of, the protes
tors' ideals (Bridge and McManus 2000, 38). From this perspective~ "eco-efficiency" 
environmentalism can be interpreted as part of a business strategy that allows high
impact industries to discursively reframe their activities to make them more socially 
acceptable. 

The "environmentalism of the poor" perspective, developed in the field of political 
ecology, regards environmental movements in poor countries or communities as a 
defence of local livelihoods against the impacts and risks of economic gr?wth. From 
this perspective, similar to that of the environmental justice movement in the United 
States, mobilizations emerge from diverse ecological conflicts that are produced by 
forms of economic growth that entail the extraction of resources and the production of 
waste. Since the environment is perceived as the direct ~asis of material sustenance by 
poor people, they protest resource extraction and pollution (Guha and Martinez-Alier 
i997). This thesis does not deny the.existence of a "post-materialist" environmentalism 
in northern societies, but it questions the perspective that the rich are more concerned 
about the environment than the poor, or that the poor are too poor to be "green" 
(Martinez-Alier i995). 
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From this vantage point, environmental conflicts can be seen as disputes about terri
torial control (Sabatini 1997). The key to the problem would then lie in the relationship 
established between a corrpnunity and its environment (Folchi 2001). To such commu
nities, the environment is not a luxury asset, something superfluous, but rather is part 
of a complex social system in which physical, cultural, social, economic, and cognitive 
issues articulate a relationship singular to that place and historic moment (Norgaard 
1984). As proposed by Arturo Escobar (2006), environmental conflicts can be concep
tually understood through three interrelated rubrics: economy, ecology, and culture. 

Such movements at times can express themselves in terms of "environmental jus
tice," an idea that should not be understood as justice for the environment per se-as 
the conservation movement might do-but rather as a demand for the fair distribution 
of the costs and benefits of polluting activities, the recognition of difference, and/or 
procedural justice (Dobson 1998; Fraser 1998; Schlosberg 2007; Young 1990 ). 

These three distinct and sometimes conflicting forms of environmentalism lead to 
different attitudes toward the role of experts, local knowledge and visions of develop
ment, and environmental management strategies. The first and the second forms of 
environmentalism entail a top-down management approach where expert knowledge 
defines a sustainable path; identifying and protecting the natural heritage and develop
ing the technological solutions and economic instruments for sustainable growth. The 
third perspective, however, allows for the incorporation of diverse movements that 
advocate for a focally defined development path. Escobar (1995, 222) emphasizes that 
"there are no grand alternatives that can be applied to all places or all situations .. : One 
must resist formulation of alternatives at an abstract, macro level; one must also resist 
the idea that the articulation of alternatives will take place in intellectual and academic 
circles." This perspective clashes with top-down, imposed perspectives on develop
ment and legitimizes local knowledge and institutions in decision-making processes. 
Alternatives so developed may be local to start with, but they may grow into regional 
or national proposals and policies. In some cases, as in the growing "climate justice" 
movements, the links between local and global issues are explicit. 

To describe and analyze the conflict in Esquel-its actors and their visions of devel
opment-we draw on diverse sources of information. During the first stage of research, 
which took place in February 2003, we consulted documents, press releases, leaflets, 
posters, personal communications, newspaper articles, and personal notes from meet
ings and public events in Esquel. During a second stage in early 2006, we conducted 15 

in-depth interviews with key actors, and carried out a thorough analysis oflocal and 
national press sources between April 2002 and March 2003. A matrix in which actions 
and perceptions were entered chronologically and by type of actor became the frame
work for the investigation. 
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Esquel Case Study / 

Mining Frameworks, Environment, and Participation 

In the 1980s, following a decade of political instability in Latin America, in an effort to 
promote economic growth and 'reduce the enormous foreign debt, governments in the 
region set in motion a reform process to liberalize the market. The mining sector was 
given a prominent role in this new model of economic development (Haselip and Hil
son 2005). Supported by loans from the World Bank, governments passed new mining 
regulations introducing incentives and reducing taxes on private investment (Morgan· 
2002). Similar reforms were pursued during the 1980s and 1990s in approximately 90 
countries, which triggered a redirection of investment flows toward new extracting 
areas, such as Latin America (Bridge 2004). In fact, the Latin American region has 
experienced the most significant increases in mining development of any emerging 
market in the past 10 years (Haselip and Hilson 2005). In Argentina, this is reflected 
in the spectacular growth in mining investments, which, in the year 2002, when the 
Esquel conflict erupted, reached US$175 million and grew by a factor of eight in four 
years (CAEM 2008). . 

Siri.ce La.w 24.196 on investment in mining was passed in 1993, various additional reg
ulations have broadened the range of incentives offered to mining projects. Ex.amples 
include tax and exchange rate stability for 30 years, VAT refunds, and an exemption 
from various taxes on production, the import of machinery, and the export of minerals. 
However, all of this was not sufficient to regulate mining activity, since Argentina is 
a federal republic, and provinces own their natural and mining resources. In contrast 
to other countries in the region, the management of mining activities in Argentina is 
decentralized (Sanchez Albavera, Ortiz, and Moussa 1999). Therefore, to unify mining 
policies throughout the country a federal mining agreement was signed in 1993 between 
the provinces and th~ national government, limiting the application oflocal taxes and 
ratifying the benefits enshrined in national legislation. As a result, provinces may not 
set royalties that exceed 3% of the ex-mine price of mineral extracted, and municipali
ties may not charge taxes or stamp duties on mining activities. 

Then, in 1995, an environmental protection act for mining activities (Law 24.585) 

was passed. Under this legislation, mining companies must submit an environmental 
impact assessment (EIA) before engaging in prospecting, exploration, extraction, or 
mine closure activities. No public participation is contemplated at any stage of the 
appraisal and approval procedure. In the province of Chubut; where our case study is 
situated, the provincial Bureau of Energy and Mining is responsible for assessing and 
approving EIAs. · 

During the 1990s, governments introduced another set of reforms aimed at improv
ing participation and environmental protection. National and provincial constitutions 
and regulatory frameworks were updated, incorporating new rights for civic participa
tion and environmental protection. These changes have had a direct impact on other 
areas of government, such as mining bureaus, which must now incorporate a public 
presentation of the EIA and ensure access to information on decision-making proce-
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<lures. With the 'support of IFis, this process also promotes the formulation of local 
development plans as a means to consolidate local governance and optimize the iden
tification of projects for private investment. 

Esquel's Participation-Related Experiences and Development Plan 
Esquel is a small city located in the Patagonian province of Chubut, bordering the 
Andes mountain range, 1,900 kilometres from Argentina's capital, Buenos Aires. It is 
the largest Andean settlement in the province, with 28,089 inhabitants. It has the most 

·extensive infrastructure for transportation and services, and the best educational facili
ties in the region. The San Juan Bosco National University (UNSJB), the Agriculture 
and Forestry Experime11tal Centre of the National Institute for Agricultural Technol
ogy (INTA), and the Andes/Patagonian Forest Research Centre are all based in Esquel. 
Among other relevant organizations in the city are a local co-operative that manages 
water and power services, neighbourhood committees, and an indigenous movement 
that mobilizes around the demands of some of the Mapuche communities in the area. 

Traditionally, economic activity in Esquel has been linked to its role as an adminis
trative centre and to agricultural activity. Over the last few decades, tourism has grown, 
with attractions including fishing, mountaineering, a ski resort, and the nearby Los 
Alerces Nature Reserve, a protected area oflakes and forests that features larches that 
are several thousand years old. In the 1980s and 1990s, these established economic ac
tivities were plunged into crisis. Unfavourable weather conditions and decreasing wool 
prices combined with public sector restructuring and budget cuts at both the national 
and provincial levels contributed to paralyze the local economy (Esquel SEAS 2001). 
By the end of the 1990s, Esquel was confronting a social and economic crisis, with an 
unemployment rate of 25% and 20% of the population poverty-stricken (IND EC 2002). 

In the midst of this crisis, a series of mobilizations and participatory experiences took 
place in Esquel that gave the community a leading role in setting the public agenda. 
One of these experiences was the development of a participatory, local development 
plan. Beginning in 1997' several Patagonian municipalities and NGOs participated in 
workshops to learn about the characteristics and advantages of such planning pro
cesses, which were presented as tools for improving governance, and as means by 
which to promote local development projects and investment. 

In this context, the municipality of Esquel, in collaboration with a research group 
at the University of Esquel, initiated the design of a local development plan. The doc
ument was developed between December 1999 and July 2002, with Inter-American 
Development Bank fonding (US$6oo,ooo). The "Participatory Plan for Local Devel
opment," or Esquel SEAS, as the document was called, aimed to create a "model for 
social, economic, and environmentally sustainable development" for Esquel (Esquel 
SEAS 2001). 

Community organizations were called upon to participate in the elaboration of the 
plan. Workshops were held with neighbourhood organizations (with an estimated par
ticipation of 150 people), and surveys were conducted. In the final proposal, which was 
presented in several community forums in Esquel in the course of 2002, five pillars 
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of focal development were ·highlighted: agriculture, forestry, tourism, knowledge in
dustries, and mining. However, when interviewed, researchers in charge of the report 
pointed out that mining was added to .the list only in the final stage of the proce,ss, 
because at that time the Cordon Esquel mining project was being promoted, and local 
and provincial governments increasingly wished to include this emerging activity on, 
the public agenda. 

The level of participation and local empowerment generated by a series of mobili
zation and participation experiences that took place during these years should not be 
underestimated. In fact, in late 2001 and·early 2002, four major social mobilizations 
occurred in Esqµel related to growing social tensions and the economic crisis besetting 
the province of Chubut and the city of Esquel. 

First, by the .end of 2001, the national government decided to cancel gas price subsi- ' 
dies for the province, which would trigger a sharp price increase. This provoked mas
sive mobilization among the population of the entire province, ·which many residents 
remember to this day. Second, in early 2002, the Bank of.the Province of Chubut filed 
for bankruptcy, and a significant citizen mobilization emerged to face the possible clo
sure of the entity that administered the funds and salaries of a large percentage of the 
Esquel population. Third, beginning in 2001, an important movement oflndependently 
Organized Teachers (Docentes Autoconvocados) was created and consolidated in the 
province of Chubut. They were organized as an assembly and played a leading role in 
several mobilizations, such as protests and strikes demanding that authorities improve 
labour conditions. During these years, neighbourhood assemblies and solution-seeking 
forums cropped up in various areas of the country to confront the deepening social and 
economic crisis. Finally, in early 2001, a "barter club" (club de trueque) was set up in 
Esquel, as in many other places in Argentina, and it remained active until 2002, with 
great local participation. 

These multiple incidences of participation, characterized by public mobilization 
and the emergence of new local organizations; contributed to the development of new 
skills amoqg a population that was trying to regain a leading role in political decision 
making. 

The Arrival of Mining in Esquel 
The first news of the potential for mining in the area ofEsquel became public in 1997. 
Deposits of gold, estimated at three million ounces, were found seven kilometres from 
Esquel, and the English junior mining company Brancote Holdings started explora
tion. In 2002, when gold prices in global markets reached historic highs, the US-based 
Meridian Gold (MG) purchased the mining project for US$270 million~ The purchase 
was seen as a promising development since it was expected to reactivate_ the economy 
of the town and the province. During the following weeks, thousands of residents ap
proached the mining company, offering their resumes in hopes of obtaining a job (El 
Chubut, Esquel City, 23 May 2002). 

Along with the announcement of MG's arrival, the provincial government publi
cized the imminent submission of the Environmental Impact Assessment and the or-
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ganization of a public hearing, stating that mining would start "at the beginning of the 
following year" (El Oeste, Esquel City, 12 July 2002).1 Table I provides an economic and 
technical summary of the mining project when the EIA was unveiled two months later. 

Table 1: The Cordon Esquel Project 

The project was to generate a 4.6% increase in the GDP of the province, with annual revenue from 
mining royalties of approximately US$9Bl,253 (3.9% of the revenue from provincial taxes). At a 
focal level, it was expected to generate approximately 300 direct and 1,200 indirect jobs. 

The working life of the project was estimated at eight to nine years for the extraction phase, based 
on estimated total extractable reserves of over 3 million ounces of gold and a production rate of 
300,000 ounces of gold a year. 

An open-pit mine was envisaged, with the possibility of expanding to a mixture of open-pit and 
underground mining in the future. The average ore grades iri the deposits were approximately 
10 git for gold and 17 git for silver. 

Production during the working life of the mine was calculated as approximately 12 million tons of 
mineral (gold and silver) and 130 million tons of waste rock, at a rate of 3,000 tons of mineral per 
day, using 1 BO tons of cyanide a month. 

The proposed method for extracting the gold and silver was by leaching with cyanide in a closed 
tank, with the construction of a slag heap for the tailings close to the mine that was to cover a total 
surface area of 10 km2 for extraction qnd processing. 

Source: Meridian Gold (2002). 

Initial Per~eptions 

In early 2002, when the confirmation of the' mining project was imminent, the provin
cial government requested that a research group based at the San Juan Bosco National 
University, the same group that had drafted' the local development plan, carry out a 
study of the mining project. With funds from the mining company, researchers pre
pared a report on local perceptions regarding the possible impact of the gold mining 
project (UATA 2002). 

At this stage there was no detailed information available about the project, and the 
report could only assess perceptions, but its main conclusions identified some of the 
key elements of the conflict to come. The document highlighted six issues of concern 
to the community: (a) maximization oflocal employment; (b) adequate integration of 
mining into the local context of development; (c) forecasting social changes; (d) avail
ability of reliable information; ( e) minimization of environmental impact; and (f) the 
regulation of urban growth. With regard to the need to integrate mining with existing 
activities, concerns were raised about the possible interference of mining with ongo
ing agriculture, forestry, and tourism activities. Regarding social and urban changes, 
residents valued the then-current size of the city, as well as extant social relations and 
lifestyles; they also expressed concern about the social, cultural, demographic, and en
vironmental transformations that mining might trigger (UATA 2002). 

i. Quotations from interviews, newspaper articles, and written documents were translated from 
Spanish to English by the authors. 
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Interviews revealed that in 2002 there had been a general lack of local knowledge 
concerning the impliqtions of open-pit mining. The initial image conjured up was of 
rudimentary mining, using no toxic substances. Ill the words of a local journalist who 
was in_terviewed, "It must be borne in mind that at this juncture the whole of Esqu.el 
knew absolutely nothing about what a mining scheme entails. I believe many of us saw 
mining as a pick, spade, and helmet with a light." 

Local perceptions before the arrival of the mining project were also influenced by a 
then-recent experience that served as a backdrop to the community's initial views on 
the mining project: the construction of the FutaleufU hydroelectric dam. The projeCt 
had engendered expectations that were never fulfilled of great improvements in living 

. conditions and oflow energy prices. 

Informing the Community: Cyanide Risks 
By mid-2002, the first details concerning the mining project, already presented to the 
national and provincial authorities, finally reached Esquel. To present the project to the 
local community, the supervisory authority for mining in the province, the provincial · 
Mining Department, organized a series of talks. By then, some university lecturers from 
San Juan Bosco National University and organizations in Esquel had sounded the alarm 
about the centralized, non-participatory approach taken to presenting the project (Piz
zol6n 2003). However, concern escalated into open conflict following one particular 
event during the government's official communication. campaign. 

A talk on cyanide use by a representative of Du Pont, the future supplier of cyanide 
to Meridian Gold, motivated university experts in chemistry to get involved. Doubts 
about the quality and reliability of the information presented, combined with mistrust 
about the way in which the information was disseminated by the Mining Department, 
prompted these academics to build alternative information channels that offered a dif
ferent technical assessment of cyanide use and its related risks. "[The government's 
information campaign] was a slap in the face for science, and for the people, because 
it was like saying 'I am telHng you these things and you believe them because you are 
stupid"' (Chemistry lecturer from UNSJB, in an interview with the authors). 

While the university lecturers were not experts in mining, they had the knowledge 
and resources to conduct their own independent analyses. So they gathered informa
tion from chemistry texts and the Internet, organized discussions in. schools and insti
tutions, circulated reports by email, and raised their profile by accepting the invitation 
of a local TV channel to present a public _explanation of their reports that was then 
broadcast regularly. In this way, they cast doubt upon the alleged certainties of the of
ficial experts. 

On October 15, 2002, the authorities announced the presentation of the EIA, to be 
followed one month later by a public hearing. Mining activities were scheduled to start 
at the beginning of 2.003. In this context, a consensus was gradually built among the 
various organizations and civil society sectors on the need to obtain more informa
tion about the project, its potential impacts and risks, and on the need to create spaces 
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for local public participation, where all doubts and concerns could be voiced and ad
dressed. 

Controversial EIA 
The presentation of the EIA marked another turning point in the conflict. First, it was 
difficult to access the document. The company rejected the community's demand that 
it be distributed more widely, alleging that it contained industrial secrets. Second, other 
assessments began to emerge which indicated that the report was inadequate and con
tained inconsistencies. Nevertheless, the provincial government continued to support 
the project and kept to the original schedule for the public hearing and the commence-
ment of mining activities. · 

In this context, various local, provincial, and national organizations requested a 
postponement of the public hearing, arguing that more time was needed to give the 
EIA due consideration. This request was rejected repeatedly by the provincial govern
ment based on the following argument, quoted in a local newspaper: "If the community 

· wishes to analyse a specific point, a specialist may study and raise any particular issue in 
the report within no more than a week's time .. For this reason, we consider the 60-day 
time limit excessive" (El Chubut, Esquel City, 7 November 2002). This reasoning was 
based on the idea that the EIA was a technical document intended for specialists and 
not for members of the public, who would not readily understand its contents. 

These events again raised questions about the transparency of the company's meth
ods, and about the government's role in monitoring the quality of the impact assess
.ment and, more broadly, its credibility as a watchdog. In light of the haste to start 
operations and the lack of space for community participation, the project gradually 
came to be seen as an imposition from outside. 

Let us bear in mind that the environmental issue is just as important as the 
social and cultural issues. We are changing the face of our town forever. .The 
decision taken must not be subject to time constraints and, even less so, to 
the sensitivities of a few civil servants ... The emphasis that government of
ficials are placing on supporting this project is obvious, clear, blatant, and 
almost grotesque. Even more serious is the fact that many of them are the 
officials who are going to exercise "control" over the implementation of the 
project. (Reader's letter published in the newspaper El Oeste, Esquel City, 13 

November 2002) 

Neighbourhood Assemblies 
As more and more contradictory information circulated in the local community about 
the mining project-its impacts, risks, and benefits-and the public hearing was immi
nent, meetings were held to exchange views and hold discussions, first among groups of 
acquaintances, then in neighbourhood assemblies. New communication technologies 
played a central role in the learning processes of the community. Email and the Internet 
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were key tools, not only for finding and circulating information but also for building 
networks of contacts with movements in other parts of the country and the world. 

The first assemblies convened informally toward the end of October in a local school 
where the Indep_endently Organized Teachers (Docentes Autoconvocados) used to 
meet. This pressure group played a key role in the initial organizational arrangements, 
sharing, for instance, some basic guidelines on how to organize and moderate an as-
sembly. · . 

I 

The first neighbourhood meetings produced no consensus on the project or on min-
ing in general. Above all, they functioned as a forum for exchanging information and 
concerns, and brought together highly divergent points of view. Some participants 
wanted to gather information or to voice criticism, while .others considered the project 
beneficial, provided that adequate controls were put in place (Pizzol6n 2003; Zuoza 
2005). In the course of the various meetings, data on mining acti".ities, their precise 
nature, and previous experiences around the world were examined. "Concerns, com
ments, downloaded information from the Internet, newspaper cuttings, etc., were all 
brought together there. Everything served its purpose in a collective catharsis with the 
sole intention of chipping away at the unknown" (Pizzol6n 2003, 152). 

In mid-November, after a period of analysis and discussion, an assembly of 600 

local citizens voted unanimously to adopt a position against the mining project and 
formed the Autonomous People's Assembly (Asemblea de Vecinos Autoconvocados, 
AV A) 2 with the slogan "No to the mine." This took place when the public hearing was 
imminent, the EIA was highly questioned, and the provincial governme11t was ignor
ing-repeated calls for postponement. In the AV A the idea that gained most ground was 
that the public hearing had been just a formality to lend legitimacy to a project that had 
already been approved. Beyond its heterogeneity, unli_ke other types ofEsquel organiza
tions, the AV A managed to become a forum of reflection for a broad cross-section of 
the local population crit_ical of the project. In the months that followed, it led the way 
to building a movement opposed to the min~. 

In the AV A the problems surrounding the project were defined and pieced together. 
At first, the principal concern centred on the risks posed by the use of cyanide and 
its impact on water resources (already scarce in the region). Later, dissemination of 
information and experiences from other communities in Latin America, such as Tam
bogrande in Peru (Muradian, Martinez-Alier, and Correa 2003), gave way to the emer
gence of new considerations regarding the project's impacts on the local community 
and the environment. Changes to the natural environment"and new risks, such as acci
dents, pollution, and acid leaching, were added to the concerns about mining impacts, 
not only on the local populations but on their existing economic activitie.s. At the same 
time, news of numerous new mining projects in the region heightened concerns about 
the future of nature reserves and respect for the !erritorial rights of the Mapuche indig
enous communities located in the vicinity of the deposits. 

In this broad public debate, the fad that citizens had no chance to inject their cone 
cerns and differences of opinion into the decision-making process led them to adopf 

2. Literally, the "Independently Organized or Self-Organized Assembly of Neighbours." · 
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a more complex and political understanding of the project. This is illustrated by the 
motto "out with them all" that was taken up by the local population during the activi
ties and marches at the time of the plebiscite: a battle cry associated with the intense 
Citizen mobilization of Argentina's 2001 national economic crisis, symbolizing loss of 
confidence in the political class. "It was a steady build-up. At first, it was limited to en
vironmental aspects, then it moved on to what the government and the company were 
doing" (Member of AV A, in an interview with the authors). 

Given the AV A's urgent need to express its opposition to the mining project publicly 
and to prevent a government-organized public hearing, the Assembly devised strategies 

. to halt the project. At this stage, AV A was convinced that local visions of development 
were incompatible with large-scale mining. From the locals' view development efforts 
should aim at the improvement of ongoing, non-pollutant activities, such as agriculture 
and forestry, and the fostering of emerging ones, such as tourism. Concerns referring to 
the territorial transformations related to mining activities, previously identified by the 
university report, were also raised. A main demand of the AV A was not to compromise 
the social and environmental future of the city and the region. 

AV A mobilization strategies also reflected the diversity of the movement, which 
brought together specialists-in chemistry, geography, medicine, journalism, law, and 
education-alongside members of the local population and spokespeople from the 
marginal sectors of the town's population. Some participants from poorer sectors of the 
city and others from more distant areas played a key role as intermediaries in bringing 
the information that was shared in the assemblies to their own neighbourhoods. The 
circulation of a documentary ori the impact of mining activities in Peru and a mercury 
spill in Choropampa (near Yanacocha in Cajamarca) were also crucial for illustrating 
the effects of gold mining in other communities in Latin America. 

Lawyers, including one with previous experience in defending indigenous people's 
land rights, prepared an acci6n de amparo-an injunction against infringement of en
vironmental rights-which led to the suspension of mining activities in February 2003. 

Preliminary municipal legislation was drawn up and a campaign was launched to pass 
the new municipal laws. The campaign also sought out the involvement of a number of 
national and international institutions and organizations that supported and dissemi
nated the views of the local population, thus tilting the balance of power in the conflict. 

The most symbolic activities were the street marches that, as time went on and· par
ticipation by the local population increased, turned into a platform that allowed highly 
diverse sectors, which were not participating in the AV A but which were against the 
mining project, to express their views. With regard to the wide participation in the 
marches, one interviewee recalled extraordinary images such as "a Mapuche .... walk
ing shoulder to shoulder with a rancher who ... had tried to evict his family" (Local 

. journalist, in an interview with the authors). 
The emergence of the AV A transformed the political landscape. By December 2002 

more and more voices (of local and provincial experts) were heard, pointing out the ' 
flaws in the EIA submitted by Meridian Gold. In this climate, the provincial govern
ment reiterated its support for the mining project by expressing its confidence about . ~ 

the project's technical viability: Governor Lizurume was quoted in El Oeste on No-
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vember 26: "As long as we think that there is no risk, there is nothing to stop the 
investment from going ahead." The influence of the local movement was downplayed 
and associated with radical conservation movements (usually linked to the influence 
of international NGOs), irrationality, or political motives. On another occasion the 
governor said, "The project is in progress and nothing will get in its way, unless techni
cal considerations, such as the environmental impact report, make it advisable to slow 
down" (El Oeste,,Esquel City, 10 November 2002). The government's key argument 
was that there was a technical ratioi:ale for the project, beyond the comprehension of 
no n.-experts. 

The official argument assumed that if the non-specialists (including university pro
fessors) had better information, they would reach the same conclusions as the experts. 
This official reasoning downgraded the public role of non-experts, who were consid
ered ignorant about what was at stake, to being merely recipients of information about 
their decisions, one of the lowest rungs on the eight-rung ladder of participation pro- . 
posed by Arnstein (1969) .. This attitude, in turn, created feelings of frustration and 
injustice among the sect9rs excluded from the decision-making process and heightened 
the climate of mistrust. 

· The Local Plebiscite 
In an atmosphere of mounting tension within the local community, the municipal· 
Deliberative Council finally approved, in the beginning of February, three municipal 
.orders proposed by the AV A: · 
i. a ban on the use of cyanide in the territory of Esque! (subsequently rescinded by the 

mayor on the grounds that it possibly clashed with national law); 
2. a municipal derogation of national and provincial mining.laws on the grounds that 

they "are harmful to the tourist profile and the interests of the local community"; and 
3. the announcement of a public referendum on the mining project, thus giving a new 

twist to the decision-making process (as in the Tambogrande case in Peru). 
The approval of these municipal orders, particularly the call for a public vote in fa

vour of or against the mine on March 23, for various reasons brought about a change 
in the dynamics of the conflict. 

First, the referendum thrust local public opinion to the centre of the political stage; 
until that point, it had been marginalized in the official decision-making process. The 
laws passed by the municipality bear witness to efforts to create a forum for express

. ing local interests and values that give greater weight to local democracy than to other 
decision-making criteria such as economic growth or national interests. 

In addition, the mayor of Esquel, who until then had aligned himself with the pro
vincial government in support of the project, changed his tune and stated: "Although 
not hinding, the plebiscite will place a moral obligation on this municipality that we 
can neither escape nor hide from. For this reason, we will respect fully the will of the , 
people of Esqtiel" (El Chubut, Esquel City, 4 March 2003). 

Finally, the call for a referendum polarized the sectors concerned, either in favour 
of or against the project. The spotlight moved from the environmental organizations 
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iJ.nd the government and onto the 20,000 people ofEsquel who were about to vote. At 
the same time, the referendum made the Esquel conflict ·more visible nationally and 
internationally. 

·· On March 23, the plebiscite was duly held with a turnout. of 75% of the 20,000 eli
gible voters. The result was that 81% said "No to the mine." In the days that followed, 
the company and the provincial government announced that they were halting the 
mining activities, the municipal Deliberative Council approved the ban in Esquel on 
mining that uses cyanide, and the provincial legislature approved a ban on open-pit 
mining. These bans, along with the political difficulty of moving the project forward, 
nevertheless represent only a partial closure of the mining project, since the project has 
subsequently been sold to the Canadian company Yamana Gold which, in spite oflocal 
resistance and bans, hopes to advance the project in the future. 

Even so, the Esquel plebiscite had national consequences. In November 2003, rep
resentatives of communities from six provinces in Argentina, all opposed to mining 
projects in their respective areas, met in Buenos Aires and set up the National Network 
of Communities Affected by Mining. Its objective is to "coordinate the struggle against 
the ransacking and ecocide on our doorsteps that is condoned by the current mining 
legislation." The network identified the root causes of mining conflicts to be the laws 
tha·t grant disproportionate advantages to private investment in mining over and above 
the right to participation and decision making at local levels. In the months that fol-

. lowed, new neighbourhood movements sprang up in different parts of the country. 
These movements successfully obtained bans on open-pit mining that uses toxic sub
stances in seven provinces of the ccmntry: Chubut (2003), Rio Negro (2005), Tucuman 
(2007), Mendoza (2007), La Pampa (2007), Cordoba (2008), and San Luis (2008). 

Two Opposing Views on Development 

While analyzing the conflict in Esquel, the authors found it evident that the conflict 
revolved largely around two opposing views on mining and development. 

On the one hand, there was a coalition that incorporated the provincial and munici
pal governments (though toward the end of the conflict, the latter changed its position), 
the local chamber of commerce, and the construction workers' union, which saw min
ing as a beneficial activity if adequate technologies and controls were set up. This group 
did not dismiss environmental concerns altogether, but it displayed confidence in the 
EIA and related expert opinion, reflecting an eco-efficiency perspective that views 
economic growth as a necessary step toward sustainable development; environmental 
concerns were taken into consideration only through expert opinion and technological 
mitigation measures. Hence, it was a position in which sustainability is defined by ex
perts who supposedly have the abilitf and knowledge to assess the possible impacts and 
risks while providing cost-effective, adequate solutions. This group also was convinced 
that mining activities were compatible with ongoing activities: and that they would 
offer new opportunities for local development, generating jobs and incomes and thus 
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improving livelihoods in the community. According to this group, criticism related to 
environmental uncertainty and questions regarding compatibility with local develop
ment views were alarmist and ignorant and often motivated by an "environmentalism 
of the rich" perspective imported from abroad by conservation organizations. 

On the other hand, various sectors of the Esquel community were incorp<?rated into 
the AV A: the water co-operative, a small businesses group (split from the chamber of 
commerce), Mapuche indigenous organizations, and regional NGOs among them. The 
scope of this coalition was reflected in the result of the plebiscite, which demonstrated · 
that poverty-stricken and unemployed residents also opposed mining. 

Although it would not be accurate to affirm that all residents opposed the Cordon 
Esquel mining project, they certainly did not agree with the way the project was intro
duced into the community. From the day of the first official announcement, the provin" 
cial government and mining bureau simply assumed that the project would go ahead, 
and announced a schedule and anticipated production figures. This attitude rankled 

. a community that was mobilizing around, and deliberating upon, local development 
issues that had not been taken into account. 

Throughout the conflict, local actors came to more explicitly embrace and celebrate 
certain values in relation to local development. An appreciation for participatory de
mocracy had begun to form during previous participative experiences and was con
solidated through the experience of the mining conflict. Second, local actors asserted 
a heightened level of appreciation for the environment, not only as a source of potable 
water in a region where water is scarce, but also as an inseparable part of the city's 
economy and the mode oflife of its residents. Traditional activities like agriculture and 
forestry, and emerging activities such as tourism, were deemed valuable and considered 
to be environmentally and socially sustainable. Esquel's residents also deemed the small 
size and quiet lifestyle of the city to be valuable. 

As neighbours began to gather information about open-pit mining-its short lifes
pan, its environmental impact, the attendant social and urban changes, and its genera
tion and distribution of profits-the idea that this activity was not compatible with 
their vision oflocal development consolidated. It is worth highlighting the fact that the 
region already had experience with another large project: the construction of a dam 
that never affected the level of economic growth or development in the way promised 
by those who had promoted it. This precedent generated a sense of"reasoned distrust" 
that was not taken into account by those supporting the mining project when making 
their own promises about positive outcomes. 

The experience in Esquel reflected the fact that the community held and was willing 
to defend its own vision for long-term, local development. Even in a context of pressing 
crisis, the community chose strong, long:.. term sustainability over a project of uncertain 
environmental sustainability that privileged pecuniary income in the short-run (Pearce 
and Atkinson 1993). This is an example of an action stemming from the "environmen
talism of the poor." 
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Decision-Making Processes: Exclusion and Participation 

The Esquel case also raises questions about the ways in which decisions about large 
investments are made, investments that .have important implications at the local level. 
In this case, there were two opposite approaches: the formal, top-down process imple
mented by the authorities under the umbrella of the new mining legislation, and the 
informal bottom-up process led by the AV A and supported by the institutional tools 
available to local actors.for expressing their views (e.g.,. participation laws, plebiscite). 

According to Vatn (2005), decision-making structures are value-articulating insti
tutions that determine the values that can be expressed, the way in which they can 
be expressed, and, ultimately, the preferable choices. fo other words, they establish 
procedures that frame the debate and that influence what will be negotiated, thereby 
skewing the out"come. An analysis of the official decision-making procedure in the 
Esquel case, its underlying values and preferences, allows us better to understand why 
local unrest increased and why an alternative decision-making space emerged, led by 
the AV A. The comparison between these two value-articulating institutions underlines 
how limited official decision-making processes are when it comes to accommodating 
local perspectives. 

The government and the company responded to growing concerns about the project 
by avoiding public debate; they claimed that the issues were reserved for the experts, 
limiting public involvement in the formal assessment and approval process (Shepherd 
and Bowler i997). To express their points of view, residents created an independent, in
clusive, and critical space for deliberation, the Autonomous People's Assembly (AV A,. 
Asemblea de Vecinos Autoconvocados). 
~e way in which the AV A was organized demonstrates the need for a different 

approach to the evaluation of extractive projects, with regard to both the shape and 
the content of the evaluative process. As far as content is concerned, in the framework 
of the AV A, different valuation languages are considered legitimate (environmental, 
cultural, social, indigenous, economic, ethical, and democratic), while the EIA was 
based only on technical responses to variables that had been pre-selected before the 
document was written. Therefore, the officially organized public hearing, designed to 
facilitate deliberation on the EIA, had a structural limitation because it was based on 
the restricted terms of reference of the document itself. This made it impossible to ex
press certain "intangible" issues that were at stake (social identities, power networks, 
belief systems) (Suryanata and Umemoto 2005). The perceived lack of opportunity for 
participation via official channels led the AV A to boycott the event. 

As far as shape is concerned, the Assembly is by definition a local and horizontal 
space for deliberation, while the EIA was a technical report written by experts in ac
cordance with a procedure designed to be objective, impartial, and unbiased (Weston 
2000)- assumed qualities that have all been seriously questioned (Owens, Rayner, and 
Bina 2004; Jay et al. 2007; Persson 2006). Regarding jurisdiction, the EIA's position was 
that the province should have the final word. The AV A arose specifically to champion 
the importance oflocal-level actors in fhe decision-making process. 
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Therefore, due to the structural limitations of the official decision-making process
with regard to its ability to incorporate different interests, values, and visions of devel
opment, as well as its ability to.channel growing mobilization at the local level-the 
community was left with no choice but to oppose mining activities, pushing for a ban 
that would disarm the provincial government's agenda. 

Finally, the Esquel case demonstr~tes that a decision-making process that acknowl
edges social learning dynamics requires a change in governance style, toward one based 
on greater collaboration. Such a decision-making framework also implies a different 
Fole for information, as a means to support communication, rather than as the sole 
domain of experts. This, in turn, recalls and reinforces the insight that management 
should not be understood as a process requiring the identification of optimal solutions 
in a predictable environment; instead, it should be seen as a process requiring many 
instances oflearning in a rapidly changing world (Pahl-Wost! et al. 2007). 
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Les acteurs de la lutte pour les droits 
.des communautes face aux industries 
minieres : le cas peruvien 

Jose De Echave 

RESUME Les conflits entre communautes et entreprises minieres n'ont cesse d'augmenter 
au Perou depuis le milieu de Ja·decennie i990, alors que !'exploration et !'exploitation se sont 
rapidement intensifiees dans d'andennes et nouvelles regions. L'article traite d'abord de la 
protestation des communautes, incluant la Confederation nationale des communautes affec
tees par le secteur minier (CONACAMI) et des actions entreprises par !es organisations non 
gouvernementales (ONG) ayant forme le reseau Muqui pour traiter avec !es conflits miniers. 
Par la suite, !'analyse se tourne vers !es reponses des entreprises, qui sont passees du rejet 
pur et simple des demandes des communautes a !'engagement d'un dialogue, alors que l'Etat 
manquait de stabilite. L'article conclut en argumentant que la crise mondiale actuelle, qui a 
cree un decalage de !'expansion miniere, represente !'occasion de formuler un programme de 
gouvernance pour l'avenir. 

ABSTRACT Conflicts between communities and mining enterprises have been increasing in 
Peru since the mid-199os as exploration and exploitation expanded rapidly in both old and 
new mining areas. The article first reviews community protest, including the organization of 
a National Confederation of Communities Affected by Mining (CONACAMI), as well as the 
actions taken by the non-governmental organizations (NGOs) that formed the network Red 
Muqui to deal with mining conflicts. It then turns to examine the responses of the enterprises, 
which have ranged from outright rejection of community demands to engagement in dialogue, 
while the state has vacillated. It concludes by arguing that the current global crisis that has 
created a hiatus in the expansion of minillg provides an opportunity to formulate an agenda 
for governance for the future. 

Introduction 

La croissance de l'activite miniere en Amerique latine depuis les is dernieres annees 
est sans precedents clans l'histoire economique contemporaine. Dans ce contexte 
d'expansion, les relations entre les entreprises minieres et les populations occupent une 
place de plus en plus importante clans les conflits sociaux clans la region. Les dimensions 
de ces conflits ont depasse les capacites des acteurs en cause : Etat, entreprises minieres, 
populations et autorites locales, diverses organisations sociales et les organisations non 
gouvernementales. Les grandes tensions sociales clans les zones d'exploitation miniere 
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ont non seulement mis en cause le type de croissance, mais egalement 'ies strategies 
employees par les differents acteurs. 

Le cas du Perou est un excellent exemple de ce conflit social. Les rapports reguliers de 
Defensoria del Pueblo du Perou stipulent que la majorite des conflits sociaux au Perou 
trouvent leur origine dans les problemes environnementaux et de ceux-ci, plus de 70 % 

concernent l'activite miniere. Considerant ces faits, la revue des incidents des dernieres 
annees, des evenements, du contexte social peruvien, des relations entre les acteurs 
ainsi que des differents groupes d'interets permet de dresser un bilan et d'identifier 
les defis. qui sont toujours en suspens et les plus recents dans le contexte ou le pari du 
projet economique se concentre autour de la poursuite de la croissance des iridustries 
d'extraction miniere. 

Le Perou represente egalenient un parfait exemple de pays ayant une forte depen
dance a l'activite miniere. Depuis les reformes neoliberales des an9ees i990, le Perou 
s'est reaffirme comme destination pour les investissements miniers mondiaux. En 
2007, ce pays etait le deuxieme producteur de cuivre, le cinquieme producteur d'or 
et le plus grand producteur d'argent au monde. L'industrie miniere compte pour une 
part importante des revenus nationaux d'exportation (62 % en 2007) et a su maintenir 
des cours eleves de matieres premieres jusqu'a la recente crise financiere, contribuant 
~des niveaux eleves de croissance qui ont atteint un sommet en 2007 avec un taux an
nuel de 9,8 %. 

L'analyse des actions et reactions entreprises depuis les annees i990 par les dif
ferents groupes engages dans les luttes sociales en lien avec l'activite miniere au Perou 
(communautes, ONG,_entreprises minieres et autorites etatiques) re-Vele une periode 
marquee par d'intenses apprentissages et des changements significatifs. Les commu
na:utes et leurs allies ont realise des gains initiaux importants en matiere de coordina
tion et d'organisation a l'echelle nationale. Le secteur minier a du composer avec la 
nature difficile des conflits sociaux dans le pays et l'approfondissement de leurs liens 
transnationaux. Tant les communautes que les entreprises ont demonfre la diversite 
de leurs actions, allant de nouveaux mecanismes visant a supporter le dialogue et les 
accords entre entreprises et communautes jusqu'a des strategies de resistance et de 
confrontation. Dans l'ensemble, ces experiences ont illustre le manque actuel de con
ventions publiques institutionnalisees dans la gestion des conflits sociaux relies au 
secteur minier, la precarite des initiatives privees.et l'urgent besoin de reformes des 
institutions democratiques. Cependant, l'Etat et le secteur minier r~sistent toujours a 
la mise en ~uvre d'importantes reformes, et les communautes et leurs allies n'ont pas 
encore reussi a les engager dans un dialogue fecond Sur les alternatives au cadre de 
gouvernance existant. 

Les donnees et l'analyse presentees ici sont issues de pres de 20 annees de recherche 
et d'activisme sur)es conflits miniers et les organisations internationales officielles, 
telles que l'Organisation internationale du travail (OIT), et d'ONG telles le Reseau 
international de l'exploitation miniere et des communautes (MAC), le Reseau mondial 
sur l'exploitation miniere, la Federation nationale des travailleurs miniers du Perou, 
Caritas France, l'Observatoire des conflits miniers au Perou, le Mouvement pour la 
sante de La Oroya et CooperAcci6n (voir De Echave 2008; De Echave et al. 2008). 
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Les scenarios des conflits et les reactions des communautes 
et de leurs allies 

Les conflits du secteur minier des 15 dernieres annees peuvent etre definis sous divers 
aspects: le degre et la nature de la production, leurs impacts (environnementaux, so
ciaux, economiques, culturels, etc.), la population en cause (rurale ou urbaine), etc. Un 
schema complementaire de classification' qui pourrait contribuer a les simplifier et les. 
regrouper pour !'analyse, schema choisi dans le present article, se tourne vers la situ
ation et Jes demandes soutenues par les communautes dans Jes anciennes et nouvelles 
zones d'activite miniere. 

Tel que mentionne, la croissance de l'activite miniere au Perou durant la derniere de
cennie a eu lieu tant dans Jes zones deja exploitees que dans de nouvelles regions ou cette 
activite n'etait toujours pas significative. En general, dans les zones ou I' exploitation 
miniere etait 'deja presente, et malgre de fortes critiques envers les actions des entre
prises minieres, les demandes des populations ont ete orientees de maniere a changer 
radicalement Jes conditions anterieures et a faire reconnaitre les droits economiques, 
sociaux et culturels affectes par l'activite miniere. Ce qui etait recherche-etait la con
struction d'une relation equilibree entre la presence de l'industrie miniere et le respect 
des droits economiques, sociaux, culturels et environnementaux des populations. Ce 
premier·groupe de conflits comprend de nombreux cas au Perou, comme ceux de la· 
province de Yauli dans le Junin, ou Jes operations minieres ont comrpence au debut du 
xxe siecle et qui futrecemment identifiee comme une des 10 regions les plus contami
nees de la planete (Blacksmith Institute 2007), des communautes riveraines du lac de 
J unfn, entre les regions de J unin et de Pasco dans les montagnes centrales du pays, aussi 
affectees par les activites minieres anterieures; celles de la province d'Espinar dans le 
Cusco, voisines de la mine de Tintaya, propriete de BHP Billiton dans la decennie 1990 
et vendue au groupe minier suisse Xstrata en 2006, un cas ou le conflit s'est eventuel
lement oriente vers le dialogue et des accords entrel'entreprise et la communaute (De 
Echave et al. ~005 1). • 

Un second groupe de conflits concerne les zones sans antecedents d'exploitation 
miniere, particulierement Jes regions du nord du pays, et OU les populations font preuve 
d'une serieuse resistance a l'arrivee de l'industrie miniere sur ses territoires. Les cas de 
Tambogrande sur la cote nord du pays, dans la region de Piura, et du projet Rio Blanco 
dans !es provinces de Huancabamba et Ayabaca, egalement au Piura, representent de 
hons exemples de populations qui resistent a l'activite miniere. La vision de ces com
munautes est que ce secteur d'activite n'est pas inclus dans leur vision du developpe
ment et qu'au contraire sa presence les affecte negativement. 

i. Le Perou est divise en 25 regions administratives (auparavant appelees « departements »)qui 
sont a leur tour divisees ~n provinces. Aucune de ces entites administratives ~'exerce un pouvoir 
impor~ant, le pays.etant hautement centralise politiquement. 
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Les strategies des communautes 

Jusqu'a la seconde moitie des annees 1990, les communautes affrontaient les conflits 
avec les entreprises de fac;on desorganisee, sans grand appui ou soutien. Graduellement, 
quelques cas ont attire l'attention de certaines institutions se dediant a la problematique 
de l'activite miniere et environnementale : celui de la communaute de Vicco clans la 
region du Pasco (Sierra Central), qui s'opposait a un projet de l'entreprise El Brocal2; 
ceux des communautes deja citees de Tintaya clans le Cusco (Sierra Sur); celui de La 
Oroya clans la province de Yauli clans le Junin (Sierra Central) et enfin les conflits a 
Cajamarca (Sierra Norte) ont figure comme les premieres references d'un conflit crois
sant (CooperAcci6n 2007). 

Les principales centrales paysannes de niveau national ne se sont pas impliquees 
clans le sujet minier, malgre la demande d'attention et d'appui de p,lusieurs membres 

I 
de leur base participative pour contribuer ~ la defense des droits face aux entreprises 
minieres. Ni la Confederation paysanne du Perou ( CCP), ni la Confederation nationale 
agraire (CNA) n'ont integre a leurs strategies et priorites une attention a cette proble
matique. 

En consequence, urie premiere rencontre convoquant 40 communautes de differen
tes regions OU l'activite miniere etait presente a eu lieu a Lima en novembre 19983• Cette 
reunion a permis un premier rapprochement entre des communautes de six regions, un 
echange des experiences et l' elaboration d'un diagnostic com mun de la problematique. 
Durant cette rencontre, un accord a permis d'initier un processus de mise sur pied 
d'une organisation des communautes affectees par l'activite miniere et de demander la 
creation d'une commis.sion chargee de l'organisation d'un premier congres. 

C'est ainsi qu'en octobre 1999, apres 12 congres clans les principales regions minieres 
du pays, s'est tenu un congres comptant sur la participation de 400 delegues de 
presque toutes les regions du pays affectees par l'exploitation miniere. Cette reunion a 
resulte d'un accord portant sur la fondation d'une nouvelle organisation de commu
nautes : la Confederation nationale des communautes affectees par le secteur .minier 
(CONACAMI). 

·Miguel Paladn Quispe, representant de la communaute de Vicco de Cerro de Pasco, 
fut elu a titre de premier president et le premier conseil de direction a compte sur la 
presence de dirigeants des principales zones de conflits, de tout le pays : de Cajamarca 
au ·nord, Yauli/La Oroya et Pasco clans la Sierra Central, les regions de Cusco et Huan
cavelica clans la Sierra Sur, la region de la capitale Lima, jusqu'a la region d'Arequipa au 
sud. Le premier congres de CONACAMI fut un evenement important clans la premiere 
etape qui se voulait une tentative d'organisation des populations affectees par la crois
sance miniere de la decennie 1990. 

La denonciation des cas a caracterise cette premiere etape de la CONACAMI. La -
nouvelle organisation s'est positionnee comme etant l'instance la plus representative 
des populations affectees par l'activite miniere, developpant une intense campagne 

2. Le projet de zinc de San Gregorio. 
3. La reunion, convoquee par CooperAcci6n, a eu lieu Jes 23 et 24 novembre 1998. 
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autour des principaux conflits·daRs les diverses regions. La CONACAMI et les institu
tions partenaires4 ont ainsi deploye leurs efforts afin d'appuyer les populations en con
flit. L'approche initiale s'est concentree essentiellement sur la denonciation et la d~fense 
des droits des popµlations face a une activite miniere en pleine croissance. 

Les principales strategies deployees par la CONACAMI se sont articulees autour 
d~ renforcement organisationnel, du developpement des capacites, de la construction 
d'ailiances et du developpement de campqgnes. La jeune organisation a mise s·ur la 
creation d'organes de coordination regionale clans les differentes zones5 et son premier 
plan de travail a mis en tete de liste des priorites un ensemble de cas consideres emble
matiques (voir www.conacami.org; en espagnol seulement). 

Le refus de l'arrivee de l'activite mini~re clans diverses localites ou encore des pro
jets d'expansion a provoque le developpement de la mobilisation de divers acteurs et 
d'initiatives telles que !'organisation de consultations citoyennes (Bebbington et al. 
2007) .. C'est clans la localite de Tambogrande au Perou que s'est organisee la premiere 
consultation citoyenne reliee a l'activite miniere en Amerique latine en juin 2002, 

et il en a resulte le refus indiscutable du projet minier que voulait mettre en place 
I' entreprise canadienne Manhattari Minerals sur le territoire6

• 

La consultation a Tambogrande a represente un moment charniere clans le dossier 
des conflits miniers clans le,pays. Pour les organisations comniunautaires et les ONG, 
la consultation a signifie la mise en pratique d'un plein. exercice de participation ci
toyenne clans lequel la population affirmait sa vision du developpement et clans lequel 
etaient demontrees clans un meme temps les limites du cadre legal en cours. Pour les 
entreprises et !es autorites du ministere de l'Energie et des Mines, ce fut un vrai signal 
d'alarme et une defaite d'envergure qui mettait en peril les plans d'expansion miniere. 

L'exemple de Tambogrande a ete suivi clans d'autres pays de la region. Dans la ville 
d'Esquel, clans la province du Chubut clans la Patagonie argentine, un plebiscite fut or
ganise en mars 2003, qui a resulte par le refus du projet minier aurifere de l'entreprise 
Meridiam Gold, egalement canadienne. Le i8 juin 2005, clans la localite de Sinpacapa, 
de San Marcos, au Guatemala, les citoyens voterent contre le projet aurifere et argen
tifere de l'entreprise Montana Exploradora, une filiale de Glamis Gold. 

L'organisation de consultations et de debats autour de ces cas consideres emble- · 
matiques mis peu a peu a l'ordre du jour la necessite d'approfondir les discussions. 
sur le theme de la gouvernance reliee aux industries minieres. La remise en question 
des cadres legaux en place a ete un_ element central important pour les communautes 
et leurs organisations, tout comme la derriande de creation de vrais mecanismes de 
participation citoyenne. 

4. Essentiellement des organisations non gouvernementales nationales et internationales, comme 
OXFAM-Amerique. 

5. Denommees Confederations regionales (CORECAMI). 
6: «Le NON a gagne avec 25 381 votes, soit 93,95 % des votes emis en considerant Jes votes annules 

ou blancs. Le taux d'absenteisme fut de 26,8 %, une, moyenne acceptable considerant que le vote 
n'etait pas obligatoire - contrairement a la pratique du vote !ors des elections officielles - et que le 
taux d'absenteisme aux elections generales de 2001 a ete de 15 % clans le district». Droit etdemocratie 
Canada, Rapport de la mission d'observation de la consultation de district de Tambogrande, Perou: 
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Dans un meme temps, le conflit minier avanc;:ait clans un contexte de relance des 
investissements miniers a partir de 2003, consequence de l'augmentation des valeurs 
bours~eres et des investissements dedies al' exploration. Les conflits allaient en augmen
tant et les evenements a venir presentaient de nouveaux defis. 

Cette situation a ete denotee clans l'evolution des recents conflits miniers, clans des 
cas aussi differents que ceux de Cerro Quilish et Combayo clans la Sierra Norte clans 
le Cajamarca, et de Tintaya clans le Cusco, et encore plus recemment comme ceux de 
Majaz-Rio Blanco clans le Piura et Las Bambas clans l' Apurimac. Ces cas sont differents 
tantpar les positions adoptees par les entreprises impliquees (leur disposition au dia
logue ou non) que par les niveaux d'organisation et de pouvoir des communautes. 

Les cas de Combayo et de Tintaya, ou les communautes negocierent avec les entre
prises minieres des fonds de developpement local et divers aspects compensatoires, 
permettent d'apprecier les difficultes et les defis s'etant presentes aux communautes 
clans la phase demise en place d'accords clans la conduite des processus de di~logue 
et la gestion des conflits. Identifier les agendas legitimes ou, clans le cas contraire, les 
repenser, consolider les organisations representatives de l'ensemble et non seulement 
de groupes d'interets internes aux communautes et donner une orientation strategique 
aux processus propres sont quelques-uns des themes toujours en suspens et qui doivent 
etre abordes afin que les strategies de dialogue et de negociation ne s'epuisent pas OU 
encore que ces espaces ne se convertissent pas en simples tables de demandes ponctu
elles (De Echave et al. 2005). 

Dans le deploiement des strategies comme clans le cas de Rio Blanco (Mine Majaz) 
clans le Piura, il est egalement possible d'apprecier les particularites du scenario actuel. 
D'un cote, l'expansion mini.ere clans deux provinces de Piura a entraine tout un tra
vail d'incidence locale, nationale et internationale, d'organisation d'acteurs locaux et 
regionaux divers, de construction d'alliances avec des ONG, des medias et le monde 
universitaire. Dans un meme temps, les strategies de resistance sans grande elabora
tion d'alternatives pour le developpement local et sans entrer a fond clans un debat plus 
programme ont demontre leurs limites et n'ont pas permis d'en arriver a la construc
tion d'un discours rassembleur, convaincant et ayant une incidence avec les autres ac
teurs, par exemple, les medias, certaines autorites etatiques, le milieu universitaire, etc. 

Une autre caracteristique des mouvements et conflits recents est la predominance 
des agendas locaux et les enormes difficultes qui existent toujours clans la COn!lexion 
des demandes de chacune des zones avec une proposition plus integrale a caractere 
national. Depuis Tintaya clans le Cusco et Combayo clans le Cajamarca, en passant par 
Majaz clans le Piura, Las Bambas clans l' Apurimac et La Oroya clans le J unin, les mouve
ments ayant affronte certaines corporations minieres ayant leur siege social clans divers 
pays peuvent en arriver eventuellement a la capacite de retenir l'exparision de la mine 
OU de negocier certaines conditions, mais n'ont pas pu entrer clans le debat programme, 
qui vise non seulement a remettre en question les regles du jeu, mais aussi a proposer 
des alternatives de changement. 

La maniere d'articuler les demandes locales selon un agenda a caractere national 
demeure une tache a accomplir. Aborder cette tache permettrait de rapprocher, par 
exemple, les directions nationales d'une organisation comme la CONACAMI et les 

J 
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instances a caractere local et/ou regional et leurs propres agendas. La plupart des dif
ferences actuelles presentes entre les directions nationales et les organisations locales et 
regionales sont en grande partie dues a la deconnexion entre les agendas qui se gerent 
depuis Lima, et au fait que quelques cas eprouvent de la difficulte a se connecter aux 
environnements regionaux. Assembler les agendas, creer des processus de retroaction 
entre ces derniers, renforcer les organisations et les reseaux de travail representent 
quelques lignes d'action qui devraient etre travaillees a l'interieur des mouvements et 
des ONG du secteur minier afin d' en arriver a un impact plus grand et coherent clans les 

. debats nationaux et internationaux, et ainsi progresser vers une gouvernance democra
tique et durable clans un dialogue entre le gouvernement et les entreprises. 

Il importe_ d'indiquer que ces thematiques viennent a etre analysees et commencent 
a etre travaillees par quelques institutions non gouvernementales et la CONACAMI, 
cherchant a reprendre les alliances et les structures appropriees. Des processus com
muns d'evaluation, des modifications aux structures d'organisation et la necessite 
d'insufiler aux processus de developpement_institutionnels une planification strate
gique adequate ainsi que la convergence clans !'attention a quelques cas emblematiques 
sont quelques-uns des aspects ayant motive ces initiatives et nouvelles rencontres qui, 
pour le moment, se situent a un stade initial. 

Le travail des organisations non gouvernementales 
Un groupe d'organisations non gouvernementales a joue un role crucial clans les 
processus d'articulation des acteurs sociaux clans les zones d'influence du secteur 
minier. Initialement, clans la periode 1996-1999, ce fut un groupe reduit cl' institutions 
qui provenaient d'experiences de travail reliees aux themes miniers, agraires et clans 
une proportion moindre se dediaient egalement a la problematique environnemen
tale. Dans ce groupe figuraient des organisations telles que le Groupe de recherche 
economique ECO, !'Association civile du travail7, le Centre peruvien des etudes sociales 
(CEPES), la Societe peruvienne de droit environnemental (SPDA) et CooperAccion8

• 

Selon divers degres d'intensite et d'implication, ce groupe d'institutions a appuye le 
processus initial cl' articulation et de realisation du premier congres des communautes 
qui a donne lieu a la fondation de la CONACAMI. Quelques institutions ont assum¢ 
un engagement d'accompagnement permanent_ de la nouvelle organisation, alors que 
les autres l'effectuaient en fonction des zones geographiques, des cas ou des themes 
specifiques. 

Ce qui est certain, c'est que cette etape a identifie un travail voisin entre ce groupe 
d'institutions et la CONACAMI. En termes generaux, les strat~gies qui appuyaient 
ces organisations etaient les memes que celles considerees prioritaires par les com
munautes : renforcement organisationnel, developpement des capacites, construction 
d'alli.ances, campagnes et incidence. 

7. Jusqu'a la fin des annees 1990, LABOR developpait principalement ses activites dans la ville de 
Ilo, Moquegua dans le sud du pays, ou se trouvaient de grandes mines de cuivre. 

8. Fondee en juillet 1997. 
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Un second moment de rapprochement du travail des ONG a ete l'appui au cas de 
Tambogrande. Dans un contexte de conflit plus virulent, a partir de l'annee 2000, la 
decision, fut prise de former une table technique afin d'appuyer clans ce cas-ci une 
initiative issue des secteurs de l'Eglise catholique de Piura9 et qui fut soutenue par la 
Commission episcopale de l'action sociale (CEAS). 

La creation de la Table technique de Tambogrande s'est averee la principale expe
rience d'un travail formellement articule au niveau des ONG clans un cas de conflit a 
caractere minier. Cette initiative vient de la necessite de profiter des specialites, expe
riences et relations de chacune des institutions_ clans un espace permettant d'accr,oitre 
les capacites et d'intervenir clans le conflit de fac;:on organisee. 

Le cas de Tambogrande fut aussi un nouveau moment de renforcement du travail 
interinstitutionnel avec l'integration de nouvelles organisations provenant du champ 
de la defense des droits de la personne, comme Diaconia de Piura, la Coordination na
tionale des droits humains, la Fondation Ecumertica pour le developpement et la paix 
(Fedepaz) et l'Association ProDerechos Humanos (APRODEH), qui ont fait partie de 
la Table technique clans un deuxieme temps. 

L'influence de la Table technique a divers moments du conflit de Tambogrande a 
ete decisive: ses membres ont fourni des informations sur le projet et l'entreprise, ont 
structure la campagne mediatique au niveau national, ont donne un appui-conseil pour 
les themes environnementaux, economiques, legaux et organisationnels, ont participe 
aux debats, ont app_uye l'organisation de la consultation, et ont etabli des contacts et 
des campagnes au niveau national (Meloche 2006). L'experience developpee par la 
Table technique clans le cas de Tambogrande et les resultats atteints ont ete evalues 
tres positivement par les organisations non gouvernementales et ont ete eleves au rang 
de reference pour d'autres espaces formes posterieurement pour l'appui d'autres cas 
de conflits: La Oroya clans le Junfn, Cajamarca et plusrecemment celui de Majaz clans 
le Piura. 

Toutefois, cette experience a egalement ete le point de depart d'un nouveau mo
ment cl' articulation plus ample et permanent, qui s'est solde par la fondation du reseau 
Muqui en 2004 (voir www.muqui.org; en espagnol seulement). Sous l'initiative et la 
coordination anterieure de la CEAS et avec la participation d'un groupe assez vaste 
d'institutions non gouvernementales, tant de Lima que de diverses regions, un travail 
permanent en reseau a pris forme, organise selon le caractere geographique et les axes 
thematiques. 

Le reseauMuqui s~est defini comme « un es·pace de travail coordonne entre les insti
tutions nationales et locales qui promeuvent le developpement durable et la defense des 
droits des communautes locales clans les zones d'influence miniere et metallurgique ». 

De cette fac;:on, il etait question d'en arriver a la consolidation d'un travail soutenu clans 
un espace permettant la generation d'un effet multiplicateur des actions que chaque 
inst_itution pourrait developper separement. 

9. Initiative appuyee par l'eveque de Piura a l'epoque et !'institution Diaconia pour la justice et 
la paix. 
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Avec la definition d'objectifs et de plans strategiques communs, le reseau Muqui 
a organise le travail au niveau national et clans les differentes regions ou il interve
nait a parti'r du travail de ses associes. Les institutions formant le reseau proviennent 
essentiellement de trois noyaux : les organisations munies d'une grande experience 
clans les themes miniers, celles travaillant- sur les themes relies a l'environnement et, 
en troisieme lieu, les organismes provenant du mouvement de defense des droits de la 
personne. 

La formation du reseau n'a pas annule le developpement des initiatives et strategies 
de chaque institution. Les differentes perspectives ont ete respectees; de cette fa<;:on, et 
malgre I' absence d'un accord commun, quelques-unes des institutions ont maintenu 
leur presence clans les espaces de travail comportant plusieurs acteurs, par exemple 
le Groupe de dialogue minier ou les tables de dialogue specifique, comme celles qui 
se developpent clans quelques regions (voir www.grupodedialogo.org.pe; en espagnol 
seulement). · _, 

-
En 2006, en pleine Campagne electorale, le reseau Muqui a presente au pays una 

agenda para una mineria que aporte al desarrollo sostenible («Un agenda pour une 
exploitation miniere contribuant au developpement durable » ). Cette proposition re
connaissait !'importance ~conomique de I' exploitation miniere, le potentiel e~istant de 
croissance et, de plus, les defis en suspens qui devaient etre abordes pour rencontrer 
des sorties harmonisant la croissance economique, les variables environnementales et 
sociales, et le respect des droits des populations. L'agenda du reseau Muqui cherchaiUt 
affirmer un caractere de propositions et d'alternatives clans cet espace. 

Actuellement, le reseau Muqui est coordonne par !'institution Fedepaz et son noyau 
de direction est forme par des representants des institutions APRODEH, Grufides, 
CEAS et CooperAcci6n. 

Les entreprises et le role de l'Etat 

Les strategies des entreprises 
Bien que clans le contexte international les entreprises minieres aient r.e<;:u beaucoup 
d'attention au Sommet de la Terre en 1992, ces dernieres ont developpe, jusqu'a la fin 
de la decennie 1990, quelques initiatives sans grande organisation. Ces initiatives se 
sont exprimees a travers quelques codes de conduite et alignements de politiques de 
responsabilite sociale. 

Jusqu'a la seconde moitie de cette decennie, le conflit social avec les communautes 
voisines au Perou ne s'evaluait pas comme etant une vraie menace a l'expansio.n miniere 
et il etait juge que quelques interventions ponctuelles, selon une log1que de compen
sation des impacts, pouvaient surmonter les resistances qui se faisaient sentir clans 
quelques zones. La formation de la CONACAMI en 1999 s'est averee un premier signal 
d'alarme et a cree la preoq:upation des entreprises mini~res au Perou. La.reponse fut . 
egalement un processus µe regroupement et d'adequation institutionnelle: la Societe 
nationale des mines, du petrole et de l'energie (SNMPE) a cree un Comite des affaires 
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sociales afin d'aborder de fa<;:on articulee un conflit qui etait visiblement en croissance 
en nombre et en magnitude (voir www.snmpe.org.pe; en espagnol seulement). 

D'un autre cote, la presence renovee et la plus grande influence de groupes miniers 
transnationaux au Perou ont permis un lien avec les processus internationaux et le 
conflit a commence a se faire'reconnaitre comme etant global a la fin de la decennie. 
En i999,. les principales entreprises minieres de niveau mondial avaient lance l'Initiative 
globale des mines, dans iaquelle d'un cote il etait reconnu que (( l'industrie n'avait 
pas ·repondu adequatement face aux problemes sociaux et environnementaux » et de 
l'autre cote etait propose le developpement avant le second Sommet de la Terre (Rio 
+10) - fixe pour le mois de septembre 2002 - d'une initiative concrete sur trois conti
nents: le projet Mines, minerais et'developpement durable (voir www.iisd.org; Glave 
et Kuramoto 2002). 

Au milieu de ces initiatives globales, les strategies d'un secteur de dialogue a l'interieur 
des entreprises furent identifiees avec une plus· grande clarte au Perou, cherchant a se 
rapprocher des autres groupes d'interets et misant sur divers changements. Ce secteur 
a commence a s'occuper des espaces integrant de multiples acteurs qui s'etaient crees, 
comme le Groupe de dialogue minier et diverses tables de dialogue, entre autres celle 
de Tintaya dans la province d'Espinar dans le Cusco, qui impliquait l'entreprise BHP 
Billiton et les communautes voisines. Egatement a cette etape, les processus de struc
turation des nouvelles gerances des affaires sociales ont ete notoires, avec de nouveaux 
contingents de professionnels provenant de specialites des sciences sociales et des rela
tions avec des entreprises consultantes qui commencerent a conseiller les entreprises 
sur les themes sociaux. 

Toutefois, et meme si les tendances plus conservatrices des entreprises etaient per
ceptibles, ces dernieres resistaient a l'idee de perdre des espaces dans des unions comme 
la Societe nationale des mines? du petrole et de l'energie. Dans chaque eclatement de 
COnflit OU Situation de polarisation, il etait note la predominance d'un discours de 
confrontation qui tentait d'expliquer les problemes uniquement et exclusivement par 
!'existence d'un « complot anti-minier », propulse par la CONACAMI et un groupe 
d'ONG. Un moment de grande polarisation fut la consultation de Tambogrande, dans 
laquelle, malgre que de nombreuses entreprises eurent reconnu les erreurs commises 
par la jeune entreprise canadienne Manhattan, la Societe nationale des mines, du pe
trole et de l'energie a termine en s'alienant face a la menace et la crainte que se ge
neralisent les consultations. 

Cette situation a provoque un durcissement des strategies entrepreneuriales qui 
s'exprimaient dans des communiques publics et dans l'affrontement ouvert avec des 
organismes comme la CONACAML Par exemple, les entreprises refusaientd'accepter 
un processus de dialogue national propose par la CONACAMI, suite a une marche 
nationale en 2003. Cette o.rganisation avait reussi a faire accepter par le gouvernement 
la formation d'une instance de dialogue selon un schema tripartite : Etat, entreprises . 
et communautes representees par cette organisation. Les entreprises n'acceptaient pas 
la representativite de CONACAMI et la reconnaissaient comnie n'importe quelle or
ganisation non gouvernementale. Finalement, !'initiative de dialogue n'a jamais reussi 
a s'installer, ce qui fut considere comme une victoire par les enfreprises. 
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Un secteur plus sensible aux themes d'image institutionnelle et de responsabilite 
sociale des entreprises - forme principalement par des representants d'Antamina et 
BHP Billiton - ont developpe par exemple un code de conduite de la Societe nationale 
des mines, du petrole et de l'energie10

, la pratique de bilans sociaux pour les entreprises 
.et l'appui aux experiences de dialogue comme celui de la Tintaya ou I' audit externe sur 
les themes sociaux a Antamina (Szablowski 2002, 2004); mecanismes dans lesquels 
les processus de negociation et de participation innoverent et parviI].rent a quelques 
accords inedits. 

Des eclatements de ~onflits precedents, comme ceux de la mine Yanacocha dans 
le Cerro Quilish, a Cajamarca, OU encore la prise de la mine de Tintaya11,,6nt mis a 
l'epreuve les differentes strategies corporatives. Bien que dans le cas de Cerro Quilish 
les premieres reactions de l'entreprise en appelerent a !'argument de « la manipula
tion, I' agenda cache, les positions anti-investissements et anti-mines, etc.», le discours 
changea vers la fin du con flit. L' entreprise miniere Yanacocha, dans un evenement sans 
precedent, accepta dans un communique public le fait que sa presence eut « affecte le 
mode de vie et les coutumes de la population» et reconnut qu'elle n'avait pas toujours 
compris « la magnitude de ces changements, ni ecoute les demandes et preoccupations 
justifiees exprimees durant ces annees par la communaute de Cajamarca12 ». 

Dans le cas de Tintaya, la prise violente de la mine le 21 mai 2005 a mis a risque les ac
cords pris avec les communautes. Cependant, _et sans prenqre en compte les conseils et 
les critiques du secteur plus conservateur de la Societe nationale des mines, l'entreprise · 
BHP Billiton a poursuivi en misant sur le processus et s'est plutot appuyee sur ses mem
bres - parmi eux, les organisations communautaires et des ONG - pour surmonter la 
crise (De Echave et al. 2005). 

Est-ii question de deux cadences ou de deux strategies en cours du cote des entreprises? 
Une, portee plutot sur le dialogue et la seconde, plus <lure et <lite de confrontation? II est 
difficile d'affirmer que ces deux strategies ont marche de fac;:on permanente en parallele 
OU de maniere dissociee. Apparemment, plusieurs entreprises ont passe d'une a l'autre en 
fonction de I' evolution de leurs propres conflits et objectifs particuliers. · 

. Les marches et contremarches depuis l'Etat 
Les conflits ont fait ressortir que le cadre legal mis en place dans la premiere moitie de 
la decennie 1990, quoiqu'il pouvait etre catalogue comme etant efficace afin d'attirer 
des investissements, presentait de serieuses limitations pour faire face .aux problemes 
sociaux et environnementaux causes par la croissance de l'activite miniere. En reponse 
a cette situation, un enseri1ble d'initiatives peu articulees ont emane depuis l'Etat, refle-

10. Qui fut finalement approuve a la fin de 2003. 

11. En aoi'it 2004 et mai 2005. 

12. Declarations journalistiques du 10 avril 2008, de Manuel Pulgar Vidal de la Societe peruvi
enne de droit environnemental et Ivan Lanegra, gerant des ressour~es naturelles et de Ia gestion de 
l'environnement du gouvernement regional de Junin. 
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tant dans un Iheme temps des avancees et reculs et, jusqu'a aujourd'hui, ne rep-ondant 
pas aux problemes de fond. 

Un exemple fait reference au theme sensible qu'est l'environnement. Divers as
pects ont ete absents de la gestion environnementale du secteur minier au Perou : 
parmi ceux que nous pouvons souligner, !'absence d'une approche transsectorielle, 
d'institutionnalisation et de ressources afin de mener la gestion environnementale, le 
developpement de normes de reference aux limites maximales permises d'impacts, la 
gestion des passifs et la mise en place de vrais mecanismes de decentralisation et de 
participation citoyenne donnant acces a de !'information utile afin que les populations 
affectees puissent exiger le respect de leurs droits. 

Les tentatives de construire un nouveau cadre legal repondant aux defis de la gestion 
environnementale au pays ont rencontre jusqu'a maintenant de serieuses resistances 
et un manque de volonte politique vers une reforme. Une proposition de nouvelle 
Loi generale de l'environnement, presentee en 2004 est finalement approuvee avec plu
sieurs amendements: par exemple, les standards de !'Organisation mondiale de la Sante 
furent refuses, sous pretexte que les pays en developpement « ont droit a des standards 
speciaux ». 

Une autre demande permanente a ete la construction d'une veritable autorite na
tionale environnementale autonome. En 2007, au moyen de la Loi 28964, les fonctions 
de supervision et de fiscalite des activites minieres furent transferees a un organisme 
du secteur de l'energie (OSINERG), qui jusqu'alors etait charge de la regulation et de 
la fiscalite des sous-secteurs de I' electricite et des hydrocarbures. C' est ainsi qu' est ne 
OSINERGMIN. . 

Cette decision a ete analysee par Defensoria del Pueblo (2007). Dans un rapport 
portant sur les conflits socio-environnementaux, il etait souligne que « la decision de 
charger la OSINERGMIN du contr6le environnemental minier ne. solutionnait pas 
le probleme a moyen et long terme, considerant que cette entite n'avait pas sous son 
contr6le les fonctions de regulation et d'evaluation environnementales ».En effet, cette 
proposition du ministere de l'Energie et des Mines a maintenu les competences cen
tralisees, comme celles de I' approbation des etudes d'impacts environnementau:ic. 

Cette situ.ation s'est repetee avec la creation du ministere de !'Environnement du 
Perou. Selon plusieurs specialistes13, les instruments efficaces pour resoudre les pro
blemes environnementaux du pays n'ont pas ete donnes a la nouvelle entite et le 
ministere de !'Environnement n'a pas le pouvoir d'approuver les etudes d'impacts en-

. vironnementaux des projets d'investissement comme ceux des industries minieres. 
En conclusion, les processus mis en place par l'Etat n'ont pas produit les change

ments permettant de s'occuper des dimensions sociales et environnementales des con
flits relies a I' exploitation miniere. La predominance d'une gestion sectorielle deficiente 
ri.'a pas permis de repondre adequatement aux demandes des acteurs et n'a pas non plus 
renforce les dynamiques de participation citoyenne opportunes et de contr6le indepen-

i3. Declarations journalistiques du 10 avril 2008, de Manuel Pulgar Vidal de la Societe peruvi
enne de droit environnemental et Ivan Lanegra, gerant des.ressources naturelles et de la gestion de 
l'environnement du gouvernement regional de Junin. 
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dant. L'essor d'une nouvelle generation d'initiatives de reformes du fonctionnement de 
l'Etat demeure un travail a accomplir. 

Les pressions du nouveau cadre 

Un premier. element a preciser est relie aux caracteristiques du cadre actuel en lien 
avec les industries 'minieres au Perou et l'agenda du debat. Nous ne devons pas perdre 
de vue que depuis les quatre dernieres annees nous sommes arrives a un nouveau mo
ment clans lequel l'activite miniere et les autres activites d'extraction - comme celle 
des hydrocarbures - ont cherche a consolider un cadre de croissance de moyen et long 
terme. Quelques indicateurs des des dernieres annees demontrent un dynamisme simi~ 
laire a celui des.meilleures annees de la decennie 1990: augmentation des investisse
ments en exploration, croissance des concessions, etc. D'un autre cote, les objectifs du 
gouvernement peruvien et des entreprises ont ete fixes : plus de 16 milliards de dollars 
d'investissement minier clans les prochaines cinq annees et la recuperation des niveaux 
de croissance de la decennie de 1990. 

Totitefois, l'eclatement de la crise financiere au niveau mondial et ses impacts clans 
le secteur de l'economie ont ouvert un nouveau moment: la recession declaree clan~ 
les principales economies mondiales, surtout ~n Amerique du Nord et clans les pays de 
l'Union europeenne,jumelee a la baisse du dynamisme des economies comme la Chine 
et l'Inde, a fait baisser depuis octobre 2008 les prix des principaux metaux. Un mois 
suite a l'annonce de la crise, la baisse des cotes boursieres de presque tousles metaux a 
ete importante : -38,62 % pour le cuivre, -38,91 % pour le nickel, -36,67 % pour le zinc, 
c31,87 % pour l'etain, -30,45 % pour le plomb, -18,26 % pour Faluminium. Il en fut de 
meme pour l'or et l'argent, mais"en proportion moindre, pour ensuite retrouver leur 
valeur initiale. 

La question essentielle est:« Combien de temps durera ce·nouveau moment et quels 
seront les plus grands effets de la crise internationale sur le secteur minier »?En pre
mier lieu, nous ne pouvons mettre de cote qu'au milieu de l'essor des cotes des metaux 
des dernieres annees, les budgets finarn;:ant les activites d'exploration partout clans le 
monde se sont envoles depuis 2003, jusqu'au sommet record de 2008. Il est connu 
que les activites cl' exploration miniere s'ont les premieres a ressentir les changements 
issus des situations de crise et les baisses consequentes des cotes boursieres. En general, 
les entreprises minieres tendent a reduire leurs budgets d'exploration clans un con
texte de turbulence, tout comme les jeunes entreprises - aussi actives en exploration 
clans les dernieres annees - reduisent leurs activites compte tenu de leur dependance 
a l'obtention de ressources clans les marches-financiers. Ainsi, avec des marches fi
nanciers fermes et la chute des actions des entreprises minieres clans les principa:les 
bourses du monde, tout pointe vers une chute des flux d'investissement des activites 
cl' exploration, et clans plusieurs cas de maniere radicale, comme cela s'est produit a 
partir de·1997 au moment de la crise russe et asiatique. 
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D'un autre cote, il est prevu, selon ce contexte, qu'il y aura un retard clans de nom
breux projets d'investissement deja identifies comptant deja sur .des operateurs et un 
calendrier etablis. Le portefeuille de projets miniers au Perou annonc;:ait de maniere 
optimiste plus de 16 milliards d'investissements jusqu'a 2012, portant sur des agran
dissements, explorations et developpement de projets. Cependant, selon le nouveau 
cadre, les projets de metaux industriels (les plus nombreux au Perou) seront assure
ment restreints. 

En realite, !'evolution des cotes boursieres en evitant une chute encore.plus grande 
depend du comportement des econom.ies de la Chine et des autres pays emergents 
comme l'Inde. Il est connu que la Chine est devenue le principal consommateur inter
national de produits, avec la consommation d'environ 25 % de la production mondiale 
des principaux metaux : la Chine est un importateur net et menac;:ant de cuivre, de fer, 
de plomb, de nickel et de zinc. Une bonne partie de la demande de metaux de la part 
de la Chine est due aux enormes investissements clans les infrastructures publiques, a 
la'production manufacturiere du pays et a l'activite de construction en general. 

En consequence, !'evolution de l'economie chinoise influencera de maniere decisive 
le comportement des prix internationaux des metaux. Il est egalemertt certain que ce 
qui arrive avec ces cours boursiers dependra egalement du comportement mondial 
des niveaux de production, de la gestion des stocks de mineraux et des fluctuations du 
dollar. 

L'agenda en suspens et le besoin d'une nouvelle generation 
d' initiatives 

Le conflit minier a constamment ete en evolution et le contef(te actuel voit apparai
tre de nouveaux themes, defis et processus. Par exemple, des differends sont apparus 
au Perou sur le theme des ressources, comme clans le cas de la redistribution des re
devances minieres OU des reclamations portant sur la gestion des fideicommis miniers 
clans quelques regions: 

Il est egalement question de' prendre en consideration !'apparition de sujets comme 
les menaces de deplacement de quelques populations suite· au developpement de nou
veaux projets, tels que les cas du projet Toromocho clans le district de Morococha 
clans la province de Yauli, Junin, et du developpement du projet Las Bambas et de la 
communaute de Fuerabamba, clans la province de Cotabambas clans l' Apurimac. Dans 
un cas comme clans l'autre, !'absence d'instruments adequats et de l'Etat, ainsi que la 
predominance d'une relation totalement asymetrique entre les entreprises et la popula
tion sont evidentes. 

Un autre theme clans le cadre des conflits miniers est celui du travail, selon divers 
aspects. D'un cote, le malaise des travailleurs miniers est evident, pour les conditions 
de travail et le salaire, et se reflete clans l'augmentation du nombre de greves, des tra
vailleurs s'y investissant et surtout, l'indicateur principal, le nombre d'heures-hommes 
perdues. Pour le moment, ce conflit est present clans l'espace des relations bilaterales 
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entre les syndicats et les entreprises, a l'interieur des conventions de travail et non dans 
les convocations aux greves nationales. 

D'un autre cote, un autre sujet peu exploite fait son apparition dans la relation entre 
les entreprises minieres et d'hydrocarbures et les communautes : Ies accords de tra
vail. Par exemple, il est frequent de constater que les entreprises optent pour l'octroi 
de contrats, pour divers travaux, a des membres des communautes vbisines. Cela se 
produit tant dans le secteur minier comme dans .celui des hydrocarbures et les _cas 
les plus notoires ont ete les conflits entre les membres des communautes d'Achuar et 
Pluspetrol en Amazonie (essentiellement pour une question de demande salariale des 
travailleurs des communautes du.lot iAB, qui demandaient une augmentation de i ooo 
a i 500 soles) et dans la zone d'influence du projet Las Bambas (en Apurimac, dans la 
Sierra Sur) pour une demande d'augmentation salariale. Dans les deux cas, les opera-
tions ont ete paralysees. ' ' ' 

11 est certain que ces cas proposent de nouvelles balises dans le contexte des conflits 
sociaux avec des entreprises d'extraction. Les accords entre les entreprises et les com
munautes qui abordent les aspects du travail repondent a differentes strategies: pour 
les entreprises, il est clair que ce type d'accords cherche a rencontrer un appui dans au 
moins quelques secteurs des communautes, pendant que pour les communautes, il est 
question d'en arriver a des avantages a court terme avec des revenus au-dessus de la 
moyenne de la zone. 

Toutefois, ces deux strategies retardent et/ou n'abordent pas les questions de fpnd. 
Les conflits demontrent l'extreme fragilite des accords. De plus, ils favorisent certains 
pendant que les autres se sentent exclus, ce qui provoque la division des communautes, 
tant a l'interne qu'avec les communautes voisines. 

En termes generaux, les conflits et !'ensemble de leurs variantes peuvent etre vus 
en meme temps comme cause et consequence. Bien que les entreprises et les derniers 
gouvernements preferent les conceptualiser exclusivement comme la cause principale 
de stagnation des rythmes de croissance, ils peuvent etre vus comme la consequence 
de ce qui ne fonctionne pas adequatement: par exemple, dans le cadre des regulations 
et/ou dans les mecanismes institutionnels relies a ce secteur. Dans cette situation, il 
importe de se questionner sur la possibilite que les entreprises et les autorites pensent a 
de nouvelles etapes d'expansion du secteur'minier sans changements substantiels dans 
les regles du jeu. ' 

Dans ce contexte, les principaux points en suspens de l'agenda minier devraient etre 
repris, surtoutles rapports aux aspects sociaux et environnementaux, qui ne resisteront 
pas a une nouvelle expansion acceleree de l'industrie miniere sans mecanismes effectifs 
de regulation et de contr6le, et sans un agenda la reliant de maniere claire et effective 
au developpement durable dans les zones concernees. Done, reforme institutionnelle, 
developpement de.nouveaux instruments de gestion pour les questions sociales et en
vironnementales, amelioration substantielle des processus de participation citoyenne et 
gestion optimale des profits que genere l'activite miniere sont quelques-uns des sujets 
apparaissant a l'agenda des debats de nos jours. ' . 

Nous ne pouvons oublier que !'evolution recente du secteur minier et celle des conflits 
demontrent de serieux problemes de gouvernance dans le pays. Le defi, par consequent, 
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reside clans la recuperation de la gouvernance et surtout la recuperation de la gouver
nance democratique. Cela signifie de construire un caractere institutionnel ayant une 
capacite reelle de repondre aux demandes qui se presentent et de gerer la dimension 
sociale et environnementale du developpement durable clans le pays. 

Le renforcement de la gestion publique reliee au secteur minier est un aspect de
terminant pour la construction d'une gouvernance democratique. Le defi consiste a 
generer une gestion equilibree et independante, rendant propice a la participation ci
toyenne opportune et informee. C'est uniquement de cette fac;:on que les organismes 
de l'Etat peruvien pourront retrouver la confiance des populations et surmonter la 
·perception de partialite et d'incompetence de leurs actions. 

Lq reforme de la gestion publique reliee au secteur minier doit partir d'un bon dia
gnostic integral de son fonctionnement, pour ensuite definir sa refonte. Ce sujet genere 
des debats et de serieuses resistances, comme le prouve la creation recente d'un minis
tere de !'Environnement, qui a vu le jour avec des fonctions amendees. Un nouveau 
caractere institutionnel, generant des mecanismes con.fiants pour traiter les demandes 
des diverses populations et des autorites locales, sera de grande _utilite clans la gestion 
des conflits et l'amelioration des relations entre les differents groupes d'interet clans les 
zones d'influence de l'activite miniere. 

Cependant, clans le dernier contexte, la, situation s'est averee beaucoup plus com
plexe et a evolue en direction opposee. N'oublions pas que, clans le cadre des facul
tes accordees au pouvoir executif pour I' implantation du traite de libre-echange avec 
les Etats-Unis, pres d'une centaine de decrets ont ete publies, faisant la promotion de. 
l'investissement prive clans le pays, en meme temps que se degradaient les normes de 
protection sociale et environnementale. 

Cet ensemble de decrets legislatifs a preoccupe clans la mesure de leur impact sur 
les droits des C0mmunautes paysannes et autochtones du pays, comme le prouvent 
les recentes mobilisation clans la jungle peruvienne et le denomme conflit de Bagua 
(Federaci6n Internacional de Derechos Humanos 2009). Aux cotes des propositions 
cherchant a reduire le niveau de votation afin de prendre des decisions sur les disposi
tions de la terre communautaire s'est ajoute_un decret, le 1064, qui tentait de delaisser 
la norme qui favorisait l'accord et par consequent de rendre superficielle la negociation 
entre les titulaires de l'activite miniere ou d'hydrocarbures et les proprietaires terriens. 
Il faut ajouter que ces changements normatifs n'ont pas pris en compte la resolution le
gislative 26253, selon laquelle est approuvee la convention 169 de l'OIT, qui etablit clans 
son article 6 que « [l]a consultation des peuples indigenes doit etre mise en place selon 
des procedures appropriees, de bonne foi, et a travers les institutions representatives de 
ces peuples »a chaque fois que sont prevues des mesures legislatives ou administratives 
susceptibles de les affecter dire_ctement 

Dans un contexte comme celui decrit, il n'est pas difficile de supposer que des cas 
presentant des aspects complexes suivront et qu'il sera necessaire de poursuivre les 
efforts pour faire evoluer ces conflits par les canaux democratiques contribuant a une 
reelle gouvernance democratique clans le pays: Cela est d'autant plus necessaire clans 
le cadre de la crise internationale ou, bien que cette derniere apportera moins de flux 
d'investissement clans le secteur minier, les entreprises pourraient en profiter afin de 
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conserver - et s'il est possible - de baisser les normes sociales, environnementales ou 
de pression fiscale. 

Selon ce scenario, pour avancer vers la gouvernance, il ·aevient pertinent d'insister 
sur la reprise des principaux dossiers en suspens clans l'agenda minier, surtout les rela
tions avec les aspects sociaux et environnementaux, qui ne resisteraient pas a une nou
velle expansion acceleree de l'activite miniere sans mecanismes effectifs de regulation 
et de controle, et sans un agenda la reliant clairement ~u developpement durabl~ clans 
les zones OU elle s'implante. Consequemment, les reformes institutionnelles approfon
dies, le developpement de nouveaux instruments de gestion des themes sociaux et en
vironnementaux, l'amelioration des processus de participation citoyenne et la gestion 
optimale des profits que genere l'activite miniere sont quelques-uns des themes qui 
apparaissent clans l'agenda minier au Perou. 

Est-ce que les processus d'articulation ayant vu le jour durant toutes ces annees et 
qui ont contribue a la defense des droits des communautes sont adequatement prepares 
pour ce scenario? Une des taches a accomplir consiste precisement a realiser une sorte 
d'analyse de l'ajustf'.m,ent entre ce que nous avons, ce qui a ete reussi, les besoins qui 
doivent etre combles et les initiatives qui doivent etre prises. Cette analyse peut nous 
aider a identifier les avancees et ce qui manque : quelles nouvelles capacites et quelles 
nouvelles strategies devraient etre developpees en reponse au nouveau contexte. 

De nos jours, les conflits generent des scenarios et des defis distincts de ceux de la fin 
des annees 1990. Differents acteurs comptent sur une capacite de reponse differente : 
de nouvelles initiatives et instances operationnelles s'organisent ou sont en voie de 
construction, et les entreprises ont egalement evolue et presentent des discours et des 
strategies beaucoup plus elaborees. 

Bien que les organisations reliees a la lutte pour les droits des communautes pre
sentent des experiences et des reussites importantes, comme le travail a Tambogrande, 
Tintaya, La Oroya ou encore le recent cas de Majaz, il existe quelques preuves de l'af
faiblissement des structures. Du cote des com~unautes, un dynamisme plus faible est 
perceptible, tout comme la presence d'espaces de structuration nationale qui viennent 
couvrir quelques regions avec l'emergence d'acteurs locaux: fronts de defense, rondes, 
federations, tables. Cependant, ces organisations reussissent a repondre au-conflit qui 
les affecte directement, avec des demandes precises et un agenda local qui eprouve de 
la difficulte a considerer uii.e echelle nationale. 

De son cote, les organisations non gouvernementales jouent un role crucial, mais 
n'ont pas reussi a construire des espaces et des mecanismes operationnels permettant 
des actions plus efficaces avec des contenus plus elabores et se projetant clans un espace 
plus grand. Il faut approfondir les alliances, construire des'ponts avec d'autres espaces 
qui devraient deja etre des allies. importants, comme pourraient l'etre le milieu univer
sitaire, quelques organismes comme Defensoria del Pueblo, les institutions regionales, 
les reseaux internationaux, etc. 

Pour les organisations communautaiies et les reseaux d'organismes non gouverne
mentaux, les principaux succes se trouvent clans le controle de la resistance et la defense 
des droits. Ils ont demontre une capacite de reponse et de remise en question des regles 
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du jeu, mais presentent actuellement des difficultes a entrer dans un debat 'de fond a 
caractere programme. 

Ce qui a ete atteint par ces organisations et reseaux n'est pas sans signification. Ce
pendant, dans un contexte comme celui decrit ici, il est facile de supposer que des 
situations de conflit continueront a eclater dans les prochaines annees et qu'il sera 
necessaire d'avoir des repercussions a l'aide d'i~struments plus efficaces et des allian
ces plus importantes. S'il n'y a pas d'initiatives de structuration ayant la capacite de 
faire passer ces conflits par les canaux democratiques et pacifiques et en fonction d'un 
agenda commun, nous continuerons a voir des mouvements isoles. Ces mouvements 
pourront avoir une certaine efficacite de reponse dans les conflits locaux, themes et 
cas specifiques, mais ne pourront structurer l'agenda national relie au secteur minier. 

Le defi semble etre passe a d'autres niveaux: une piste est celle du debat relatif au 
programme, qui remet en question les regles du jeu, les strategies qui pretendent main
te.nir le statu quo et qui met sur la table en meme temps des propositions alternatives, 
aptes a regrouper non seulement les acteurs de toujours, mais aussi a attirer de nou
veaux allies. Done, l'objectif ne devrait pas etre seuleinent de recuperer les niveaux de 
structure perdus, sinon de developper de. nouvelles strategies repondant de maniere 
efficace aux nouveaux defis. 

Structurer les composantes qui cherchent a construire la gouvernance democratique 
avec l'agenda du droit et generer des processus permettant que ces composantes se 
retro-informent et puissent identifier de nouveaux points d'equilibre economiques, 
sociaux, culturels et environnementaux, sont des taches centrales pour I' ensemble des 
organisations reliees a la defense des droits des communautes affectees par les entre
prises minieres. 
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Reviews * 'Recensions 

Earth Matters: Indigenous Peoples, the Extractive Industries, and 
Corporate Social Responsibility 

Ciaran O'Faircheallaigh and Saleem Ali, eds. 
Sheffield, UK: Greenleaf Publishing, 2008. hb, 272 pp. ISBN 978-i-906093-16-7 

As its title indicates, this thought-provoking volume discusses the topical subject of 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) in the extractive industries and the impact of 
large-scale resource development on indigenous peoples' traditions, cultures, and live
lihoods. The book critiques the corporate strategies, processes, and practices of extrac-

, tive companies in their dealings with indigenous communities, and questions whether 
CSR can help bring about fundamental change in the distribution of the benefits and 
costs of large-scale resource exploitation. Overal!, the authors ably demonstrate the 
complexity of issues, relationships, and interactions between and among extractive 
companies, indigenous communities, NGOs, and governments in natural resources 
development. , 

The book makes a valuable contribution by helping readers understand the con
textual nature of CSR, the specific political, social, and legal contexts that encourage, 
corporations to act either responsibly or irresponsibly, and the different response 
mechanisms employed by NGOs (local, national, and international), governments, and 
indigenous peoples to hold corporations accountable for their business decisions, poli
cies, and practices. We are introduced to strategic options that different actors adopt to 
move their individual and common interests and agendas in resource exploitation, and 
we are offered explanations as to why their success significantly varies. 

The authors employ diverse disciplinary and theoretical lenses to present captivating 
readings on themes spanning stakeholder engagement, multi-stakeholder networks, 
contractual agreements, shareholder activism, gender, employment, and environmen
tal justice. However, readers not already familiar with the concept of CSR will find the 
introductory chapter does little to advance their comprehension of the subject or of the 
alternative theoretical perspectives underpinning CSR. 

The geographical coverage of the case studies is diverse, representing experiences 
of indigenous peoples from Australia, Canada, Ecuador, New Zealand, Papua New 
Guinea, Indonesia, Peru, Russia, and the United States. Unfortunately, we do not get 
to read of the experiences of indigenous peoples in Africa or from within the mega
economies of China and India. 
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As the book reveals, indigenous peoples have historically been treated as second-rate 
citizens in places where corporations exploit natural resources on a large-scale basis. 
The volume contributors highlight very well the plight of indigenous communities af
fected by the operations of extractive companies. The catalogue of negative impacts 
includes loss of livelihoods, lack of employment opportunities, violence, denial of ac
cess to land, intrusion upon ancestral lands, lack of participation and representation in 
decision-making arenas, and pollution and deforestation.' It is therefore not surpris
ing that all the contributors explicitly or implicitly discuss the violation by extractive 
companies (in some instances with the help of governments) of the principle of free, 
prior, and informed consent, a concept that, although mentioned on various occasions, 
is not explained. 

For. practitioners who might be seeking a how-to manual, this book offers numer
ous lessons but no quick answers to the question of how to ensure extractive compa
nies practice meaningful CSR in operations affecting indigenous communities. Beyond 
having their thoughts provoked, readers hopefully will begin to visualize some of the 
challenges corporate managers and CSR practitioners face in their attempts to uphold, 
respect, and protect the principle of free, prior, and informed consent: These challenges 
relate to the complex political, social, and legal contexts within which extractive com
panies operate. It is evident from the case studies presented in the book that there is 
no one-size-fits-all approach to overcoming the ethical, political, social, and economic 
challenges faced by indigenous communities the world over, or for resolving the issues 
corporations have to address on a regular basis. 

Nonetheless, if CSR is to become an effective mechanism by which to ensure that 
corporations respect, promote, uphold, and fulfill the rights of indigenous peoples, 
students of business and society, scholars, policy-makers, and practitioners across all 
sectors will have to continue questioning the fundamentals of how business is con7 

ducted in the extractive industries. Extractive companies will need to work closely with 
state and non-state actors to transform the social, political, and economic dimensions 
of the competitive contexts in which they conduct business. Importantly, all actors will 
have to continue working tirelessly to radically change business practices and how they 
relate to one another so as to let indigenous peoples live a dignified life, since this is 
their right, not a privilege. 

This book is a must-read for all students broadly interested in business and society, 
business and development, public social responsibility, and good governance. 

Judy N. Muthuri 
International Centre for Corporate Social Responsibility, 

Nottingham University Business School 

i. It must be said that these challenges are not unique to indigenous peoples but are also experi
enced by non-indigenous communities where there are extractive, large-scale agricultural companies 
and other companies using huge amounts of natural resources, esp_ecially in devdoping countries. 
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Corporate Citizenship in Africa: Lessons from the Past, Paths 
to the Future · ' · , 

Wayne Visser, Malcolm Mcintosh, and Charlotte Middleton, eds. 
Sheffield, UK: Greenleafpublishing; 2006. hb, 285 pp. ISBN 978-1-874719-55-7 

By including chapters written by academics, practitioners, and corporate actors on and 
outside the continent, this book takes a multidisciplinary approo,ch to the subject of 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) in Africa. Commendably, it presents the debate 
from different perspectives, describing both successful and unsuc~essful experiences, 
identifying gaps, and offering ways for improvement. The book shows how the prac
tice of CSR has affected specific chailenges facing the African continent, and with case 
studies further examines some of the ~est practices of companies in Africa and the 
challenges faced by companies that engage with the concept. The book also explores 
what the African continent might learn from other parts of the world and what it can 
contribute to the wider global debate on the subject. · 

The core chapters of the book a~e grouped by theme into seven parts. These include 
leadership and governance, community and environment, heath and HIV I AIDS, indus
tries and sectors, s.upply chain and small and medium enterprises, and globalization. 

The two chapters in the first part serve as the introduction to the book. Visser, Mc
Intosh, and Middleton first set the background and offer reasons why corporate citi
zenship has acquired important relevance in the African co'ntext. They underscore the 
historical perception of the continent as presenting a "moral dilemma for the rest of the 
world," which has led to a problem-focused approach to research on Africa (1~). Theed
itors show that the literature about the continent generally neglects emerging and sig
nificant positive changes in its development. They also explore the interconnectedness 
of the problems facing Africa with regard to the policies of Western countries. Against 
this backdrop they discuss the role of big business in Africa, which has generated mixed 
results over the past 100 years. On the one hand, there is the much publicized involve
ment of big business in corruption, environmental degradation, exploitation oflabour, 
and human rights violations, and on the other, there is the contribution of business 
to development in the form of fMeign investment; creation of jobs, transfer of skills, 
infrastructural development, and social responsibility programs (12)~ 

A core argument that has emerged in this discussion about the role of business in 
Africa's development holds that the private sector may have a significant, still untapped 
potential role to play in solving social, economic, and environmental problems in Af
rica. In the literature, it is widely contended that corporate citizenship in Africa has 
its own unique features, different from those found in other regions of the world. The 
complexities of the African context require innovative, original approaches, which the 
book encourages and successfully explores. 

The second chapter, by Visser, reviews ten years·of CSR research in Africa. He notes 
the low quantity of published research, the focus in this literature on business ethics, 
and its predominant concern with South Africa. He advocates increasingly diverse (in 
content and geographic scope) research on corporate citizenship in Africa, and ob-
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serves that there had indeed been a significant increase in research output in Africa 
since the chapters of the volume had been prepared. However, this is not unusual for a 
book dealing with a fast-changing area. 

The four chapters in the second part of the volume deal with leadership and gover
nance, and focus on corporate strategies and management commitment toward em
bedding corporate citizenship in a governance framework. The chapter by Lynham et 
al., arguably the best chapter in this section, discusses the role of business in furthering 
socio-political goals. The authors focus on the progressive action of some business 
leaders in helping to realize the democratic transformation of South Africa. Using the 
theoretical framework of the "servant leadership concept," the chapter examines the 
experiences of South African business leaders in the mid-198os to mid-199os. The writ
ers conclude that the servant leadership philosophy underlies the business leaders' ap
proach in South Africa, and that their experience may be instructive for future debates, 
especially in the global context. 

The third part of this volume focuses on the social and ecological dilemmas often 
faced by businesses on the continent. Hayes argues in favour of inoving environmen
tal issues up the corporate citizenship agenda, as has been done in Europe and North 
America. He considers this an essential ingredient of corporate responsibility. The 
other two chapters in the section present evidence from the field on. how the environ
mental practices of business are being transformed in Africa. 

The next three sections describe how corporate practices in various sectors and in
dustries are affecting various issues, especially in the area of HIV and health. Hartig 
et al. provide a notable evaluation of the performance of multi~million-dollar projects 
in the pharmaceutical industry targeted at finding sustainable livelihood solutions for 
women, chlldren, and communities affected by HIV I AIDS in South Africa. The chapter 
contends that early and continued consultation with various stakeholders, including 
government officials and local community members, is important. It further argues 
that transparency is required to achieve success. 

The last section, on globalization, also doubles as the conclusion to the book. The 
section links the African debates to the wider international context. Orock faults mul
tinational corporations for not globalizing their notion of corporate citizenship from 
their Northern "home" to their African "host" locations. Mcintosh, on the other hand, 
reflects on how businesses· in Africa should take CSR more seriously in order to con
tribute positively to the continent's development. 

While the book correctly note~ the narrow geographical focus of the literature on 
corporate citizenship in Africa, it can be faulted for the same thing. More than a third 
of the chapters in the volume focus on South Africa. The remainder cover a handful 
of countries that appear to be randomly selected. It is interesting to note that despite 
the tremendous importance of corporate citizenship in Nigeria, and especially in the 
oil industry, this is not reflected in the book. Another shortcoming arises from the 
questionable objectivity of some of the chapters. An example is Peterson and Shaw's 
contribution (arguably the weakest in the book), which reads more like a public rela
tions article for De Beers than an analysis. 
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In addition, the book does not pay adequate attention to the legal aspect of CSR 
in Africa. A notable exception is Muthuri and Mwaura's work on how corporate law 
reform can encourage social responsibility to alleviate the uneven distribution and use 
of information and communication technology in Africa. 

Notwithstanding its shortcomings, Corporate Citizenship in Africa provides an in
valuable contribution to the academic discussion of the topic. It offers a bridge between 
theory and practice, and is essential reading for those interested in corporate citizen
ship in Africa. 

Olufemi Arnao 
Brunel Law School, Brunel University 

Mineria transnacional, narrativas del desarrollo y resistencias sociales 
[Industrie miniere transnationale, relations au developpement et 
resistances social es] 

Maristella Svampa et Mirta A. Antonelli (dir.), 2009, 

Buenos Aires : Editorial Biblos, 319 p. 

Profondement traumatisee par ses debacles economiques depuis au moins le milieu 
de la decennie 1970, !'Argentine se trouve maintenant confrontee a uncertain noin
bre d'agitations sociales bien fondees face a la croissance des investissements dans le 
secteur minier. Les complexites, tensions et risques du developpement minier dans 
ce pays du cone Slid ont ete soigneusement analyses par Maristella Svampa et Mirta 
A. Antonelli dans leur ouvrage « Mineria transnacional, narrativas del desarrollo y 
resistencias sociales » [Industrie miniere transnationale, relations au developpement 
et resistances sociales]. Les huit chapitres de leur ouvrage repondent au defi de dresser 
un portrait detaille et vigoureusement analyse du secteur minier argentin depuis sa 
croissance exponentielle a)'aube des annees 1990 jusqu'aux reactions sociales qui en 
ont decoule. 

L'ouvrage est divise en deux sections principales. Les quatre premiers chapHres trait
ent de themes tels que les modeles d'investissement, la nature de !'exploitation miniere 
dans les plus recentes phas.es de croissance, le nouveau role de l'autoregulation cor
porative ainsi que certaines caracteristiques principales des luttes ayant emerge dans 
diverses communautes affectees par !'exploitation miniere. Adoptant une approche 
plutot generale, ces chapitres reussissent !'exploit de bien presenter ces themes centraux 
vers une bonne comprehension du developpement du secteur minier depuis les annees 
1990. Alors que les chapitres de cette premiere section se concentrent sur !'evolution 
de !'exploitation miniere en Argentine, les personnes s'interessant au secteur minier 
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trouveront un bon nombre d'informations tres utiles portant sur des questions essen
tielles: la responsabilite sociale des entreprises, les regimes nationaux et internationaux 
d'investissement et les strategies discursives developpees par l'industrie pour pallier les 

'resistances des communautes locales face a l'exploitation miniere. 
Toutes les contributions a l'ouvrage utilisent les outils conceptuels requis pour bien 

comprendre la nature et l'ampleur du phenomene analyse. Le premier chapitre, redige 
par Maristella Svampa, Lorena Bottaro et Marian Sola Alvarez, s'avere tres important: 
les auteures y traitent des caracteristiques contemporaines de l'industrie miniere en 
Argentine et dressent un portrait plus que juste de la magnitude des changements dans 
les communautes affectees par l'extraction miniere a ciel ouvert. Ce chapitre donne le 
ton pour ce qui est d'un des apports les plus essentiels de l'ouvrage: la conceptualisa
tion des moyens par lesquels les entreprises d'extraction ont exerce leur pouvoir au 
niveau local, national et regional. Les auteures pretendent que cette conceptualisation 
doit prendre en compte le declin de la position hegemonique du neoliberalisme et ' 
des notions de progres et de modernisation qui, selon plusieurs variantes, forment la 
base du developpement dans la region. De plus, cette conceptualisation doit se faire 
selon une reference a une nouvelle - et probablement irreconciliable - tension entre le 
developpement et les luttes pour l'emancipation (p. 50). En bref, le developpement est 
un processus qui doit etre considere selon ses multiples facettes, dont son pouvoir de 

' reduire au silence les visions alternatives de participation et de modernite. 
Les divers themes developpes dans l'ouvrage s'articulent autour des preoccupa

tions des auteurs face a l'inclusion sociale. Plus specifiquement, le contraste entre 
les alternatives de participation et d'inclusion mises en relief par les communautes 
locales, et entre le pouvoir de l'Etat et des acteurs du secteur prive presentant leur 
propre agenda, comme etant au-dela.de la sphere politique, est particulierement frap
pant. C' est d'ailleurs le sujet du chapitre de Mirta Alejandra Antonelli sur l' exploitation 
miniere et l'intervention culturelle. lei, les concepts tels que le developpement durable, 
et !'exploitation miniere responsable sont analyses selon leur implication dans la con
struction des discours empechant toute forme possible ~e discussion. Ces discours 
deviennent des realites absolues supportees par le controle qu'exercent les entreprises 

· sur la production et la diffusion de la connaissance face a l' organisation communale. 
De son cote, Maria Eugenia Arias Toledo traite de l'importance fondamentale de 

l'infrastructure regionale, qui est venue a supporter la croissance de l'investissement 
prive dans les projets de developpement. Son analyse de certains projets tels que 
l'Initiative pour l'integration des infrastructures regionales sud-americaines (URSA) 
repr~sente le point de depart de l'enjeu de la centralisation de l'Etat pour rendre viable 
et localement adapte un projet de developpement d'ampleur regionale. 

Le second. chapitre de Maristella Svampa, Lorena Bottaro et Marian Sola Alvarez 
fournit les elements principaux de l'analyse des mouverhents sociaux ayant ete devel
oppes suite aux projets miniers dans diverses communautes argentines. Depuis les 
confrontations dans la ville d'Esquel, dans la province du Chubut, des communau
tes a travers le pays se sont organisees afin de denoncer les pratiques des entreprises 
d'extraction miniere et les consequences environnementales de leurs actions. A la fin 
de l'annee 2008, approximativement 70 assemblees communales etaient composees 
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d'acteurs provenant de classes multiples (p. 123:....124). Ce chapitre detaille avec clarte et 
justesse theorique la constitution de ces mouvements, leur evolution et leur capacite de 
relever Jes divers defis qu'ils ont affrontes. 

Les quatre chapitres de la seconde section se concentrent sur des etudes de cas des 
mouvements de resistance parmi les plus emblematiques d'Argentine: Esque! (par 
Maria Cecilia Marin), Minera Alumbrera (par Horacio Machado Arfoz), La Rioja (par 
Norma Giarracca et Gisela Hadad) et San Juan (par Mauro Orellana, Silvina Giovan
nini, Angelica Vega et Dolores Rocchietti). Ces etudes de cas proposent un examen bien 
documente sur les aspects causant des frktions entre Jes communautes et les projets 
miniers, par exemple sur !'utilisation de J'eau OU Ja pollution inherente a !'exploitation 
a ciel ouvert, en relation avec des experiences de communautes presentes dans d'autres 
pays et regions. Plus encore, ces chapitres rendent une signification politiquement con
crete de la responsabilite sociale des entreprises et des enormes asymetries de pouvoir 
a la construction des consensus entourant l'etablissement d'un projet d'exploitation 
miniere. Malgre Jes efforts concertes des institutions internationales, des Etats et des 
entreprises afin de presenter I' exploitation miniere en tant qu'alternative economique 
socialement responsable et durable, il apparait clairement que seule la resistance des 
communautes affectees par !'exploitation miniere peut fixer les limites de l'effet de
structeur de ce type d'activite. 

En conclusion, alors que l'ouvrage traite de plusieurs·fa<;:ons des notions de pouvoir 
et de resistance, certains aspects de ces luttes n'ont pas fait l'objet de !'attention qui au
rait ete necessaire. Par exemple, le role du travail dans I' evolution des rnnflits analyses 
n'a pas ete tres considere. 11 en va neanmoins d'un excellent ouvrage qui contribuera 
certes aux moyens fondamentaux de developpement des outHs conceptuels et analy
tiques requis pour une meilleure comprehension de la logique et la dynamique de la 
plus recente phase de croissance du secteur minier en Argentine et en Amerique latine. 

Traduit de l'anglais par Francis Brown 

Viviana Patroni 

Universite York 

Mining and Development in Peru With Special Reference to The Rio 
Blanco Project, Piura, [Exploitation miniere et developpement au 
Perou: Le projet Rio Blanco, Piura] · 

A. Bebbington, M. Connarty, W. Coxshall, H. O'Shaughnessy, et M. Williams, 2007 

Peru Support Group (PSG), 2007. 71 p. 

Dans un recent article en tribune libre du Financial Times (19 aout 2009), Moises Nairn 

met en lumiere le role desolant joue par les entreprises extractives, particulierement celles 
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du secteur niinier et des hydrocarbures, clans la construction d'une economie politique 
orientee vers la stabilite du developpement social et de la democratie. L'auteur deplore le 
fait que les pays ayant evite les pieges de la« malediction de la ressource », comme le Chili, 
constitueni plutot des exceptions et non la regle d'usage. Le Conseil international des mines 
et metaux (ICMM), un groupe industriel, a repondu a Moises Nairn en pretendant avoir en 
main des exemples de collaboration entre tousles acteurs en jeu qui auraient produit ce qui 
serait considere comme le « prix du developpement » (Lettre au Financial Times, 25 aout 
2009). Parmi les cas cites, le ICMM met en relief celui du Perou. 

Dans un rapport opportun et accessible pour tout lecteur, le Groupe de soutien au 
Perou (GSP1),duquel !'auteur de ce compte rendu est un membre, analyse un projet 
specifique clans le nord du Perou, qui sera d'interet aux etudiants interesses par les 
industries extractives et par le concept de developpement. L' etude demontre comment 
le role des entreprises ayant pour activite principale I' exploitation miniere au Perou · 
est vu comme un moteur de developpement economique. Pendant de nombreux sie
cles, le secteur minier s'est avere la principale bouee de sauvetage de l'economie avec 
I' exploitation de I' argent, du cuivre et de l'or, qui represente aujourd'hui la principale 
exportation. La volatilite de la demande de minerais provient un modele de develop
pement instable al ors que I' extraction miniere a, comme clans de nombreux pays riches 
en ressources, longtemps contribue a aggraver les inegalites sociales. Un afflux impor
tant d'investissements clans ce secteur depuis la decennie i990 a servi a accentuer de 
tels problemes de disparites sociales au Perou. Et malgre les affirmations de l'ICMM, il 
demeure impossible de determiner si I' exploitation miniere aide a reduire le taux eleve 
de pauvrete et d'iniquite clans le pays, ou encore si cette activite contribue vraiment a 
renforcer les institutions democratiques faiblement constituees du Perou. 

Une des difficultes d'evaluation du role des industries extractives clans le developpe
ment reside clans le manque de rigueur et de details des cas sur lesquels se base I' analyse. 
L'etude du GSP, sous la direction d'Anthony Bebbington de l'Universite Manchester, en 
est un excellent exemple. L' analyse po rte sur le po ten ti el du developpement de la mine 
de Rio Blanco au nord du Perou, un projet ayant genere enormement d'acrimonie, 
allant meme jusqu'a des conflits violents entre les acteurs impliques. Bien que les cir
constances de Rio Blanco puissent etre vues coinme etant particulieres, I' etude du cas 
offre un apen;:u interessant des raisons pour lesquelles ce recent projet minier clans les 
montagnes peruviennes s'est avere si conflictuel. 

Tel que le mentionne l'etude, le bureau du protecteur du citoyen du Perou fournit 
de nombreuses preuves du nombre et de l'intensite de conflits recents similaires a Rio 
Blanco a travers la cordillere des Andes. La collaboration et le consensus entre les ac
teurs en jeu ne semblent done pas etre la norme. 

L'etude du GSP est proposee comme une reponse au conflit verbal lors d'une rencon
tre au Parlement britannique entre les representants des communautes de Rio Blanco 
et ceux de l'entreprise Monterrico Metals, qui a son siege au Royaume-Uni. Le rapport 
contient les resultats d'une delegation formee d'experts envoyee a Rio Blanco, com
posee d'Anthony Bebbington, d'un depute (Michael Connarty), d'un anthropologue 

' Peru Support Group. 
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(Wendy Coxshall), d'un journaliste (Hugh O'Shaughnessy) et d'un expert en hydrolo
gie (Mark Williams). L'etude en question cherche a analyser et contextualiser cette 
lutte portant .sur le developpement minier, et a mettre en lumiere les lecrons a retenir 
de ses consequences. Malgre que les actions en bourse de Monterrico Metals aient ete 
reprises depuis !ors par le coriglomerat chinois Zijing, le developpement de la mine 
demeure paralyse. -

Les six premiers chapitres sont consacres au contexte du Rio Blanco, aux conflits 
y sevissant et au travail d'evaluation de la delegation d'experts. Ces chapitres souli
gnent la nature troublee des rapports entre !'exploitation miniere, le developpement, 
la democratie et l'environnement, au Perou, tant dans la region de Piura que dans les 
autres regions du pays. Il est egalement question de l'origine et de I' evolution du conflit 
entre l'entreprise Monterrico Metals et les communautes dans lesquelles la mine devait 
etre construite, mais dont le consentement explicite n'a jamais ete donne selon l'etude. 
Cette partie du rapport inclut quelques references utiles sur des problematiques telles 
que le drainage des mines acides, la planification de !'utilisation du territoire et la perte 
pour les communautes de cette partie du Perou. Il est egalement question d'importants 
rapports emis par l'entreprise en cause. 

La seconde partie de l'etude (chapitres 7 a 10) se penche sur les divers problemes 
au cceur du conflit et sur les arguments utilises par Jes deux groupes d'acteurs. Cela 
implique une evaluation des impacts probables du developpement du projet minier 
dans la region, des consequences possibles sur l'environnement des communautes et 
des autres regions limitrophes ainsi que des imperatifs institutionn,els visa:nt les apports 
politiques, environnementaux et de developpement benefiques aux regions concernees 
pa~ le projet. Sur ce dernier point, !'analyse se concentre sur !'absence d'institutions 
etatiques efficaces au niveau local afin d'en venir a des accords et capables de fournir un 
cadre global de developpement ~armonieux d'un projet ayant d'importantes retombees 
locales et regionales. La section du professeur William sur Jes risques environnemen
taux; pas exclusivement en lien avec ceux specifiques au projet, est particulii!rement 
utile. Le chapitre 11, quant a lui, formule quelques suggestions generales au sujet des 
criteres appropries qui doivent etre pris en consideration dans toute decision d'aller de 
!'avant OU non et SUr les Structures de gouvernance a adopter pour eviter les risques de 
derapage si le projet est adopte. 

L'etude apporte done une reponse evidente a la question posee par Moises Nairn: Plus 
les institutions ~tatiques legitimes sont deficientes dans les regions concernees par un 
projet minier, plus le projet est en proie aux conflits et aux mesententes. Cela est du au 
rapport inegal de pouvoir entre Jes entreprises miniere~, une compagriie etrangere dans 
le present ca:s, et Jes autres acteurs. Cet ecart de pouvoir ne peut permettre une mediation 
efficace et benefique d'un tel conflit. Nous pouvons penser qu'il ya ici une difference entre 
le Perou et le Chili, un pays ayant un developpement etatique plus marque. 

Le GSP a su prouver par son etude que le cas du Rio Blanco, tout comme d'autres 
projets dans les regions eloignees des Andes peruviennes, souffre d'un manque total de 
presence etatique au niveau local. Les entreprises d'exploitation miniere se retrouvent 
souvent a assurer plusieurs_fonctions autrement assumees par l'Etat, comme le main
tien de l'ordre public.Le rapport demontre egalement comment le travail du ministere 
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de l'Energie et des Mines pose les bases d'eventuels conflits d'interet: sa tache prin
cipale est d'attirer les investissements etrangers, alors que !'evaluation des impacts 
environnementaux et sociaux releve de son mandat. Une des recommandations de 
l'etude portait sur la creation d'un nouveau ministere de !'Environnement, done d'une 
instance independante a la recherche d'investissements. Cette recommandation a ete · 
depuis lors suivie, toutefois sans que ce nouveau ministere ne dispose de tout le mor
dant necessaire pour faire face a la musique. 

Tout en donnant un espace sympathique aux opposants au developpement minier 
clans le nord du Perou, le rapport du GSP ne se positionne pas pour autant comme un 
ennemi a I' exploitation miniere. L'argument principal utilise est que le developpement 
minier devrait proceder de maniere a respecter les interets de ceux et celles affectes de 
pres OU de loin par de tels projets d'exploitation, particulierement en Ce qui a trait a 
la preservation de l'environnement ~ta la minimisation des impacts sociaux negatifs 
qui accompagnent trop souvent le developpement minier. Considerant la necessite de 
gerer des differences fortement problematiques entre les divers groupes d'interets, la 
presence d'un Etat effectif, democratique et participatif peut etre un quiproquo pour 
tout « prix du developpement )) appele a etre realise. 

Traduit d~ l'anglais par Francis Brown 

John Crabtree 
Centre latino-americain, Universite d'Oxford 

Navigating Neoliberalism: Self-Determination and the 
Mikisew Cree First Nation 

Gabrielle Slowey 
Vancouver: UBC Press, 2009. hb, 160 pp. ISBN: 978-0774814058 

I approached this text with a mixture of trepidation, wariness, and intrigue, prepared 
for yet another work that continued tci document the "Indian Problem,"' wa1y that 
neo-liberalism and globalization would be presented·as complementary to indigenous 
peoples, and intrigued by how the author planned to support her argument that neo
liberalism and globalization could contribute to creating conditions conducive to in
digenous self-determination. The voluminous academic literature, government reports, 

I. The "Indian Problem" is the public policy paradigm that sees indigenous peoples as problems 
that need to be solved. In a Canadian context, see Noel Dyck, What is the Indian "Problem"? Tutelage 
and Resistance in Canadian Indian Administration (St. John's, NL: Institute for Social and Economic 
Research, Memorial University, i991). 
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and local experience strongly suggest the inimicality of these two ideological and struc
turing forces toward Native peoples. The indigenous encounter with globalization (at 
least of the European variety) in this hemisphere began more than half a millennium 

. ago, and the experience has not been positive.The standard development narrative 
presents indigenous peoples as policy objects reacting more to external policies and 
actions than acting on their own sets of ideas to pursue a desired future. They are pre
sented as possessing limited power and a set of outdated and unproven ideas as well as 
cultural mindsets not conducive to engaging in creative ways with modernity. Thus, 
it was a pleasure to read a text that challenged this simplistic narrative and presented 
indigenous peoples-in this case, the Mikisew Cree First Nation (MCFN) in northern 
Alberta-as fully cognizant and active agents in shaping their own future. 

Navigating Neoliberalism is a case study that explores the actions of a small, First 
Nation community in northern Alberta as it has sought to improve its living conditions 
over the last two decades. The Mikisew Cree First Nation signed Treaty 8 in 1899, was 
made promises with respect to lands; spent the next 87 years· trying to convince the 
Government of Canada to make good on those promises, and eventually in 1986 settled 
their claim by accepting approximately 12,000 acres of land and CDN$26.6 million. 
In exploring their progress; Slowey makes a link between the historical fur trade and 
contemporary oil development, showing that the MCFN had dealt with globalization 
first through the North West Company aqd later through the Hudson's Bay Company, 
both of which have been in this area for at least 200 years. The MCFN have plenty of 
experience to draw upon. 

In Slowey's view, rieo-liberal globalization is a powerful force that is restructuring the 
social, political, and economic institutions of capitalism developed after World War IL 
Slowey argues that governments, reacting to neo-liberal forces, act to create stable in
vestment environments and to dismantle, or at least reduce, the scope of action of the 
contemporary welfare state. Particularly in Canada, indigenous peoples have been ben
eficiaries of the welfare state, although many would argue that the modern n~tion-state, 
regardless of political characterization, is hostile to them. The Treaty Land Entitlement 

. policy,' which provides some certainty over land title, is one way this neo-liberal objec
tive is pursued. Another is the policy of program transfer from the federal government to 
First Nations governments. Slowey argues that these restructuring actions are conducive 
to indigenous self-determination because they provide land and capital for improved 
market participation of the Natives as business owners and/or equity partners. Corpora
tions have done their bit by focusing on improving the skill and knowledge of the labour. 
pool. The conditions for what Slowey calls "market-driven self-determination" are set. It 
is unclear, though, what t)1e. parameters and limitations of this type of self-determination 
are or how it might proceed under different market conditions. 

Slowey examines the various changes that have occurred since the 1986 Treaty Land 
Entitlement settlement that provided the MCFN with opportunities for a more robust 

2. The Treaty Land Entitlement Policy is part of the Government of Canada's Comprehensive Pol
icy on _Indian Land Claims. It provides funds to First Nations to buy lands, or the right to select Crown 
land,_ or both where the full amount ofland provided for in historic treaties was not actually provided. 
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engagement with the modern capitalist economy, particularly in the oil sector. She 
seeks to understand how this small First Nations community is navigating the forces 
of neo-liberal globalization. In her estimation, the MCFN leadership has proved adept 
at adapting to the current time. They have created a set oflocal institutions that fa
cilitate more effective market participation, developed linkages and relationships with 
members of the local and provincial market economy that promote mutual benefit, 
created modern institutions that support local development, and implemented a local 
governance structure that organizes the local economy in ways that enable outsiders to 
have a sense of familiarity, comfort, and trust. 

The MCFN leadership's action to improve their community is occurring in the 
context of a neo-liberal environment that provides an ideological and structural op
portunity for indigenous peoples to advance self-determination (but not necessarily 
self-government) agendas as the Canadian ·state itself adjusts to these same forces. 

The brief six-chapter text provides a historical and contemporary overview of the 
Mikisew Cree First Nation at Fort Chipewyan as well as a discussion of the link 
between political and economic self-determination (which is consistent with the 
findings of the various endeavours of the Harvard Project on the American Indian 
Economy and the i996 Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples). The 

, core of the text (chapters 3, 4, and 5) explores the actions of and consequences for 
the MCFN in three areas: self-determination, politics, and economics. A final chapter 
focuses on governance questions and .issues arising from this latest encounter with 
globalization. 

This study makes two contributions to the literature on indigenous self-determi
nation and development. On a practical level, it demonstrates the importance and 
necessity of a coherent and consistent political vision to drive development, as well 
as the importance of measuring outcomes in more than economic terms. The link 
between governance and economic action is again highlighted. The need for a long
term consistent and adaptive development effort is also reinforced. Development in 
Mikisew terms is measured as an improvement in the overall quality of life for the 
nation as a whole, not just for individuals within it. While materiality is an important · 
aspect of this quality oflife, other aspects, 'such as political agency and control, qual-

. ity economic engagement and participation, and identity reinforcement and develop
ment are significant and cannot be neglected. 

On a theoretical level, the case study illustrates the emerging use of indigenous 
knowledge and thought as a paradigm in thinking about develo_pment. Although not 
presented in this fashion, in my reading, it is clear that the MCFN leadership has not 
abandoned its cultural ideas regarding the importance of collective effort, community, 
or holism but has used them as foundations for navigating neo-liberal political forces. It 
would be helpful to examine the MCFN experience through the lenses of post-colonial 
theory and alternative modernities.3 The MCFN, in my view, is creating its own ver-

3. See Bill Ashcroft, On Post-Colonial Futures: Transformation of a Colonial Culture (London: 
Continuum, 2001); Bill Ashcroft, Post-Colonial Transformation (New York: Routledge, 2001); Dilip 
Parameshwar Gaonkar, ed., Alternative Modernities (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 200~). 
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sion of modernity, illustrating the emerging view of multiple modernities rather than a 
single universaLmodernity based on European assumptions and ideas. 

Escaping the Resource Curse 

David Newhouse 
Trent University 

Macartan Humphreys, Jeffrey Sachs, and Joseph Stiglitz, eds. . 
New York: Columbia University Press, 2007. hb, 408 pp. ISBN 978-0-231-14196-3 

The socio-economic and environmental crises attendant upon the exploration and pro
duction of oil have garnered increasing attention in recent years. Stories of the environ
mental and conflict-driven devastation of the Niger Delta (and its effects on oil prices), 
or the smooth flow of oil out oflraq despite large-scale infrastructure devastation, have 
entered common knowledge. Perhaps fewer have noticed that vast new areas of oil ex
ploration are being opened up in the global South, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa. 
However, global awareness that oil development is often a "curse" has certainly grown. 
In part, this growing aware~ess has led to the popularity of campaigns for transparency 
in oil revenue management in the global South, such as the "Publish What You Pay" 
campaign led by a large network of international NGOs, or the Extractive Industry 
Transparency Initiative, led by the British Department for International Development 
and the other GS bilateral donor agencies. In this light, Escaping the Resource Curse · 
provides a salient, in-depth presentation of macro-political and macroeconomic con
siderations for states looking to avoid the resource curse. 

In the foreword to the book, George Soros describes its purpose as "provid[ing] 
practical and independent advice from leading experts to policy makers in resource
rich countries about how to maximize long-term benefits from their natural wealth and 
avoid the pitfalls of the resource curse" (xv). Following this goal, Humphreys, Sacks, 
and·Stiglitz bind the discussion in the volurne within a narrow definition of the re
source curse: the phenomenon by which "[c]ountries with large endowments of natural 
resources, such as oil and gas, often perform worse in terms of economic development 
.and good governance than d~ countries'with fewer resources" (1; emphasis added). 

The book is divided into three parts. The first section presents prescriptions for 
oil-rich states to better negotiate with internatieinal oil companies (IOCs), including 
through a ~etter understanding of th'e fiscal terms of oil contracts (David Johnston), 
negotiating strategies for oil agreements (Jenik Radon), and concession auction 
models (Peter Cram ton). The comparative analyses of oil contracts, auction models, 
revenue management laws, and the broader regulatory structures for the oil and gas 
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industry in oil-dependent states is experdy compiled and more comprehensive than 
any I have seen in comparable volumes. In particular, Johnston's chapter provides a 
level of detail useful to those looking to understand "industry best practice" in fiscal 
incentives. This alone makes the book an invaluable resource for analysts, policy
makers, and civil society groups interested in the macroeconomics and macro-poli
tics of the oil and gas industry. 

The second section adqresses macroeconomic management strategies, including 
analysis of_ economic indicators of oil-producing countries internationally (Geof
frey Heal), and of macroeconomic management strategies for oil wealth to avoid the 
so-called Dutch Disease (Jeffrey Sachs), and a chapter that bridges the political and 
economic analysis by bringing an understanding of how economic decisions in oil
produ~ing states are inherently political (Humphreys and Sandhu). While this section 
does not provide much new analysis, it does challenge some ofthe assumptions com
mon to the dominant arguments about the resource curse. For instance, Sachs unpacks 
the economics of tl1e Dutch Disease-the tendency for oil revenues to lead to declining 
terms of trade for non-oil export sectors:__and argues that it is only a disease if oil rev
enues are not invested in a national development strategy. Additionally, Humphreys 
and Sandhu elaborate the political challenges to natural resource funds, a financial tool 
often uncritically promoted. 

The three chapters in the final section address the macro-political aspects·of the 
resource curse. Michael Ross discusses the issue of reducing inequality in mineral-rich 
states. Bell and Faria's comparative analysis of revenue management laws and their 
prescription for drafting new ones are quite detailed, making the chapter a valuable 
resource. Terry Lynn Karl bridges the macroeconomic and macro-political concerns of 
the resource curse with the local socio-economic and socio-environmental concerns of 
people at the sites of extraction, and argues for the establishment of a transparent, fiscal 
social contract between states and citizens. Her analysis provides the most comprehen
sive discussion of the politics of petro-states included in this volume. 

The different chapters include some pleasantly surprising nuances that are missing in 
much of the current work on the resource curse, and on transparency more generally. 
These include a brief discussion of governance failures and opacity issues within IOCs 
(27), the often valuable function that opacity serves for IOCs in dealings with.states 
arid civil society (266), and more generally a recognition of the global oil system into 
which both IOCs and state actors fit (270). These topics have seldom been breached in 
mainstream discussions of transparency and extractive industries. 

The concluding chapter contains some interesting suggestions that address the envi
ronmental impacts of the oil industry, another topic often neglected in resource curse 
analyses. One suggestion would require corporations to post bonds to ensure environ
mental cleanup (324). Another would involve reducing the ability of parent companies 
to claim "limited liability," or legally limited responsibility, for their subsidiaries when 
they violate environmental and ethical standards (327). Unfortunately, however, these 
are only briefly noted in the conclusion of a volume that otherwise focuses exclusively 
on the macroeconomics and politics of the producing state. This is disappointing, given 
the painfully clear and well-documented links between oil industry modes of operation, 
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the local environmental and socio-economic impacts of those operations, resultant 
social upheaval and political disillusionment, and the macro-structural context of the 
oil industry. 

Overall, the book largely accomplishes its stated goal, within the narrow definition 
of the resource curse noted above. However, because of this narrow focus, the book 
devalues the importance of the broader structure of the global oil system, the local 
environmental and socio-economic realities of oil development zones, and the connec-

. tions between these levels in policy decisions. Given the added weight the book carries . 
due to the Nobel-laureate editors, the highly respected contributors, and its place as the 

. third volume in the Revenue Watch Series-intended to provide stakeholders in oil and 
gas development with the tools necessary to ensure gr~ater transparency in extractive 
industry revenue flows-its narrow focus unfortunately contributes to the growing no
tion that transparency is a silver bullet for the ills of oil development. 

In slight discordance with the rest of the volume, but summing up what I found 
most problematic in the book, Terry Lynn Karl argues at the end of her chapter that 
the vast majority of "economic and technocratic" (270) solutions proposed (in general) 
for avoiding the oil curse are destined to fail because they are directed purely at the oil
producing nations rather than "the symbiotic relationship between these states and the 
oil companies." She concludes by arguing for a more comprehensive approach, one that 
unfortunately is missing from the majority of this volume's policy recommendations. 

Under Rich Earth (2008) 

Producer and Director: Malcolm Rogge 
www.underrichearth.com 

Joshua S. Dimon 
University of California, Berkeley 

This film is a moving a:ccou~t of a confrontation between farmers in a remote valley in 
. Ecuador, and a Canadian mining company registered in British Columbia and trading 
on the Toronto Stock Exchange. What is remarkable about the story is the filming of 
the capture of 56 armed paramilitaries by 100 villagers. What is important about the 
film is its impact on the ultimate fate of the mining company; 

The community of Junin is located in the lush Intag Valley. The local farmers grow 
coffee, raise cows and chickens, and move t.heir goods on pack animals. Carlos Zorrilla, 
an expatriate Cuban-American and long-time resident, calls this "paradise." However~ 
in the eyes of the min.ing industry, the community is poor, uneducated, and in need 
of jobs. The government of Ecuador issued a concession in i996 to Mitsubishi Metals. 
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Opposition forced them to leave, and the Canadian company Ascendant Copper ac
quired the same concessions several years later from the Ecuadorian government. They 
decided to brand opponents of the mine as "eco~terrorists" and hired paramilitaries to 
intimidate and tear-gas local residents. Company representatives claim they were help
ing the communities by setting up economic development projects and introducing 
training programs for future jobs in the mining industry. 

In 2006, about twenty "rogue" police tried to arrest Zorrilla and he was forced to go 
into hiding. A couple of months later, two busloads of paramilitaries were dropped off 
in the jungle near the community ofJuniri. Fearing they would be surrounded, com
munity members organized a march into the valley and encircle.cl the paramilitaries. 
The movie captures the electrifying confrontation between the two groups. In the end, 
not a single shot is fired as the villagers negotiate the removal of the bulletproof vests 
from the intruders and march them into the village. The only building large enough to 
house the men is the village church, which is turned into an ad hoc detention centre. 
The next five days are passed waiting for government authorities to show up, while 
·the community cooks for the detainees and the visitors. Eventually, the intruders are 
released into police custody. 

I do not think it is any accident that director Malcolm Rogge has a law degree. The 
film is put together with precision and focus, and he uses effective cross-examination 
techniques to catch Ascendant executives in outrageous lies. William Jurika, Chairman 
of Ascendant Copper, says, "We are not trying to push ourselves on to people," while 
footage shows armed para~ilitaries tear-gassing and shooting at unarmed villagers. 
Francisco Ventimilla, General Manager of Operations in Ecuador, quotes CEO Gary 
Davis as saying that the company "never had a single armed person in the area." Yet 
footage shows the villagers disarming the paramilitaries who are carrying handguns, 
bullets, and tear-gas canisters. 

From a legal perspective, just as important is the fact that the film uses the voices 
of the commui1ity members themselves to tell their story. Although the witnesses are 
not in a court oflaw, they are testifying. As any litigator will tell you, nothing can beat 
a coherent recounting of events from the victims. Like a documentary filmmaker, a 
lawyer must facilitate the sharing of a particular perspective on the unfolding of a series 
of events over time. The advantage of the filmmaker is that the images add a texture 
and immediacy that is impossible to reproduce in testimony given from a witness box. 
Rogge does a masterful job giving us a feel for the community: villagers talk while doing 
their daily tasks, making soup, weaving cloth, and loading their horses. 

The film has received rave reviews since its world premiere at the Toronto Interna
tional Film Festival in 2008. It was first screened in Ecuador and since then has had 
showings in Mexico, Brazil, Germany, and the United States. I have shown parts of the 
film to several of my law classes not only because it is a good film but mainly because 
it has influenced the development of the law. 

Crusading lawyer Murray Klippenstein has gone to visit the community in Junin 
and has commenced groundbreaking lawsuits against the Canadian directors of the 
company and against the Toronto Stock Exchange. While it will be many years before 
these suits are resolved, films like Under Rich Earth will provide crucial background 
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to understanding how events unfolded. For example, the Northern Miner, Ontario's 
newspaper for the mining industry, reviewed this movie and sajd that it depicted "a 
classic example for compan ies on how not to handle community relations." So this is a 
cautionary tale: mining company hires thugs to tear-gas and intimidate local farmers. 
Graphic scenes of violence are recorded and distributed internationally. Ecuadorian 
government rejects the company's environmental impact report and suspends mining 
operations in the area. Lawsuit commences in Canada. 

The last chapter (perhaps) is unfolding as l write this review in October 2009. As
cendant Copper has changed its name to Copper Mesa. The Ontario Securities Com
mission has issued a notice that they may de-list the stock from the Toronto Stock 
Exchange. It is not known whether there is a direct connection to the events in Junin 
or to the film but it is certainly ironic. Near the end of the fiJm, Francisco VentimilJa 
of the mining company, looking full and smug, predicts that the "opposition will fa il." 

Shin Imai 
Osgoode Hall law School 

As documented in Under Rich 
Eanh, lntag, Ecuador, is the site of 
a confrontation between the local 
community and a Canadian mining 
company. The hand-painted sign says: 
"Entry of mining companies prohibited. 
These lands are not for sale. They are to 
be protected." Photo by Malcolm Rogge 



New Guidelines for Reviews 

The Canadian Journal of Development Studies (CJDS) is pleased to introduce our new guidelines for 
reviewers, updated as of March 2010. 

CJDS is an interdisciplinary, bilingual forum where scholars, practitioners, and policy-makers 
explore and exchange ideas on both conventional and alternative approaches to development. In line 
with its aims, CJDS will consider reviews in English and French of academic and policy works that 
are thought-provoking, scholarly in nature, and relevant to an interdisciplinary and international 
readership in international development. 

In selecting reviews for publication, CJDS seeks to strike a balance between disciplinary fields, 
conceptual frames, and sectoral foci; theoretical, policy, and research-oriented works; and compara
tive and single-case studies. At this time, the journal is particularly interested in publishing reviews 
on works addressing issues in Canadian development policy and practice, emerging powers, con
flict-affected contexts, and sectors, regions, or countries that are otherwise underrepresented in the 
journal. Works by Canadian authors and published by Canadian presses, research, or development 
organizations are especially welcome. In general, reviews are of books, however, -reviews of other 
material, such as documentary films, that would be of interest to our readers will be considered. 

The work should be approved by the Review Editor prior to submission of the review. Suggestions 
for works to be reviewed are welcome. Reviewers may not. review their own works or those with 
which they have a conflict of interest. 

General Guidelines 

Reviews should: 

• Be mindful of the audience, which is interdisciplinary and international. Avoid technical jargon 
and ~verly spedalized language which may be unfamiliar to a wider audience. 

• Ideally be of 1000 words in length. Longer reviews will be returned for revision unless they are 
double reviews. 

• Provide a balanced, critical analysis of the work in a thought-provoking and engaging style. 
• Comment on the intended audience and identify who would find the work useful, and provide a 

brief background of the author/editor. 
• 

Particular considerations: 

• The focus of the review should be on the academic contribution of the work to the topic and 
scholarship in the field and/or its significance to policy or practice. 

• If the work is an edited volume or includes chapters by different authors, the review should focus 
on the overall theme and content. Reviewers can focus on chapters that they find particularly 
significant, explaining the significance in the context of the work or topic. 

• Outline the main thesis and major objectives and how effectively they are achieved. Highlight 
particularly original content. , 

• Place the work within the current thinking, scholarship, and policy context as appropriate, provid
ing a comparison with other works. Readers are particularly interested-in how the work adds to 
or breaks new ground in the knowledge base. 

• Analyse the soundness of methods (if appropriate). 
• The review should conclude with implications for research, policy, or practice as appropriate. 



Formatting 

• Reviews should be double-spaced on 81h x 11 inch paper with i inch margins. 
• Use. in-text citations for references. Refer to CJDS journal style. 
• The header of the review should in~lude: Author(s) or editor(s) first and last name(s) (indicate 

if it is an edited book); title of book; year of publication; place of publication; publisher; number 
of pages; price (indicate paperback or hard cover) if available; ISBN. If the work is an electronic 
document, provide permanent URL and retrieval date. 

• At the end of the review, please include reviewers first and last names; institution and affiliation; 
email address. . 

Deadline and Submission Procedure 
Reviews are expected within six weeks of receipt of the book/document by reviewers. Earlier receipt 
of reviews will permit faster publication fo upcoming issues. 

Please, submit completed reviews to cjds@uottawa.ca with a copy to the Review Editor electro_ni
cally as a Microsoft Word document. The subject heading of the email should state the review num
ber (in the form of a code beginning with BR which will be supplied to reviewers) and the title of 
the work. 

Queries 
In the first instance, please address general queries to cjds@uottawa.ca with a copy to the Review 
Editor. 

REVIEW EDITOR 

Dr Prachi Srivastava 
Assistant Professor 
School ofinternational Development and Global Studies 

. University of Ottawa 
prachi.srivastava@uottawa.ca 



Nouvelles lignes directrices pour les comptes rendus 

La Revue canadienne d'etudes du developpement (RCED) presente avec plaisir ses nouvelles lignes 
directrices, mises a jour en mars 2010, a_l'intention des redacteurs de comptes rendus. 

La RCED est une tribune interdisciplinaire bilingue ou praticiens, universitaires et decideurs 
peuvent explorer et echanger des idees sur les approches classiques et nouvelles en matiere de developpe
ment. Conformement aces objectifs, nous acceptons des comptes rendus, en frarn;:ais et en anglais, 
de travaux scientifiques traitant de theories et de politiques novatrices; ils devrai~nt etre pertinents 
pour un lectorat multidisciplinaire, a l'echelle mondiale, qui s'interesse au domaine du developpe
ment international. 

Pour choisir les comptes rendus, nous cherchons a atteindre un equilibre entre divers elements 
: disciplines, cadres conceptuels et themes sectoriels; travaux axes sur les theories, les politiques et 
les recherches; etudes comparatives et etudes sur des cas uniques. En ce moment, nous cherchons 
en particulier des comptes rendus de documents sur les politiques et les pratiques dans le domaine 
du developpement au Canada, les pouvoirs emergents, les milieux touches par les conflits ainsi que 
les secteurs, les regions ou les pays sous-representes dans les pages de la RCED. Nous sommes tres 
interesses aux textes d'auteurs canadiens publies par des editeurs canadiens ou des organismes de. 
recherche ou de developpement. En general, il s'agit de comptes rendus de livres, mais il est possible 
de traiter d'autres types de documents susceptibles d'interesse_r notre lectorat, par exemple des films 
documentaires. 

Les documents qui feront l'objet d'un compte rendu doivent recevoir l'approbation prealable de 
la responsable des recensions. Les suggestions de documents a recenser sont aussi les bienvenues. 
Les redacteurs ne peuvent presenter un compte rendu traitant de leurs propres travaux ni de travaux 
par rapport auxquels ils se trouveraient en conflit d'interets. 

Lignes directrices generales 

Le compte rendu devrait : 

• S'adresser a un iectorat multidisciplinaire a l'echelle internationale. 11 faut done eviter le jargon 
technique et le langage trop specialise que ne connaitrait pas un public plus general. 

• Respecter, idealement, la longueur maximale de i ooo mots. Tout compte rendu plus long sera 
retourne a l'auteur pour revision, sauf s'il traite de plusieurs documents. 

• Presenter une analyse critique equilibree du document recense, dans un style inspirant et stimulant. 
• Preciser a quelpublic s'adresse le document recense et a quel public il serait utile; donner un bref 

aper<;:u des antecedents de l'auteur ou du directeur du recueil. 

Considerations particulieres 

• Lecompte rendu devrait faire ressortir la contribution scientifique qu'apporte le document recense 
au theme aborde ou aux recherches dans le domaine et/ou sa signification pour les politiques ou les 
pratiques. 

• Dans le cas d'un recueil, le compte rendu devrait signaler le theme general et le contenu global. 
V OUS pouvez neanmoins traiter de chapitres que YOUS jugez particulierement importants et en 
expliquer le sens dans le contexte du document recense ou du theme aborde. 

• Le compte rendu devrait exposer la these principale et les grands objectifs du document recense, 
puis mentionner dans quelle mesure ces derniers ont ete atteints. 11 faut egalement souligner tout 
contenu original. · 



• I1 convient de replacer le document recense clans le contexte des theories, des recherches et 
des politiques actuelles, s'il y a lieu, et de le comparer avec d'autres textes. Les lecteurs veulent 
notamment savoir comment ce document vient completer le corpus de connaissances ou explorer 
de nouvelles avenues. 

• II faut analyser le bien-fonde des methodes utilisees (s'il ya lieu) . 
• Dans la conclusion, le compte rendu devrait evoquer l' incidence du document recense Sur la 

recherche, les politiques ou les pratiques, selon le cas. 

·Format 

• Le compte rendu doit etre redige a double interligne sur des feuilles de papier 8,5 po x 11 po avec 
des marges de i po. 

• II faut indiquer les renvois entre parentheses clans le texte. Consultez ace sujet les directives de la 
RCED pour les references bibliographiques. 

• Le titre du co~pte rendu devr~it comprendre les elements suivants: prenom et nom pour l'auteur 
(OU les auteurs) OU le(s) redacteur(s) (indiquez s'il s'agit d'un recueil); titre de. l'ouvrage; annee 
de publication; lieu de publication; editeur; nombre de pages; prix, si possible (indiquez s'il s'agit 
d'un livre relie OU de poche); numero d'ISBN. Dans le cas d'un document electtonique, indiquez 
l'adresse URL permanente et la date de consultation. 

• A la fin du compte rendu, indiquez vos prenom et nom; le nom de votre etablissement et votre 
poste; votre courriel. 

Echeance et processus de presentation 
Le redacteur doit remettre son co_mpte rendu clans les six semaines qui suivent la reception du livre 
ou document a recenser. Le fait de le remettre plus tot permettra d'accelerer la publication clans les 
futurs numeros. 

Veuillez envoyer votre compte rendu a cjds@uottawa.ca et adresser une copie electronique en 
format Microsoft Word a la responsable des recensioris. Dans la rubrique Ob jet de votre courriel, 
indiquez le nu·mei-o du compte rendu (le code debutant par BR qui vous a ete attribue) et le titre du 
livre OU document recense. 

Demandes d'information 
Veuillez adresser d' abord vos derriandes generales a cjds@uottawa.ca et envoyer une copie a la responsable 
des recensions : 
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~rachi Srivastava 
Professeure adjointe 
Ecole de developpement international et mondialisation 
Universite d'Ottawa 
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une analyse interdisciplinaire qui pousse a la reflexion. Elle favorise ce
pendant les resultats de recherches, etudes de cas et exemples d'applica
tion reelle ayant des repercussions sur Jes politiques et la planification 
en matiere de developpement. Nous accueillons egalement des textes 
courts et incisifa qui presentent des opinions ou reflexions pour nourrir 
till debat d'actualite soit sur la pratique, la politique ou lenseignement 
du developpemcot, soil sur un sujet traite dans un numero anterieur. 

Note aux auteurs 
La RCED ne prend en consideration que les manuscrits qui n'ont pas 
deja ete publies integralement ou, de l'avis de la redaction, en grande 
partie. Les articles qui ne sont pas conformes aux consignes de pre· 
sen talion ci ·dessous ne seront pas evalues. 

Les manuscrit, en fran~ais ou en anglais, doit compter entre 
25 et 35 pages (6 250- 8 750 mots). tout materiel inclus, sur papier 
216 mm x 279 mm (Lettre US). Le manuscrit, y compris les notes, 
references et annexes, doit etre presente a double interligne, avec une 
police de caracteres de corps 12 et suivant le style d'un numero recent 
de la RCED. Les tableaux peuvent etre presentcs a simple interligne. 
Une lisle complete des references citees doit etre fournie; les references 
doivent etre presentees en ordre alphabetique et comprendre tous les 
elements bibliographiques sans abreviation. Un resmne d'au plus 100 
mots doit accompagner le manuscril. Les manuscrits faisant l'objet 
d'une evaluation anonyme, les noms, statuts et coordonnees completes 
des auteurs doivent figurer sur une page scparee. 

Les projets d'articles en format traitement de texte standard 
doivent etre transmis au secretariat par cottrriel (cjds@uottawa.ca). 
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Thi::. double issue responds to growing academic discussion and public concern about the environ
mental, social, political, and economic. impacts of the rapid globe -spanning growth of the mining 
and petroleum industries over the past twenty years. The recent boom in mineral and petroleum 
exports has renewed debate about the potential de\'elopmental contribution of extractive industries. 
It has also opened new discussions about international, and home and host country responsibilities 
for ensuring both a fairer distribution ol the benefits derived from their operations and compensa
tion for the damages they often cause. 

111is volume - assembled by scholars of the Extractive Industries Research Group (EIRG) 
at the Centre for Research on Lalin America and the Caribbean (CERLAC) at York University 
includes contributions on regulation, accountability, contracts, informed consent, Aboriginal 
partH.:ipation, community action, and global resistance, and spans the globe from Nigeria to Labrador 

olivia to Australia. 
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